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Introduction
Public infrastructure investment is a key driver of the

economy, delivering a wide range of services that

underpin the material standard of living of all New

Zealanders. Modern society relies on infrastructure for

domestic markets to function efficiently, for export goods

to be produced and for social interaction to occur. The

OECD suggests that investment in infrastructure,

particularly in network infrastructure such as transport

and communications, seems to boost long-term economic

output more than other kinds of physical investment.

Investing in productive infrastructure is one of six policy

drivers in the Government’s ‘Jobs and Growth Plan for
New Zealand’ intended to help the country recover from

the effects of the global financial crisis. Such infrastructure

investment is designed to help increase the growth in

productivity; maintain high levels of employment; reduce

our vulnerability to adverse events; and close the gap

with Australia by 2025.

The Resource Management Act (RMA) has for some time

been the bête noire of the development community while

decision-making practice has been somewhat under the

radar. Refinement of the approvals processes for projects

of national significance and other enhancements were

enacted with the 2009 amendment to the RMA. More

changes are to come under Phase Two of the reforms.

This research for the New Zealand Centre for Advanced

Engineering (CAENZ) has developed another agenda for

reform which is designed to enhance decision-making

on infrastructure investments to augment the current

tools which are considered to be too narrow. Some

aspects of the required reforms can be implemented

simply through information and training. Others require

some investigation and demonstration. All require the

adoption of rigorous and more standardised process by

decision-makers and analysts alike.

It is now timely for such reforms. The publication of the

National Infrastructure Plan provides a platform that was

previously absent; there are now improved analytical

tools which can support decision-makers seeking to

understand possible wider economic benefits, network

effects and opportunities being evident as real options.

There are also effective methods for incorporating a range

of social, cultural and environmental factors into the

assessment which, taken together with the extended

economic analysis, can achieve the intent in the National
Infrastructure Plan of improving the advice provided to

decision-makers. Together these tools will provide a richer

evaluation of infrastructure proposals being considered

by government and the private sector.

The Study
The new emphasis now being placed on the role of

infrastructure investment comes at a time when there

has been growing concern that New Zealand was suffering

the consequences of under-investment in network

infrastructure in the 1980s and 1990s which saw a marked

fall in investment in infrastructure as a proportion of

GDP, Figure 1.

These two drivers prompted the CAENZ to undertake a

study designed to promote discussion on ways to

enhance current practice to achieve high quality outcomes

when making public infrastructure investment decisions.

Interviews with Leading
Decision-makers
Eleven individuals including past Cabinet ministers,

mayors, chairs and directors of major companies (both

SOEs and private sector) were interviewed. Common

themes on how the investment decision process could

be improved were identified in the interviews including:

• Having a shared, long-term vision and a high level
infrastructure plan for New Zealand to support that
vision;

• Making greater use of systems thinking and
considering the network effects of any individual
project;

• Developing the ability to be able to prioritise between
sectors;

• Broader societal measures should be considered in
the evaluation process; and

• Better utilisation of past experience and learning.

There is strong alignment between this agenda and the

themes explored in the study with a number addressed

directly in the recommended reforms. The overall structure

of the diagnosis and reform identified by the study is

summarised in Figure 2.

Operationalising Strategy
Many of the decision-makers interviewed in the study
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commented on the need for a strategy for infrastructure

development. The National Infrastructure Plan is a

substantial improvement over past practice that did not

see a role for such a plan. It provides a framework to

enable government agencies and the private sector to

better coordinate the provision of infrastructure. That

said, an overall strategic framework for infrastructure

investment is missing and sector-specific legislation and

policy statements are relied on to provide guidance for

project appraisal.

Invoking strategy and vision is not a laissez passer to
avoid analysis, in fact, quite the reverse. The scale of an

overarching strategy is such that there needs to be

significant interaction between strategic intent and

analysis to ensure that strategy is firmly grounded and

that there are clear objectives, standards and targets.

This is one of the major benefits of Logical Framework

Analysis in that there is no room for equivocation in the

matrix. Ends, means, and measures are thoroughly

integrated.

Some of the concerns about strategy may be addressed

by greater transparency in the reporting of analyses and

decisions and by ‘closing the loop’ through Benefits

Management Plans and benefits realisation testing. A

key element in this is the development of indicators

which provide the (sometimes missing) link between

vision and analysis, and which are then used to assess

outcomes. Other concerns may be addressed by more

comprehensive analysis, including wider economic, social

and environmental effects that reduce the gap between

what decision-makers intuit on the basis of their

experience and what is covered by analysis.

Better Project Definition and
Quality Assurance
There is often inadequate exploration of options despite

the availability of volumes of guidance. The Infrastructure

Australia experience highlights the issue thus: “A broad

range of options to solve the problems was not

considered – many submissions jumped directly to large-

scale, expensive capacity enhancements, without any

consideration of ‘non-build’ solutions such as changes

in regulations, governance arrangements or introducing

demand management measures to make better use of

existing infrastructure.” The development of investment

alternatives should consider a wide range of possible

solutions, including non-build opportunities, bundling

or integrating projects into a programme, pricing, and

the examination of the use of complementary networks.

Investment Logic Mapping can assist the process of

option identification. This can be used in conjunction

with the Gateway Review process which provides an

effective mechanism for on-going quality assurance.

Whether or not the Gateway Review process is adopted,

it is appropriate that proponents of all major infrastructure

projects to develop and implement a Benefit Management

Plan against which project outcomes can be progressively

evaluated.

Enhanced Cost Benefit Analysis
An overview of the approaches to assessment used by

leading government agencies in the UK, Australia and

New Zealand confirms a number of similarities in existing

Figure 1: Infrastructure investment as a proportion of GDP. Source: NZCID
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assessment practices. Perhaps the most striking is the

consistency of use of Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) as the

primary tool to evaluate infrastructure investment. There

is also strong consistency of method including the

approaches to valuing benefits and adopting assumptions

in terms of identifying the source of information,

sensitivity analysis and validation.

What has been happening in recent years is the extension

of scope of cost-benefit analysis and complementing it

with other forms of assessment. This is evident in

initiatives like the New Approach To Appraisal (NATA) by

the Department for Transport in the United Kingdom,

and the monetisation of a wider range of social effects

by the New Economics Foundation. These enhancements

can go a long way towards bridging the gap between

the breadth of information sought by some decision-

makers and what is provided by some cost benefit

analyses. It would be fair to say that in general New

Zealand has been slow to adopt extensions to cost benefit

analysis to cover a wider range of economic and social

effects.

Wider Economic Effects
Wider economic effects derive from improving the

efficiency with which markets operate through

agglomeration, mitigating existing market failures, and

through an increased output in imperfectly competitive

markets.

Improvement in transport links improves efficiency in a

number of ways including the facilitation of closer

production linkages. In sectors where there are economies

of scale, this results in productivity improvements; raising

efficiency as well as the volume of production. Reduced

barriers also enable businesses to relocate to more central

locations to gain further economies of scale while still

accessing the resources they need from the hinterland.

Such agglomeration benefits are typically the most

important of the wider economic effects. They are fully

additional to the benefits captured in conventional CBA

appraisal. Wider economic effects can also include other

improvements to the efficiency of economic activity

through enhanced competition, labour market effects,

taxation, trade gains, and technology and knowledge

transfer.

A trial application of the method developed for the UK

Department for Transport commissioned by the NZTA

examined the Waterview motorway extension project.

This established the workability of the procedure in New

Zealand. The wider economic effects calculated in that

study add another $250 million, or 23%, to the

conventionally captured benefits. While the method in

Figure 2: Enhancing decision-making on infrastructure investment

Diagnosis ReformProcess

Vision

Problem/Opportunity
 Identification

Option Definition

Decision-making

Monitoring

Evaluation

Analysis

No long-term vision for national

development as context for infrastructure

planning.

Poor definition of a problem/opportunity –

prior  ‘solutions’ in search of a problem,

silo thinking. Need for further development

of infrastructure strategy.

Narrow definition of options, inappropriate

scale of project, failure to consider non-

build options, network effects,

agglomeration effects, etc.

Intuition and analysis in conflict; ‘pork

barrel’; undocumented value judgements;

disregard of analysis; inappropriate

regulatory environment.

Limited on-going assessment in

implementation; risk of interference in

implementation.

Inadequate or absent assessment of project

outcomes; failure to learn from experience.

Some poor practice; confusion of economic

and financial analyses; narrowness – failing

to properly address wider economic, social

and environmental effects; lack of

transparency; optimism bias.

Adopt long-term vision for national

development as context for infrastructure

planning. National Criteria.

Expand strategy for infrastructure

development in the National Infrastructure

Plan. Analysis of drivers/causes, greater

involvement of decision makers.

Better exploration of regulatory, governance

and ‘better use’ options; ensure scope

considers real options; use of Logframes,

Investment Logic Maps.

Better presentation of analysis, including

risk; more comprehensive analysis;

transparency of decisions; regulatory

reform for monopoly suppliers.

Preparation of benefits management plan;

regular planned reviews of business case;

wider use of Gateway process for quality

assurance during project design and

implementation.

Systematic benefits realisation testing.

Transparency in reporting of project

analyses.

More standardised approach to CBA and

financial analysis including wider economic

effects and distribution analysis. Use

enhanced MCA for non-monetised social

and environmental attributes.
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this case is specific to road transport, the same general

principles apply in other sectors.

Measuring Productivity Gains to
Assist Budget Allocation
The research has identified an approach to the vexed

question of selecting the most productive investments

after exploring both ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’

approaches. The preferred approach is ‘bottom-up’ by

considering the productivity gains offered by individual

projects and network-based programmes based on an

extended cost benefit, Figure 3. The chart, which was

developed for assessing transport projects and is used

in various forms in several countries, has been augmented

by adding the left hand column to clearly identify the

components of the benefits of a project that represent

productivity gains.

The ‘bottom-up’ approach builds on the benefits of a

more standardised approach to analysis recommended

by the study by enabling a portfolio of high performing

projects to be built up which have been evaluated on a

comparable basis. There are also significant technical

and practical issues which militate against such a macro/

top-down approach. These include the abstraction of

the assumption of perfect markets, the significant portion

of infrastructure which is not traded and therefore does

not have market prices, and the limitations of available

data.

The budget allocation issue can be addressed by using

more standardised analysis methods that enable

comparisons to be made between sectors by ranking

the full range of proposed projects and identifying the

incidence of high-performing projects that can’t be

funded. There may be a case for switching funds into

sectors with more high value projects (especially those

which offer high productivity gains) that would otherwise

not go ahead through lack of funds.

Social Outcomes in Cost Benefit
Analysis
Cost benefit analysis has been extended from a focus

on the direct measurable costs to include a wider range

of factors. Recent experience in Europe in handling socio-

economic/indirect effects was analysed as part of the

HEATCO project.

One of the approaches to extending the valuation of

costs and benefits is the Social Return on Investment

(SROI). While developed principally as a tool for non-

governmental organizations it has recently been applied

to the proposed third runway at London’s Heathrow

Airport.

Key features of SROI include disaggregation of impacts

across a range of stakeholders; and a more extensive

use than previously of financial proxies to value things

that are not traded through subjective assessment, similar

traded goods or services; and analysing data on spending

patterns. Matters considered include ‘blight’, the loss of

value in the fabric of the community and the costs of

living with uncertainty prior to a decision, or a scheme

starting.

Scoping Projects: Network
Effects and Real Options
The way a project is scoped and the bounds of the

effects that are evaluated are central to maximising the

productivity of investments. Silo-thinking can

inappropriately limit the scope of a project or curtail the

assessment of benefits that might occur. The assessment

of network effects and the exploration and evaluation of

real options can go some way to addressing these issues,

but cannot of themselves open people’s eyes to the

possibilities.

Network effectsNetwork effectsNetwork effectsNetwork effectsNetwork effects are a core issue in project definition in

terms of making sure that the scope of the project that

is assessed captures the full range of potential effects

within a network. The central issue is that the effects of

an enhancement to one part of a network can depend

not only on the consequences on other parts of the

network, but also the enhancements implemented on

the other parts. This can mean that enhancements appear

individually all uneconomic even when the enhancements

would all appear worthwhile when viewed collectively.

What constitutes the ‘network’ that should be analysed

is not always a simple question. It is not always the

collection of links in a single mode system like a

motorway network. The New Lynn Transit Centre is a

good example where the network comprised elements

of rail, road, bus services, car and passenger access and

commercial building development. Analysing the links

on any one of these would have served little purpose.

The whole integrated combination of interacting

components needed to be analysed and compared with

its alternatives. The commercial building component is

an example of a real option since they would not happen

without the interchange, but the commitment to

construction and then delivery of the rail infrastructure

provides the platform for commercial construction. One

important factor, especially to governments is the
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resilience of infrastructure networks. An evaluation of

their ability to withstand the effects of external events

and recover from damage should be included in the

analysis.

The interest in real optionsreal optionsreal optionsreal optionsreal options for the analysis of

infrastructure investments arises because providing

improved infrastructure can create opportunities for

further investments. One classification defines five types:

• Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option: holding the necessary
resources available to make an investment, but
waiting until the time to do so is propitious;

• Growth option:Growth option:Growth option:Growth option:Growth option: building an asset that can have its
capacity expanded at a later date;

• Flexibility option:Flexibility option:Flexibility option:Flexibility option:Flexibility option: the ability to alter the course of
the investment after it is built;

• Exit option:Exit option:Exit option:Exit option:Exit option: the ability to get out of an investment.
Virtually all infrastructure can be either run down if
it proves to be redundant, or to have its life extended
if it has ongoing value beyond its design lives; and

• Learning option:Learning option:Learning option:Learning option:Learning option: making an investment enables the
holder to learn about an uncertain quantity,
technology, or opportunity.

Cost-benefit analysis has not conventionally included

the potential benefits that might come from subsequent

projects or development. However, where projects have

clearly identifiable consequences in enabling other

projects to go ahead, then it is valid to include this

value in the project assessment.

There are two quite distinct cases for considering real

options in infrastructure investment:

• initial infrastructure investment can be enhanced in
some way that facilitates further investments in that
infrastructure or its use.

• infrastructure investment creates opportunities for
further investment in the industries that use the
infrastructure.

The importance of options created by certain

infrastructure investments means that a standard needs

analysis may need to be supplemented by an

‘opportunities analysis’. Some caution is needed when

the possibility is purely speculative. Rather than attempt

a doubtful valuation it may be better to assess the extent

to which the project falls short of breaking even without

including any option value. The question for decision-

makers is then whether they are prepared to believe

that the option is worth at least that much.

Non-monetised Social Outcomes
Social impact assessment (SIA) is an evaluation tool

designed to facilitate understanding of the distribution

of positive and negative effects of particular resource

developments, policies, and plans at local, regional and

national levels. It includes the identification of strategies

to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of

development, plans and policies, and to enhance the

extent of benefit enjoyed by the affected and interested

parties and wider communities.

Social impact assessment is often undertaken as part of

the project assessment process but is more importantly

a tool for ongoing monitoring and evaluation, working

Figure 3: Productivity gains identified by extended cost benefit analysis
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with the affected communities to manage the identified

effects. Various jurisdictions have established SIA as a

statutory requirement, typically as part of an

environmental impact assessment.

There is growing recognition that overall results of cost

benefit analyses can obscure distinct sets of ‘winners’

and ‘losers’. This variation in outcomes between groups

in society is now being incorporated within or alongside

cost benefit analyses typically through income weighting,

distributional matrices, and stakeholder analysis.

Multi-criteria Analysis
The use of multi-criteria analysis (MCA) is a response to

the challenges of incorporating a range of factors into

the assessment of infrastructure and the inherent

problems of valuing non-traded services and the

ecological, spatial and social effects of a project. The

claim for MCA is that it makes it possible to evaluate

several alternative projects or variants on various

quantitative and qualitative criteria and thereby take into

account all the effects arising from a project, policy or

programme.

One of the better developed methods for use on

infrastructure decisions is set out in the NATA by the UK

Department for Transport. The criteria now cover:

environmental impact, safety, economy, accessibility, and

integration. These specific items relate to transport in

the UK, but the model can readily be translated into

other infrastructure sectors and countries.

MCA is a valuable tool to incorporate factors that cannot

be monetised and for reducing long lists of options. It

complements rather than substitutes for CBA both in

terms of timing when it is undertaken and in terms of

coverage.

The credibility of MCA can be assisted by more transparent

reporting, particularly in terms of scoring and weighting.

Where these measures use interval scales and arithmetic

to determine rankings, these data should be open to

scrutiny and public consultation as with Melbourne Water.

Wider involvement in generating weightings gained

through stakeholder consultation would also be

advantageous.

The Case for Standardised
Methods used in Sequence
The New Lynn Transit Centre makes a fascinating case

for standardisation of analytical methods and the

extension of cost benefit analysis to include wider

economic and network effects. The project is about $305

million of public capital expenditure, with about another

$350 million in private land development following as a

result. It is part of a strategy from the mid-1990s, led by

Mayor Bob Harvey, to build and retrofit all of its main

town centres around the rail lines, and contain most of

its growth within existing City limits.

One of the interesting aspects of this project (grounded

in the City’s ‘Greenprint’ strategy) was the relationship

between strategy and analysis. Mayor Harvey states:

“Each of the decision-making bodies - Watercare, NZTA,
Waitakere, ARTA, ARC, Kiwirail, Treasury and Cabinet -
all had different ways of deciding this thing in its many
stages. It was simply not possible to stabilise a common
Benefit-Cost ratio or decision-making procedure between
all of these entities. But it was only Waitakere that had
the decision-making freedom to measure and evaluate
all of the costs and benefits of such a major infrastructure
intervention as if they were an organic whole. The rest
of them had their own clip-boards.”

The adoption of a standard portfolio of methods would

not only reduce the frustration faced by innovators like

Mayor Harvey but also create a level field in terms of

various sectors competing for funds – there would be a

more equal process in terms of the identification of

benefits at which some agencies presently appear to be

better than others. This would reduce the risk of risk of

poor investment decisions if, for example, intangible

benefits are included in one project but not with another

because of different agency practices.

In essence the approach should be to monetise what

can be monetised and then deal with social, cultural

and environmental aspect that can’t be monetised (like

the concept of ‘mauri’) by appropriate means. One of

the more interesting frameworks for systematic and

sequential analysis is that used by Melbourne Water with

its Triple Bottom Line (TBL) assessment. What

differentiates a TBL assessment from a purely financial

assessment is the extent to which it takes into account

the broader effects on the environment and the

community.

Within these TBL guidelines, at least one, and usually

two of four different evaluation techniques are used to

define the ‘optimal’ solution in the following sequence:

• financial analysis (which includes Financial NPV and
Financial CEA);

• non-financial cost effectiveness analysis (CEA);

• benefit cost analysis (BCA); and

• multiple criteria analysis (MCA).
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The financial analysis (NPV and financial CEA) is used to

differentiate between options on the basis of the cash

flow implications to Melbourne Water, while CEA, BCA

and MCA are used to account for wider effects on the

environment and society. An important feature of the

Melbourne Water approach is that the weighting used in

the multi-criteria analysis is based on widespread

consultation based on the understanding that “the weight
given to factors and the identification of relevant
distinguishing factors is subjective and cannot be decided
by ‘experts’ in isolation.” Sensitivity analysis, changing

the discount rate, and modelling probability distributions

for uncertain effects are then used to incorporate risk

and uncertainty in the decision-making.

Wider Economic Benefits and
Institutional Change
As the CAENZ study went ahead the emphasis

progressively shifted from diagnosis of the issues to

providing better support for decision-making. The

importance of securing wider economic benefit from

infrastructure investment has also become increasingly

apparent to ensure that the full value of larger, more

complex projects is properly assessed. This in turn led

to consideration of some institutional issues in relation

to the monopoly SOEs that were not anticipated at the

outset of the project.

Frameworks currently applied to monopoly suppliers

(specifically the Grid Investment Test) are too narrow

and need to incorporate a wider range of considerations

and use a greater range of analytical tools. The regulation

of monopoly infrastructure providers should be revised

in such a way that the wider benefits of new investment

may be partly captured by the provider or recognised by

dedicated funding. In this way, there is increased incentive

and capability to provide additions to the network for

the benefit of the community.

Cautionary Tales from Overseas
The study has included an extensive canvas of overseas

practice in decision-making frameworks and assessment.

It suggests that enthusiasm for incorporating a wider

range of benefits needs to be tempered by an

appreciation of how the existing, more limited analysis

has been used and abused through optimism bias and

poor project planning and analysis.

Bent Flyvbjerg analysed 258 transportation infrastructure

projects in North America, Europe and Asia over a 30

year period covering a total investment of €90 billion.

Flyvbjerg found that costs had been underestimated in

90% of projects they examined. This is not, unfortunately,

an isolated case. A study by Hugo Priemus of 210 transport

infrastructure projects representing an investment of

US$62 billion (2006 prices), for instance, looked at the

forecast demand with actual traffic during the first year

of operation of these projects and found that over 50%

of projects overestimated demand.

The second cautionary tale relates to the experience of

Infrastructure Australia from 2008 when it issued a call

for proposals for funding for nationally significant

infrastructure. Issues arising in the proposals beyond

poor project definition included lack of alignment with

strategy; little attempt to define or quantify the problem

that the initiative would solve; narrow definition of

options; and limited or no supporting economic analysis,

flawed analysis, or analysis which showed that projects

were likely to be economically unviable.

An Agenda for Reform
The study makes 13 recommendations to support better

decisions on infrastructure investment:

(1) Augment the Government’s long-term vision and
strategy for infrastructure investment with quantified
performance indicators and national criteria for
project selection, and include these in the National
Infrastructure Plan.

(2) Operationalise the relationship between strategy,
project planning, and evaluation through the use
of Logical Framework Analysis which clearly defines
the links between ends, means, measures,
assumptions and resourcing.

(3) Promote the use of Investment Logic Mapping and
the inclusion of the governance viewpoint at project
inception to add rigour to problem identification,
to ensure wide coverage in options definition, and
to capture opportunities.

(4) Prepare and foster the adoption of a standard
portfolio of analytical tools and indicators to ensure
comparability of investment proposals that would
capture:

— directly monetised user benefits (as in
Treasury’s The Primer);

— wider economic effects;

— productivity gains;

— network effects;

— life cycle costing;

— social effects that can be monetised;

— distribution of effects between stakeholders/
communities;
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— effects that cannot be monetised (principally
social and environmental).

(5) Undertake investigations to show how the value of
‘real options’ might be incorporated into analyses
of infrastructure investments.

(6) Develop a process using the standardised project
assessments to present the economic benefits and
productivity gains of projects and programmes in
different sectors to inform the discussion of budget
allocation between sectors and develop a portfolio
of high-performing investments.

(7) Extend the use of the State Services Commission’s
Gateway Review Process across the public sector
including agencies and local government.

(8) Require a Benefit Management Plan for every major
infrastructure project.

(9) Revise investment tests for monopoly infrastructure

(such as the National Grid and the permanent way
for rail) to take into account wider economic effects.

(10) Investigate benefit realisation on a range of past
investments to determine lessons that can be
learned and identify exemplars for the promotion
of good practice to be used with the portfolio of
methods.

(11) Undertake a pilot benchmarking project across a
range of central and local government agencies on
the quality of analytical methods and tools used
for infrastructure investment.

(12) Establish an on-going programme of publication of
analyses of investment proposals to provide
increased transparency on infrastructure investment
advice and decision-making.

(13) Undertake an upgrade of the statistics on
infrastructure to facilitate better planning,
monitoring and evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION1 INTRODUCTION1 INTRODUCTION1 INTRODUCTION1 INTRODUCTION

Public infrastructure investment1 is a key driver of the

economy, delivering a wide range of services that underpin

the material standard of living of all New Zealanders.

The OECD suggests that investment in infrastructure,

particularly in network infrastructure such as transport

and communications, seems to boost long-term economic

output more than other kinds of physical investment2.

Investing in productive infrastructure is one of six policy

drivers3 in the Government’s ‘Jobs and Growth Plan for
New Zealand’ intended to help the country recover from

the effects of the global financial crisis4. Infrastructure

investment is designed to help increase the growth in

productivity; maintain high levels of employment; reduce

our vulnerability to adverse events; and close the gap

with Australia by 2025.

Refinement of the approvals processes for projects of

national significance has been put in place with the

Resource Management (Simplifying and Streamlining)
Amendment Act, 2009 which established the

Environmental Protection Agency. Other changes are

designed to refine the approvals process for both public

and private sector projects5.

This research for the New Zealand Centre for Advanced

Engineering (CAENZ) has developed another agenda for

reform which is designed to enhance decision-making

on infrastructure investments. Defined in part through

interviews with some of the country’s leading decision-

makers, this agenda of issues, Figure 1.1, and potential

remedies (discussed in section 5) covers the complete

cycle of investment decision-making, from the vision

which guides the investment strategy right through to

the testing of outcomes to learn the lessons from

completed projects that can be used in future decision-

making6.

The setting for the implementation of this reform agenda

is probably better than it has been for many years with:

• a National Infrastructure Plan7 (NIP) in place which
describes in some detail the strategic direction and
priorities8;

• a vast array of guidance available locally (such as
The Treasury’s Cost Benefit Analysis Primer 9) and
internationally (some of which is canvassed in
Sections 3 and 4); and

• innovations to extend conventional analysis to include
more comprehensive assessments of economic, social
and environmental effects.

Figure 1.1: Issues in decision-making on infrastructure investments

Vision

Option Definition

Analysis

Decision-making

Monitoring

Evaluation

No long-term vision for national development

as context for infrastructure planning.

Narrow definition of options, inappropriate scale

of project, failure to consider non-build options,

network effects, agglomeration effects, etc.

Some poor practice; confusion of economic and

financial analyses; narrowness – failing to properly

address wider economic, social and environmental

effects; lack of transparency; optimism bias.

Intuition and analysis in conflict; ‘pork barrel’;

undocumented value judgements; disregard of

analysis; inappropriate regulatory environment.

Limited on-going assessment in implementation;

risk of interference in implementation.

Inadequate or absent assessment of project

outcomes; failure to learn from experience.

Problem/Opportunity
 Identification

Poor definition of a problem/opportunity – prior

‘solutions’ in search of a problem, silo thinking.

Need for further development of infrastructure

strategy.

Process Diagnosis
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This gives a solid platform on which to reform decision-

making in infrastructure investment to:

• simplify the confusion of different (and sometimes
inadequate) methods of analysis used by a range of
agencies that limit the ability to compare investments
in different sectors and hinder the progress of
comprehensive development initiatives; and

• extend the range of factors covered by analyses to
include matters that leading decision-makers consider
in investment decisions (including wider economic
effects, network effects, distributional effects, and
real options) that are not consistently covered now.

It is essential to recognise in addressing this agenda

that the issues faced here in terms of the provision of

good advice and making good decisions on infrastructure

investments are worldwide phenomena. The report

canvasses some of the issues arising in other countries

– the experience of Infrastructure Australia discussed in

Section 2.2.1 and the research by Flyvbjerg, Skamris Holm,

and Buhl (2002) in Section 2.2.2 are particularly salutary.

Similarly, the experience of leading decision makers

reported in Section 2.2.3, the experience of Mayor Bob

Harvey with the New Lynn Transit Centre, Section 2.3.9,

and the results of a survey of managers in Section 2.2.4

highlight some of the issues in New Zealand.

It is also important to recognise that there have been

enormous efforts made in many countries on the

development of decision-making frameworks and tools,

as discussed in Section 3 and 4 of this report. There

have also been valuable enhancements of local practice,

like NZTA’s use of a UK method for calculating wider

economic benefits. In short, there is no shortage of

guidance! What is needed now is the same sort of

determination that is being applied to simplifying,

streamlining and refining the Resource Management Act

(RMA) processes to be applied to providing better support

for decision-making on infrastructure investments.

1.1 Aim and Objectives
Decision-making on infrastructure investments is complex

in seeking to meet a range of economic, social and

environmental goals. A range of tools are used to provide

decision-makers with objective information to assist them

allocate budgets between competing sectors and choose

between competing projects. These tools are used within

a range of decision-making frameworks designed to

deliver a consistent and rigorous process.

The new emphasis now being placed on the role of

infrastructure investment in terms of improving the

productivity, employment, and resilience of the economy

comes at a time when there has been growing concern

that New Zealand has been under-investing in network

infrastructure. Some of this is attributed to aspects of

the decision-making process including the way advice is

provided (other factors include different government

priorities, and different perspectives on infrastructure

development, like the notion that electricity generation

would develop close to load centres, obviating the need

to upgrade the National Grid).

The aim of this CAENZ study was to promote discussion

on ways to enhance current practice to achieve high

quality outcomes when making public infrastructure

investment decisions (but it was clearly beyond the scope

of this project to produce a manual like the UK’s Green
Book). The key objectives were:

1 Establish the baseline – identify current social,
environmental, political and economic evaluation
frameworks used to assess major public infrastructure
investments.

2 Determine whether the existing frameworks fully
capture the main goals of:

— increasing productivity of the economy;

— stimulating growth and maintaining employment;

— improving the resilience of the economy by
reducing its vulnerability to future events;

— improving social outcomes; and

— improving environmental sustainability.

3 Establish any deficiencies in current economic
evaluation frameworks used to justify major public
infrastructure investments - such as the need to
include wider economic benefits.

4 Review international practice and determine whether
those practices are relevant for potential application
in the New Zealand context.

5 Identify the critical factors that constitute quality
decision-making and recommend criteria that can be
used to achieve the goals of local and central
government.

As the study went ahead the emphasis progressively

shifted from diagnosis of the issues to potential remedies.

Various themes also gained prominence. Particular

attention has been paid to the manner in which

infrastructure can improve the productivity of the

economy, and how this might be measured for projects,

programmes and between sectors. The importance of

securing wider economic benefit from infrastructure

investment has also become increasingly apparent to

ensure that the full value of larger, more complex projects

is properly assessed. This in turn led to consideration of

some institutional issues in relation to the monopoly
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State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) that were not anticipated

at the outset of the project.

1.2 Study Methods
The study, led by CAENZ Programme Director John Boshier,

was undertaken between December 2009 and June 2010.

The work was based on seven main inputs:

1 The Economics of Infrastructure Investment: Beyond
Simple Cost Benefit Analysis by Arthur Grimes of
Motu Economics.

2 An exploration of the possibility of using macro-
economic modelling to assess the relative productivity
benefits of investment in different forms of
infrastructure by Kel Sanderson of BERL Economics.

3 Evaluation of the Baseline through a international
literature review of decision-making frameworks and
option assessment; and a survey of mangers involved
in infrastructure investment by Rob Steel of Opus
International Consultants.

4 Means to assess social outcomes, including social
and cultural impact assessment and extensions of
CBA by Peter Phillips of Dialogue Consultants.

5 An examination of tools to assess wider economic
effects and the analysis of real options by Murray
Ellis of Dialogue Consultants.

6 Interviews with eleven decision-making leaders; by
Tony Nicklin, a Director of CAENZ.

7 Case studies on four major infrastructure projects in
the Auckland region. The Britomart Transport Hub
project was reviewed by Nik Vorster of Auckland
Regional Transport Authority (ARTA); the New Lynn
Transport Project was reviewed by Alan Rodgers-Smith
of Waitakere City Council with an invaluable
commentary prepared by Mayor Bob Harvey; the
Waikato Water project for Auckland was reviewed by
Deborah Corneby of Watercare; the final section of
the Albany to Puhoi Realignment of State Highway 1
(known as ALPURT B2), was reviewed by Ben King of
Ernst & Young.

The full versions of these contributing papers are included

as Attachments. The final report was written by Dr Peter

Phillips with Murray Ellis and John Boshier. Murray Ellis,

John Boshier, and members of the wider study team

including Michael Mason of Auckland City Council

undertook the internal review of the document. The report

was also peer-reviewed by five people with significant

experience in the field.

There were seven project review group meetings which

provided valuable discussion and insights to the study

at various stages from:

- John Boshier, CAENZ

- Jim Bentley, Auckland University

- Murray Ellis, Dialogue Consultants

- Mervyn English, Electricity Commission

- Dr Arthur Grimes, Motu

- George Hooper, CAENZ

- Amanda Lynn, BERL

- Michael Mason, Auckland City Council

- Ian Melsom, NZTA

- Dr Ganesh Nana, BERL

- Dr Peter Phillips, Dialogue Consultants

- Alan Rodgers-Smith, Waitakere City Council

- Kel Sanderson, BERL

- Stephen Selwood, NZ Council for
Infrastructure Development

- Rob Steel, Opus Consultants

- Len Starling, The Treasury

- Andrew Smail, Transpower

- Karl Strang, Westpac Institutional Bank

- Nik Vorster, ARTA

- Peter Steel, Kiwirail.

Project administration was by Scott Caldwell of CAENZ

with office support by Sue McKenzie of CAENZ.

1.3 Structure of the report
The balance of the report is divided into seven chapters

as follows.

• Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2 covers the state of infrastructure invest-
ment in New Zealand before providing three differ-
ent perspectives on decision-making frameworks and
tools.  First there is a discussion of the experience of
Infrastructure Australia when it called for proposals
for projects of national significance which illustrates
many of the issues in the field, and overseas re-
search on the critical issue of “optimism bias”; then
the perspectives of eleven leading New Zealand de-
cision-makers are reported, including the perceived
gap between their intuition and the outcomes of Cost
Benefit Analysis (CBA) and other advice; finally there
is a discussion on six themes posed to managers
involved in infrastructure investment in various sec-
tors in New Zealand.

• Chapter 3 Chapter 3 Chapter 3 Chapter 3 Chapter 3 provides an overview of decision-making
frameworks used in infrastructure investment in Eu-
rope, Australia and New Zealand and identifies a range
of common themes which form the basis for good
practice.  It also includes a discussion of Logical
Framework Analysis, which is used mainly to directly
link strategic objectives with programme outcomes,
activities, measures and assumptions.
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• Chapter 4Chapter 4Chapter 4Chapter 4Chapter 4 is the first of a series of chapters discuss-
ing aspects of the current state of project appraisal
focusing on cost benefit analysis.  It starts with an
overview of assessment practices in six government
agencies.  It then covers the vexed issue of the se-
lection of the discount rate in CBA; the monetisation
of a greater range of socio-economic effects; and
the presentation of information on financial and eco-
nomic analyses.

• Chapter 5 Chapter 5 Chapter 5 Chapter 5 Chapter 5 continues the discussion of     extensions to
conventional CBA through an examination of the as-
sessment of wider economic effects (including the
potential use macro-economic modelling to assist
budget allocation).

• Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6 focuses on the way projects are scoped
through consideration of network effects; the analy-
sis of real options.

• Chapter 7Chapter 7Chapter 7Chapter 7Chapter 7 considers the other aspects of the assess-
ment of social outcomes through social impact as-
sessment, distribution analysis, social return on in-
vestment and the incorporation of cultural issues;
and the use of multi-criteria analysis.

• Chapter 8Chapter 8Chapter 8Chapter 8Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and recommen-
dations of the study.  These provide a higher-level
synthesis than the conclusions of the individual con-
tributing papers.

Chapter 1 Endnotes
1 In this study ‘infrastructure’ means the physical facilities

not the user technology. So, for example, roading is the
tarmac and foundations on the ground, not the vehicles
which travel on them; and electricity as generators and
transmission and not the consumer-owned appliances.

2 OECD (2009), Economic Policy Reforms: Going for Growth,
Ch 6.

3 The others are: (1) review regulation and red tape; (2) deliver
better, smarter public services; (3) education and skills; (4)
Innovation and business assistance; (5) review the tax
system.

4 Hon J Key (4/2/2010), Jobs and Growth: Speech to the
Waitakere Enterprise Business Club, www.beehive.govt.nz/
s p ee ch / j ob s +and+g row th+ spee ch+wa i t a k e r e +
enterprise+business+club.

5 These include provisions of the 2009 Amendment Act
preventing trade competitors, their surrogates, or other
potentially frivolous or vexatious parties from participating
in objection and appeal processes, unless they are directly
affected by an adverse effect of the activity on the
environment. These provisions could reduce delays in
approving major private sector investments. An Australian-
owned supermarket chain, for instance, has a $2 billion
investment programme in new stores around New Zealand
over the next five years in a setting which has been referred
to a the “supermarket wars” where these changes could
help reduce delays.

6 Benefits realisation testing needs to focus mainly on what
can be learnt to enhance decision-making processes, rather
than spending too much time and effort rehearsing the
merits of specific decisions that are inevitably easier to
make with hindsight.

7 National Infrastructure Unit (2010), National Infrastructure
Plan, New Zealand Government, 141pp, http://purl.oclc.org/
nzt/i-1266.

8 While the prescription for specific projects is not detailed it
nevertheless provides a contextual framework for the
infrastructure market.

9 The Treasury, (2005), Cost Benefits Analysis Primer, Version
1.12, Wellington, 50pp, www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/
guidance/planning/costbenefitanalysis/primer.
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This study concerns the infrastructure part of the

economic development strategy where, as stated in the

National Infrastructure Plan (NIP),1 the government

“believes that good quality infrastructure investment and
asset management will be instrumental in New Zealand
successfully navigating the challenges and opportunities
of the next 20 years”.

Modern society relies on infrastructure for domestic

markets to function, for exports to be produced, and for

social interaction to occur. Much of this infrastructure is

built in the form of networks of roads, rail, airports,

telecommunications, broadcasting, electricity, and gas

and water pipelines2. This is complemented by the social

infrastructure of schools, hospitals and government

department services and private sector providers.

The scale of public sector investment in infrastructure is

indicated by the NIP which states “In total, the Crown is
now spending over $6 billion per annum on maintenance,
replacement or new investment in physical assets. In
addition, local authorities have indicated they will spend
around $30 billion, predominantly on infrastructure, over
the next 10 years”. As part of a step change in the level

of infrastructure investment, “the government has
allocated $7.5 billion for new capital spending (on

infrastructure) over five years”3.

The decision-making process on whether to invest or

not in new infrastructure and how much should be spent

on maintenance or refurbishment is of particular

importance if national goals are to be achieved. The NIP

lays emphasis on “improving the quality of analysis
provided to decision-makers” as one of three initiatives

to lift public sector capability to procure and manage

assets effectively4.

It is this theme of enhanced decision-making, both in

terms of frameworks and tools that is the main concern

of this study. The private sector, government-owned

corporations and core government departments have all

expressed the wish to improve the information flow on

the assessment of infrastructure projects. There is a need

for greater confidence in making decisions so that

national goals can be more easily realised. This improved

dialogue between stakeholders is aimed at a better

decision-making process, and putting better projects in

place.

Four topics are discussed in this section to provide a

context for this review of decision-making frameworks

and tools:

• An overview of the relative state of infrastructure
investment in New Zealand;

• A brief discussion of some generic issues in decision-
making on infrastructure observed here and overseas;

• The views of eleven leading decision-makers
individuals including past Cabinet Ministers, local
government mayors, chairmen and directors of major
companies (both SOEs and private sector) gathered
by personal interview; and

• The results of a small survey of current approaches
to infrastructure investment assessment in New
Zealand.

2.1 Infrastructure investment in
New Zealand
Investing in productive infrastructure is one of six policy

drivers5 in the Government’s ‘Jobs and Growth Plan for
New Zealand’ intended to help the country recover from

the effects of the global financial crisis6. Infrastructure

investment will support achievement of the policy

objectives of increasing growth in productivity;

maintaining high levels of employment; reducing our

vulnerability to adverse events; and closing the gap with

Australia by 2025.

This renewed attention to infrastructure investment also

comes after a period in which there have been growing

concerns about what was perceived as under-investment

in infrastructure in this country. For example, when

Transpower New Zealand launched consultation on its

proposal to upgrade the North Island grid between

Whakamaru and Auckland it was predicting significant

supply vulnerabilities by 2010. While some other works

were advanced in the interim to increase security of

supply, there was a hiatus of almost two decades in

significant national grid construction after the building

of the Huntly to Stratford line in 1989-90, Figure 2.1.

This was particularly the case in the North Island where

new renewable sources remote from the main market in

Auckland have been coming on line. This problem is

now being redressed with investments of $2.6 billion

approved and the North Island Grid Upgrade Project under

construction.

The case of electricity transmission is not an isolated

one. This is part of a bigger picture of falling investment

in infrastructure as a proportion of GDP, Figure 2.2.
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Investment in ‘Transport and Storage’ and ‘Electricity,

Gas and Water Supply’ declined through the 1970s and

1980s to settle at around 2% in the 1990s and early

2000s after peaking at 6.5% in 1975. Investment in

telecommunications rose fitfully through the 1970s and

1980s only to reverse with the privatisation of Telecom

and revive (but not grow significantly) with the onset of

competition.

In one sense this is not surprising because networks,

once in place, need to be expanded rather than duplicated

and, for some modes, a decline in investment might be

expected over time. However, the designation of seven

roads of national significance7 illustrates the impact of

changing priorities even in mature infrastructure like

roading, in terms of bringing forward investment to meet

changed standards of safety and efficiency and to

promote economic development.

In some sectors furthermore, there is a major

Figure 2.1: New transmission lines and demand. Source: Transpower New Zealand Ltd

Figure 2.2: Infrastructure investment as a proportion of GDP. Source: NZCID
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technological change in what might be called a paradigm

shift in the way society operates. An example is ultra

fast broadband, which is now being addressed in the

‘Ultra-fast broadband investment initiative’ which has

the goal of accelerating the roll-out of ultra-fast

broadband to 75% of New Zealanders. The initiative

concentrates in the first six years on priority broadband

users such as businesses, schools and health services,

plus green field developments and certain tranches of

residential areas. The government’s objective will be

supported by government investment of up to $1.5 billion

alongside private sector investment, and be directed to

open-access infrastructure.

The pattern of modest investment (and the experience

of various electricity supply disruptions and traffic

congestion) may well have contributed to the perceptions

reported by The World Economic Forum, which discussed

in its Global Competitiveness Report 2009-2010 the most

problematic factors for doing business in New Zealand8.

Highest on the list was access to financing but second

highest was inadequate supply of infrastructure, Figure

2.39.

A similar picture emerges in looking at New Zealand’s

global ranking for overall infrastructure quality. The world

economic forum executive opinion survey of 2009 shows

that New Zealand is ranked 45th in the world, and well

below countries we would regard as not having New

Zealand’s standard of living, Figure 2.4. While this is not

an absolute measure of quality the ranking by

respondents in New Zealand of this country’s electricity

infrastructure in the bottom quartile reflects a lack of

confidence in the quality of electricity supply (expressed

as ‘lack of interruptions’ and ‘lack of voltage

fluctuations’)10. If these respondents had choices in their

businesses, such perceptions could influence investment

location decisions. At the very least, these views could

Figure 2.3: The most problematic factors for doing business in New Zealand

Figure 2.4: Perceived quality of electricity supply
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influence other potential investors.

The pattern of investment in infrastructure is part of a

wider picture of capital formation. Over the last 40 years

New Zealand’s gross fixed capital formation has been

modest with low rates of investment in infrastructure

particularly apparent in the early 1990s, Figure 2.5, where

it appears as ‘Other construction’11.

Capital formation is part of a wider picture again in terms

of the changing structure of the economy. Since the early

1970s there has been a progressive decline in the size

of the traded sector in the New Zealand economy, Figure

2.6.

In recent years our tradable sector has performed poorly

relative to the non-tradable sector as shown in Figure

2.7.

Growth in the non-tradable sector was driven by

increasingly high government spending from 2005 to

2008. This put considerable pressure on interest and

exchange rates, and by absorbing scarce resources

hindered the growth of the export sector. The emphasis

in investment is now shifting to infrastructure that

stimulates economic development and promotes

enhanced productivity.

An assessment12 by the New Zealand Institute of

Figure 2.5: Gross Fixed Capital Formation by Asset Type. Source: Statistics New Zealand

Figure 2.6: Tradable sector as proportion of the GDP. Source: Statistics New Zealand
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Economic Research (NZIER) suggests that overall, New

Zealand’s history of infrastructure investment over the

past 35 years shows a similar pattern of declining share

of GDP as is found in other developed countries, but no

other country has the size, industrial structure and

political characteristics to provide a close comparison of

performance. Most countries New Zealand commonly

compares itself with have significant differences in size,

wealth, industrial structure or political arrangements that

affect their infrastructure provision.

As a share of GDP, Gross Fixed Capital Formation in

Australia has been higher in Transport and Storage, and

about the same in Utilities and Communications, as in

the corresponding New Zealand sectors since the early

1990s. The apparent difference in productivity across

the two countries reflects more than just investment

levels. Australian spending on road infrastructure has

been higher throughout the same period.

Ireland is a country that is sometimes compared to New

Zealand, with a similar sized population and an enviable

recent record of climbing up the OECD rankings by per

capita GDP. It currently has a National Development Plan

investing 3% of GDP in infrastructure, including transport,

water services, housing and health facilities. But Ireland’s

infrastructure has also benefited from substantial transfers

from the EU’s structural funds, and there is some evidence

it may be over-investing in some areas.

Norway is another country similar in population size and

elongated geography to New Zealand, but it has also

consistently been one of the OECD’s highest ranked

countries by per capita GDP over the past two decades.

With substantial revenues from oil and gas exports it

has invested heavily in transport infrastructure, but some

of this has an explicit social motivation of improving

accessibility and retaining population in remote rural

areas.

According to the NZIER, international studies provide

some evidence that the decline in investment in

infrastructure sectors has been steeper, and levelled off

later, in New Zealand than in other OECD economies.

However, these studies do not fully explain the reasons

for this difference in experience.

2.2 Issues in decision-making
frameworks and tools
There are a number of themes in discussions of decision-

making frameworks and tools, some of which are

grounded in research and others appear to be surrogates

for other issues – when, for example, disgruntlement

with a budget allocation is couched as a criticism of the

method of analysis (with cost benefit analysis usually in

the firing line).

Such issues arise at all stages of project design and

analysis. It is not the purpose of this section of the

report to rehearse the many criticisms of decision-making

frameworks and tools – the critiques of cost benefit

analysis, for instance, are many and varied – but rather

to draw out some issues that need to be borne in mind

in the search for better (and more comprehensive)

definition of benefits, whatever their source. It is clear

that cost benefit analysis has often been limited in its

scope, and is inherently constrained to what can be

Figure 2.7: Tradable and non-tradable GDP. Source: The Treasury
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monetised. Enthusiasm for incorporating a wider range

of benefits needs to be tempered by an appreciation of

how the existing, more limited analysis has been used

and abused.

2.2.1 Infrastructure Australia and funding for
nationally significant infrastructure

The experience of Infrastructure Australia is illuminating

in terms of how many different ways project development

can go awry. In 2008, Infrastructure Australia issued a

call for proposals for funding for nationally significant

infrastructure. Issues arising in the proposals included13:

1 There was little evidence that the initiatives were
the result of robust, top-down infrastructure planning
and decision-making processes. Indeed, there was
often no obvious link between individual projects
and their context, i.e. prevalent strategies or plans.

2 Some initiatives did not support Infrastructure
Australia’s strategic priorities or make a significant
impact on national productivity.

3 There was little attempt to define or quantify the
problem that the initiative would solve, so that the
case for action was not clear. As a result, it was
often not clear why the initiatives submitted had
been prioritised above other potential candidates.

4 A broad range of options to solve the problems was
not considered – many submissions jumped directly
to large-scale, expensive capacity enhancements,
without any consideration of ‘non-build’ solutions
such as changes in regulations, governance
arrangements or introducing demand management
measures to make better use of existing infrastructure.

5 Many initiatives, including those seeking immediate
funding, were presented with limited or no supporting
economic analysis, with flawed analysis, or with
analysis which showed that projects were likely to
be economically unviable.

The Infrastructure Australia experience is somewhat

daunting given the efforts made to promote good

proposals reflected in:

• a clearly articulated strategy;

• detailed guidelines; and

• competition for funds which might have been
expected to encourage proponents to do a decent
job.

Even with all these conditions of a good RFP met, many

applications were apparently flawed at the most

fundamental level.

The Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance

(2008)14, similarly reports on the failure of effective

analysis stating that “A major cause of investment failure
is that solutions are developed before there is any clear
understanding of the business need underlying the
proposed solution. It is common to find solutions ‘seeking
a problem’ or solutions that create further problems.
This ultimately leads to projects with limited business
benefit, little or no support from the business area and
the potential to overrun costs and schedules.”

Unfortunately there are a range of issues arising with

decision-making here in New Zealand and elsewhere

which suggests that this experience was not unusual.

2.2.2 Optimism Bias
Guidance from the United Kingdom, the States of Victoria

and Queensland and the New Zealand Treasury all warn

against ‘optimism bias’ - where the benefits are overstated

and the costs underestimated in preparing an assessment,

providing decision-makers an overly optimistic case for

investment.

Bent Flyvbjerg et al. (2002)15 analysed 258 transportation

infrastructure projects in many jurisdictions over a 30

year period covering a total investment of €90 billion.

They found that in 90% of projects the costs had been

underestimated.

The World Bank refers to this phenomenon as ‘appraisal
optimism’, Short and Kopp (2005)16. Flyvbjerg et al., on

the other hand, call it ‘misinformation’. They note that

“Most studies that compare actual and estimated costs
of infrastructure projects explain what they call
“forecasting errors” in technical terms, such as imperfect
techniques, inadequate data, honest mistakes, inherent
problems in predicting the future, lack of experience on
the part of forecasters, etc. (Ascher, 1978; Flyvbjerg et
al., in press; Morris & Hough, 1987; Wachs, 1990). Few
would dispute that such factors may be important sources
of uncertainty and may result in misleading forecasts.
And for small-sample studies, which are typical of this
research field, technical explanations have gained
credence because samples have been too small to allow
tests by statistical methods. However, the data and tests
presented above, which come from the first large-sample
study in the field, lead us to reject technical explanations
of forecasting errors. Such explanations simply do not
fit the data.

First, if misleading forecasts were truly caused by technical
inadequacies, simple mistakes, and inherent problems
with predicting the future, we would expect a less biased
distribution of errors in cost estimates around zero. In
fact, we have found with overwhelming statistical
significance (p<0.001) that the distribution of such errors
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has a non-zero mean. Second, if imperfect techniques,
inadequate data, and lack of experience were main
explanations of the underestimations, we would expect
an improvement in forecasting accuracy over time, since
errors and their sources would be recognized and
addressed through the refinement of data collection,
forecasting methods, etc. Substantial resources have been
spent over several decades on improving data and
methods. Still our data show that this has had no effect
on the accuracy of forecasts. Technical factors, therefore,
do not appear to explain the data. It is not so-called
forecasting ‘errors’ or cost ‘escalation’ or their causes
that need explaining. It is the fact that in 9 out of 10
cases, costs are underestimated.” Flyvbjerg et al. (2002)

go on to discuss a range of economic, psychological,

and political explanations for the discrepancies”17.

The analysis undertaken by Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) is not

an isolated case and other research has demonstrated

over-estimation of benefits. A study of 210 transport

infrastructure projects representing an investment of

US$62 billion (2006 prices), for instance, looked at the

forecast demand with actual traffic during the first year

of operation of these projects and found that over 50%

of projects overestimated demand18.

In a guide to CBA, the European Commission Directorate

General Regional Policy (2008)19 identify three specific

common mistakes in benefit counting:

• Double Counting of Benefits:Double Counting of Benefits:Double Counting of Benefits:Double Counting of Benefits:Double Counting of Benefits: In considering the value
of an irrigation project, both the increase in the value
of the land and the present value of the increase in
income from farming are counted as benefits. Only
one of them should be counted because one could
either sell the land or keep it and get the gains as a
stream of income.

• Counting Secondary Benefits:Counting Secondary Benefits:Counting Secondary Benefits:Counting Secondary Benefits:Counting Secondary Benefits: If a road is constructed,
one might count the additional commerce along the
road as a benefit. Problem: under equilibrium
conditions in competitive markets the new road may
be displacing commercial activity elsewhere, so the
net gain to society may be small or zero. People
forget to count the lost benefits elsewhere (e.g. for
newly generated traffic).

• Counting Labour as a Benefit:Counting Labour as a Benefit:Counting Labour as a Benefit:Counting Labour as a Benefit:Counting Labour as a Benefit: In arguing for ‘pork
barrel’ projects, some politicians often talk about
the jobs created by the project as a benefit. But
wages are part of the cost of the project, not the
benefits. The social benefit of employment is already
given by using shadow wages. However, a separate
analysis of labour market impact can be helpful in
some circumstances and is required by the Funds
regulations.

The UK Treasury, like the New Zealand Treasury and other

leading agencies advocates the mitigation of optimism

bias by the use of sensitivity analysis (as well as, in the

UK’s case using data from previous or similar projects

adjusted to reflect the project being assessed). Other

counters to optimism bias include:

• The use of expected values to reflect the probability
of achieving a value, and including the range to reflect
uncertainty;

• Regular review of business cases to update costs
and benefits during different stages of the lifecycle;
and

• Undertake regular evaluations to capture the benefits
and costs and compare these with what was originally
stated in the business case. This information should
be accessible for inclusion in future option
assessments.

For their part, Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) focus on four basic

instruments of accountability:

• increased transparency,

• the use of performance specifications,

• explicit formulation of the regulatory regimes that apply
to project development and implementation, and

• the involvement of private risk capital, even in public
projects.

The analysis by Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) and the various

government agencies has echoes in other inputs to this

report, including the interviews with leading decision-

makers. None of this, however, is a rejection of analysis

per se, far from it, but rather:

• a cautionary note against boosterism in claiming
benefits; and

• an agenda for change in the manner in which analysis
is conducted and reported.

2.3 Views of leading decision-
makers
Eleven individuals including past Cabinet Ministers, Local

Government Mayors, Chairs and Directors of major

companies (both SOEs and private sector) were

interviewed to explore the way that these decision-makers

view and use the information that they receive from

executives or officials, in making decisions about major

projects. A core interest was to identify the factors used,

and the weight placed upon them by decision-makers

who have approved major infrastructure investment in

New Zealand20.

A range of common themes was identified in the course

of the interviews with regards how the investment decision
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process could be improved. These themes can be

summarised as:

• Having a shared, long term vision and a high level
infrastructure plan for New Zealand to support that
vision.

• Making greater use of systems thinking and
considering the network effects of any individual
project.

• Developing the ability to be able to prioritise between
sectors.

• Providing a stable regulatory environment recognising
that public policy drives infrastructure development.

• Intuition backed by experience is an important
component of the decision making process.

• Broader societal measures should be considered in
the evaluation process.

• The impact on business confidence and perception
is not well understood in the evaluation process.

• Require the ability to engage the best qualified people
and expertise to both analyse and deliver the projects.

• Separating the governance and management to limit
the political interference during the project delivery.

• Better utilisation of past experience and learning.

2.3.1 A shared long term vision and a high
level infrastructure plan for New Zealand to
support that vision

Having a clear, long-term, shared vision for New Zealand’s

future (20 year minimum) was considered to be important

to support ongoing infrastructure investment. It was seen

to directly impact all the other themes in one form or

another, and was mentioned by many of the interviewees

as an issue the country has yet to address.

Such a vision for the country could be used to provide,

amongst other things, as guidance for prioritisation and

context for future infrastructure investment and policy

decisions. At a more detailed level it would assist in

identifying networked solutions alongside sector-specific

solutions. This vision would articulate both the tangible

and intangible benefits that are considered of national

importance.

It was suggested that to be effective, this vision would

need to be intergenerational and multi-lateral. It would

also need to be grounded in the reality of how New

Zealand was developing including:

• The increasing dominance of the north of the North
Island in the distribution and ethnic diversity of the
population; and

• The ever-increasing demand for health care is growing
at a rate that the public health system can never
meet.

Without a shared future vision, it was argued, it was not

going to be easy to plan and provide for, or even

constructively influence, these possible outcomes.

The current government’s strategy for growth was viewed

as a step in the right direction by some. However, there

was a very low awareness of the development of the

current National Plan for Infrastructure (which has been

published since the interviews were carried out). The

effective communication and buy-in to the plan is the

challenge that will ultimately determine its success. In

practice the current plan is generally consistent with the

leaders’ desire that central planning be limited to a high

level approach and that when considered with the vision

for New Zealand’s future, it would provide guidance for

both public and private decision making.

Governance issues were raised within this framework of

longer-term vision and strategy. It was considered that

the public sector reforms of the 1980s helped establish

silos in the form of the SOEs and government

departments. The reward structures for the CEOs of the

SOEs were designed to reinforce and incentivise

commercial thinking which sometimes resulted in ‘silos’

where there were previously integrated departments. It

was acknowledged that establishing these silos had the

benefit of preventing the money just going to the loudest

voice. But some of the interviewees commented that,

over time, the current structure has led to a loss of a

long-term, big picture vision for New Zealand.

This silo-thinking was seen to have had a big impact on

infrastructure where, for example, there is no overall view

on priorities between road vs. rail. Clear priorities for

modal usage, aligned with a national strategic direction,

might well allow rail to incorporate wider economic benefits

in its infrastructure investment decisions, on a par with

roading investment.

Interviewees generally considered that major infrastructure

investment decisions are currently politically-biased and

not necessarily providing the best national economic

benefits. Ranked in decreasing order of prominence, they

saw investment decisions being influenced by:

• politics;

• pragmatism for outcomes;

• economic progress; and

• societal improvement.

Government was seen as being constrained by political
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demands and the need to spread infrastructure initiatives

around geographic regions, irrespective of national

priority. It was suggested that a national needs context

should be maintained when making regional decisions.

Having a shared long-term vision, it was suggested, would

assist balancing long-term strategic goals with short-

term financially driven investment, particularly in times

of fiscal constraint. It was recognised that having a clear

national vision requires the use of consistent metrics

and measures across the different sectors to properly

analyse the benefits and thus guide investment.

New Zealand’s short three year political term, and the

rapid changing of policy associated with changes of

government was also perceived to be an issue. It was

considered important to get policy right, with good market

consultation and ideally with cross-party support, to allow

certainty for private investment. It was commented that

we do not seem to be getting the best commercial returns

or value from our infrastructure investments because of

changing priorities. The Auckland Regional Land Transport

Strategy was cited as a case in point where a 30 year

strategy driven by the Regional Council was overtaken

by a Government Policy Statement on Transport21. While

it was recognised that with the Long Term Council

Community Plans (LTCCPs) local government had ten-

year rolling plans, it was suggested that the ‘immense’

consultation obligations imposed on local government

also limited what could be achieved22.

The time frames suggested by interviewees varied,

although all had a long-term perspective with the

suggestion that public/government policies need to be

consistent across regions and remain constant for at

least ten years to allow commercial returns to be delivered

from large scale infrastructure investments, particularly

in the private sector. Some interviewees advocated a

planning horizon of between 20 and 50 years for our

major backbone infrastructure. There was also the

suggestion that when planning for major infrastructure

needs to look at investment/capital expenditure over

the last ten years and then project forward for at least

the next ten years. In effect, a 20-year window was

advocated on the basis that large infrastructure projects

typically have a lifespan of 50 years or more. For IT and

communications investment, however, it was considered

that a five-to-ten year window may be more appropriate.

2.3.2 Making greater use of systems
thinking and considering the network effects
of any individual project

A consistently strong feeling was expressed that

infrastructure projects need to be considered as part of

a network and that the benefits to the network need to

be taken into account, rather than just assess a project

in isolation. It was thought that the assessment of many

projects focuses on options to solve a very tightly defined

problem. The wider benefits or synergies are often not

considered, particularly in the formal analysis.

It was indicated that by thinking of projects as part of a

system or network and exploring their effects on both

the social and economic systems can highlight benefits

that would otherwise not be assessed. It was suggested

that when this broader approach was used it was usually

carried out intuitively by experienced business leaders

and politicians.

It was noted that in some organisations the Board might

not be made aware of all the options considered by

senior management. It was thought that it would be

better practice to present an overview of all the options

initially before they are short-listed. This would ensure

that options are not being discounted for some narrow

technical or commercial reasons without considering the

benefits that the options may bring to the larger

landscape.

There was also a feeling that network considerations

that would realise national benefits, greater than local

regional or sector benefits were not reviewed or even

taken into consideration. This was due to a range of

reasons, but SOEs were highlighted as having a lot of

potential network benefit limited by their statutory

obligations.

Evaluation of roading projects was considered to be the

leader in assessing wider economic benefits, but it was

believed that the CBA analysis for transport projects needs

to take into account wider benefits than is currently

considered. In illustration, the question posed was

whether the value of increased connectedness of

Northland by extending the northern motorway from

Auckland was being taken into account?23

Treasury was noted as being the only government

department with the big picture view of the national

infrastructure needs. However many interviewees

considered that while Treasury had a very high level of

analytical capability they lacked the necessary market

experience or context, particularly when analysing large

infrastructure projects. The formation of the infrastructure

advisory group of experienced practitioners was seen as

a positive step to broaden the way large projects are

assessed.

Other examples cited of instances where wider economic

benefits have been considered included the Westpac

Stadium in Wellington. While the project did not stack

up commercially when assessed as a stand-alone project
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(and it still would not), the project was seen as an

economic development tool for the region. The forecast

economic benefits have been revisited and the original

estimates have been exceeded. This was presented as a

decision to proceed made intuitively rather than on the

basis of a CBA.

The Transmission Gully roading project was cited as an

example where there were various factors to be

considered that were not monetised in traditional CBA

including:

• the role of the road as part of a just-in-time supply
chain moving goods to and from the cross channel
ferries;

• the exposure of the existing coastal highway to
extreme climate events both now and possibly even
more so in the future with climate change predictions;

• the vulnerability of the existing route to closure by
road accidents; and

• the lack of redundancy for seismic events of the
current roading out of Wellington.

2.3.3 Developing the ability to be able to
prioritise between sectors

There was a consistent belief that there was currently no

formal methodology for prioritising the funding of projects

across sectors, and that prioritisation of projects only

happened within a sector. The development of a method

for inter-sectoral prioritisation and funding allocation was

seen as being a valuable tool to help maximise the benefits

of infrastructure spend.

Currently prioritisation across sectors is carried out in

the annual government budget process. This process

has limitations in that it tends to be very politically driven

with short-term and regional drivers. There was a general

desire to de-politicise the prioritisation across sectors.

One of the suggestions for better prioritisation across

sectors was to develop a set of common benefit criteria

for each sector, (e.g. Health has quality adjusted life

years as a measure). The use of geographical measures

was also noted, as well as greater cooperation across

regions with standard metrics, with the caveat that we

need to maintain a context of the national needs when

making regional decisions.

2.3.4 Intuition backed by experience is an
important component of the decision making
process

The value of cost benefit analysis to help prioritise projects

within a specific sector or programme was generally

acknowledged. There was, however, little reliance on, or

confidence in what CBA provided, particularly if wider

economic benefits could be involved. It was considered

that costs and benefits are more easily quantified in the

private sector analysis where it is usually based purely

on financial considerations. But even here the main benefit

was seen as a means of prioritising projects and not as

the sole decision-making criterion.

Consistently, intuition was viewed as an important and

ongoing part of the decision-making process. Intuition

appeared to be seen as the combination of experience

and awareness of a broad range of non-tangible factors

and an underlying strategic intent. This intuition allows

the assessment of a range of strategic and financial

benefits in coming to a final decision24. It was clear

from the interview process that intuition was used by

decision makers to bridge the perceived gap in terms of

the (lack of ) coverage of wider economic benefits and

strategic objectives. It was interesting that many

interviewees said that they wanted analyses to include

wider economic benefits but were wary of the CBAs that

did so25.

The interviewees identified a range of perceived issues

with cost benefit analysis including:

• For long-term projects, strategic considerations were
considered to override the financial return on
investment. However, this is inconsistent with what
was seen as the current blanket ‘high’ discount rate
used in the CBA where long-term benefits and costs
have less impact than short-term benefits and costs.
Using this discount rate was viewed as appropriate
for a short term of eight to ten years; and

• Analysis does not take into account factors such as
the effect on business confidence.

• It was suggested that there needs to be a good mar-
ket context with the analysis which requires market
and project experience. It was suggested that a na-
tional ‘Capex Board’ is formed with the ‘top five or six
people in the country’ who have delivered large infra-
structure projects to advise on major investments26.

• Big calls are often made intuitively when there is a
lack of confidence in the CBA provided. Some of the
decision makers felt that they had an intuitive feel
for network effects and benefits;

• For large capital infrastructure projects we need to
consider a longer payback time. The short-term return
on investment that the private sector demands and
to a lesser extent the public sector demands is quite
often not appropriate.

• Suggested that whole of life asset planning is often
talked about but rarely in the experience of an
interviewee is it actually done;
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• Another interviewee suggested a greater centralization
of major capital expenditure projects with regional
control of minor capital expenditure to better
understand whole of life costs, e.g. equipment in
hospitals plus operational costs managed locally or
regionally; and

• Downside risks are often paid scant attention and do
not get documented. The passion of the project drivers
takes over and they have to make it work (a point
which correlates strongly with research findings about
optimism bias (Section 2.2.2)).

2.3.5 Broader societal measures should be
considered in the evaluation process
Several interviewees stated the belief that broader

societal measures should be considered in the evaluation

process. A message from several of the interviewees was

that we need to separate out the social areas, break

them down into measurable components and measure

the outcomes in these respective areas when evaluating

projects. But it was noted that the social benefits derived

from physical infrastructure projects “take a long time to

effect” in a way that can be measured.

It was suggested that there is no definitive view of what

is a ‘healthy society’ in New Zealand, and there was

perceived to be a lack of defined social measures27. In

order to measure intangibles it was suggested that they

should be included in the shared vision. The

appropriateness of current metrics driving projects, e.g.

value of lost lives for roads and value of lost load for

electrical energy transmission and generation projects

were questioned.

2.3.6 The impact on business confidence
and perception not well understood in the
evaluation process

Business confidence and reputation for being able to

manage investment risks were considered by the

interviewees to be very important to the national and

regional economies. Investment in infrastructure was

regarded as an enabler for commercial growth and

supporting future investment. Stable public policy on

infrastructure development and pricing regulation were

seen to support ongoing investment as investors were

better able to quantify risks and returns.

The electricity industry was mentioned by several

interviewees as an area where business perception and

confidence were very much linked to the level of

investment in infrastructure for both generation and

distribution. Some of the interviewees’ statements

included:

• The amount of electricity we ‘need’ is driven by cost.

All customers make their own decisions based on
real costs.

• The decision to invest in generation is essentially a
private business decision. It is very dependent on
there being continuity of pricing systems.

• There is public interest in generation capacity and
there is currently a concern that not enough might
be built. This intangible lack of confidence of there
not being enough generating or transmission capacity
is not a benefit or factor that is taken into account in
decision making at government level.

• Transmission/distribution is a monopoly and everyone
has an interest in it. It is easy to have the perception
of ‘wastefully’ spending lots of money on transmission
investment. Ireland, for example, has invested in a
400 kVA backbone and they have the same population
as New Zealand, though a more compact country. They
have chosen as public policy to have a high level of
redundancy or spare capacity in their system.

• The evaluation approach in New Zealand uses Value
of Lost Load (VOLL) that determines the cost of not
supplying. It does not take into account the effect of
any ongoing loss of confidence to business or others
when supply fails.

An outstanding issue was posed: how do you measure
perception, which is the important contributor to
confidence? Confidence of investors is an important

contributing factor in committing to future projects.

2.3.7 Require the ability to engage the best
qualified people and expertise to both
analyse and deliver the projects

One of the consistent comments received was the use

of peer review and experience to bring wider network

and market perspectives into decision-making. In short,

getting the right people is vital. In the private sector

when considering an infrastructure investment the

management is heavily tested and there is no restraint

on getting the right expertise involved and communication

is very open.

In the public sector political needs regularly dictate the

degree in who is involved and which options and

ultimately decisions can be debated. This may lead to

the oft-perceived lack of confidence in the reports that

are provided by officers to decision-makers.

The biggest influences on a positive project outcome

are made at the early stages of projects. The decisions

are often made by passionate and well-meaning people,

but who may not have the required technical expertise

and market context. On large (greater then $100m)

infrastructure projects it was consistently suggested that
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people with relevant past experience to the scale of the

proposed project be involved in the planning and decision

making.

It was also suggested that there should be an element

of continuity of key people on these large projects in

order to retain knowledge from the initial stages of

assessment. This will assist in:

• Separating governance and high-level management
to limit political intervention during the project
delivery. This means, that once the politicians have
made a decision, then they should not be able to
intervene in the detailed implementation of that
decision.

• Put in someone between the Board and the project
who has the project management background and
who is politically and commercially savvy.

• The project delivery management team however need
to understand the commercial and political drivers
for the project so that they have the context in which
to make their decisions.

• Establish governance gates at concept, feasibility and
preliminary stages of a project. These reviews to be
carried out by those with relevant experience.

The interviewees gave some case histories where this

separation of Governance and high level management

had worked successfully.

2.3.8 Better use of past experience and
learning

The interviewees identified what they saw as a tendency

to not seek to learn from experience – to understand

what worked or did not work on previous projects. They

asserted that we could better learn from our past

successes and failures and apply this learning in the

analysis of future projects. One of the decision-makers

(interestingly) observed that the interview for this CAENZ

study was the first time anyone had systematically

explored the learning he had gained from his considerable

experience.

This was considered to be where the value of experience

is again lacking. Whilst we have a small number of people

who are experienced at major project implementation,

there is limited knowledge on post project benefit

realisation, which could lead to better confidence in the

analysis undertaken in the future.

Whilst benefits realisation is almost always included in

the project process, the long-term nature of these benefits

for most major infrastructure projects has meant a limited

implementation of measurement.

One of the interviewees made some practical suggestions

that he considered would assist in making better

decisions including:

• Make the board aware of all the options considered
by senior management rather than risk options being
discounted too early for some narrow technical or
cost reasons without the benefit of considering them
as part of the bigger landscape. The board needs
governance gates at concept, feasibility and
preliminary stages of a project. These reviews to be
carried out by those with relevant experience.

• Establish a ‘no surprises’ environment covering,
commercial, social and political areas. Include regular
monitoring that is forecast focused rather than
historically focused. Progress reporting needs to be
transparent, simple and not only measure work done
to date but also work, time and cost to complete.

• Ensure post project reviews take place. It would be
good to know the actual benefits achieved, both
tangible and in tangible, of other relevant projects.
The post project benefit realization review is too
seldom done.

2.3.9 Case Study: New Lynn
Transit Centre

The New Lynn Transit Project is about $305m of public

capital expenditure, with about another $350m in private

land development following as a result. The project

involves:

• putting the Auckland western rail line into a 1 km
trench (opened in March 2010);

• building a bus and train station above it (to be
opened in October 2010);

• integrating a new road network above it; and

• vigorously encouraging new land development to
occur around this new transport infrastructure (the
first new commercial development is planned to begin
construction in November 2010 for completion in early
2012).

The New Lynn Transit Centre is considered to be excep-

tional in that it is the largest project Waitakere City has

ever undertaken; the largest urban regeneration project

occurring in New Zealand; and the largest public trans-

port infrastructure investment undertaken in New Zea-

land.

The funding partners for this project are: Waitakere City

Council, Auckland Regional Transport Authority (ARTA),

Kiwirail, Watercare Ltd, and the New Zealand Transport

Authority (NZTA). According to Mayor Bob Harvey, “What

has begun now is a massive momentum of public and
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private investment that I cannot see ever stopping in
this part of Auckland, because the commercial realities
of needing more urban housing, and more public
transport, are set to constantly increase into Auckland’s
foreseeable future.” 28

The genesis of the project was a planning charrette held

in 1996 that began the process of reviving the whole

town centre of New Lynn, after over a decade of slow

economic and social decline. From the mid-1990s

Waitakere City, led by Mayor Harvey, determined its

strategic vision to build and retrofit all of its main town

centres around the rail lines, and contain most of its

growth within existing City limits.

In 2004 central government indicated that it would double

track the western rail line. This required that all stations

and platforms would have to be rebuilt. Mayor Harvey

states “My Deputy Mayor and I with a New Lynn ward
Councillor together with key representatives from Kiwirail,
NZTA, and Ministry of Transport, flew to Perth to see
what a fully integrated rail station could look like in the
new suburb of Subiaco. This meant that all the main
entities could see what New Lynn could look like if we
followed the more expensive funding decision and
effectively undergrounded the rail lines through New Lynn.
Our preferred option was over ten times the price of the
cheap and fast option. This meant each major funding
entity had an experience of what success would look
like - that it could be done technically, financially,
economically, and socially.”

Mayor Harvey goes on to state: “Undergrounding was in
that strategic sense always my preferred option. My job
was to sustain political support from my Council and
from all the major funding and contracting entities that
would be needed to the point that Total outturn Cost
contracts were signed. This was achieved in 2007.”

Part of the interest of this case study lies in the process

that Mayor Harvey and his team had to go through.

“Whether to proceed or not was less of an issue for
Waitakere because we had the confidence of a clear
strategic direction, and we had been used to making
bold moves together as a Council to achieve those
ends….What was then the decision-making problem was
persuading the multiple public funding agencies that
this was the right option to take, and that it was going
to take us all working together working in a political
and commercial partnership to make it happen.”

“You need to remember that Councils do not generally
just make straight cost benefit decisions about

infrastructure. We are essentially members of the public

without expert knowledge but a huge amount of passion

and good sense who have to wade through masses of

data. We have to listen to a lot more than reports from

officials. We have to ask ourselves will this benefit the

community as a whole and over the long term. That

political input can sometimes get amplified by the media

loud and strong.” 29

“Local government is also the only kind of body other

than Cabinet itself that has to make an organic decision

taking into account all factors for the benefit of the wider

community. The advantage is that we come to an organic

and integrated decision. The disadvantage is that this is

very hard to stabilise as a series of benchmarked factors.

But that is the nature of civic politics.

Local government also has to listen sensitively and

attentively to changes in central government – either in

the politics, media, policy, or indeed to the changing

personnel of Boards. Anything that we seek to do on a

transformational scale always requires partners and a

partnership approach to what we are doing. Indeed the

partnership story of New Lynn has already proven to be

a new and major example of the power of working

together across entities and relatively false boundaries.

Sometimes straight benefit-cost equations are the last

thing on our minds at a particular point.”

What would help - and indeed will help the Auckland

Council in future - is a clear set of infrastructure priorities

from the Government that largely does not change over

the course of a decade. Affordability is one thing. A

cast-iron commitment to do them by a government is in

a sense more important, because then their reputation

is on the line. The Government has made a start at this,

but it is at a very high level.” 30

In addressing the core question of whether the cost

benefit analysis with which he was provided matched

his intuition about the project, Mayor Harvey states: “Each

of the decision-making bodies -Watercare, NZTA,

Waitakere, ARTA, ARC [Auckland Regional Council],

Kiwirail, Treasury and Cabinet - all had different ways of

deciding this thing in its many stages. It was simply not

possible to stabilise a common Benefit-Cost ratio or

decision-making procedure between all of these entities.

But it was only Waitakere that had the decision-making

freedom to measure and evaluate all of the costs and

benefits of such a major infrastructure intervention as if

they were an organic whole. The rest of them had their

own clipboards.

This did not make us any less rigorous. But it did mean

that convincing each of them meant revising our language

of benefit for each new audience, and in fact for each
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set of Board members that we appeared in front of.”

Mayor Harvey goes on to discuss the coverage of the

analysis: “You will be aware of the debate that has begun
to clarify about quantifying agglomeration benefits. This
debate came strongly into focus during the LTNZ [Land
Transport New Zealand] and then NZTA applications in
2005, 2006, and 2007, where the New Lynn project forced
the NZTA to undertake deep academically-robust analysis
of how agglomeration benefits were quantified into public
transport projects. That academic work is now published
on their site in the research section. What that analysis
still does not take into account is that we live in a real
estate market that has undergone really massive damage
over the last two years and appears to continue to do
so. It has been really important that my Council has
taken a cold and realistic view of those agglomeration
benefits that are espoused by its officials. We are in a
sense the ultimate ground-truth of their forecasts,
because it is a core function of local government to
respond to the development market and so we are very,
very close to that reality.

My intuition, as stated earlier, stems from a passion and
conviction and vision that is over two decades old. It
has withstood the test of time, it is up to officials to
show how each and every part of the interlocking steps
fits together, and to deliver on their projects to time,
cost and quality. They also have to keep faith with the
developer market and with their Council. However that
driving vision is mine alone with that of the elected
members.” 31

Mayor Harvey also discusses how important it is that

major infrastructure projects in transport “are

commercially locked in as soon as possible - indeed

faster than has currently been the case - because each

new government will want to structurally reform one

part of the system or other. Without binding multi-

generational commitments, such infrastructure will be

very hard to see happen again.

This view is grounded in the experience of significant

governance changes in the life of the project including:

• the merger of LTNZ and Transit into NZTA;

• the wind-up of Auckland Regional Transport Network
Ltd;

• three major changes to Auckland’s local government
legislation, starting in 2002 and continuing practically
every year since;

• the electoral change from Labour to National in
power;

• the complete restructure of Ontrack into Kiwirail;

• the complete change in the NZTA Board;

• the merger of Waitakere City, ARTA, ARC and the
other Auckland TLAs into a single entity; and

• the formation of the Auckland Transition Authority,
during construction contract negotiation, and indeed
during construction.

It is my role alone to manage the Council through these
governance changes, and in the case of New Lynn, we
have overcome these highly significant changes. Any one
of them, handled badly by Waitakere, could have derailed
the project”32.

Mayor Harvey’s conclusions on how the quality and type

of information provided to decision-makers might be

improved include:

“Firstly, show how a project gives effect to the central
government policy vision, regional policy vision, and local
government policy vision. They simply must align if you
are to work on a transformative scale. This is particularly
pressing when we will have a generation of central
government with little or no money to spend.

Figure 2.8a: Artists impression of New Lynn Transit Centre. Source: Waitakere City Council
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Infrastructure projects will only generally come to a major
political body or Council if they are of real significance,
so get that government alignment first off and you will
gather momentum quickly.

Secondly, there would be improvement if Treasury really
accepted how exceptional Auckland is becoming in the
life and society and economy of New Zealand. This will
not seem fair to the rest of New Zealand, but it really is
the way we are now. By 2030 we will have nearly half
the population and traffic and fuel and electricity use of
New Zealand. This is a change for the whole country to
get around, and the merger of Auckland will only
concentrate this point in the media and in politics as
representative numbers in Parliament reflect this change.

Thirdly, as mentioned above, transformational-scale
decisions really now require overseas comparators for
validation. We are simply working on a new scale – a
scale in which every major decision is a test case without
possibility of local comparison to be useful”33.

2.3.10 Observations on the challenges
posed by the leading decision-makers
The views of these leading decision-makers pose a series

of challenges in terms of frameworks and tools for

assessing infrastructure investments. Perhaps the most

profound is the notion of the clear, long-term, shared

vision for New Zealand’s future. While there are ongoing

cross-party agreements on superannuation and on the

broad outlines of economic management (including an

independent Reserve Bank) there are divergent

perspectives at the national level on many aspects of

life in New Zealand which drive policy changes which, in

turn, provide a less certain context for infrastructure

investment.

There have been various initiatives at local and regional

government level to express vision and translate this

into strategy and plans including now LTCCPs prepared

under the Local Government Act 2002. One of the earlier

examples is Waitakere City Council adoption of the ‘Eco-

City’ vision. The latest version of the ‘Greenprint’

published in 1999 sets out Waitakere’s response to the

challenge of sustainability34.

The ‘Greenprint’ defines three goals and seven principles

to deliver on the vision of ‘Waitakere eco-city’. The

‘Greenprint’ states: “Eco-city is about recognising the

importance of all these links and about harmonising

social, economic and environmental goals. It is about

simultaneously striving for social wellbeing, and

environmental quality, and economic development.” The

‘Greenprint’ spells out how the goals of a sustainable,

dynamic and just city are expressed in the economic,

social and environmental domains.

The ‘Greenprint’ provides a framework for integrated

decision making in seven key themes:

• community empowerment;

• urban consolidation;

• a strategy for involvement;

• a holistic approach to health and safety;

• traffic reduction and community mobility;

• a life cycle approach to energy, resources and waste;
and

• greater economic independence.

Decision-making is guided by a series of criteria covering:

• acceptability to residents and ratepayers;

• special rights and interests of tangata whenua; and

• legality - does Council have a legal mandate?

• Equity: will it result in the equal treatment of residents
and ratepayers with equal needs? Does it meet diverse
needs and accommodate differences in ability to pay?
Will it achieve some match between benefit received
and payment of cost? Will it achieve inter-generational
equity? Will it achieve geographic equity?

Figure 2.8b: New Lynn Transit Centre
under construction.
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• Affordability and Efficiency: can the City pay for it,
now and in the future?

• Necessity: is Council best placed to undertake the
activity?

• Risk: does Council have a high degree of control
over the outcomes? Would failure to achieve the
desired outcome have a large impact financially or
on community confidence?

• Value as a Demonstration Project: will the activity
result in visible high-profile outcomes? Will the activity
provide a model that others in the community can
apply? Will it help to demonstrate eco-city concepts?
Does it provide opportunities for community
involvement?

• Multiple Outcomes/Linkages: Does the activity have
the potential to achieve a range of objectives? Will it
assist in determining the success of other activities
Council is undertaking? Will it complement and add
value to existing community initiatives?

• Sustainability: Is it sustainable? (a set of criteria are
provided).

The ‘Greenprint’ contains a range of targets for the 21st

century. The New Lynn case study, Section 2.3.9, illustrates

the strategy in practice addressing key themes of

community, transport and economic development.

The theme of sustainability also forms the basis for the

Auckland Sustainability Framework35. The vision is

“Auckland is an interconnected community, celebrating
knowledge, diversity and opportunity, working within

the ecological limits of the region to nurture social and

economic prosperity, creating a region that will be

enjoyed ... forever.”

The Framework document states: The concept of

sustainability lies at the heart of this Framework. It

acknowledges social, cultural, environmental and

economic interdependencies and the need to work within

ecological limits. It recognises the challenge of long-

term thinking and planning when rapid change creates

an uncertain future. This Framework therefore focuses

on developing a resilient region that can adapt to change

by building strong communities and robust ecological

systems, and designing flexibility into our economy,

infrastructure and buildings.”36

The Framework, Figure 2.9, combines eight interrelated

and long-term goals with eight major ‘shifts’ which the

contributors37 to the Framework considered “must occur

in our social values and expectations, and systems and

processes.”

Developed by the Region’s councils in partnership with

central government prior to the current reorganisation of

Auckland local and regional governance, the Framework

was intended to align short-term investment and action

with long term social, economic, environmental and

cultural outcomes. The consolidation of the seven local

councils and one regional council into one Auckland

Council in October 2010 will internalise this coordination

function.

Figure 2.9: Auckland Sustainability Framework. Source: Growth Forum
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2.4 Survey of current
approaches to infrastructure
investment assessment in New
Zealand
A survey was undertaken to understand what frameworks

and tools are being used by organisations when making

infrastructure investment decisions. From the outset it

was recognised that the sample size of the survey

possible was not sufficiently large to draw statistically

sound conclusions, but the survey is nevertheless

considered to provide some indicators of relative maturity

of practice within different sectors.

The survey population comprised senior management

drawn from sectors chosen to reflect Government

infrastructure investment prioritisation of roads, electricity

and broadband, plus a suitable cross-section of

infrastructure types as identified in the National

Infrastructure Plan. Tertiary education was added as this

sector plays a significant role in the New Zealand economy

and this role is expected to grow.

The selection of this group of senior managers as

interviewees was based on the assumptions that they

would know what frameworks and tools are used to

inform decision-makers and would be most likely to be

questioned and challenged on the business cases

presented to decision makers. It was hoped that this

vantage point would enable the interviewees to identify

the shortcomings of current approaches and suggest

improvements.

Six broad questions were posed in this Internet-based

survey:

• What are the drivers behind initial indications that
infrastructure investment will be necessary and how
do you incorporate these drivers into the analysis?

• Describe the range of information you use to identify
and assess the benefits, costs, opportunities and
risks of major infrastructure investments.

• Describe how you identify, measure and track
projected benefits, costs and risks of the investment
against actual outcomes and for how long.

• Describe the formal frameworks used to identify,
evaluate and recommend infrastructure investment.

• Describe how you rate these frameworks’ ability to
provide a clear and impartial view of the options for
governance decisions.

• In your opinion, what improvements, if any, would
improve the current evaluation of major infrastructure
investments in your organisation to support the
decision-makers?

The survey was available from 8 February to 10 March

2010 and achieved a 45% response from the following

sectors showing (responses/number surveyed): transport

(3/6); electricity (2/4); telecommunications (1/3); water

(2/3); tertiary education (2/3); and health (0/3).

2.4.1 Drivers

This question was intended to identify and clarify the

information that drives the initial idea that infrastructure

investment may be required and how that information

flows through the analysis to inform decision makers.

The survey identified the following drivers:

• strategy direction of the organisation;

• legislation changes requiring an investment to comply
with new standards or regulations;

• growth in demand for existing or new services; and

• asset management plans identifying a need to replace
or upgrade an existing asset.

One organisation in the water sector incorporated their

drivers for investment into their benefits framework to

assist in prioritising investment decisions. Most

respondents, however, struggled to show how these

drivers were incorporated into the analysis to support

infrastructure investment.

2.4.2 Information

This question sought to capture what information

organisations use to make decisions, such as whole of

life costs of the asset (including project costs), financial,

economic, social and environmental benefits and costs.

It was interesting to note that there was a significant

variation between respondents in what information was

used to undertake some analysis. In some instances it

was very basic and in others a more detailed approach

was used to inform a CBA. The range of information

used included monetary, quantified and qualitative inputs

which were then applied through various analytical tools.

There does appear to be some confusion between what

techniques are used to undertake financial analysis and

economic analysis. Financial analysis using a Net Present

Value (NPV) to assess the financial impact on the

organisation appears fairly consistently from the

respondents (though not all). However, the approach

taken for economic analysis can vary from assessing the

monetary values of benefits and costs to inform a CBA,

to the use of non-monetary measures to undertake a

Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA) for economic analysis.

The use of MCA can make the economic assessment of

benefits and costs less precise if rankings are used. This
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is at odds with the NZ Treasury’s Cost Benefit Primer and

guidance from other jurisdictions, which prefer to use

CBA to assess options.

One respondent explained they collected information for

a financial evaluation that excluded economic benefits

unless they contributed financially to the respondent’s

organisation. They acknowledge this is in contrast to

other organisations in the same sector.

2.4.3 Monitoring and evaluation
The purpose of this question was to understand how

benefits are evaluated and monitored, if at all, throughout

the project until they are achieved. It revealed that most

respondents undertake some form of post-project review

but this is normally focusing on project delivery to learn

lessons for future project delivery.

There appears to be little attention spent on measuring

the benefits or costs following an infrastructure

investment to enable a comparison with what was stated

in the business case. This means that action is not taken

to understand, remedy or promote successes and inform

future business case development. As a result there is

little understanding whether the benefits are being

realised to the extent promised in the business case.

Where reviews are undertaken they are most likely to

evaluate larger investments, which comprise a small

proportion of all investments. The “best-in-class”

organisation has a process to review benefits and costs

of investments up to five years after completion.

2.4.4 Frameworks used
This question sought to draw out and understand what

end-to-end process, if any, the organisation uses to justify

and make investment decisions.

In general the transport sector has a more formal

framework to identify, assess and recommend

infrastructure investment. Other sectors have a more

varied level of maturity ranging from a basic to more

robust framework.

One organisation in the energy sector uses a project

management methodology and applies a gated review

prior to moving to the next phase. There was no mention

whether this was the Gateway Review being promoted

by the State Service Commission. The same organisation

also undertakes regular reviews of the investment to

ensure the business case remains viable. This is in line

with good practice.

2.4.5 Assessment of frameworks

This question was intended to draw out and understand

the respondents’ views about the existing end-to-end

process used to justify investment decisions.

One respondent was concerned that existing frameworks

were inconsistent across sectors therefore making it

difficult to compare one proposal with another proposal

from a different sector. In essence there is not a level

playing field.

Concern was raised about the use of a high discount

rate (NZ Treasury recommend using 8% real for

infrastructure) places emphasis on infrastructure

investments that can produce short-term benefits. This

discourages investments that realise benefits in the longer

term.

In some organisations the use of prioritisation frameworks

have helped improve alignment of proposals to the

organisation’s strategy and ensure consistency when

presenting information.

2.4.6 Potential improvements
This question provided an opportunity for the respondent

to identify improvements to the existing evaluation of

infrastructure investments within their organisation. Some

of the suggestions included:

• Incorporating wider economic benefits in the
assessment of investment decisions, although it was
acknowledged that the benefit of doing this would
be minimal if the discount rate remains high;

• Consider amalgamating projects into programmes and
assessing them as a programme rather than just
individual projects; and

• Assessing investment proposals along comparable
basis (i.e. a level playing field) to more effectively
prioritise infrastructure investments across New
Zealand.

In some cases there was no response to this question

and in one instance a respondent did not believe there

was a need for improvement. Interestingly the same

organisation showed a low level of maturity in the

application of frameworks and tools to assess

infrastructure investment.

2.4.7 Conclusions from the survey of
managers

It is possible to identify some common themes from this

survey:

• There appears to be confusion as to the application
of financial analysis and economic cost benefit
analysis;

• There is a lack of consistency across sectors with
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both frameworks and application of tools, which
makes it difficult to compare investments from
different sectors and therefore prioritise investment
decisions.

• The measurement and realising of benefits from
infrastructure investments is generally not done:

• It would be useful to capture wider (and longer term)
economic benefits, but their impact is likely to be
small by using a high discount rate; and

• Rather than assessing investments individually there
would be benefit in bundling them to realise their
collective benefits.
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3 DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORKS3 DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORKS3 DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORKS3 DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORKS3 DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORKS

Frameworks for the identification and assessment of

infrastructure investments from the United Kingdom,

Australia and New Zealand have a number of common

themes that should form the basis for good practice for

an infrastructure investment framework covering:

• problem or opportunity identification1;

• options development;

• assessing options;

• benefits management; and

• presentation of results.

The following sections provide an overview of the existing

practice of ten organisations.

3.1 United Kingdom Treasury
Her Majesty’s Treasury in the UK uses the processes set

out in “The Green Book – Appraisal and Evaluation in
Central Government”2 to appraise and evaluate

infrastructure investments, regardless of size or type,

for government departments and executive agencies.

Some government departments and agencies use the

ROAMEF cycle (Rationale, Objectives, Appraisal,

Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback) contained in The
Green Book.

The ROAMEF cycle (Figure 3.1) begins by defining the

rationalerationalerationalerationalerationale by scoping the issues, stating the reasons for

intervention and justifying if it is worth the cost.

ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives are defined to clarify what is to be achieved,

with Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-

bound (SMART) targets. The purpose of an AppraisalAppraisalAppraisalAppraisalAppraisal is

to provide a value for money solution that achieves the

agreed objectives. The first step is create a range of

possible options that could achieve the objectives,

including doing “the do minimum option”. It is suggested

that consulting widely can assist in developing a range

of options.

Once an optimal option is identified it is refined into a

solution for implementationimplementationimplementationimplementationimplementation. This process includes

consultation with those who are likely to be affected,

understanding how the project will be implemented, the

role of the private sector, procurement options and project

management. Monitoring Monitoring Monitoring Monitoring Monitoring mechanisms are developed to

measure performance and track outcomes compared with

the anticipated benefits and costs, and to inform future

initiatives. The evaluation evaluation evaluation evaluation evaluation can also generate feedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedback

on future procurement, project management, wider policy

debate, and future programme management.

‘The Green Book’ is referred to by nearly all other

guidelines from other jurisdictions. In essence this

guidance has been used as the base or starting point

for each jurisdiction’s own guidance.

Figure 3.1: The ROAMEF Cycle. Source: HM Treasury
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3.2 Office of Government
Commerce
Alongside The Green Book the other major element of

project and programme management in the UK is the

Gateway Review. The Gateway methodology was

developed in 2001 by the UK’s Office of Government

Commerce (OGC). It was adopted by the Victorian

Department of Treasury and Finance in 2003 and the

Australian Federal Government in 2006. The New Zealand

Cabinet agreed to implement Gateway here in late 2007

where it is part of Treasury’s Capital Asset Management

(CAM) regime. It is administered by the State Services

Commission.

The Gateway review is an assurance methodology to

review the progress of projects or programmes progress

at various stages in their lifecycle prior to them proceeding

to the next stage3. Review teams are made up of

independent senior reviewers who can relate on a peer

level to project sponsors, gaining their trust. Team

members are chosen for their areas of expertise and

vetted for conflicts of interest. Reviewers have full access

to stakeholders, including ministers. Review reports are

confidential to the project sponsor, and interviews with

stakeholders are non-attributable which promotes full

disclosure.

Gateway is focused on coaching and mentoring, not

Figure 3.2: Wider context of the OGC GatewayTM process. Source: Office of Government Commerce
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monitoring or audit. Gateway reviews frequently act as

a ‘circuit-breaker’ for projects that have got stuck on a

particular issue, that have inadequate organisational

support, or are dysfunctional in some way.

The various stages (‘gates’) in the review process are:

• Gateway Review 0 – Strategic Assessment.

• Gateway Review 1: Business Justification and Options
- Indicative Business Case.

• Gateway Review 2: Delivery Strategy - Detailed
Business Case.

• Gateway Review 3: Investment Decision.

• Gateway Review 4: Readiness for Service.

• Gateway Review 5: Operational Review & Benefits
Realisation.

The OGC Gateway Process provides assurance and

support for Senior Responsible Owners in discharging

their responsibilities to achieve their business aims by

ensuring that:

• the best available skills and experience are deployed
on the programme or project;

• all the stakeholders covered by the programme/
project fully understand the programme/project status
and the issues involved;

• there is assurance that the programme/project can
progress to the next stage of development or
implementation;

• achievement of more realistic time and cost targets
for programmes and projects;

• improvement of knowledge and skills among
government staff through participation in review
teams; and

• provision of advice and guidance to programme and
project teams by fellow practitioners.

In New Zealand the Gateway process applies to all

projects that will spend in excess of $25m over the life

of the asset or are deemed to be high-risk projects by

the Responsible Minister.

3.3 Infrastructure Australia
Infrastructure Australia was established in 2008 to provide

advice to Commonwealth, State and local governments

on:

• current and future needs and priorities of nationally
significant infrastructure;

• issues (including regulation) that impact on utilisation
of infrastructure; and

• options for financing infrastructure investment.

The Agency’s mandate also includes to:

• audit the adequacy (taking into account ability to
meet future demand), capacity and condition of
nationally significant infrastructure;

• prioritise infrastructure needs;

• evaluate proposals to invest in nationally significant
infrastructure; and

• ensure alignment of funding programmes and
priority lists.

In October 2009 Infrastructure Australia issued guidance

entitled “Better Infrastructure Decision-Making”4. These

guidelines are designed to assist those making

submissions to obtain funds that will support and drive

Australia’s economic, social and environmental success.

They followed a review of the 2008/2009 process to

prioritise submissions for nationally significant

infrastructure funding which identified a range of

shortcomings, as discussed earlier in Section 2.2.1.

In response Infrastructure Australia has issued further

guidance and templates, which it expects future

applications will follow to demonstrate they have

applied rigour in their planning and decision-making

processes. It is hoped this will eventually lead to

developing a long-term pipeline of reforms and

investments.

Infrastructure Australia’s Reform and Investment

Framework, Figure 3.3, is a top-down approach to

infrastructure decision-making with seven sequential

stages which are structured to ensure that decisions

are taken in an objective and systematic way, thus

leading to the adoption of the most effective and efficient

policy solutions. Provided it is properly conducted, users

of the Framework will develop a clear picture of needs,

problems and their causes, plus a clear and objective

picture of the merits of a full range of options to meet

those problems. Provided the evidence drives decision-

making, this can then lead to the best possible decisions

about infrastructure reform or investment.

Like other agencies, Infrastructure Australia lays major

stress on option development, seeking to stimulate

consideration of a range of solutions beyond capital

investment, Figure 3.4. Such options need not be

mutually exclusive and can work in concert.

Infrastructure Australia’s approach to planning and

investment emphasises the principle that infrastructure

policy should include both supply and demand-side

solutions. The reform options are a key in achieving
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this. The ‘Better use’ options, for instance, could include:

• Technological innovations: intelligent active
management systems, e.g. intelligent transport
systems, smartcards, smart metering, product
technical standards e.g. energy efficiency standards;

• Influencing behaviours through information:
workplace practices, workplace travel planning;
information labelling for energy and water intensive
products; and

• Economic pricing and charging – the introduction of
full economic pricing of energy and water sectors;
for instance time of day pricing for transport and
energy; full cost recovery pricing for water.

3.4 State of Victoria, Australia
The Department of Treasury and Finance issued the

Investment Lifecycle Guidelines (ILG) in 2008. This is a

framework to inform investment decisions for all

government investments and justify value for money.

The ILG defines a six step investment process, Figure

3.5, “to identify the business need, to shape a solution
that will respond to that need, to implement that solution
and to ensure that the expected benefits are delivered.”5

A key feature of the Victorian process is investment logic

mapping. The core elements of the investment logic map

(ILM), Figure 3.6, begin with drivers (usually no more

than two or three) that are usually stated in terms of the

problems to be fixed.

The second element is the objectives of the investment

proposal - the strategic intervention that is proposed to

address the drivers. Again, only a small number of high-

level, high priority objectives are usually identified.

Benefits are defined as those outcomes when the

objectives are achieved. Drivers, objectives and benefits

are intended to be linked by a causal logic.

A driver can be addressed by more than one objective,

just as achieving an objective can have more than one

benefit. Drivers can vary in importance for a particular

investment. To complete the logic, percentage weightings

are assigned to each driver to reflect their relative

Figure 3.3: Reform and Investment Framework Source: Infrastructure Australia

Figure 3.4: Infrastructure Australia’s Model for Reform and Investment Options.
Source: Infrastructure Australia
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importance, and these weightings are carried forward

along the logic chain to show how much each objective

addresses the drivers to which it is linked, and how much

each objective contributes to the benefits it delivers, as

seen in the sample for freight transport, Figure 3.7.

Overall, the ILM establishes a logic for the programme/

investment; tests its feasibility (through the judgement

of the investor); provides a consistent basis for regular

investment reviews for programme monitoring during

implementation; and provides a basis for gauging the

impact of the investment through benefit reporting.

3.5 State of Queensland,
Australia
In November 2007 the Queensland government launched

the Project Assurance Framework (PAF)6 to ensure that
“project management is undertaken effectively across
Queensland’s public sectors and delivers value for money
to the government from significant investment in project
activity.”

The PAF process starts with a strategic assessment of

service requirement. This pre-project stage is designed

Figure 3.5: Investment Lifecycle Guidelines Six steps.
Source: Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria

Figure 3.6: Core elements of Investment Logic Mapping.
Source: Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria

Figure 3.7: Sample Investment Logic Map. Source: Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria
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to provide information to agency Chief Executive Officers

to assist them to make an informed decision on whether

to initiate a project to meet an identified service need. It

is also intended to facilitate a considered response to

an identified service need, and clear articulation of the

outcome sought to ensure that the response that is

developed will be effective and deliver value for money

for government.

The key activities in the strategic assessment are to:

• define the need to be addressed and outcome sought,
and identify its contribution to government priorities
and outcomes;

• scope the outcome sought;

• identify potential solutions to achieve the outcome;

• develop a detailed plan and budget for conducting a
preliminary evaluation of the potential solutions; and

• seek approval to proceed.

The subsequent stages of the PAF run through from

preliminary evaluation to service delivery, Figure 3.8.

Following preliminary evaluation a project may be

delivered by traditional procurement or as a Public Private

Partnership (PPP), following separate processes. The

threshold for PPPs is generally a whole-of-life cost of

more than AUD$100m. A range of projects including those

of government-owned corporations and Category 1 Water

Authority projects are generally exempt from

consideration as PPPs. There is a set of value for money

drivers used to assess projects for delivery as PPPs,

along with other considerations including those related

to risk.

Overall the PAF is designed to foster good planning,

effective scoping and resourcing, realistic expectations

of outcomes and strong management support. The

Guidance notes that “The more complex a project, the
more important it is to have rigour applied to its project
management through the adoption and use of this project
management methodology…..The essence of the PAF is
that it represents a minimum standard for project
investment and management.”7

3.6 NZ Transport Agency
The NZTA has two key documents which set out their

planning, funding and evaluation frameworks. The

Planning Programming and Funding Manual (which was

published on 1 August 2008, and amended on 1 July

2009) details the planning, programming and funding

process. The Economic Evaluation Manual (Volume 1),
(2010) covers the approach to assessing infrastructure

investments.

NZTA has an obligation under the Land Transport

Management Act 2003 (LTMA) to create an “affordable,
integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable land

Figure 3.8: Project stages in the Queensland Project Assurance Framework. Source: Department
of Infrastructure and Planning, Queensland
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transport system.” This is managed within two life cycles

– the land transport system life cycle, (outside circle)

and the planning, programming and funding life cycle,

Figure 3.9.

There are six steps in the planning programming and

funding approach covering formulation, assessment,

prioritisation, programming, approval, and monitoring,

each of which is characterised by specific methods and

policies, Figure 3.10.

The approach allows NZTA to:

• enable approved organisations and the NZTA to
formulate proposals that best meet legislative
requirements;

• ensure proposals are assessed uniformly and in
accordance with the requirements of the LTMA and
other relevant statutory requirements;

• prioritise and programme activities over a 10-year
period in accordance with the NZTA’s objectives and
other requirements in the LTMA;

• approve activities and combinations of activities for
funding in accordance with LTMA requirements; and

• report on the contribution that the NLTP has made
towards achieving the outcomes of the government
as set out in the New Zealand Transport Strategy
(NZTS) and the Government Policy Statement.

The LTMA requires NZTA to ensure it seeks values for money

when it or other organisations are spending money8. Value

for money is defined as “selecting the right things to do,

implementing them in the right way, at the right time and

for the right price.” This includes taking a whole of life

approach to social, environmental and economic impacts

of the outputs, ongoing maintenance and operation costs

of the asset and its ultimate disposal9. When assessing

an activity’s readiness to proceed, a number of criteria are

considered that can impact on value for money. These

include: social responsibility; project management and

delivery; consultation; peer review and audit; and risk

assessment and management.

3.7 New Zealand Treasury
In 2005 the New Zealand Treasury issued The Cost Benefit
Analysis Primer (The Primer)10 to provide guidance on

assessing options and to enable decision makers to make

informed investment decisions. The Primer defines its

place as Step 4 in a wider framework of project

assessment, Figure 3.11. The Primer assumes the reader

had already completed Steps 1 to 3.

3.8 New Zealand State Services
Commission
The Policy Development Toolkit is a single point of access

to New Zealand policy development guidance documents

and websites development by the State Services

Commission in 2006/07 as part of E-government

initiatives. The Toolkit is primarily aimed at New Zealand

public sector policy analysts, so it is hosted on the Public

Sector Intranet. While not directed per se at infrastructure

investments the Toolkit provides guidance in decision-

making which has strong relevance to decision-making

frameworks specifically targeting infrastructure

investments.

Figure 3.9: Land transport system and planning, programming and funding life cycles. Source: NZTA
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The steps in policy development contained in the Toolkit

are:

1 Consultation: Consultation: Consultation: Consultation: Consultation: consultation is required in policy
development with recommendations to consult early
in the process where possible.

2 Define the problem:Define the problem:Define the problem:Define the problem:Define the problem: policy development begins with
the following questions:

— Is anything wrong with the status quo (problem)?

— Can the status quo be improved (desired
outcomes)?

The guidance highlights the importance of
distinguishing between the symptoms of the problem
(which are the evidence that there is a problem),
and the causes of the problem (which are where the
policy development process should focus).

3 Set your objectivesSet your objectivesSet your objectivesSet your objectivesSet your objectives: objective setting plays two
important roles:

— It tells you what your overall goals are – i.e. where
you want to get to.

— It provides criteria against which the proposal

can be evaluated after it is implemented.

4 Develop options:Develop options:Develop options:Develop options:Develop options: the guidance notes that in
developing policy options all types of government
interventions, including combinations of interventions
should be considered; “it is important to recognise
that the status quo can be a viable option; further
government interventions may not be necessary
because circumstances may change in the future;
when government intervention is preferred, you
should ensure that, at a minimum, it results in a
better overall outcome than the status quo.”

The Toolkit notes that options can be regulatory or
non-regulatory (for example, publicity to encourage
behaviour changes, administrative changes, new
government spending or reprioritisation of resources).
Aspects to consider include:

— potential improvements to the existing regime
(for example extending coverage/enhancing
enforcement);

— efficacy of non-regulatory options such as
education and information, reprioritisation or
additional source of government funding;

Figure 3.10: NZTA’s planning, programming and funding process. Source: NZTA
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— self-regulation or co-regulation (e.g. voluntary or
jointly approved standards/codes of practice); and

— approaches to regulation. For example should
regulations be principle-based, performance-
based, or prescriptive?

The development of government policy options also
needs to take into account a range of considerations
including: constitutional issues, impacts on sub-
groups (such as gender, disability and ethnic
considerations), human rights and international law.

5 Assess your options:Assess your options:Assess your options:Assess your options:Assess your options: assessing options involves
identifying and gaining a thorough understanding of
each option’s impacts, then making an overall
assessment as to which option is preferred. There
are a variety of ways to make an overall assessment
of options:

— Cost benefit analysis where for each option you
quantify the costs and benefits, then calculate
the net present value, and compare this figure
for each option (note, CBA can be mainly textual/
qualitative).

— Cost effectiveness analysis (CEA) where for each
option you calculate the cost to effectiveness ratio
(cost per unit of effectiveness).

— Multi-criteria analysis where you compare how
well each option meets a number of policy
objectives.

The Toolkit also contains advice on the subsequent
stages of getting decisions, Cabinet processes,
parliamentary processes and implementation.

3.9 Melbourne Water
Melbourne Water, in the State of Victoria, has adopted a

Triple Bottom Line (TBL) framework for decision-making,

designed to provide guidance towards implementing

activities that provide the greatest benefits to the

community and the environment, while meeting efficiency

requirements for public spending. The Triple Bottom Line

framework shifts the focus from purely a financial bottom

line to encompass environmental and social outcomes

in line with sustainability, hence the term ‘Triple Bottom

Line’ 11.

This approach is designed to help answer a number of

questions that will assist in making more ‘optimal’

decisions across all aspects of Melbourne Water’s

business. In particular, TBL assessments can help answer

the following types of questions:

• What are the positive and negative effects of this
project on the community and the environment?

• Which alternative solution produces the best
outcome?

• How can environmental and social costs and benefits
be incorporated within an investment decision?

• Do all the benefits of undertaking a project outweigh
all the costs?

• What is the most cost-effective way of meeting
strategic goals and objectives?

• What are the trade-offs between financial cost and
environmental and social benefits?

What differentiates a TBL assessment from a purely

financial assessment is the extent to which it takes into

account the broader effects on the environment and the

community. These broader effects are called ‘externalities’

because they are often external to economic decisions

(i.e. not taken into account). Externalities exist because

either they are enjoyed for free (e.g. clean air or open

space), or because they impose costs that are borne by

third parties (e.g., an externality for a manufacturer would

Figure 3.11: Seven step project assessment process. Source: The Treasury
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be the cost of disposal of packaging materials on its

product, as this cost is borne by the end-user or local

councils).

Within these TBL guidelines, at least one, and usually

two of four different evaluation techniques are used to

define the ‘optimal’ solution in the following sequence,

Figure 3.12:

• financial analysis (which includes Financial NPV and
Financial CEA);

• non-financial cost effectiveness analysis (CEA);

• benefit cost analysis (BCA); and

• multiple criteria analysis (MCA).

The financial analysis (NPV and financial CEA) is used to

differentiate between options on the basis of the cash

flow implications to Melbourne Water, while CEA, BCA

and MCA are used to account for wider effects on the

environment and society. An important feature of the

Melbourne Water approach is that the weighting used in

the multi-criteria analysis is based on widespread

consultation based on the understanding that “the weight

given to factors and the identification of relevant

distinguishing factors is subjective and cannot be decided

by ‘experts’ in isolation.”12 Sensitivity analysis, changing

the discount rate, and modelling probability distributions

for uncertain effects are then used to incorporate risk

and uncertainty in the decision-making.

3.10 Department for Transport,
United Kingdom
The New Approach to Appraisal (NATA) was introduced

in the Government’s white paper A New Deal for Transport
in 199813. The Approach was developed to:

• choose between different options for solving the same
problem;

• prioritise between proposals; and

• assess value for money.

NATA has evolved over the years. The latest version,

“NATA Refresh: Appraisal for a Sustainable Transport
System”, was released in April 200914. It is now the

basis for the appraisal of:

• multi-modal studies;

• Highways Agency road schemes and Local Transport
Plans major road and public transport schemes;

• heavy rail schemes;

• projects at seaports; and

• development of the Government’s airports strategy.

Figure 3.12: Overview of triple bottom line assessment. Source: Melbourne Water
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The Approach includes the identification and assessment

of problems, the identification of options, and the

assessment of those options. Throughout this process,

the approach works within the framework provided by

the Government’s five goals for transport:

• reduce emissions of carbon;

• support economic growth;

• promote equality of opportunity;

• improve quality of life and promote a healthy, natural
environment;

• contribute to better safety, security, and health.

The consultation process for the Refresh was

independently audited15. The Audit raised eight key

strategic criteria with the Department for Transport (DfT)

to which individual responses were provided16. These

covered:

1 The need for appraisal to encompass alternative
revenue-based interventions, as well as capital
schemes.

2 How carbon savings and carbon emissions should
be accounted for in the appraisal process.

3 Dispute as to the significance of journey-time savings.

4 The need to encourage the generation of a wide
range of options at an early stage, and, in relation
to this, the potential role of ‘light-touch’ appraisal
(e.g. multi-criteria decision-making analysis) at an
early stage in the process.

5 The need for appraisal to encompass quality of life
and distributional Impacts (equality of opportunity/
social inclusion);

6 The problem that some scheme impacts are difficult
or impossible to monetise and that these may be
given insufficient weight.

7 The need for appraisal to measure interventions in
relation to the relevant national, regional or local
strategy.

8 The appraisal of wider economic benefits.

The DfT in the UK has recently updated its Transport

Analysis Guidance (TAG) on the appraisal process in line

with the refresh of NATA17.

The Appraisal process set out in the draft comprises 15

elements running from Objectives through to Monitoring

and evaluation, Figure 3.13. Notable elements in the

process include:

• Step 4 Consultation, participation, Information
covering: objectives, problems, opportunities and
constraints; and potential solutions.

• Step 6 Appraisal framework covering: achievement
of Central Government objectives, and overall value
for money; achievement of local objectives;
amelioration of problems; and supplementary issues:
distribution ands equity; affordability and financial
sustainability; and practicality and public acceptability.

• Step 11 Consultations: follows distillation and
comparison of options and precedes selection of the
preferred option or options.

3.11 Strategy development
Value can be added to the discussion of decision-making

frameworks by considering approaches used in other

sectors. Potentially the most powerful is Logical

Framework Analysis. This was developed for the US

Agency for International Development (USAID) in the

1960s. It has since been extended by Deutsche

Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ -

German Technical Cooperation) where it is known as the

ZOPP method18. The last revision in 1998 addressed a

range of criticisms based on years of wide-ranging

experience in development assistance planning19.

The ZOPP approach provides a systematic structure for

identification, planning, and management of projects

developed in a workshop setting, with principal interest

groups. The main output is a planning matrix – the logical

project framework (the logframe) – which summarizes

and structures the main elements of a project and

highlights logical linkages between intended inputs,

planned activities and expected results.

The essence of the logframe approach is that it makes

ends and means clear20. It combines the classical, top-

down approach for identifying the activities in a project,

with a rigorous, bottom-up process which checks to

ensure that these activity lists are coherent and

comprehensive. It reinforces this by setting out the

indicators and information sources used to verify the

achievement of the intended outcomes, and the

assumptions that must be met for success.

The logframe, Figure 3.14, has both a vertical and

horizontal logic with interlocking relationships between

the various cells in the matrix. These interlocking

relationships are integral to the value of the approach in

that it forces a coherent and consistent logic.

Reading down the logframe (the vertical logic) sets out

what the project will do in increasing detail from overall

goal through to specific activities:

• overall goal: the aim of the strategy;

• purposes: the expected results to be achieved;
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• outputs: the deliverables required to achieve the
purposes; and

• activities: the specific actions to be undertaken to
achieve these outputs.

It can be read vertically from the bottom in a series of

“If.. then” statements, as in: if the activities are completed
then the outputs will occur. At each level there is a critical

‘and’ between the ‘if’ and the ‘then’. The ‘and’ is “and
the assumptions made are correct.”

Reading across the logframe (the horizontal logic) shows

how success will be assessed:

• Intervention Logic: the reasons why a project is being
carried out.

• Objectively Verifiable Indicators: measures of success
of the project.

• Sources of Verification: the sources of information
used for these indicators.

Figure 3.13: Overview of the appraisal process. Source: DfT TAG Unit 2.5
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• Assumptions, that are crucial for the project’s success
but some of which may be outside of the project’s
control.

In the development planning field ZOPP is a participative

method. The participant analysis aims at adapting/

adjusting the project design to the specific framework

of the agencies involved in a project and the different

target groups, who are connected with or affected by

the project. The Participants’ Analysis has to identify:

• those/whose problems are to be tackled;

• agencies which implement measures;

• those who supervise the project and carry overall
responsibilities;

• and strategic groups (i.e. those who are of crucial
importance for the success of a project and/or who
are strategically positioned to jeopardise it).

This level of engagement is similar to the ‘collaborate’

level in the IAP2 spectrum of public participation, a

framework quite widely used in New Zealand21.

While there have been issues in the past in the manner

in which logical framework analysis has been undertaken,

the rigour imposed by the interlocking structure and

requirement for a consistent and coherent linkage of

‘means’ and ‘ends’ has much to commend it.

3.12 Frameworks – Common
Themes
A number of common themes emerge from the

frameworks used in the UK, Australia and New Zealand

that may be used to refine practice here in New Zealand.

The options assessment step in these frameworks (often

the third step) is the subject of section 4 of this report.

3.12.1 Problem or opportunity identification

Problem identification is commonly considered in a

negative context, but can be broadened in its definition

to capture an “opportunity that maybe lost” or, wider

still, to include an opportunity that might be created. It

is identified by guidance in Australia and the UK as a

key starting point. “A major cause of investment failure

is that solutions are developed before there is any clear

understanding of the business need underlying the

proposed solution. It is common to find a solution

‘seeking a problem’ or solutions that create further

problems. This ultimately leads to projects with limited

business benefit, little or no support from the business

area and the potential to overrun costs and schedules.”22

Infrastructure Australia’s review of the 2008/09 process

to prioritise submissions for funding found “There was
little attempt to define or quantify the problem that the
initiative would solve, so that the case for action was
not clear. As a result, it was often not clear why the
initiatives submitted had been prioritised above other
potential candidates.” 23

In New Zealand, the Treasury’s Cost Benefit Analysis
Primer assumes that this step has already been

completed. The New Zealand Government’s Policy

development framework does provide more detailed

guidance on identifying the problem that needs

intervention. The limited access to the policy development

Figure 3.14: The logframe
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framework and the lack of specific guidance for

infrastructure investment may lead, however, to a

‘solution’ being developed before truly understanding

the problem.

3.12.2 Options development

All the guidance documents discuss the importance of

the development of options. The main theme is to identify

a wide range of options including non-asset options

(including those that might be based on governance or

regulatory changes, or better use of existing assets).

The State of Victoria uses Investment Logic Mapping to

enable investment decision-makers within government

to “clearly define the reason for an investment, shape

the solution that will best respond to the need and track

the delivery of benefits throughout the investment

lifecycle.” The short (two hour), facilitated workshops

provide a rapid appraisal and platform for on-going review

from the investor’s perspective.

Doty (2008)24 compares the ILM with program logic, as

used in a logframe analysis, Figure 3.15.

Doty (2008) suggests that “Comparing the two logic

chains allows some general conclusions to be drawn

about the thrust and intent of the ILM. The ILM disrupts

the unidirectional chain of program logic by changing

the ordering and linking between components. Its origins

within the strongly project management driven and

solution-focused ICT world suggest that it is a deliberate

strategy to shift the emphasis away from systems

solutions25. It is salient to note that the category of

enabling assets (the component under which systems

solutions appear) is the only optional part of an ILM.

The emphasis is on identifying the drivers (as a threshold

test to see whether the investment proposal is the classic

‘solution looking for a problem’) and on identifying the

basic chain of outcomes (objectives and benefits). As

previously stated, a key goal of an ILM is to justify an
investment proposal, and to do so in the language of
the investor.”

Doty (2008) goes on to contend that “The ordering and
structure of the ILM reflects a dual purpose: first to answer
the investor’s main question (Is this a worthwhile
investment?), and second, to raise the sights of ‘solution
architects’ from the specifics of their proposed solution,
to the level of organisational and enterprise outcomes.”

Doty (2008) goes on to conclude that the ILM is a useful
tool for high-level decision-making at the front-end, or
in the developmental stages, of a project but that it is
too narrow and rudimentary a tool to support the
monitoring and review of an investment throughout its
lifecycle. Doty suggests that “the ILM provides a useful
starting point for investment management—and is
potentially a useful accountability tool—as long as its
logic is extended and tested, supported by evidence,
and bolstered by other evaluation techniques.”

All the guidance documents refer to comparing options

to the ‘do nothing’, ‘status quo’ or ‘do-minimum’ option.

NZTA, for instance, use a ‘Do minimum’ option for

comparison purposes. The rationale for this is that a ‘Do

nothing’ option is not always practical but the baseline

should only include work that is essential to preserve a

minimum level of service.

As noted earlier in Section 2.2.2, the identification of

options often leaves something to be desired.

Infrastructure Australia found “a broad range of options
to solve the problems was not considered – in particular
many submissions jumped directly to large-scale,
expensive capacity enhancements, without any
consideration of ‘non-build’ solutions such as changes
in regulations, governance arrangements or introducing
demand management measures to make better use of
existing infrastructure.”

Figure 3.15: Comparison of basic components of Program Logic and ILM. Source: Doty (2008)
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3.12.3 Option assessment

The guidance from all jurisdictions lays stress on the

quality of the assessment. The culmination of an option

assessment is to develop a business case to communicate

a recommended solution of a problem to enable decision

makers to make an informed decision. Thereafter, the

business case should be reviewed at regular intervals to

ensure the rationale for investing remains viable. The

Queensland PAF proposes undertaking a business case

review at the end of each project stage. Option

assessment is discussed further in section 4.

3.12.4 Presentation of results

Short & Kopp (2005)26 propose that “greater efforts
should be made to explain the planning methods to a
broad expert audience. Secrecy about forecasting
methods, modelling assumptions, model selection criteria
and, in particular, the determination of planning
objectives, can make people suspicious of the planning
outcomes.”

All the guidance refers to the importance of presenting

information clearly. In Australia templates have been

developed to assist applicants in preparing and

presenting information a clear and consistent manner to

decision makers. The purpose of the business case is to

communicate a recommended solution so decision

makers can make an informed decision. The ‘Green Book’

suggests:

• there is sufficient evidence to support conclusion
and recommendations;

• easy audit trail around calculations and assumptions;

• major costs and benefits should be described with
values to each clearly shown rather than rounded
off;

• ensure decision makers understand the assumptions;

• the report should show the results of any sensitivity
and scenario analysis; and

• decision makers need to understand range of
potential outcomes and judge capacity of proposals
to withstand future uncertainty.

The Queensland Department of Infrastructure Planning

provides a useful sample structure for a report on a cost

benefit analysis, Table 3.127.

3.12.5 Benefits Management Plan

The aim of infrastructure investment is to realise a benefit

that will solve a problem, or in the case of an opportunity,

will contribute to achieving strategic outcomes. However,

in reality “there is also a dire shortage of reliable and
competent ex-post evaluations,” Quinet, (2000)28;

Rothengatter, (2000)29.

The State of Victoria provides guidance in the Investment

Management Standards on developing a Benefit

Management Plan. This is developed at a workshop to

Table 3.1: Queensland Sample CBA report structure

Description of the outcome soughtDescription of the outcome soughtDescription of the outcome soughtDescription of the outcome soughtDescription of the outcome sought

This section summarises the nature of the project, including:
• the outcomes which are desired, and the project’s objectives and outputs;

• the consistency of the project with the government’s priorities and with the agency’s roles and responsibilities; and

• reasons for government intervention to achieve the objective (i.e. why the market is not providing the goods or
services at the desired cost or quantity, and how this restriction can be addressed).

Summary of OptionsSummary of OptionsSummary of OptionsSummary of OptionsSummary of Options

This section summarises the options considered in detail, and describes briefly additional options which were identi-
fied but which did not progress to detailed consideration:
• each option assessed in detail, including how each option would address the outcome sought; and

• key assumptions common to all options, or specific to an individual option.

Summary of EvaluationSummary of EvaluationSummary of EvaluationSummary of EvaluationSummary of Evaluation

This section summarises the key results of the financial, cost-benefit and budget analyses of each option, including
some text outlining positive and negative factors in each option:
• the impact of sensitivity analysis on the results for economic and financial analysis for each option; and

• the risks associated with each option, measures to address these risks, and how the risks have been reflected in
the values of the costs and benefits considered in the financial and economic analyses.

Conclusion and RecommendationConclusion and RecommendationConclusion and RecommendationConclusion and RecommendationConclusion and Recommendation

This section identifies, from the evaluation, the option/s which would meet the outcome sought, and achieve a positive
economic and financial NPV. The reasons for recommending the preferred option are also set out in this section.
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define the expected benefits and document how these

are going to be measured, managed and monitored, and

who is accountable for their delivery. Evaluation of the

Benefit Management Plan will help inform future option

assessment. The Victorian Post Implementation Review

provides guidance to understand whether the benefits

are being realised and what lessons can be learnt to

inform future investments.

Compiling a Benefits Management Plan is a component

of the Gateway Review Process, but the process itself

gives little guidance on what such a Plan would contain

and how it should be compiled. We shall, in Chapter 5,

spend more time examining how the components of

benefit from projects may be estimated.
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4 ASSESSMENT: CURRENT PRACTICE4 ASSESSMENT: CURRENT PRACTICE4 ASSESSMENT: CURRENT PRACTICE4 ASSESSMENT: CURRENT PRACTICE4 ASSESSMENT: CURRENT PRACTICE

Selected aspects of the extensive field of the assessment

of infrastructure projects have been canvassed to identify

how practice in New Zealand may be refined to meet the

demands posed by the significance now given to

infrastructure investment.

This discussion in Chapters 4-8 starts with an overview

of approaches to assessment used by leading government

agencies in the UK, Australia and New Zealand. The

balance of the material then reflects the same progressive

analytical structure used in Melbourne Water’s Triple

Bottom line, Figure 3.12. This moves through a sequence

from:

• conventional cost benefit analysis;

• various extensions including the assessment of wider
economic effects;

• scoping issues focused on network effects and real
options;

• the inclusion of some social effects that can be
monetised through equality impact assessment, and
distribution analysis; and

• analysis of effects that cannot be monetised through
social, cultural and environmental impact assessment
and multi-criteria analysis.

This sequence is based on the notion of monetising

what you can and then complementing this with

appropriate measures to ensure that social, cultural and

environmental matters that can’t be monetised are

properly addressed.

4.1 Overview of assessment
processes in six government
agencies
An overview of the approaches to assessment used by

leading government agencies in the UK, Australia and

New Zealand, demonstrates a number of similarities in

existing practices. Perhaps the most striking is the

consistency of use of cost benefit analysis as the primary

tool to assess and evaluate infrastructure investment.

There is also strong consistency of method including

the approaches to valuing benefits and adopting

assumptions in terms of identifying the source of

information, sensitivity analysis and validation.

The comparison, set out in Table 4.1 covers the following

themes with salient points identified:

• Method:Method:Method:Method:Method: typically discounted cashflow used to
calculate an NPV. An incremental discounted cashflow
may be used to calculate an NPV if appropriate;

• Scale:Scale:Scale:Scale:Scale: typically all projects assessed but effort applied
should be proportionate to the funds involved,
outcomes at stake, and time available;

• Assumptions:Assumptions:Assumptions:Assumptions:Assumptions: Document the assumptions used and
the reasons for choosing them. This will include
explanation of the assumptions referencing
information sources to enable validation. Where
assumptions have to be made these should be subject
to sensitivity testing and risk assessment to define
the impact of these assumptions on economic
efficiency;

• Valuing benefits and costs:Valuing benefits and costs:Valuing benefits and costs:Valuing benefits and costs:Valuing benefits and costs: typically monetary values
using market prices as basis for economic value with
a range of methods to assess intangible and non-
monetised factors including shadow pricing, revealed
preference, and stated preference testing;

• Timeframes for analysis:Timeframes for analysis:Timeframes for analysis:Timeframes for analysis:Timeframes for analysis: generally related to expected
useful life of the assets ranging from 10-30 years;

• Wider economic benefits:Wider economic benefits:Wider economic benefits:Wider economic benefits:Wider economic benefits: important to include, even
though they may be difficult to assess. The UK
Department for Transport method for roads now being
used by NZTA;

• Integrating options:Integrating options:Integrating options:Integrating options:Integrating options: not mentioned in three cases.
NZTA encourages organisations to develop packages
of interrelated and complimentary activities;

• Inflation: Inflation: Inflation: Inflation: Inflation: valuation of costs and benefits in real terms
(constant prices) rather than nominal (price when
good or service is provided at prices which include
inflation) is generally preferred, while Victoria uses
nominal cashflows;

• Discount rate method:Discount rate method:Discount rate method:Discount rate method:Discount rate method: practice varies across agencies
with some using risk free rate for discount rate and
then a market risk premium;

• Discount rate applied: Discount rate applied: Discount rate applied: Discount rate applied: Discount rate applied: practice varies reflecting in
part different macro-economic conditions; and

• Optimism biasOptimism biasOptimism biasOptimism biasOptimism bias: : : : : recognised by three agencies with
sensitivity analysis, probability assessment or ranges
of values advocated to counter the tendency.

The variations between these agencies seem to be around

the methodology and choice of discount rate, timeframes

and whether to include or exclude inflation. The method

in choosing a discount rate in New Zealand is similar to

other jurisdictions, but here it results in a higher discount

rate, reflecting in part local circumstances.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of approaches to assessment
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o

n
 t

o
 e

n
a
b
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a
n
k
in

g
 o

f 
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e

 o
p
ti
o
n
s
 t

o
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c
h

ie
v
e

 t
h

e
 

d
e
s
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e
d

 o
u
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o
m

e
. 

T
h
is
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i l l
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n
c
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d
e
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e
p

a
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te
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a
n
c
ia

l 
a

n
d
 e

c
o

n
o

m
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a
n

a
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s
is

 t
o

 c
a
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u
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te
 a

n
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P
V

.  

U
s
e
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e
n
e

fit
 C

o
s
t 
R

a
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o
s
 (

B
C

R
) 
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o

m
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a
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o

n
a
l 
p

e
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p
e
c
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o
 

m
e

a
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c
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o
m
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 e
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n
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y
. 
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 d
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e
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r 
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c
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d
 

b
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o
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e
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l 

e
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m
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. 
  

T
o
 c
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h
e
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h

e
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e
s
t 
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e
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o
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n
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t 
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A
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h
e
 

F
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t 
Y
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r 

R
a
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R
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o
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h
e

 b
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n
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h
e
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s
t 

y
e
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r 
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w
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g
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h
e

 c
o

m
p
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d
 

p
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c
t.
 

U
n
d
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a
k
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n
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c
o
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o
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C
B

A
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a
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o
n

a
l 

p
e
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p
e
c
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e
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h
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n

 p
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p
a
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n
g

 

p
o
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y
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n
d
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a
b
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e
t 

p
a
p

e
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w
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 f

in
a

n
c
ia

l a
n
d

/o
r 

e
c
o
n

o
m
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 i
m

p
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a
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o
n

, 

p
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p
a
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n
g
 p

a
p
e
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o
r 

m
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p
a
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n
g
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u
d
g

e
t 
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e
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p
o
s
a
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, 

b
u
s
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e
s
s
 c

a
s
e
s
 a

n
d
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p

o
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g
 o

n
 d

e
p
a
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m
e
n
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’ 
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 p
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o
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a
n
c
e
. 

U
n
d

e
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a
k
e
 f
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a
n
c
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l 
a

n
a

ly
s
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to
 u

n
d
e
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n

d
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m

p
a
c
t 

o
n
 

g
o
v
e
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m
e

n
t 

o
r 

a
g

e
n
c
y
. 

M
e
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o
d
 

D
is

c
o
u
n
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d
 c

a
s
h
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o
w

 t
o
 

c
a
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u
la
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P

V
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N
o
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p
e
c
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c
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e
n
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o

n
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u
t 

h
a
v
e
 

a
s
s
u
m

e
d
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 d
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u
n
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d
 

c
a
s
h
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o
w
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o
 c
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P
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. 
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c
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d
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a
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h
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o
w

s
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m
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a
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e

 c
a
s
e
 

o
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o

n
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o
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o
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a
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P

V
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n
 

s
c
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d
. 
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o
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n
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 c

a
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h
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o
w
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o
 

c
a
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u
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P
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. 
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a
y
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e
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c
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m
e
n
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c
a
s
h
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o
w

s
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o

u
g
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h
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e
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. 
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 c
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o
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. 
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e
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n
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n
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d
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o
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n
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d
 

c
a
s
h
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o
w
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o
 c

a
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P

V
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f 

o
p
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o

n
s
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a
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x
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e
. 

D
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c
o
u
n
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d
 c

a
s
h

fl
o
w
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o
 

c
a
lc

u
la
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 a

 N
P

V
. 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of approaches to assessment (continued)
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c
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 D
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c
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r 
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c
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Z
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s

p
o
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n
c

y
 

N
Z
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a
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u
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S
c
a
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E
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p

p
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d
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o
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 b
e
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p
o
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n
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o
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h
e
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n
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s
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o
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d
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o

u
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o
m

e
s
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t 
s
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k
e

 

a
n

d
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e
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v
a
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b
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. 
 

A
c
k
n
o
w
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d

g
e
s
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c
o

n
d
u
c
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n
g

 

a
n
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s
s
e
s
s
m

e
n
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c
a
n
 b

e
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s
o
u
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e
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n
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n
s
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N
o
 s

p
e
c
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c
 m

e
n
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o

n
 a

b
o
u

t 

s
c
a
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. 

R
e
q

u
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e
d
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o

 b
e
 f

o
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w
e
d
 f

o
r 
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v
e
s
tm

e
n
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 w
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 t

o
ta

l 

s
p
e
n

d
 >
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5

m
. 
 A

c
k
n
o
w

le
d
g

e
s
 

s
c
a
la

b
ili

ty
 t

o
 r

e
fl
e
c
t 
s
p

e
n

d
 

a
n

d
 c

o
m

p
le

x
it
y
 o

f 
th

e
 

in
v
e
s
tm

e
n
t.
 

T
h
e

 d
e
g
re

e
 o

f 
a

n
a

ly
s
is

 s
h
o

u
ld

 

b
e
 p

ro
p

o
rt

io
n

a
te

 t
o
 t

h
e

 s
c
o
p

e
, 

c
o
s
t,
 c

o
m

p
le

x
ity

, 
le

v
e
l 
o
f 

ri
s
k
 

a
n

d
 s

e
n
s
iti

v
it
y
 o

f 
th

e
 p

ro
je

c
t.

 

T
h
e

 g
u
id

a
n
c
e
 a

p
p
lie

s
 t

o
 a

l l 

p
ro

p
o
s
a

ls
 s

e
e
k
in

g
 f

u
n

d
in

g
 f
ro

m
 

N
Z

T
A

 r
e
g

a
rd

le
s
s
 o

f 
s
c
a
le

. 

P
ro

p
o
rt

io
n
a

l t
o
 t

h
e

 s
iz

e
, 

im
p
a
c
t 

a
n
d
 r

is
k
 o

f 
th

e
 

p
ro

je
c
t.
 

A
s
s
u
m

p
ti
o
n
s
 

W
h

e
n
 p

re
s
e
n

tin
g
 t

h
e
 r

e
s
u
lts

 

fr
o

m
 t

h
e

 a
n
a

ly
s
is

 t
h

e
re

 

s
h
o
u

ld
 b

e
 a

n
 e

a
s
y
 a

u
d

it 
tr

a
il 

to
 e

n
a
b

le
 c

a
lc

u
la

ti
o

n
s
, 

s
u
p
p

o
rt

in
g
 e

v
id

e
n
c
e

 a
n
d
 

a
s
s
u
m

p
ti
o
n
s
 t

o
 b

e
 v

e
ri

fi
e
d
.  

It
 is

 a
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o
 r

e
c
o

m
m

e
n

d
e

d
 t

h
a
t 

s
e
n
s
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v
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 t
e
s
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g
 o

f 

a
s
s
u
m

p
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o
n
s
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e
 

u
n

d
e
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a
k
e

n
. 

W
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 c
o

n
s
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e
r 

a
p

p
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is
a
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b
a
s
e

d
 u

p
o
n
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o
m

m
o

n
w

e
a
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h
, 

S
ta

te
 a

n
d
 T

e
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it
o
ry
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u
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e
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e
s
.  

A
s
s
u
m

p
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o
n
s
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 b

e
 

s
c
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e
d
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o
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v
o
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o
v
e
re

s
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m

a
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o

n
 o

f 
b
e

n
e
fi
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n

d
 

u
n

d
e
rs
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m
e
n

t 
o

f 
c
o
s
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. 

D
o
 n

o
t 

n
e
e

d
 t

o
 p

ro
v
id

e
 

C
o
m

p
u

ta
b
le

 G
e

n
e
ra

l 

E
q
u

ili
b
ri

u
m

 m
o

d
e
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n
g
 

in
fo

rm
a
ti
o

n
. 

A
s
s
u
m

p
ti
o
n
s
 s

h
o
u

ld
 in

c
lu

d
e
 

s
o
u
rc

e
s
 o

f 
in

fo
rm

a
ti
o

n
 a

n
d
 

ra
ti
o
n

a
l 
to

 p
ro

v
id

e
 c

re
d
ib

ili
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a
n

d
 r

ig
o

u
r.

 

D
o
c
u

m
e

n
t 
th

e
 a

s
s
u

m
p

ti
o
n
s
 

u
s
e
d

 a
n
d
 t

h
e
 r

e
a
s
o

n
s
 f

o
r 

c
h
o
o
s
in

g
 t
h

e
m

. 
 T

h
is

 w
ill

 

in
c
lu

d
e
 e

x
p
la

n
a
ti
o
n

 o
f 

th
e
 

a
s
s
u
m

p
ti
o
n
s
 r

e
fe

re
n
c
in

g
 

in
fo

rm
a
ti
o

n
 s

o
u
rc

e
s
 t

o
 e

n
a
b

le
 

v
a
lid

a
ti
o

n
. 

Id
e

n
ti
fy

 t
h
e
 s

p
a
ti
a

l a
re

a
 f

o
r 

a
n

a
ly

s
is

. 
 F

o
r 

Q
u
e

e
n
s
la

n
d
 

th
is

 i
s
 g

e
n

e
ra

lly
 t

h
e

 S
ta

te
 o

f 

Q
u
e

e
n
s
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n
d
. 

 T
h

e
 k

e
y
 p

o
in

t 
is

 

to
 e

n
s
u
re

 c
o

n
s
is

te
n
c
y
. 

 

T
h
e

 p
u
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o
s
e
 o

f 
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is
 m

a
n

u
a

l 
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 t
o

 

s
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n
d
a
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is
e
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a
s
 f

a
r 

a
s
 p

o
s
s
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, 

a
s
s
u
m

p
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o
n
s
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o
r 

d
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n
t 

a
c
tiv
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. 
 

W
h

e
re
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s
s
u

m
p
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o

n
s
 h

a
v
e
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o
 b

e
 

m
a

d
e
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h

e
s
e
 s

h
o

u
ld

 b
e
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u
b
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c
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e
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s
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e
s
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g
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n
d
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k
 

a
s
s
e
s
s
m

e
n
t 
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 c
o

m
p
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h
e

n
d
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h

e
 

a
s
s
u
m

p
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o
n
s
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p
a
c
t 
o

n
 

e
c
o
n

o
m
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 e
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n
c
y
. 

A
s
s
u
m

p
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o
n
s
 n

e
e
d
 t

o
 

c
o
n
s
id

e
r 

im
p
a
c
t 

a
c
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s
s
 a

ll 

s
e
c
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 o

f 
th

e
 e

c
o

n
o

m
y
 

in
c
lu

d
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g
 t

h
e
 i
n

te
r-
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la
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o
n
s
h
ip

s
. 
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c
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d
e

 a
ll 

in
ta

n
g
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 c
o
s
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a
n

d
 b

e
n

e
fi
ts

, 
w

h
e
re

 t
h
e
s
e
 

c
a
n
 r

e
lia

b
ly

 b
e
 e

s
ti
m

a
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d
. 

A
s
s
u
m

e
 a

ll 
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s
o

u
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e
s
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n
 t

h
e

 

e
c
o
n

o
m

y
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 f

u
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 u
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e
d

. 
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c
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d
e
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ll 

s
u
b
s
e

q
u

e
n

t 
o

r 

c
o
n
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n
g

e
n
t 
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b
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e
s
. 

E
x
c
lu

d
e
 i
n
te
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a
ti
o
n

a
l 

im
p
a
c
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. 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of approaches to assessment (continued)
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 b
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c
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 b
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c
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c
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f 
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p
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v
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e
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c
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a
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o
n
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t 
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p
a
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a
n

d
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h
e
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a
p

p
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a
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n
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p
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c
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c
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u
b

m
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o
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n
e
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n
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 b
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Table 4.1: Comparison of approaches to assessment (continued)
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Table 4.1: Comparison of approaches to assessment (continued)
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Table 4.1: Comparison of approaches to assessment (continued)
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Table 4.1: Comparison of approaches to assessment (continued)
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All jurisdictions agree on the need to capture wider

economic benefits. In contrast, there appears to be limited

guidance on bundling options to present integrated

solutions. Bundling may mean that options that would

not on their own merits be considered may be

amalgamated for analysis as part of an integrated (or

long-term) solution. NZTA encourage this approach in

their Economic Evaluation Manual (Volume 1)1.

Multi-criteria assessment is not considered in this

guidance to be as robust as CBA as the results can be

more subjective and therefore less reliable. This

subjectivity, however, also affects other aspects of

valuation, particularly some imputed values.

4.2 Cost Benefit Analysis:
Selecting the discount rate
CBA has been in use for some decades but a number of

matters related to method remain contentious. One of

these issues is the selection of the discount rate by

which future costs and benefits are converted to a net

present value. This is important for infrastructure projects

as they are usually long-lived and capital intensive. As a

result they are more sensitive to the discount rate than

projects where the capital cost is a lower proportion of

the total cost and that are short-lived. Where there is

benefit far into the future, such as investments related

to mitigation of climate change, there has been

controversy over the discount rate2.

Grimes (2010)3 considers use of a high discount rate for

productive projects is a concern if:

• citizen’s welfare (‘utility’) at any point in time is
shaped at least in part with reference to living
standards in other countries,

• comparator countries use a lower discount rate for
their productive long-lived infrastructure projects, and

• the current generation cares about the relative living
standards of future generations in New Zealand.

Grimes continues:“Consider, for instance, if New
Zealanders compare their living standards with Australia;
they are happy if they can keep pace with their neighbour
but feel increasingly unhappy the further they fall behind.
Furthermore, imagine the case where – taken in isolation
– the optimal discount rate to apply to like infrastructure
projects in each country is 8%, but that Australia chooses
instead to adopt a 6% discount rate. It increases taxes
in the near-term to fund the increased number of projects
that are thereby commissioned. The result will be that
Australia will have reduced short-term consumption and
will invest more in long-lived infrastructure projects than

New Zealand. The returns to that investment will induce
a higher standard of living across the Tasman in future
years relative to New Zealand.

In this case – even if New Zealand were to adopt the
‘optimal’ discount rate policy viewed from an isolationist
perspective – New Zealanders would in future feel worse-
off because their living standards had dropped below
those of Australia. With free labour mobility, the result
will be migration of New Zealanders to Australia to take
advantage of its higher relative infrastructure stock, higher
productivity and higher living standards.

Parker (2009) summarises the observed choices of
discount rates for major long-lived infrastructure projects
across OECD countries. Within Europe (including the
United Kingdom) most countries use rates within the 3-
5% range; the United States appears to use a rate at the
bottom end of this range for long-lived projects. Rates
across Australia vary by State, but appear to be centred
on the 6-7% range; however Henry (2010) notes that in
certain circumstances, government in Australia may
nevertheless approve projects that fail a CBA using a
conventional discount rate. Henry states (p.13): “There
remains an important role for public investment in
infrastructure. There may be infrastructure projects that
are of strategic importance and that may not pass a
private cost benefit analysis; perhaps because the costs
and benefits need to be amortised over too many decades
or for other reasons.”4

In general terms, the appropriate basis for costing

resources derives from their social opportunity costs,

that is the consequences of using the resource in the

proposed project instead of in the use that they would

otherwise be put to (if any). There are two very distinct

conceptual approaches available to selecting a discount

rate for use in project assessment:

1 the opportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capital which uses the cost
of diverting capital away from alternative investments
as the basis for determining an appropriate rate;
and

2 the social rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preference (SRTP) which looks
to the choices that people and societies make, or
should make, between increasing consumption now
or investing the resources to enable a greater amount
of consumption to be available at a later time,
possibly generations later.

The two approaches make strikingly different assumptions

about the impact of funding the project on present

consumption:

• with the opportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capital approach there
is an underlying assumption that the pot of available
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capital is fixed (either nationally or internationally),
so that investing in the proposed project must result
in a reduction in investment in one or more other
projects. In this case the loss of benefits from the
foregone project or projects becomes the cost of
investing in the proposal. When the project is funded
from the available supply of capital there is no change
in present day consumption.

• the social rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preferencesocial rate of time preference approach assumes
that investing in the proposal will result in a reduction
in present day consumption, in exchange for which
a (hopefully) greater quantum of consumption will
be possible at a later time. In this situation there is
no call on the available pot of capital. The project is
funded from reduced consumption. For this
assumption to be valid, that reduction must be an
inherent consequence of implementing the project
that will not occur if the project is not built.

While the SRTP approach appears intuitively simple, a

means to determine the ‘correct’ social rate of time

preference is not obvious. Books have been written on

the subject without achieving any clear resolution.

Individuals display choices which imply a very wide range

of time preference rates. Interpreting these choices to

determine a SRTP can be fraught, as individuals are often

constrained to a narrow range of options and under

particular pressures at the time5.

Determining a rate of time preference for society as a

whole on the basis of individual behaviour is inherently

problematic when there is clearly a wide range of rates

implicit in the behaviour of different people and even of

the same person in different times and circumstances6.

In practice, arguments for a social rate of time preference

rarely start from observations of individual revealed

preferences. Rather, commentators more often begin with

an assertion that a possible future event cannot be

permitted to be discounted away to insignificance from

today’s viewpoint and therefore a low discount rate

should be accepted. In some cases variable rates are

recommended.

These arguments can suffer from a degree of circularity,

with rates being selected to confirm a predetermined

conclusion that a preferred project should proceed. A

more robust theoretical approach to the estimation of

the SRTP is provided in the NZ Transport Agency’s

Research Report 3927. On the basis of various possible

values for the parameters involved, discount rates ranging

from 0.8% to 8.25% were found possible.

In an efficient market the two conceptual rates would

come together. If the opportunity cost of capital was

above the rate of time preference, society would make

more capital available by reducing current consumption.

This would reduce the opportunity cost of capital by

reducing its scarcity until the rates equated.

Some (but far from all) governments intervene to increase

savings at the expense of consumption by means such

as compulsory or subsidised contributions to

superannuation accounts. When they intervene they are,

in effect, deciding to correct for a failure of the process

to achieve equilibrium by market means. The specific

rates of additional saving induced by these means are

politically determined and one cannot reasonably assert

that a correct coincident rate has been achieved.

Nevertheless the effect is to bring the rates toward some

approximation of equality. Hence either basis may be

used without greatly altering the conclusion. The

‘opportunity cost of capital’ approach has the very

considerable advantage of being capable of being

assessed on the basis of observable behaviour.

In practical application the discount rate may be adjusted

to incorporate additional effects. The most important is

risk and uncertainty. An upward adjustment to the rate

may be made to include the risk level inherent in the

type of investment under consideration. This is only a

rough and ready means of allowing for risk.

For large projects a detailed assessment of the sources

and severity of the risks and uncertainties to which its

costs and benefits are exposed should be undertaken.

This is considered to be the most appropriate way to

address the oft-raised concern that what are perceived

to be high discount rates (including The Treasury’s

recommended 8% for infrastructure projects) favour short-

term investments over those which have a benefit stream

running many years out into the future. In essence, long-

lived projects need more complex analysis, not arbitrary

adjustment of the discount rate.

In certain cases the distribution of future costs and

benefits, and their correlation with other economic flows,

may be a significant consideration. The relevant risks

associated with the project in such cases are not the

risks faced by the project on its own, but the effect of

the project on the aggregate of risks faced by its owner

or by the country as a whole. The techniques of portfolio

analysis provide tools to deal with these situations. In

special cases the use of a negative risk premium may be

justified.

A further consideration enters when an agency has sig-

nificantly more projects with positive net benefits (or B/

C ratios above 1) than it can hope to fund. Rationing

must then be applied, over and above that applied by

the requirement that the project be beneficial. NZTA and

its predecessors are normally in this position and other
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agencies are well familiar with it. The usual method used

is to set a cut-off B/C ratio at a level higher than 1 (in the

past, Transit New Zealand could, at times, set the cut-off

at 4). This produces a somewhat different result from

adjusting the discount rate but avoids the disruption

that would result from having a volatile discount rate

that moved with every budget change. More importantly,

it avoids creating a bias toward short lived projects.

4.3 Social outcomes in cost
benefit analysis
CBA has been extended from a focus on the direct

measurable costs to include a wider range of factors8.

Recent experience in Europe in handling socio-economic/

indirect effects was analysed as part of the HEATCO

project9. Practice across the study area varied in terms

of monetisation of effects or their incorporation (or not)

by other methods, Table 4.2.

Various approaches were used (CBA, MCA and

Quantitative Measurement10) covering a range of effects.

The analysis concluded that the most commonly included

indirect effects were those on employment and state

finances. Cohesion effects were mainly included in

analyses in the peripheral countries like Hungary, Czech

Republic, Poland and Malta.

In some countries specific effects were included: tourism,

Table 4.2: Incorporation of indirect effects in analyses. Source: HEATCO, (2005)
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flora and fauna, landscape protection (Hungary);

attractiveness of cities as residence, participation

possibilities of population (Switzerland); improved access

to sea ports and airports (Germany); groundwater, animal

life/habitat (Denmark, Poland); and project specific issues

(Latvia, Netherlands, Denmark, Poland).

4.3.1 Social Return on Investment

One of the approaches to extending the valuation of

costs and benefits is the Social Return on Investment

(SROI). This framework explicitly seeks to reduce

inequality and environmental degradation and improve

wellbeing by incorporating social, environmental and

economic costs and benefits in decision-making11. While

developed principally as a tool for non-governmental

organizations it has recently been applied to the proposed

addition of capacity at Heathrow Airport12. In reporting

this analysis, NEF assert that:

“SROI differs from existing methods of appraisal in three
ways. First, it is informed by the views of stakeholders
who play a central role in determining the outcomes

and values. Second, it starts from the principle that we

should value the things that matter, rather than just

those things that are easy to monetise. Finally, it

measures explicitly across a ‘triple bottom line’ of social,

environmental and economic returns. SROI is concerned

with the net value of Runway 3 when social,

environmental and economic factors are examined

together.13

In practice, there a number of key features of SROI beyond

the rhetoric:

• Disaggregation of impacts across a range of
stakeholders.

• A more extensive use than previously of financial
proxies to value things that are not traded through
subjective assessment, similar traded goods or
services; and analysing data on spending patterns.

A distinctive feature of the Heathrow analysis is the

valuation of community impacts that are commonly

identified in consultation and social impact assessment

but rarely quantified in project analyses. These factors

include ‘blight’, the loss of value in the fabric of the

community and the costs of living with uncertainty prior

Figure 4.1: Coverage and methods of assessment of socio-economic effects. Source: HEATCO, (2005), p101
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to a decision, or prior to a scheme coming into operation.

Such considerations are not typically quantified, just as

in New Zealand the effects on properties not crossed by

public infrastructure are not compensable under the

Public Works Act 1981.

4.4 Decision-making using
results from financial and
economic analyses
An issue in project analysis is the confusion that

sometimes occurs between financial and economic

analyses. The economic analysis is to show whether the

proposal is in the interests of society in general while

the financial analysis is to show whether or how the

agency can afford it (given the existing financial

arrangements).

The Queensland Project Assurance Framework14 clearly

distinguishes between financial and economic analyses,

in a summary table reproduced as Table 4.3.

The parallel analysis of financial and economic NPVs is

undertaken for three different levels of expectation for

each of the project options:

• pessimistic case;

• most likely case; and

• optimistic case.

Some options will have a negative financial impact but

a positive economic impact and vice versa. The guidance

on making a decision is presented in a simple matrix,

Figure 4.3.

The matrix15 shows how the economic analysis is given

precedence. The advice given is that:

• A project with a negative financial NPV, but a positive
economic NPV, could be justified by government as
producing a net benefit to the State’s economy (taking
account of social and environmental impacts). In
particular, where the economic benefit far outweighs
the net financial cost. Such a project would generally
not be pursued by the private sector.

• A project with a positive financial NPV, but a negative
economic NPV (for example because of significant

Figure 4.2: Indirect effects covered by any method and by CBA
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environmental impacts which would not be a direct
financial impost on the project) would generally not
be justifiable for government delivery (unless the
financial benefit was large, the economic cost small
and sensitivity analysis indicated potential for a
positive net economic outcome).

• All things being equal, a project with a positive
financial NPV and a positive economic NPV should
be pursued (unless there is capital rationing). A
project with both negative NPVs should not be
progressed further. If a project after analysis is not
considered viable then some additional work will be
required in terms of managing community
expectations about a project through the
development of an exit strategy. This should be
included as part of the early stages of the planning

process and reinforces the importance of developing
viable alternative options when undertaking the
analysis.

4.4.1 Conclusions: Presenting the analyses
Financial and economic analyses have very different
purposes and coverage and should not be confused or
combined in a single measure. The Queensland approach
has considerable merit in clarifying the strength of the
economics and finances of projects and programmes. It
is possible to elaborate the matrix to provide a simple
representation of the merits of a project, Figure 4.4 with
economically positive projects receiving a numerical rating
based on a spread of BCRs with a rating of ‘1’ the highest

for BCRs (greater than a nominated value, perhaps 4).

Table 4.3: Queensland comparative analysis table. Source: Department of
Infrastructure and Planning Queensland
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A number of stakeholders at a CAENZ Distinguished

Fellows Forum advocated the use of a ‘rating’ measure

after the manner of Standard and Poors. While performing

a similar function the matrix is not sequential between

the main classes (it does not run A1, A2, A3, B1, B2….)

like a credit rating as the numeric scores relate to the

outcome of the economic analysis with 1-3 being three

levels of positive BCR and 4-6 varying degrees below a

BCR of ‘1’).

The matrix would use a similar interpretation as the

original Queensland matrix for the classes ‘A’ (should

proceed as it is as economically and financially viable)

and ‘D’ (should not proceed because the economics and

financials are negative).

There are a number of instances in class ‘B’ where projects

might well proceed despite a negative financial analysis.

A simple example of such a case are road safety measures

Figure 4.3 Decision making on combinations of financial and economic analysis results. Source: Department of
Infrastructure and Planning, Queensland

on (such as realignments to eliminate dangerous bends,

and installation of roundabouts at dangerous inter-
sections) where there are clear social benefits, but no
revenue implications.

It could be appropriate to use this framework in
conjunction with an MCA for considerations that could
not be monetised. The MCA should not include project

economics as this would be double counting.

4.5 Project to project
comparisons
A significant problem arises in comparing the desirability

of projects that are under the aegis of organisations

that do not use the same basis of assessment. A clear

example of this is in attempts to compare the relative

merits of road and rail projects. Main road building and

maintenance is undertaken by NZTA on the basis of CBA

Figure 4.4: Economic/Finance Rating matrix
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assessment while rail is assessed on a financial basis by

Kiwirail. If both organisations are operating in competitive

industries the problem is not serious since competition

drives economic and financial assessments into

alignment. In the infrastructure sector competition occurs

to a greater or lesser degree among users of the

infrastructure, but is unusual among the providers. Hence

there is competition among trucking companies and to

a degree among the electricity generators and retailers,

but none among the providers of roads or electricity

transmission and distribution.

The logical outcome from that situation is that, in general,

network providers like Transpower should operate on

an economic basis with decisions based on CBA

evaluation, not just for project approval but in relation

to all aspects of their operations. Potential investments

will be assessed using the discount rate, adjusted as

appropriate to the nature of the industry and the manner

in which systemic risks are managed within the analysis.

Network users, on the other hand, operate on a purely

commercial basis using financial evaluations for

operational and investment decisions. Potential

investments will usually be assessed using their ‘weighted

average cost of capital’ or WACC. This is a risk-adjusted

rate to reflect the overall cost of debt and equity capital

to the business, and is related to the opportunity cost

of capital to the organisation concerned rather than the

SRTP. In project evaluation the WACC is used, and the

components of debt and equity treated separately in

the investment appraisal phase.

Present practice in New Zealand follows this pattern in

some areas, but in others it is an uncomfortable hybrid

between the two. An important case in point is that of

the electricity lines companies. These, both transmission

and distribution, are constituted as commercial

businesses even though they are monopoly providers of

network infrastructure. Heavy regulation is then used in

attempts to induce them to behave in a way that follows

economic principles in opposition to the incentives

produced by their financial interests.

Another case is rail, now owned by the New Zealand

Railways Corporation (Kiwirail). Kiwirail operates on a

commercial basis as an SOE even though effectively, at

least in terms of its tracks, it ‘competes’ with NZTA which

operates on economic criteria. This clearly distorts

comparisons and choices between road and rail. Whether

this results in a bias against rail, as often claimed, is not

clear. Economic benefits are not captured in Kiwirail’s

tariffs and charges and are not included in its financial

evaluations using its WACC. In contrast, economic benefits

are central to NZTA’s project evaluation and proposals

are assessed with a discount rate of 8% real (net of

inflation) which may be higher than Kiwirail’s WACC. A

specific study would be needed to determine the nature

and extent of the distortion produced by the disparities

of the financial and economic analyses.

4.5.1 Britomart Transport Centre Case Study

With origins in the 1965 De Leuw Cather & Co report the

Regional Transit Plan for Auckland the third Britomart

project (after two previously failed projects) was finally

opened in 2002. The decision to proceed with the third

Britomart project was made by the Auckland City Council

using a financial analysis with some consideration of

wider economic benefits.

The analysis is of interest as it included a range of

economic benefits, including tangible and intangible

effects and what it referred to as ‘investment options’

which considered the long-term availability of the property

in what apparently was structured first as a financial

analysis. Normally it would be expected that a financial

analysis such as this would have focussed on the ability

of the Council to afford the project which is independent

of the economic benefits (unless the project is structured

to capture them as increased revenue).

The assessment of the project used the notion of a

‘funding gap’ in the analysis (rather than a comparison

of capital costs with benefits). An initial figure of $164.6m

NPV was used for costs reduced by the deduction of ‘Do

Minimum’ and other costs yield to a ‘Total costs’ figure

of $146.0m NPV. With total tangible benefits of $129.8m

NPV the project had an ‘efficiency ratio’ of 0.89. A

reduction in costs by $65.4m to $80.4m NPV with no

reduction in benefits for the ‘Base Transport Project’

resulted in an ‘efficiency ratio’ of 1.59. The financial

viability of the project was radically changed by this

reduction in the funding gap by $65.4m which occurred

through asset sales. It would not, however, have altered

Figure 4.5: Britomart Transport Centre. Source: New
Zealand History online
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the economics of the project which were not evaluated

in this hybrid analysis.

The tangible benefits assessed were primarily those that

could be directly related to the beneficiaries participating

in the funding, operation and use of the transport process

including government, users, providers and non-users

affected by negative transport outcomes. They covered

time savings; terminal quality; road decongestion, and

accident reduction benefits. The project also paid for an

upgrade of the pavements in Queen Street.

The analysis then added in a range of economic benefits

with no attendant increase in costs. The first were a set

of monetised intangible benefits derived from reductions

in traffic noise, carbon dioxide emissions, and air

pollution. A sum of $1.1m NPV was included for the

monetised intangibles.

Other intangible effects were also identified in terms of

the systematic and gradual changes in land use, transport

systems, vehicle dependence, associated movement

patterns and social health of the city. These effects were

considered very difficult to quantify. The willingness-to-

pay principle was used to generate proxy values.

The analysis also took the long-term availability of the

property into account as an option created by investing

at the start rather than later. This took the form of

‘investment options’ which were valued at $15.15m NPV.

This represented 10.5% of the adjusted benefits for Base

Transport Project with full rail development. At $144.4m

NPV these adjusted benefits were over $16m higher than

direct benefits of the Base Transport Project at $128.15m

NPV. This raised the efficiency ratio for the Base Transport

Project from 1.59 to 1.79.

The calculated $144.4m NPV, however, fell short of the

capital costs of the Base Transport Project of $175m,

and the shortfall was rather larger for the Total Project

including the concourse with a capital cost of $262m

NPV.....

4.5.2 Observations on the Britomart case
study

Overall the analysis undertaken of viability of the

Britomart was an eclectic mix of financial costs and

economic benefits. Wider economic benefits from

agglomeration through the localisation and densification

of industries were not included in this analysis nor were

any economies associated with changes in land values,

and the consequent returns that government (both local

and central) could be expected to receive on their

investment. If a more formal CBA had been undertaken,

then these factors might have produced a different result.

Evaluation of the project could have benefited from a

more formal separation of financial and economic

analyses such as that practiced in Queensland. The

analysis may also have benefited from a wider perspective

than the financial implications for Auckland City, although

in the light of the long saga of the project, this focus is

entirely understandable.

The Britomart Transport Centre has now been operating

for a number of years during which rail patronage in

Auckland has grown dramatically. Passenger numbers

across the Auckland rail network have increased 97% in

the last five years with over eight million trips made in

2009. The project warrants serious consideration for a

benefits realisation test including retrospective CBA to

consider the total cost of $204m. Such an analysis could

usefully include the wider economic benefits not assessed

in the earlier study.

Chapter 4 Endnotes
1 NZTA, (2009), www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/economic-

evaluation-manual/volume-1/index.html.

2 A near zero rate of time preference argued for in relation to
climate change effects within the Stern Review (2007). The
Stern Review (Stern, N., (2007) The Economics of Climate
Change: The Stern Review, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge) deals with catastrophic risk; i.e. where, because
of climate change, there is a chance of mass deaths or
even (near-) extinction of the human race and/or many other
biological organisms. In this case, as stressed also by Cowen,
the economist’s typical marginal analysis is not an
appropriate tool.

3 Grimes, A., (2010), Evaluating the Economics of infrastructure
investment: some complications, Motu Economic & Public
Policy Research, 64pp, Contributing paper to the CAENZ
Project

4 Grimes, (2010), op. cit., pp 40-41.

Table 4.4: Summary costs, benefits and ratios of the Britomart Transport Centre

BASE TRANSPORT PROJECT TOTAL PROJECT

Capital Cost $175M NPV $262M NPV

Total Benefits $144M NPV $146M NPV

Funding Gap $99M NPV $165M NPV

Total Costs $81M NPV $146M NPV

Adjusted Efficiency ratio 1.79 1.0
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5 Care is therefore needed in interpreting people’s behaviours.
For example: borrowing from a loan shark may not be good
indication of a person’s lack of concern for their children’s
future welfare; while lending money to a bank in savings
account at a rate of interest that barely exceeds the rate of
inflation does not prove that they have a time preference
rate of zero.

6 Grimes (2010), op. cit., p37 in his review of the STPR refers
to Cowen (2001) who contends that the social rate of time
preference (i.e. the trade-off across generations) cannot be
interpreted as having the same value as an individual’s
rate of time preference (i.e. the trade-off by an individual
within her own lifetime).

7 Parker, C (2009), The Implications of Discount Rate
Reductions on Transport Investments and Sustainable
Transport Futures, NZ Transport Agency Research Report
392. Wellington, 154pp

8 A range of factors continue to be excluded from the analyses,
for instance, the value of unpaid labour outside of the
market (child-rearing, voluntary and charitable unpaid work
etc) which is a significant contributor to society. Many of
the people doing this work are skilled but unable to

participate in the market because of the constraints of their
primary caring role. A ubiquitous broadband environment
would enable some of them to participate more in the
market economy (or bring them back into it earlier) and
could add to productivity.

9 HEATCO Developing Harmonised European Approaches for
Transport Costing and Project Assessment, (2005),
Deliverable 2 State-of-the-art in project assessment, Revision
1, 219pp.

10 The effects are classified into one of several ranked
categories (ordinal scale) based on well-defined standard
criteria for each of the categories, which are invariant from
project to project.

11 Cabinet Office: Office of the Third Sector, (2009), A Guide
to Social Return on Investment, 106pp.

12 NEF, (2010), Grounded: A new approach to evaluating
Runway 3, New Economics Foundation, London, 56pp

13 NEF, (2010), op. cit., p2.

14 Queensland Government, (2008), Project Assurance
Framework, Guidance material: Cost Benefit Analysis, 45pp.

15 Queensland Government, (2008), op. cit., p 26.
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5 WIDER ECONOMIC EFFECTS5 WIDER ECONOMIC EFFECTS5 WIDER ECONOMIC EFFECTS5 WIDER ECONOMIC EFFECTS5 WIDER ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Conventional cost benefit analysis on infrastructure

investment proposals usually calculates the benefits

primarily in terms of benefits to users. For a road project

the benefits are usually dominated by reductions in time

to drive across the new road due to reduced congestion

and distance, changes in accident rates, and changes in

the vehicle operating and maintenance costs. A feature

of these benefits is that they do not accrue to the

organisations that own the infrastructure, and are not

captured by them unless they are able or permitted to

raise prices.

More so than in most other sectors, infrastructure

investments usually have significant effects beyond the

limits of the project, which need to be included in the

analysis. To continue the roading example, a change in

the capacity of one section of road will usually have

effects on congestion on other sections of the network.

Electricity transmission networks can display even greater

interactions between links when impedances are changed.

The effects of an investment in infrastructure are often

not limited to direct benefits to users and indirect effects

that may be captured by an analysis that incorporates

only first level effects. The total economic impact of

changes catalysed by an infrastructure investment

includes wider effects resulting from changes in the

behaviour of businesses and people in the hinterland of

the project now and in the future, as described by BERL1:

“The main wider economic changes which specific

infrastructure investment projects cause in their directly-

affected geographic or industrial area of the economy

are in economic behaviours. The four main categories

affected are:

• Location behaviour, and thus land use, urban form
and urban density;

• Business behaviour which changes the profile of
industries in a given location;

• Residential and labour participation behaviour; and

• Demand for, and usage of transport modes and other
infrastructure services.

These wider economic changes generated by
infrastructure investments revolve around changes made
possible in urban density, incidence of access to
infrastructure services, and thus increases in economic
activity and land values. There is interaction among these
factors.”

The existence of wider economic effects is most often

examined in relation to transport projects but can occur

in any sector. In a theoretical ideal economy in which all

markets operated with perfect competition, all the wider

benefits would be expressed in the direct user benefits.

The direct benefits would then neither magnify nor

diminish as they work through the economy. In reality

all real world markets deviate to widely varying degrees

from the ideal of perfect competition.

Since the primary source of wider effects is the existence

of imperfect competition they are most likely to be

significant when the sector is a local monopoly like, for

example, Melbourne Water, as discussed in Section 3.9.

This is a monopoly utility which builds and operates

water infrastructure and whose prices are wholly regulated

by a commission2. There is wide community involvement

in the process and an acceptance by government of the

way wider benefits are valued and realised. The

conclusion to be drawn is that wider economic benefits

may be incorporated where infrastructure is regulated

by an effective industry regulator and where there is

integrity in the relationship.

The Melbourne Water process is an example of one of

the two different broad approaches to assessing the full

consequences of infrastructure investments, which can

be characterised as bottom-up or top-down:

• BottBottBottBottBottom-up :om-up :om-up :om-up :om-up : augment the cost benefit assessment
to incorporate the wider effects.

• Top-down:Top-down:Top-down:Top-down:Top-down: use a macro-economic model to assess
the overall change in the whole economy resulting
from adding the project.

It is essential to recognise that these methods are

alternatives. A macro-economic model cannot be used

to obtain the extra values that should be added to a

conventional cost benefit assessment. The results of a

macro-economic analysis are not additive because of

the overlap between the two types of analysis. It is simply

not possible to determine which parts of the economic

changes indicated by a macro-economic model are part

of the user effects already included in the CBA and which

are not.

In the bottom-up approach of augmenting CBA to

incorporate wider effects, specific wider benefits are

identified and, to the extent practicable, are assessed.

In general, these benefits derive from:
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• induced changes in the location of activities;

• productivity effects;

• the nature of the productive activities in the region;

• the level of labour force participation; and

• the utilisation of other forms of infrastructure.

The UK Department for Transport (DtF), reports that “The

possibility of including these impacts in appraisal was

first considered in SACTRA (1999) 3 and subsequently

the Eddington Study (2006).”4 This work resulted in the

publication of a paper5 which provides a step-by-step

guide to the assessment of WEBs. This works through

each effect in turn specifying the process by which it

may be estimated6. The Wider Economic Impacts thus

estimated are now part of the DfT’s New Approach to

Appraisal (NATA)7.

5.1 Sources of wider economic
effects
Wider economic effects derive from improving the

efficiency with which markets operate through

agglomeration, mitigating existing market failures, and

through an increased output in imperfectly competitive

markets. A detailed discussion of these effects is provided

in a report to NZTA prepared by Steer Davies Gleave8,

(2009). A more academic discussion is provided by

Vickerman9.

Reductions in the barriers to movement and

communication between places by the provision of better

transport linkages will improve efficiency in a number of

ways including the facilitation of closer production

linkages. In sectors where there are economies of scale,

this results in productivity improvements, raising

efficiency as well as the volume of production. Reduced

barriers also enable businesses to relocate to more central

locations to further gain economies of scale while still

being able to access the resources (such as labour,

materials and components) they need from the hinterland.

Improved transport and communications, therefore tends

to concentrate economic activity in those areas that

already have the highest concentrations - businesses

tend to gravitate from outer suburbs to inner areas of

cities and from country towns into the cities and from

small cities to large ones.

This movement has been observed in the United Kingdom

by the Department for Transport10, (2005) who comment

that “many firms are more productive in agglomerations

because in such locations they have access to larger

product, input and labour markets and therefore benefit

from a greater variety (as the firm is therefore likely to
find inputs and workers that suit the firm better). They
can also more easily benefit from the knowledge and
technology of other firms. Research has also stressed
the importance of face-to-face contact in many business
environments. Evidence supports all of this by showing
that, as a city grows and becomes denser, its firms
become more productive.”

There are two effects: first, that firms and workers in

their existing location will be closer to each other and

the location more accessible, as generalised costs fall;

and second that firms and workers may relocate in

response to the change in transport costs and thereby

have further effects on density.

Vickerman and De Brujin note “Although the lower
transport costs may cause firms to increase the size of
their market, that increase in size provides an incentive
for the firm to enjoy scale economies and to benefit
from proximity to other more efficient firms….

The basic advantage that some regions obtain in an
imperfectly competitive world derives from a larger market
size, which enables firms to increase both output (scale)
and productivity. However, it is useful to break that larger
market size effect up into a pure market size effect, and
the backward and forward linkages associated with
agglomeration. One of the key back ward linkages relates
to the labour market. As transport costs are reduced,
labour markets become larger as commuting times are
reduced and firms have access to a larger labour supply.
This enables firms to benefit both from wage levels lower
than they might be as a result of more competition in
the larger market, and access to more skilled labour,
which will be more productive for the reasons discussed
above.”

In summary - the biggest and most productive firms are

located in the biggest and densest centres, and reductions

in transport barriers will cause these to expand and

increase their market shares, and consequentially smaller

firms in smaller places will likely shrink11. Such

agglomeration benefits are a wider economic effect which

represent tangible impacts on the economy and

productivity growth. They are also fully additional to the

benefits captured in conventional CBA appraisal.

Agglomeration benefits are typically the most important

of the wider economic effects. The DfT provide a formula

for calculating the benefits in terms of each pair of areas

affected by the project12.

There are a number of inter-related facets of these wider

economic benefits, all related to improving the efficiency

of economic activity:
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Enhanced competitionEnhanced competitionEnhanced competitionEnhanced competitionEnhanced competition

One of the flow-on effects of improvements in transport

and/or communications improvements between places

can be that it brings producers in those areas into greater

competition with each other by providing buyers with a

wider range of alternative suppliers. This intensified

competition can induce firms to make greater efforts to

reduce their costs and prices, and to better match their

products to the preferences of their customers.

In a densely developed economy the competition effects

are usually less significant than the benefits from greater

concentration. These come less from economies within

the industry, but more from proximity to complementary

resources – people with specialised skills and

businesses, shared R&D, and an increased range of

knowledge, research and culture. In a low-density

country like New Zealand, the competition effects may

be more significant. In their literature review, Steer

Davies Gleave state that:

“In New Zealand, however, there are indeed concerns

about how lack of integration between regions affect

competition. The population density is a fraction of that

of the UK and the economic geography is one of many

small urban centres. McCann (2009) argues that the

consequences of this regional disparity are worsened by

high spatial transaction costs, giving rise to small markets

with a much higher potential for local monopolies to

develop.”

Labour market effectsLabour market effectsLabour market effectsLabour market effectsLabour market effects

Improved transport links make commuting possible from

a wider area into employment centres, such as the central

city, giving businesses in the CBD access to a greater

pool of labour. This increases competition in the labour

market and gives access to more skilled labour which

the firms are able to use more productively, due to their

greater scale and access to complementary resources.

In principle this is just a particular example of an imperfect

competition effect, but its social significance makes it

worthy of separate mention.

Some of the effect comes from diversion of labour toward

more productive work than its previous employment,

but a reduction in commuting costs can also cause people

to choose to work. This is a response to an increase in

the net returns from being employed.

User benefits in the form of time savings to people while

at work or commuting are usually valued at their gross

hourly income rate. There is an assumption that this

time is not productive (other than in completing the

journey) and that productive uses for this time are

available if there is any reduction in the time required

for this travel.

The labour market is not perfectly competitive.

Consequently businesses are generally able to charge more

for their products and services than what they cost to

produce. As a result a worker’s time in terms of what

could be produced and sold is somewhat more valuable

to the business than the cost of employing that person.

This creates a wedge between the private and social

returns to work. The gain to the business from freeing up

travel time will exceed the value of the individual’s income.

TaxationTaxationTaxationTaxationTaxation

As noted above, there is a net gain to a business from

freed-up travel time. The taxation on this gain creates a

further gap between the value of the employed person

and their income. This is a social benefit external to the

firm and missed by conventional analysis. This is a rather

minor effect in New Zealand which does not levy

substantial payroll taxes.

Trade GainsTrade GainsTrade GainsTrade GainsTrade Gains

Decreases in transport costs can facilitate increases in

exports and imports, yielding gains in productivity

through increased specialisation and the exploitation of

comparative advantage. This effect is only likely to be

noticeable in relation to links to sea and airports.

Technology and knowledge transferTechnology and knowledge transferTechnology and knowledge transferTechnology and knowledge transferTechnology and knowledge transfer

Another example of an imperfect competition effect is

the interchange of knowledge. Transport’s role is to

connect people and places and increasing the interaction

between economic actors can facilitate an increased

transfer of knowledge. A significant case is the effect of

incoming foreign investment, initially increasing

competition but eventually resulting in the transfer of

knowledge and working practices into the country that

enhance the productivity of the sector as a whole.

A caveat on project scaleA caveat on project scaleA caveat on project scaleA caveat on project scaleA caveat on project scale

There is, of course, a tendency for larger projects to

result in greater wider benefits and other effects.

Nevertheless the size of the wider benefits is not

proportional to the project scale. Some small projects

can have disproportionately large effects. Projects that

creating a new linkage ‘bridging’ between locations

previously only tortuously connected are particularly likely

to have this result. On the other hand, some large scale

projects can have little impact on any of these effects.

This is a warning against the use of output elasticity

measures in macro-economic modelling, and how they

can give misleading results.
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5.2 Land Values
In certain types of projects, primarily those involving

large changes through integrated urban development,

or those providing infrastructure where none previously

existed, it may be feasible to estimate the changes in

land values that will result. Land valuation is a

capitalisation of the net benefits from land use.

Consequently the change in land values encapsulates

the net economic benefits (including wider economic

effects) resulting from implementing the project.

Since these are the same benefits as are estimated by a

CBA or by modelling, land value changes must not be

combined with the valuations obtained by these other

methods. Since ex ante estimates of land value changes

are not often reliable, and the relationship with project

benefits is disturbed by taxation and the speculative

possibilities of follow-on projects, land values are not

normally used alone, but can provide an alternate

measure of project values.

5.3 Waterview Case Study of
Wider Economic Benefits
A trial application of the method developed for the UK

Department for Transport commissioned by the NZTA

examined the Waterview motorway extension project13.

This established the workability of the procedure in New

Zealand. The wider economic effects calculated in that

study add another $250m, or 23%, to the conventionally

captured benefits.

One of the features of the Waterview study was the

analysis of the distributional effects. Wider economic

effects are usually estimated on a national basis, but

are not usually evenly distributed across the country.

Infrastructure building tends to result in changes in the

location of activities and the wider economic effects derive

from resulting increases in productivity. There is a marked

tendency for the location changes to be towards the

highest existing concentrations of economic activity and

away from peripheral areas.

This is well illustrated by the examination of the effects

of the Waterview project which showed appreciable

increases in economic activity in areas immediately

around and to the north of the project, and in central

Auckland. Parts of Waitakere and Manukau cities

experience negative impacts, as can be seen in Figure

5.1. Employment is also redistributed with gains in

Auckland city matched by reductions in the other

Territorial Authority areas.

In the Waterview case these negative impacts are small,

but that is not necessarily the case in other projects. No

other studies of wider project effects have been done in

New Zealand but studies overseas have suggested that

agglomeration benefits have an important role in decid-

ing the location of significant employment facilities. A

study of the location of Japanese investments in the

USA supported “the hypothesis that industry-level ag-

glomeration benefits play an important role in location

decisions.”14

A distributional effect of a different kind is the effects on

wage and salary rates and other incomes. As noted in

the Labour Market section above, the initial effect of an

improvement to a transport linkage may be an increase

in labour competition, thereby tending to reduce wages.

This effect is likely to be short-term only, if it occurs at

all, reversing as business expansion due to the

agglomeration benefits increases the demand for labour.

5.4 Application to other
infrastructure sectors
The methodology described above is specific to road

transport. The same general principles apply in other

sectors but the specific effects have not been articulated.

This would be relatively straightforward in the case of

electricity transmission and water since only a single

commodity is being transported. In the case of State

Owned Enterprises they are restrained by their mandate

which requires them to behave commercially. In some

cases they compete with the private sector. They therefore

give priority to financial considerations rather than

economic. Indeed, undertaking projects which have wider

benefit, but for which there is not a financial income is

against their mandate. The question now arises whether

this is in the interests of optimal development of

infrastructure in New Zealand in relation to the monopoly

suppliers, principally Transpower.

Applying the process to telecommunications would be

much more demanding. Not only are the wider effects

potentially far reaching but the proposed increase in

capacity is very large. Nevertheless the process is

applicable at least in principle. Whether the process could

be developed to apply to health and education has not

been seriously examined.

5.5 Macro-economic models
and productivity
Macro-economic models offer a top-down view of the

economy. Several Australian States use general

equilibrium models to assist their policy analysis.

Queensland’s Office of Economic Statistics and Research
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 Figure 5.1: Waterview Connection: Agglomeration Effects 2016
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(OESR) within Treasury has a primary focus on estimating

the State’s productivity growth. In 2007-08 the OESR

estimated the capital stock of all States and Territories

and was able to calculate the contribution of multi-factor

productivity and labour productivity growth in Queensland

since the mid 1980s15.

The OESR subjects all major government economic

programs, including infrastructure, to macroeconomic

analysis using a computable general equilibrium (CGE)

model. This is done after the more important

microeconomic analysis of the project is completed. What

is of primary interest to Ministers are the ‘headline’ results

of major programmes such as total jobs created in the

State, and the contribution to economic growth.

A model that is used at the federal level is the Monash

Multi Regional Forecasting (MMRF) model developed by

the Centre of Policy Studies at Monash University. MMRF

has rich industry detail, with 58 industrial sectors. The

model was used by the Federal Government in its analysis

of the effects of the now deferred Emissions Trading

Scheme16.

5.5.1 Macro-economic models and project
assessment

There are several types of macro-economic model that

might be deployed in project assessment. At one time

input-output (I-O) modelling was widely used. This has

fallen into comparative disfavour due largely to the

difficulty of modelling technological change as the

underlying tables specify a fixed technology per industry.

This constraint of I-O models led to the construction of

computable general equilibrium models. These are

considerably more flexible although, like any model, they

have built-in simplifying assumptions. A critical one for

CGE modelling is that the modelled economy is in neo-

classical equilibrium, so that the output of each industry

is equated to demand through price-based competition.

Setting up a CGE model suited to the evaluation of

infrastructure projects is a challenging task. For some

sectors, such as roads, the basic data do not exist in

presently published data and would require considerable

work to extract, verify and incorporate into a model. CGE

modelling has inherent problems in modelling industries

such as roads, water and social infrastructure which deliver

their services largely on a non-market basis. Roads have

the additional issue that much of the traffic using the

road is on own account and hence even the service that

uses the infrastructure is not sold. Modelling is not

impossible but requires that a high proportion of the

modelled transactions must be imputed. Obtaining

sufficient information as a basis for this is problematic.

Such models have more ready application in industries

such as electricity and telecommunications where the

infrastructure services are market commodities. Even so

in the case of electricity there is a problem in that the

infrastructure component of that industry, i.e. the

transmission and distribution of electricity, is price

regulated on a cost basis, and transmission is also volume

regulated. Hence a CGE model’s assumption of market

equilibrium is not satisfied. Whether the generation and

retail components of electricity industry are in any

approximation of market equilibrium is the subject of

frequent dispute.

One of the issues in the use of CGE with infrastructure

projects is that these investments nearly always have an

important locational attribute. Unlike an investment such

as a factory, moving an infrastructure investment to a

different location would usually radically change its costs

and benefits. Most macro-economic models do not

incorporate any sense of location. This constrains their

ability to represent the effects of a specific infrastructure

investment.

CGE models are constrained in their ability to represent

the location-related aspects of specific infrastructure

projects. One approach to overcome this constraint, at

least in part, is Spatial Computable General Equilibrium

(SCGE) modelling. SCGE modelling was researched during

the 1990s and operational models were first developed

around ten years ago, but with issues still requiring further

work. These models have been designed and built

specifically for dealing with transport project appraisal.

Little conceptual change would be needed to enable

such models to deal with the transport of electricity,

water or information. At this stage SCGE modelling must

be regarded as still somewhat experimental and not ready

for serious use. Building a SCGE model in New Zealand

would also be a very large task.

There are limitations in the use of such models. Their

best application is to programmes and policies rather

than projects. Indeed, it is typically misleading to apply

the use of such models to individual investments in

order to estimate the wider effects. The limitations of

historical statistics and the accuracy of relationships in

the model do not permit reliable evaluation of individual

projects. There may be exceptions, however, if the project

is sufficiently large and its effect upon associated sectors

can be estimated with reasonable accuracy, then a CGE

model can yield useful results as was the case with the

Australian National Synchrotron project17. The New

Zealand assessment on this project prior to investment

by the New Zealand Government was carried out by
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MORST in May 2004, and this made reference to the

CGE model used by Monash for PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Overall, however, a reported opinion of the Queensland

Treasury is that “CGE models have proved useful for

major classes of projects which have widespread

economic benefit” but that “CGE models are not useful

for particular projects within these classes of

investment”.18

5.5.2 Exploratory analysis of accelerated
Infrastructure investment

There are a number of CGE models in use in New Zealand

including one developed by BERL. The BERL model has

most often been used to analyse the impacts upon

industry of various shocks such as trade changes caused

by tariffs, movement of international commodity prices

and changes in monetary conditions. The BERL CGE model

(like other CGE models in New Zealand) has not previously

been used to examine the economic impacts of

infrastructure investment. Given the importance of

stimulating productivity in New Zealand, the CAENZ

project invited BERL to investigate whether its model

could be applied to programmes of infrastructure.

The BERL model incorporates a 53-sector input/output

table sourced originally from Statistics New Zealand19.

Analysis is carried out for specific (future) target years

and it is assumed that the core table remains valid for

that year. It is worthy of note that the most recent table

from this authoritative source is dated 1996, but BERL

updated with their own estimated values for 2006 with

the help of commodity tables from Statistics New Zealand

for the year 2003. This fact of itself is cause for concern

because there is now no recent central or agreed

statistical basis on which to carry out macro-economic

analysis. Agencies such has Reserve Bank, NZIER and

BERL each have their own input/output tables which may

not be compatible.

BERL undertook an exploratory application of their

existing CGE model to the question of the effects of

accelerated infrastructure investment. BERL was asked

to examine the effect of a $5 billion ‘step change’ in

each of four sectors: roads, telecommunications,

electricity and water. CAENZ was interested in the effect

in the wider economy of such a step change.

The conclusion from the model run was that the model

was not formulated to address this question and would

need to be significantly re-specified before it could

effectively do so. Before this was even attempted a higher

priority could be given to updating the statistics, given

the high priority afforded infrastructure by government

policy20.

The difficulty of developing macro-level guidance is

perhaps unsurprising given that seventy years ago V. O.

Key (1940)21 laid down a challenge for economists to

resolve the ‘basic budgeting problem’ namely, faced with

limited resources, ‘On what basis shall it be decided to
allocate x dollars to activity A instead of activity B?’
(Key, 1940: 1138). As reported by Fozzard (2001)22 Key

went on to suggest that solutions to this problem might

be found through the application of economic theory.

He warned, however, that a budgeter’s Holy Grail – an

all-embracing theory of resource allocation that could

be applied in practice – would probably prove to be a

mirage since the problem of reconciling competing

demands between different policy goals and interests

was essentially one of political philosophy.

Fozzard reviews the development of theory over the

intervening period and concludes that Key was correct

in his assessment that an all-embracing theory was

probably a mirage stating “Perhaps the most important
conclusion to be drawn from the present review is that
resource allocation decisions in the public sector may
be guided by technical analysis but are made through a
political process in which technical analysis is but one,
and not always the most important, consideration.”

Approaches based on institutional economics are more

helpful in addressing the resource allocation and

application process as well as tackling the basis of

resource allocation decisions than incrementalist studies,

according to Fozzard who suggests that they demonstrate

the importance of transparency in the budget process

as a means of overcoming the informational asymmetries

that allow vested interests in the legislature, in

government and in the bureaucracy to divert public

resources for private ends. They also stress the

importance of independent oversight bodies – such as

audit institutions and independent statistical authorities

– as guarantors of transparency and a means of ensuring

compliance in the executive.

Fozzard also contends that transparency can also be

improved by providing opportunities for citizens and the

beneficiaries of public service to voice their priorities

and concerns, thereby triangulating information received

through administrative channels, which may be

manipulated to serve the interest of bureaucrats and

politicians. The divergence between public and private

interests can be mitigated by institutional reforms. There

is good reason for believing that budgetary systems

dominated by a relatively powerful Ministry of Finance

are more likely to favour the interests of the average

taxpayer than systems in which it is weaker relative to
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sectoral agencies. Competition between service providers

within government or between public and private

providers may provide a spur to improved performance

and cost reduction. Target setting may have the same

effect, particularly where there are personal and

institutional incentives for improved performance.

5.6 Cost benefit analysis and
assessing productivity gains
A widely used topology of the various economic benefits

and the analytical procedures for capturing them is

illustrated in Figure 5.2. An important element which

has been added to this figure by this study is to show in

the left hand column the way in which productivity gains

attributable to the project can be assessed. These impacts

show as changes to GDP. The non-work user and other

benefits (or effects) are part of the project’s economic

welfare effects and included in a conventional CBA, but

are outside GDP.

The bottom-up approach to calculating productivity gains

per project or programme is seemingly more laborious

than the ‘top-down’ macro-economic approach but has

the enormous benefit of clear identification of the specific

sources of the productivity gains which can be directly

measured. If the CBA are undertaken with a consistent

method the relative merits of projects in terms of

productivity gains can be readily compared. This would

allow a portfolio of high-performing projects across

different sectors to be developed as an aid to budget

allocation. The project-based economic analysis can also

be complemented by analyses of non-monetised values

covering social and environmental aspects, much in the

manner that Melbourne Water does its triple bottom line

assessment, Section 3.9, and discussed in Section 7.

5.6.1 Conclusions: count wider economic
effects where appropriate

The inclusion of wider economic effects in CBAs depends

on the nature and scale of the project. Where such effects

may be induced they should clearly be included in the

analysis. There is now an established method from the

UK which has been applied by NZTA and the opportunity

to extend the application of this or similar methods to

other infrastructure projects in New Zealand.

It is concluded that the most appropriate approach to

the vexed question of selecting the most productive

investments after exploring both ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-

up’ approaches is the ‘bottom-up’ approach. The ‘bottom-

up’ approach is preferred in part because it uses well-

established and transparent methods to define

productivity and enables a portfolio of high performing

projects to be built up which have been evaluated on a

comparable basis. This results in a more nuanced

approach to investment decisions than thinking in terms

of major aggregates like electricity, roading, or

telecommunications. There are also significant technical

and practical issues which militate against a macro/top-

down approach. These range from the abstraction of the

assumption of perfect markets, through the core problem

for a price-based modelling system that a significant

portion of infrastructure is not traded, to the limitations

of available data.

Figure 5.2: Relationship between Conventionally Measured Benefits, Wider Economic Benefits and Productivity Gains
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The way a project is scoped and the bounds of the

effects that are evaluated are central to maximising the

productivity of investments. Silo-thinking can

inappropriately limit the scope of a project or curtail the

assessment of benefits that might occur. The assessment

of network effects and the exploration and evaluation of

real options can go some way to addressing these issues,

but cannot of themselves open people’s eyes to the

possibilities1.

6.1 Network effects
Network effects are a core issue in project definition in

terms of making sure that the scope of the project that

is assessed captures the full range of potential effects

within a network. The central issue is that the effects of

an enhancement to one part of a network can depend

not only on the consequences on other parts of the

network, but also the enhancements implemented on

the other parts. This can mean that all enhancements

individually appear uneconomic, even when the

enhancements would all appear worthwhile when viewed

collectively.

A simple example is a road which comprises four

congested sections. In effect, there are four bottlenecks

in a row. Upgrading one section (but not the others)

offers few benefits since this would just result in

aggravated congestion on the other three sections. Hence

no investment appears warranted. Nevertheless

upgrading all four sections would result in substantial

net benefits. With all the bottlenecks removed a

substantially increased flow of traffic is possible.

Real world examples are usually more complicated, but

the point remains that the results of a cost benefit

assessment depend on the scope of the project being

assessed. The motorway system in Auckland provides

an example in the Western Ring Road. Each section of

this route has some value in its own right, but the full

value of the route will only be realised once it offers a

complete through route with the completion of the

Waterview Project.

Grimes (2010), notes that: “The importance of long-term
infrastructure planning incorporating network effects has
long been recognised within the development economics
literature. Recently, the Secretary of the Australian
Treasury, Ken Henry (2010), has followed this line of
argument noting that an important element for

government to consider is “the need for infrastructure
investment to take place in carefully designed and
planned networks … Government has an important role
to play in enabling planning and providing a coordination
and organising function” (p.15). He notes the importance
of metropolitan level planning and development
functions, citing international examples and the advent
of Australia’s Capital City Strategic Plans that provide a
way “to facilitate cooperation between tiers of
government.” By contrast, New Zealand’s National
Infrastructure Plan places less emphasis on strategic
planning or on consideration of network effects.”

An essential task in assessing whether significant network

benefits are a relevant part of the analysis of a project is

to determine what the network is that needs to be

analysed. Setting the boundary of the analysis too wide

will result in a lot of work to little effect, while setting it

too narrowly will miss the benefits. In general, links

should be added if the project will result in appreciable

changes in the traffic that they will carry. If there is doubt

about whether an enlargement of the study boundary is

warranted it can be useful to do a trial calculation with

an additional section added to see whether the effects

on calculated benefits are significant. Links that do not

make much difference to the results are redundant

additions to the analysis.

It should be noted that network effects are not always

positive. If increased capacity on one section of a network

results in another section becoming overloaded the result

can be a reduction in the network’s overall capacity. If

the overloaded section cannot be readily upgraded the

project is best avoided or redesigned. Transmission

engineers are familiar with this effect in electricity

transmission systems but roads can also exhibit it.

The value of a specific network improvement depends

not only on the effects of that improvement on its own,

but also on the feasible improvements on other parts of

that network, and on whether and when those additional

improvements will be implemented. Assessment needs

to incorporate the fact that implementing all the

improvements simultaneously may not be feasible, even

if this would seem to maximise net benefits. Hence

network projects need to be assessed within the context

of a long term development plan for the network, not as

though the proposed project was the only change the

network would ever experience.

There is the counterpoint danger of misidentifying
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benefits due to other network enhancements and

attributing them to the proposed project. The correct

attribution of benefits is not simple and requires that

considerable care be taken in optimising the design of

the overall long term programme. In doing these

variations to the programme that need to be examined

will usually include the scale of the individual projects,

the order in which they are to be implemented, and for

large projects the opportunities for staged construction.

All programmes will of course need to be related to the

prospective forward budgets to ensure that unrealistic

rates of development are not proposed.

One well–used solution to this issue is to cherry-pick

the individual investments that can be justified on their

own, or which are the least dependent on subsequent

projects being implemented on schedule. This is a valid

and cost-effective approach. It does not automatically

assure an optimal programme and a check should be

made to determine whether there may be a better one.

That can come only from examining the interactions

among the various projects in the programme. In

particularly complicated situations there may be a need

to draw on mathematical tools to achieve an optimal

order of implementation.

6.1.1 The importance of properly defining
the ‘network’

While the examples discussed so far have focused on

road transport, what constitutes the ‘network’ that should

be analysed is not always a simple question. It is not

always the collection of links in a single mode system

like a motorway network. The New Lynn transit

interchange is a good example where the network

comprised elements of rail, road, bus services, car and

passenger access and commercial building development.

Analysing the links on any one of these would have

served little purpose. The whole integrated combination

of interacting components needed to be analysed and

compared with its alternatives. The commercial building

component is an example of a real option since they

would not happen without the interchange, but the

commitment to construction and then delivery of the

rail infrastructure provides the platform for commercial

construction (see section 2.3.9).

6.2 Real Options
Copeland (2005)2 recounts a delightful story by Aristotle

2500 years ago describing a ‘real option’, a term coined

by Professor Stewart Myers at the MIT Sloan School of

Management in 1977, to distinguish it from ‘financial

options’ - the option (but not obligation) to buy or sell a

financial instrument in the future:

“There is the anecdote of Thales the Milesian and his

financial device, which involves a principle of universal

application, but is attributed to him on account of his

reputation for wisdom. He was reproached for his poverty,

which was supposed to show that philosophy was of no

use. According to the story, he knew by his skill in the

stars while it was yet winter that there would be a great

harvest of olives in the coming year; so, having a little

money, he gave deposits for the use of all the olive-

presses in Chios and Miletus, which he hired at a low

price because no one bid against him. When the harvest-

time came, and many were wanted all at once and of a

sudden, he let them out at any rate which he pleased,

and made a quantity of money. Thus he showed the

world that philosophers can easily be rich if they like,

but that their ambition is of another sort”3.

The interest in ‘real options’ for the analysis of

infrastructure investments arises because providing

improved infrastructure can create opportunities for

further investments. It should be noted that the label

‘real’ does not mean that any particular option that might

be suggested is necessarily a viable proposition - only

that it exists in the world of tangible experience rather

than that of finance.

Grimes (2010) notes “The modern approach to investment
under uncertainty (e.g. Dixit and Pindyck, 1994) provides
some rigour for conceptualising the nature of option
values. Instead of treating benefits in an expected value
sense or discounting benefits to reflect their uncertainty
as in standard CBA approaches, the modern approach
treats the inherent uncertainties explicitly within a ‘real
options’ framework that builds on the financial options
approach of Black and Scholes (1974). This framework
takes into account the option value involved in the timing
of investment decisions. In some cases, delay has positive
option value whereas, in others, investing early creates
option value.” 4

Real options analysis is increasingly used in business

analysis covering a range of topics. Trigeorgis (1996)5,

for instance, discusses:

• flexible manufacturing: flexible production technology/
machinery with multiple uses;

• dual-fuel industrial steam boiler;

• natural resource investments: options to defer, shut
down or abandon a mine;

• land development: vacant urban land should reflect
not only its value based on its best immediate use,
but also its option value if development is delayed
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and the land is converted into its best alternative
use in the future;

• large-scale energy projects and regulation:
government subsidies to large-scale energy projects
can be valued as put options;

• research and development: numerous option
elements are imbedded in R&D projects; and

• future applications of options analysis.

Mendez (2009 )6 discusses real options related to a wind

farm in terms of:

• project is divided into a series of independent and
successive stages; and

• project can be abandoned prior to construction
(American put option).

In an unusual infrastructure investment, de Weck, de

Neufville, and Chaize (2004) discuss the staged

establishment of a satellite system enabled by including

options to relocate each satellite7.

One classification8 defines five types of real options:

• Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option:Waiting-to-Invest option: holding the necessary
resources available to make an investment, but
waiting until the time to do so is propitious. An
example of this is placing designations on land so
that a motorway can be built there at a later time.

• Growth option:Growth option:Growth option:Growth option:Growth option: building an asset that can have its
capacity expanded at a later date. Examples are the
buying of additional land for road as described above,
and building a transmission line that can have a
second circuit added later.

• Flexibility option:Flexibility option:Flexibility option:Flexibility option:Flexibility option: the ability to alter the course of
the investment after it is built. An example would be
a power station with a role can be shifted from base-
load to mid-load to peaking to reserve and potentially
back to base-load again over the course of its life, to
optimise the value of the asset in ways that can be
predicted, but not timed, when it is built. Many
infrastructure assets appear to be rigid at first sight,
but have flexibility options available if they are looked
for. Even a simple road may have many ways in which
it can be modified to suit changes in the mix of
traffic over lifetime.

• Exit option:Exit option:Exit option:Exit option:Exit option: the ability to get out of an investment.
Virtually all infrastructure can be either run down if
it proves to be redundant, or to have its life extended
if it has ongoing value beyond its design lives. The
exit option includes the no-exit option.

• Learning option:Learning option:Learning option:Learning option:Learning option: making an investment enables the
holder to learn about an uncertain quantity,
technology, or opportunity. For example, an oil
company invests in drilling an exploratory hole in

order to gain knowledge of the existence or otherwise
of a petroleum deposit. Learning opportunities also
apply to infrastructure. A new technology for dam
construction may be used, even if not the cheapest
method at the time, to facilitate its use in subsequent
dams.

In practice these options are not mutually exclusive. A

single investment project may exhibit more than one, or

even all five, of these options. Taking up one option

may open up more (or ‘compound options’) which usually

arise with staged investments. Tools to evaluate all these

options and their combinations can be complex, but do

exist9.

Cost-benefit analysis has not conventionally included

the potential benefits that might come from subsequent

projects or development. However, where projects have

clearly identifiable consequences in enabling other

projects to go ahead, then it is valid to include this

value in the project assessment. One commentator goes

so far as to claim that “It is a new technique for making

large investment decisions that will replace Net Present

Value as the dominant tool.” This may be a bridge too

far for government agencies given that not every invest-

ment contains options, and not all of those options have

value. But formal consideration of options needs to be

a much more common component of project assess-

ment, especially if an NPV analysis suggests that the

project is marginal, but intuitively the project appears

worthwhile.

There are two quite distinct cases for considering real

options in infrastructure investment:

1 The initial infrastructure investment can be enhanced
in some way that facilitates further investments in
that infrastructure or its use.

2 the infrastructure investment creates opportunities
for further investment in the industries that use the
infrastructure.

A simple example of the enhancing case is when planning

to build a new two-lane road. An option is then to buy

enough land to enable the road to be widened to four

lanes at a later date, rather than buying just enough to

accommodate the immediate need. The value of the

option is then the avoidance of the aggravation and

cost of a new round of land buying when the road is

widened. When, or even whether, the road will be

widened is not known when planning for the initial road,

but clearly creating the option to readily widen the road

at some time in the future has a value. Estimating this

value will involve both estimating the reduction in future

costs and determining a probability distribution for when
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the widening might occur.

Such options are ubiquitous when planning almost any

new piece of infrastructure, although they are not

necessarily considered and assessed under the current

regulatory framework. The new transmission line from

Whakamaru to Auckland (North Island Grid Upgrade

Project) will initially run at 220 kV with the option

provided to increase this to 400 kV at a later date by

the choice of conductor, insulators and tower height. In

another electricity example, ducts were installed alongside

the Northern Motorway in Auckland during construction

of the busway that will now be used for the North

Auckland and Northland (NAaN) project. Options value

was also a significant consideration in Transpower’s Lower

South island Reliability Transmission Investment

proposal10.

Grimes, (2010) discusses other aspects of the learning

option “As an example, a pilot fibre broadband roll-out

to certain locations may help reveal the actual market

demand for potential new services. Another example is

where a ‘back-bone’ investment by a public entity (such

as the electricity transmission grid) leads to private sector

investors evaluating the potential pay-offs of future

investments (in electricity generation and/or electricity

usage) that require the back-bone already to be in place.

Dixit and Pindyck (1994; chapter 10) show that in these

circumstances, the initial investment steps have

information value over and above their direct contribution

to the NPV of the investment programme. This

information value, coupled with the ability to make

subsequent decisions based on this information, means

that part of the value gained from the initial investments

is equivalent to the purchase of an option to proceed

with further investments, and that this option has positive

value.

Miller and Lessard (2008) demonstrate that this real-

options framework reveals that value can be created

through the development and exercise of sequential

projects (with option values attached to each successive

project). The key requirements for a project to create

positive option value are: (a) project cash flows are made

sequentially; (b) there exists uncertainty or volatility

concerning the value of a project; and (c) flexibility is

retained about whether successive projects are

undertaken or not, with decisions on those projects

reflecting new information that comes to hand after

completion of earlier projects in the sequence. Under

these circumstances, the ex ante economic value of a

sequence of projects can be greater than the discounted

present value of the expected future cash flows. The

reason is that value is increased through the creation of

options for subsequent sequential choices through the
completion of initial projects.”11

The options created by infrastructure investment can

relate to the manner in which the resulting assets are

used, rather than the building of yet more infrastructure.

For example, an important attribute of most hydro-

electricity schemes is the storage that is created. This

storage creates options in the timing of the use of the

water. It could be used when prices are higher but at the

risk of reducing the quantity if a flood forces the stored

water to be spilled. Comparable options are created by

take-or-pay fuel supply contracts as well as by fuel

storage.

An opportunity creating case is the proposal to build a

national high-speed broadband network with optical fibre

connections to individual homes. The creation of the

Internet spawned a raft of new businesses not imagined

when it was first set up. The increase in network speed

from dial-up to broadband prompted a further raft of

new businesses. Some of these initiatives were

enhancements of businesses that came into existence

under narrow-band, others were completely novel12.

This experience is now being interpreted to suggest that

the widespread introduction of very high speed

broadband to homes will result in yet another round of

business creation. The general nature of some of these

businesses can be guessed in advance, such as 3-D TV

and HD video on demand. Another promising area is in

the remote assessment of medical X-rays and other types

of scans and diagnosis. Others are likely that no-one

has thought of yet. What will actually go ahead will not

be decided until after the enabling infrastructure is built.

The problematic notion of the valuation of businesses

that are yet to be invented highlights an important

difference between financial options and real options.

Financial options may have a poorly defined or unknown

value, but the nature of the option is well defined in

advance. Its value, therefore, can be assessed, given

assumptions about the conditions that will exist at the

time when the decision is made on whether to exercise

the option. The options created by infrastructure

investments in this instance are not like that. If the nature

of the follow-on investments is poorly defined, or even

completely unknown, then no meaningful assessment

of their value can be made until after the enabling

infrastructure is already built.

In some cases it may be possible to put a minimum

value on the option based on a partial understanding of

what developments may follow from the primary
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investment, especially where there are precedents

elsewhere. In most cases, however, the attribution of

option values may be inappropriate. Only if specific

possible consequential investments can be identified can

the options be monetised. Even then, those investments

need to be assessed for their net economic value, and

additional value should be attributed only in proportion

to the likelihood that these will actually proceed. They

should also be checked with care to ensure that their

value is not already included in the user benefits or any

wider benefits that have been attributed to the project.

6.2.1 Conclusion: Be Alert to potential for
real options

It is apparent that a conventional CBA does not capture

the range of economic costs and benefits when a poten-

tial initial project creates options for investment in fu-

ture projects with uncertain returns, where:

• the timing can be changed;

• there are facilities included which can facilitate later
expansion or life extension;

• future costs can be reduced or eliminated in response
to low demand;

• the project is able to be modified post-construction
in response to changes in demand preferences; or

• the project provides information on the desirability
of a further potential investment.

In these cases the value of the real options created by,

or able to be incorporated into the project should be

valued and this value incorporated into the CBA.

 As Grimes, (2010) notes, “The importance of options

created by certain infrastructure investments means that

a standard needs analysis may need to be supplemented

by an ‘opportunities analysis.’” 13

There are a range of other circumstances under which it

may be appropriate to assess the potential for real

options.  Where the possibility is likely to genuinely

exist, however, rather than attempt a doubtful valuation

it may be better to assess the extent to which the project

falls short of breaking even without including any option

value.  The question for decision makers is then whether

they are prepared to believe that the option is worth at

least that much.
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7.1 Social outcomes
There are currently two different approaches to the

inclusion of social outcomes in decision-making on

infrastructure investment:

1 Social Impact Assessment including the more focused,
Equality Impact Analysis; and

2 Extension and enhancement of cost benefit analysis
in two main streams:

— Assessing the distribution of costs and benefits
between stakeholder groups;

— the Social Return on Investment approach which
broadens the range of factors that are valued in
the analysis and adopts a participatory approach
to defining and valuing inputs, outputs and
outcomes (as discussed in Section 4.4.1).

These two approaches are typically used separately. In

New Zealand the former is the more common and typically

used in project assessment for consents, and approvals

and designations under the RMA.

7.1.1 Social impact assessment

The Interorganizational Committee on Guidelines and

Principles for Social Impact Assessment (1994) proposed

the following working definition of social impacts:

“Consequences to human populations of any public or
private actions – that alter the ways in which people
live, work, play, relate to one another, organize to meet
their needs, and generally cope as members of society.
The term also includes cultural impacts involving changes
to the norms, values, and beliefs that guide and ration-
alize their cognition of themselves and their society”1

Social impact assessment (SIA) is an evaluation tool

designed to facilitate understanding of the distribution

of positive and negative effects of particular resource

developments, policies, and plans at local, regional and

national levels. It includes the identification of strategies

to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of

development, plans and policies, and, increasingly, to

enhance the extent of benefit enjoyed by the affected

and interested parties and wider communities2. There

has been a perception that the assessment of social

effects has been unduly focused on the negative effects,

but this is not inherent in the method.

SIA is often undertaken as part of the project assessment

process but more appropriately is a tool for ongoing

monitoring and evaluation working with the affected

communities to manage the identified effects as well.

More often projects establish community liaison groups

through which to manage issues arising in construction

without formally assessing the nature and extent of effects

against those predicted.

There are various classifications of impacts/effects. Sadler

and Fuller (2002)3, for instance, categorise the main types

of social impact resulting from development as:

• lifestyle impacts - on the way people behave and
relate to family, friends and cohorts on a day-to-day
basis;

• cultural impacts - on shared customs, obligations,
values, language, religious belief and other elements
which make a social or ethnic group distinct;

• community impacts - on infrastructure, services,
voluntary organisations, activity networks and
cohesion;

• amenity/quality of life impacts - on sense of place,
aesthetics and heritage, perception of belonging,
security and liveability, and aspirations for the future;
and

• health impacts - on mental, physical and social well
being.

Vanclay (2002)4 defines seven categories of social impact

including health and well-being; quality of the living

environment; economic and material well-being; cultural;

family and community; institutional, legal, political and

equity; and gender relations. Summerville et al. (2006)5

identify a range of effects related to local government

policies in Australia including: demographic and

population change; accommodation and housing;

mobility and access; community facility and social

infrastructure requirements; needs of social groups;

heritage and cultural values and beliefs; community

identity and cohesion; cohesion of the development and

its surrounds; health; leisure and recreation; risk

perception in the community; crime and public safety;

social amenity; employment; local economic effects; and

property values.

The SIA process typically involves several steps including:

• Scoping of the proposal and the potentially impacted
communities;

• Profiling to establish the baseline conditions;

• Prediction of direct, indirect and cumulative social
effects;
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• Assessment of effects including definition of affected
parties at individual, household and community level,
and the scale, timing, duration, cumulative potential,
and potential for mitigation of the effects;

• Evaluation of alternatives; and

• Mitigation Plan with monitoring programme.

SIAs are widely applied in infrastructure planning,

including:

• Roading, airport, wind energy, gasification plants,
railway and oil projects funded by the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development6;

• Water supply7; and

• Oil and gas industry8 .

Various jurisdictions have established SIA as a statutory

requirement, typically as part of an environmental impact

assessment. These are progressively becoming more

systematised with the more extensive provision of

guidance. Queensland, for instance, is currently consulting

on guidelines for preparing a social impact management

plan9.

7.1.2 Equality Impact Analysis
EqIA is used to support delivery of the legal equality

duties of public bodies in terms of race, gender and

disability. In particular, they provide a mechanism for

assessing the impact of public policies on equality for

different groups. EqIA is a legal requirement on Councils

and government agencies in the United Kingdom under

a number of statutes including the Race Relations

(Amendment) Act, 2000; the Disability Discrimination Act,

2005; and the Equality Act, 2006.

There are six target groups, or equality strands, that are

central to the equality agenda:

• race;

• gender;

• sexual orientation10;

• age;

• religion and or belief; and

• disability.

A recent analysis for the provision of additional capacity

(Third Runway) at Heathrow Airport11 considered the

following equality strands, Table 7.1. The initial screening

identified potential impacts in terms of noise, air quality,

and economy, both as direct and cumulative impacts.

The assessment identified effects on different groups,

the potential mitigation and monitoring measures. The

outputs are therefore of the same type as a social impact

assessment but focused specifically on groups within

the population.

7.1.3 Distribution analysis

There is growing recognition that overall results of costs

and benefits can obscure significant differences between

groups of stakeholders with distinct sets of ‘winners’

and ‘losers’. This variation in outcomes between groups

in society is now being explicitly incorporated in cost

benefit analyses.

The HEATCO report identified three approaches that are

typically used to incorporate distributional concerns

within or alongside CBAs12:

• income weightingincome weightingincome weightingincome weightingincome weighting involves the use of income
distribution weights to account for costs and benefits
that affect individuals from different income classes.
In this case changes in income are converted into
changes in welfare, and it is assumed that an addition

Table 7.1: Equality groups in Adding Capacity at Heathrow Airport. Source: Scott Wilson (2009)

Equality Strand Equality Priority Group

Race Black, Asian and minority ethnic people (BAME). This includes

people under the ONS Census Categories: Black or Black British;

Asian or Asian British; Mixed; Chinese or Other. It also includes

speakers of English as a second language (ESL).

Age Children aged 0-4 and 5-16, young people aged 17-25, elderly

and older people aged 50+

Gender Women / carers

Disability Disabled people, particularly people with existing mental health

conditions, learning disabilities, speech disabilities and existing

sensory processing issues (e.g. autistic spectrum disorder), deaf

and hard of hearing people, and blind and visually impaired

people

Socio-economic

Deprivation/Low income

20 percent most deprived, according to Indices of Deprivation –

Income Domain (2007)
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to the welfare of a lower income person is worth
more than that of a richer person;

• the formulation of a distributional matrixdistributional matrixdistributional matrixdistributional matrixdistributional matrix involves
separating the costs and benefits of different
alternative projects (columns) by income percentiles
of the population affected by the projects (rows).
The decision-maker is therefore able to consider the
results of this matrix and decide, whether the
inequalities of the burden sharing of each project
are acceptable; and

• stakeholder analysisstakeholder analysisstakeholder analysisstakeholder analysisstakeholder analysis, which maps out a matrix of
winners and losers from the project . This approach
is considered a simpler, more practical means of
presenting information on distributional impacts than
the distributional matrix which is very demanding in
terms of data requirements.

The revision of the Green Book in 2004 in the UK

highlighted the need to consider distributional issues

and recommended the adjustment of benefits to reflect

the impact of proposals on different income groups13. It

also notes the need to consider other distributional

impacts, such as those associated with gender, marital

status and race.

Guidance on the NATA (as discussed in Section 3.10)

requires the core Appraisal Summary Table to be

supported by an analysis of ‘distribution and equity’.

This more comprehensive approach enables the inclusion

of distributional analysis across dimensions other than

income, such as between regions, between rural and

urban areas, by gender, by race and so on.

In addition, for transport economic efficiency impacts

and impacts on public accounts, the NATA now requires

the results to be presented in a format which provides

information on the distribution of costs and benefits

across different economic interest groups. The information

in the Transport Economic Efficiency (TEE) table, Table

7.2, makes clear how a project impacts on the members

of different economic interest groups, such as transport

users and public sector transport providers14. The effects

considered cover both the ‘Government’s Equality of

Opportunity’ objective, through analyses of severance,

accessibility and personal affordability impacts for

different groups of people; as well as the impacts of

transport on user benefits, and the noise, air quality,

safety, and security issues faced by different groups.

Similarly, financial and non-financial impacts can be

readily distinguished from one another. The latter kind

of disaggregation is particularly important when projects

are sponsored or co-sponsored by private sector firms,

or by public sector agencies which are expected to act

in a quasi-commercial way (that is, to have regard to

their own financial balance sheets)15.

The information in the Public Accounts table shows

whether costs (including grant and subsidy) and revenues

affect central or local government, and the impact of

proposals on indirect tax revenues. It should be note

that most of the impacts shown in these tables are ‘first

round’ effects that may be transferred to other economic

interest groups in the longer term. For example, time

savings may lead to increases in rents and hence transfer

benefits from travellers to landlords.

The footnote to the table notes that “The TEE includes

costs and benefits which are regularly or occasionally

presented in monetised form in transport appraisals,

together with some where monetisation is in prospect.

There may also be other significant costs and benefits,

some of which cannot be presented in monetised form.

Where this is the case, the analysis presented above

does NOT provide a good measure of value for money

and should not be used as the sole basis for decisions.”

The Railway Project Appraisal Guidelines (RAILPAG)

published by European Commission and European

Investment Bank provide recommendations for a common

framework for the appraisal of rail projects across the

EU16. The guidelines recommend an extended CBA

approach coupled with a stakeholder effects matrix to

present the results. For each project the relevant effects

and stakeholders have to be identified.

Typical effects for the rail industry refer to user service

(e.g. fares, travel time reliability etc.) operation (e.g. direct

and indirect costs), assets (e.g. investment) and external

effects (e.g. environmental impacts). The matrix is

completed by filling in each cell with the NPV of the

effect to the stakeholder. The NPV for the project can

then be calculated by summing the value in each cell.

Non-monetised effects are dealt with using a colour

coding system17. The presentation of the results in this

manner can be used to determine the economic weight

that the non-monetised impacts should have and clarifies

how costs and benefits are distributed.

7.1.4 Cultural issues18

Incorporation of Maori cultural perspectives in decision-

making on infrastructure investments presents a number

of challenges. There is, however, formal recognition at

national, regional and local levels of the importance of

the Mana Whenua19 world view of living in harmony

with nature and our environment as a whole.

The Auckland Sustainability Framework20, for instance,

states in relation to the role of Mana Whenua in regional

sustainability: “In caring for the mana and dignity of
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Table 7.2: Economic Efficiency of the Transport Table. Source: DfT (2004)
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Papatuanuku21, as the inherent kaitiaki, Mana Whenua
have a key role to play and responsibility to contribute
to the region’s sustainability,” Growth Forum (2007).

The Growth Forum (2007) goes on to state: “Mana
Whenua view of sustainability is anchored in a world
view built on a holistic philosophy that recognises values
and treasures everything’s and everyone’s
interconnectedness. Stories, traditions, philosophies and
values passed down from generation to generation
underpin this world view. These traditions have combined
to shape the Mana Whenua world view and their
understandings and relationships with the natural world.
They act to reinforce the various relationships between
the land and people and will continue to do so for the
present and future generations.

Mana motuhake is the term that best describes Mana
Whenua’s concept of sustainability, as it focuses on the
essence of those relationships between the land, people
and atua. It is about self-identity, self-sustainability and
self-determination at a whanau, hapu and iwi level. Mana
motuhake encompasses creation (mana atua), the land
(mana whenua) and the people past-present-future (mana
tupuna/mana tangata). The quality and effectiveness of
how we care in achieving this harmony (a balance of
meeting daily needs and giving back to and improving
the environment) a sustainable way of life is also
achieved.”

The Growth Forum (2007) also acknowledges “Mana
Whenua, like other indigenous communities throughout
the world, have their own planning systems, values,
philosophies, attitudes, traditions, relationships and
processes for making decisions. Through creation, Mana
Whenua claim an intimate relationship established by
whakapapa, the blood ties, to all things in the natural

world. Inherent in this relationship are ancestral

obligations as kaitiaki to care for all other parts of the

natural world. Over time Mana Whenua have developed

a highly specialised knowledge and customary practice

relating to:

• Leadership and governance;

• Intra and interrelationships with whanau, hapu and
iwi;

• Relationships with non-Maori ;

• Determining rights to land and ancestral taonga; and

• The exercise of kaitiakitanga.”22

In response to the Framework and sustainability

challenges, Mana Whenua participating in the process

developed their own sustainability framework, Figure 7.1

(to be compared with the main framework, Figure 2.9).

According to Growth Forum (2007), the Mana Whenua

Framework will be used as a regional integration point

for the various Mana Whenua groups of the region as

well as between Mana Whenua and the public sector. In

reviewing and developing major initiatives it is envisaged

that decision-making (including project assessment) is

undertaken in a manner that:

• Recognises Mana Whenua as the indigenous peoples
of the region;

• Accords value to Te Ao Maori;

• Gives due effect to Te Tiriti o Waitaingi/Treaty of
Waitangi; and

• Contributes to Maori needs and aspirations.

Central to according value to Te Ao Maori in decision-

making is the acceptance of the different philosophies

of Maori and the Pakeha mainstream. According to Henare

(2001), Maori see themselves as descendants of spiritual

powers, and as such are partners with those powers in a

physical and spiritual universe23. Henare argues that

Maori philosophy and metaphysics constitutes a

philosophy of vitalism and humanism, which he defines

Table 7.3: RAILPAG Simplified Stakeholder Effect Matrix
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as “the belief in an original singular source of life in
which that life continues as a force which imbues and
animates all forms and things of the cosmos.”

Central to this belief is the concept of ‘mauri’ as the life

energy force or unique life essence that gives being and

form to all things in the universe which underpins Tikanga

Maori and the exercise of kaitiakitanga. The mauri, as

defined by the Huakina Development Trust (2007)24, “is
the force that ensures … That all species it accommodates
will have continual life. The mauri cannot be intercepted
or desecrated … The mauri is defenceless against
components that are not part of the natural environment.
When the mauri is harmed, so too is the well-being of
the people.” Taking into account the concept of mauri in

decision-making on infrastructure is challenging as it

requires acknowledging a spirituality that can not be

rendered by any conventional analytical tools. In the

field of wastewater treatment it has led to process

changes, including the adoption of tertiary treatment

through wetlands and rock fields rather than discharge

straight into receiving waters.

In seeking to include cultural issues in investment

decisions it is usual to assess the implications of any

infrastructure projects for the taonga of tangata whenua,

including ancestral lands, existing and past marae, waters,

fisheries, wahi tapu, native flora and fauna.

Wahi tapu are places that are sacred to Iwi in the

traditional, spiritual, religious, ritual or mythological sense

and may include: places associated with death (such

places may be burial grounds, caves, trees and mudflats);

places where people have died and bodies rest,

battlefields; burial places of placenta; tribal tuahu (altars);

sources of water for healing and death rites; ara (such

as pathways connecting tribal areas and resource sites);

ara purahoura (sacred pathways for messengers); mauri

stones and trees; carved poupou representing ancestors

pa sites and papakainga; herenga waka (canoe landing

sites); sacred mountains, rivers, lakes and springs; sites

such as rivers and mountains named in whakatauki;

mahinga kai (such as birding, cultivation, fishing, forest

and mineral resource sites); toko taunga ika (rocks which

identify fishing grounds); wahi taonga mahi a ringa

(resources sites for Maori arts, etc. such as for kiekie,

harakeke, and pounamu); confiscated lands; landscape

features that determine iwi and hapu boundaries;

mythological sites; historical sites; wahi whakamahara

(sites recognised as memorials to events).

Other matters requiring consideration related to the

Figure 7.1: Mana whenua sustainability framework. Source: Growth Forum

Glossary: Makapono - Principle;  Wawata - Aspiration;  Matakite - Prophecy;  Uaratanga - Values;  Inenga - Measure-
ment;  Herenga - Place to tie up;  Ao Turoa - Earth, nature;  Ara Matua - Main path, star;  Pou - Post, pillar;  Mana
Whakahere - Governance;  Whanaunatanga - Relationship;  Taonga Tuku Iho - Treasures handed down;  Turangawaewae
- Place where have rights of residence. Source: Maori Dictionary, www.maoridictionary.co.nz
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kaitiaki responsibilities of mana whenua include: water

quality (groundwater, watercourse, river, harbour, ocean);

water supply (including groundwater, dams, and river

extraction); wastewater disposal; stormwater disposal;

erosion control; natural hazards; sedimentation;

wetlands; fisheries; native forests; threatened species;

subdivision; quarries; sand extraction; reclamation;

versatile soils; chemicals and hazardous wastes; and

geothermal resources.

A typical strategy in infrastructure planning in relation to

wahi tapu is avoidance if at all possible. Other matters

typically become the subject of management plans which

may include provisions for remediation and/or mitigation.

It would be interesting to explore the implications of the

debate on the discount rate with Maori in the light of

Iwi’s kaitiakitanga responsibilities. This may reveal a

different perspective of social rate of time preference

given the whakatauki: Toitu he whenua, whatungarongaro

he tangata - The land is permanent, man disappears.

7.1.5 Conclusions on social outcomes
There are two main approaches to the incorporation of

social outcomes in infrastructure project investment

analysis. Social impact assessment is typically

incorporated as part of an environmental impact

assessment and may include elements of cultural

assessment. The later may focus on wahi tapu and the

kiatiakitanga responsibilities of mana whenua. The

Auckland Sustainability Framework acknowledges the

Maori perspective which was separately enunciated by

mana whanua in Tamaki Makaurau. Social impact

assessment increasingly involving the use of MCA,

enables a range of non-monetised effects to be assessed.

The extension of CBA by the monetarisation of a wider

range of factors (including the work on the Social Return

on Investment) and the analysis of the distributional

impacts of projects provides an important step in

increasing the coverage of CBA. RAILPAG provides a useful

model which systematically assesses the distribution of

stakeholder effects while the TAG summary table

demonstrates good practice in the UK.

7.2 Multi-criteria Analysis
The earliest known use of MCA is by Benjamin Franklin,

who allegedly had a simple paper system for deciding

important issues. Take a sheet of paper. On one side,

write the arguments in favour of a decision; on the other

side, write the arguments against. Strike out arguments

on each side of the paper that are relatively of equal

importance. When all the arguments on one side are

struck out, the side which has the remaining arguments

is the side of the argument that should be supported25.

The use of MCA is a response to the challenges of

incorporating a range of factors into the assessment of

infrastructure and the inherent problems of valuing non-

traded services and the ecological, spatial and social

effects of a project. The claim for MCA is that it makes it

possible to evaluate several alternative projects or

variants on various quantitative and qualitative criteria

and thereby take into account all the effects arising from

a project, policy or programme26.

MCA is undertaken using a range of methods, some using

complex mathematics, including the Analytical Hierarchy

Process27, ELECTRE28, and the PROMETHEE29 methods

in a wide range of jurisdictions. Macharis, De Witte, and

Ampe (2009)30 discuss the extensive use of MCA31:

• MCA is used for the appraisal of infrastructure
development projects in Austria, Belgium, Greece and
the Netherlands. In the UK, there has recently been
a shift towards a New Approach to Appraisal (NATA)
for infrastructure projects, including several new
criteria which were not included in the standard CBA.
A multi-criteria approach is now applied in order to
include the different aspects.

• Japan uses a kind of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) supplemented by CBA without an explicit
formula or weights for various impacts. In addition,
the CBA includes the evaluation of regional economic
impacts, global and local environmental effects and
the contribution to achieving minimum impact on
living standards.

• CBA is recommended in the US, but on a regional
level MCDA is used.

Macharis, De Witte, and Ampe (2009), also note that in

France there has been a shift away from using multi-

criteria analysis after an extensive use during the 1980s,

because the weights were not allocated in a satisfying

nor transparent way.

One of the most common applications of MCA is where

a large number of possible options have been generated.

A means of screening out the less satisfactory options

without wasted work on detailed assessment is essential.

This reduces the number to a manageable short-list to

make the work required to undertake a CBA on each

option reasonable. While MCA is of limited assistance in

guiding the decisions on whether to build projects (for

that task CBA is unrivalled) it is very useful in reducing a

comprehensive set of options to a limited number of

viable options based on a range of criteria.

The overall sequence of an MCA typically has three
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phases, Figure 7.2. The initial steps, in the “intelligence

phase, are common to all assessment methods, being

the definition of the problem to which a solution is

needed, and the specification of the limitations to which

any candidate solution must be constrained.

A set of criteria needs to be devised so that the options

can be scored. A common error is to have a separate

criterion for each consideration that somebody can think

of. This results in a great proliferation of criteria. Overlaps

then become hard to avoid, setting suitable weights

becomes very difficult and the results can be distorted

by dividing some subject areas into a larger number of

pieces than in other areas (although this is usually dealt

with by averaging across themes).

The subjects for the criteria need to be derived from a

coherent base, preferably a set of objectives specific to

the sector concerned but with a tie-back to a political

concept or vision of the countries desired future. In state

highway projects, for instance, criteria might often start

with the NZTA’s obligations under the Land Transport
Management Act, 2003 and the Government Policy
Statement on Transport, 2009.

There are numerous possible models for the process of

setting and applying criteria but many of them are of

little more than academic interest. One of the better

developed for practical application to infrastructure

decisions is set out in the New Approach to Appraisal

(NATA) published by the UK Department for Transport.

The criteria now cover32:

• Environmental impact: that involves reducing the
direct and indirect impacts of transport facilities on
the environment of both users and non-users. There
are ten sub-objectives including noise, atmospheric
pollution of differing kinds, and impacts on the
countryside, wildlife, ancient monuments and historic
buildings;

• Safety: that is concerned with reducing the loss of
life, injuries and damage to property resulting from
transport incidents and crime. The two sub-objectives
are to reduce accidents and improve security;

• Economy: that is concerned with improving the
economic efficiency of transport. The 5 sub-objectives
are to improve economic efficiency for consumers
and for business users and providers of transport,
to improve reliability and the wider economic impacts,
and to get good value for public money;

• Accessibility: that is concerned with the ability with
which people can reach different locations and
facilities by different modes; and

• Integration: that aims to ensure that all decisions
are taken in the context of the Government’s
integrated transport policy.

These specific items relate to transport, and to some

degree to the UK, but the model can readily be translated

into other infrastructure sectors and countries. Each of

Figure 7.2: Decision flowchart for multi-criteria analysis.
Source: International Society on Multiple Criteria Decision Making
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these objectives (and sub-objectives) then needs to be

used as the basis for defining corresponding criteria.

The criteria differ from the objectives in that they must

refer to something specific that can be assessed as

quantitatively as feasible.

The project can then move into the ‘design phase’. The

alternative means of dealing with the problem must be

devised, including the non-build regulatory, demand

management, pricing, etc., options, plus the various

constructed options, at this stage without regard for

their desirability.

All the significant effects that have not been valued and

included in the CBA then need to be assessed using a

rougher guide to their value than full monetisation. They

still need to be assessed in accord with a scale of some

type, i.e. scored. The crucial advantage of this process

is that subjective assessments of effects can be included.

It is not essential that there be any form of measurement

applied. Nevertheless measurement should be undertaken

in any situation which permits it and the cost of doing

so is not out of proportion to the significance of the

effect. The measurements (in whatever units they may

be) can then be used as a basis for setting the score

values for that effect. An inherent constraint on the validity

of MCA is that this subjective aspect involves allowing

the ethics and morals of the persons undertaking the

analysis to intrude into the process. An MCA can never

be a purely technical assessment.

The scoring of a proposal or option on each criterion is

usually on a numerical scale (although other indicators,

such as numbers of stars, can be used). Often this is a 1

to 5 or 1 to 10 scale. However this has the disadvantage

that there is no clear indication of which end of the

scale is the most desirable, which can lead to confusion.

Better practice is to use a scale that can be both negative

and positive, such as -5 to +5, which not only removes

the confusion, but also draws a clear distinction between

favourable and unfavourable effects. Hence a factor such

as noise that is only undesirable may use only the

negative part of the scale. More important than what

scale is used is that all effects are assessed with the

same scaling system.

The assessment and scoring of effects must be relative

to a base case, and not free-floating. The base case is

most usefully the ‘Do nothing’ case, or something close

to that, commonly described as ‘Do minimum’ in the

cases where literally doing nothing is not tolerable. The

base case should be a genuine option and not a totally

hypothetical case. Otherwise all comparisons with it will

be distorted by the unreality of the base.

The results of assessing each option in relation to each

criterion are then entered into the decision matrix. This

is simply a table of options by criteria. At this stage the

number of options requiring further analysis can usually

be whittled down by pair-wise comparisons. Any option

that is either equal to or worse than another on all criteria

can be struck out.

The crucial step is to combine the criteria ratings of

each option to obtain an overall assessment. This requires

a decision rule. The possible rules are many and varied.

Software tools have been developed to assist in the use

of some of the more sophisticated. A discussion of the

available systems is provided by The Institute for

Environmental Studies33.

The simplest rule is to assume that all criteria are of

equal importance, and to treat the scale values as cardinal

numbers that can be added together to obtain an overall

score. The latter is mathematically invalid but can be

hard to resist. More generally, the options are ranked by

calculating a total score for each alternative by applying

a value function to all criteria’s scores. There is no ‘correct’

value function that is the right one to use.

An important issue to settle is the extent to which the

criteria are ‘compensatory’. With compensatory criteria a

weak performance of one criterion can be totally

compensated by a good performance of another criterion.

Hence, for example, severe environmental impacts would

be considered able to be offset by a high level of

achievement of social objectives, and visa versa. Adding

all scores together implicitly assumes that the criteria

are fully compensatory. If the criteria are non-

compensatory then no offsetting is available. In this case

the scores cannot be combined at all and the options

must be judged on the basis of each criterion taken

separately.

Clearly this is likely to result in the options being ranked

in a different order on the basis of each criterion.

Identifying a preferred option is then not possible. In

some cases it may be possible to identify the

characteristics that cause each option to be preferred

on at least one criterion and go back to option design

with a view to devising a new option which combines

the desirable attributes. Only rarely will this deliver a

unique preferred solution.

The most common method is to weight the criteria and

then sum the weighted scores. This is the ‘weighted

summation’ method. The method has the merits of

simplicity and transparency. Its assumed weights can

readily be tested with sensitivity analysis. Its principal

difficulties are the questionable validity of its underlying
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assumption of full compensatability, and the difficulty in

assigning suitable weights. This assignment will always

involve value judgements that are open to question.

Largely as a consequence of that problem, in practice

criteria are more commonly considered to be partially

compensatory. Under this type of evaluation, a degree

of trading off between criteria is tolerable, but acceptable

performance must be achieved on all criteria. The

evaluation of constrained trade-offs is inherently difficult

and cannot be solved by analysis. The results of the

analysis with the options and their assessed ratings need

to be presented to decision-makers.

Given the uncertainty attached to the results of almost

any MCA, it is important to assess the effects on the

resulting preference of changing the assumptions made.

Particularly important to test are the weights attributed

to the various criteria, if the weighted summation method

has been used. Other assumptions made in the selection

of options may also deserve testing. These sensitivity

tests will determine how critical each assumption is to

the resulting ranking of options.

The results from each stage of the procedure are likely

to give rise to indications that improvements or variations

can be made at earlier stages that need to be revisited

and changes made, notably to criteria, options or weights.

This is particularly likely to happen after the initial round

of sensitivity tests has been carried out and the results

reviewed by decision-makers. Hence the process will,

and should, be somewhat iterative as the benefits of

making changes in options and assumptions are explored.

The final step is to provide decision-makers with a

recommended short-list of preferred options. Only rarely

will it be possible, or desirable, to reduce this list to a

single recommended choice. This recommendation needs

to be supported by a quite comprehensive explanation

of the valuations and judgements made in arriving at

the result. The decision-makers may wish to include or

test alternative judgements to those made or assumed

by the analysis team and it needs to be apparent how

these will impact on the resulting ranking of options.

7.2.1 Observations on MCA

MCA is a valuable tool for incorporating factors that

cannot be monetised into and analysis and for winnowing

down a long list of options. It is a complement rather

than a substitute for CBA both in terms of timing when

it is undertaken and in terms of coverage. For example,

it should not include financial information, i.e. the

agency’s own incomes and expenditures resulting from

the project which relate to that agency’s ability to fund

the project and withstand its subsequent costs. This

issue must be resolved before the project can go ahead,

regardless of its merits on any other ground. Hence

financial matters run in parallel with the MCA without

being part of the MCA assessment.

MCA is already in use by a number of organisations

including the NZ Transport Agency and the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries. NZTA, for instance, includes

tests for strategic fit across eight activity classes,

effectiveness, and economic efficiency (including non-

monetised benefits) in its assessment framework34.

Consultants also typically use MCA in the evaluation of

route options in roading projects. MAF uses multiple

perspectives in its assessments (Farmer, Promoter,

Government, and Community) with three key parameters

– commercial viability, economic contribution, and social

impact35.

The credibility of MCA can be assisted by more transparent

reporting, particularly in terms of scoring and weighting.

Where these measures use interval scales and arithmetic

the determine rankings these data should be open to

scrutiny and public consultation as with Melbourne Water.

Wider involvement in generating weightings gained

through stakeholder consultation would also be

advantageous.

While MCA allows consideration of a wide range of factors,

it should be recognised that the final step in making

decisions is in many respects a multi-criteria assessment

itself. It is not appropriate for officials/analysts/technicians

to seek to simulate what is the responsibility of decision-

makers.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Overview
A range of issues in decision-making on infrastructure

projects have been identified in the course of this study.

The headline issues affect each phase of the planning

process. It is apparent from the collective wisdom of the

interviews, the survey, the case studies, literature analysis

and experience of the study team members that the

quality decision-making practice on infrastructure

investments is quite varied1. There are some instances

of leadership rising above poor or partial analysis and

others where decision-makers have pursued questionable

projects against well-founded advice. There are similarly

some examples of the use of innovative methods and

others of poor analytical practice. Both sides of the

process need to be aligned to make good investment

decisions efficiently.

This research has identified remedies in approach and

method, in use both here and overseas, that can address

these issues, at least in part, Figure 8.1. Some aspects

of the required reforms can be implemented simply

through information and training. Others require some

investigation and demonstration. None the methods are

so technically demanding to be ultimately beyond the

analysts (although some are currently operating at a

modest level). All require the adoption of rigorous process

by decision-makers and analysts alike.

Key themes in implementing these remedies will include:

• Provision of long-term national vision and targets
for infrastructure development as an overall strategic
setting for problem/opportunity identification, project
development and analysis.

• Inclusion of the governance viewpoint at an early
stage of options development to capture
opportunities and avoid premature pre-selection of
options.

• More standardisation in approach and methods with
a portfolio of tools available to systematically ensure
better definition of problems, opportunities and
options, and a more comprehensive and consistent
analysis of wider economic, social and environmental
effects.

• Greater transparency of information, analysis and

Figure 8.1: Enhancing decision-making on infrastructure investment

Diagnosis ReformProcess

Vision

Problem/Opportunity
 Identification

Option Definition

Decision-making

Monitoring

Evaluation

Analysis

No long-term vision for national

development as context for infrastructure

planning.

Poor definition of a problem/opportunity –

prior  ‘solutions’ in search of a problem,

silo thinking. Need for further development

of infrastructure strategy.

Narrow definition of options, inappropriate

scale of project, failure to consider non-

build options, network effects,

agglomeration effects, etc.

Intuition and analysis in conflict; ‘pork

barrel’; undocumented value judgements;

disregard of analysis; inappropriate

regulatory environment.

Limited on-going assessment in

implementation; risk of interference in

implementation.

Inadequate or absent assessment of project

outcomes; failure to learn from experience.

Some poor practice; confusion of economic

and financial analyses; narrowness – failing

to properly address wider economic, social

and environmental effects; lack of

transparency; optimism bias.

Adopt long-term vision for national

development as context for infrastructure

planning. National Criteria.

Expand strategy for infrastructure

development in the National Infrastructure

Plan. Analysis of drivers/causes, greater

involvement of decision makers.

Better exploration of regulatory, governance

and ‘better use’ options; ensure scope

considers real options; use of Logframes,

Investment Logic Maps.

Better presentation of analysis, including

risk; more comprehensive analysis;

transparency of decisions; regulatory

reform for monopoly suppliers.

Preparation of benefits management plan;

regular planned reviews of business case;

wider use of Gateway process for quality

assurance during project design and

implementation.

Systematic benefits realisation testing.

Transparency in reporting of project

analyses.

More standardised approach to CBA and

financial analysis including wider economic

effects and distribution analysis. Use

enhanced MCA for non-monetised social

and environmental attributes.
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decision-making at each stage of project development
and implementation.

• Systematic management of benefits and effects, and
routine benefits realisation testing throughout the
life of a project.

The research also identified an approach to the vexed

question of selecting the most productive investments

after exploring both ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’

approaches. The preferred approach is ‘bottom-up’ by

considering the productivity gains offered by individual

projects and network-based programmes based on an

extended cost benefit analysis which includes

consideration of wider economic benefits, and assessed

the potential for real options during problem definition

and the project appraisal, Figure 8.2.

The chart, which was developed for assessing transport

projects and is used in various forms in a several

countries, has been augmented by adding the left hand

column to clearly identify the components of the benefits

of a project that represent productivity gains.

The ‘bottom-up’ approach builds on the benefits of a

more standardised approach to analysis by enabling a

portfolio of high performing projects to be built up which

have been evaluated on a comparable basis. This enables

a more nuanced approach to investment decisions than

the somewhat blunt instrument of the question as to

“which sector (such as electricity, roading, or

telecommunications) is the best to invest in?” There are

also significant technical and practical issues which

militate against such a macro/top-down approach. These

include the abstraction of the assumption of perfect

markets, the significant portion of infrastructure which

are not traded and therefore does not have market prices,

and the limitations of available data.

The budget allocation issue can be addressed by using

more standardised analysis methods that enable

comparisons to be made between sectors by ranking

the full range of proposed projects and identifying the

incidence of high-performing projects that can’t be

funded. There may be a case for switching funds into

sectors with more high value projects (especially those

which offer high productivity gains) that would otherwise

not go ahead through lack of funds.

More standardised methods also have the advantage of

enabling a more standardised presentation of the results

of the analyses. It is possible then to consider categorising

projects in a standard format. The matrix, Figure 8.3

(based on one used in Queensland2), presents projects

in terms of:

• the economic analysis which shows whether the
proposal is in the interests of society in general; and

• the financial analysis whether shows whether the
agency could afford it (given the existing financial
arrangements).

In the matrix the highest performing projects would be

classed as A1, with 1-3 various levels of BCR above 1

(positive NPV) and 4-6 various levels of BCR below 1

(negative NPVs).

The lesson of adapting the Queensland framework is

that there are good models available to complement

practice in New Zealand. There are useful precedents

that can be used to enhance the scope of infrastructure

investment analysis in key areas such as:

Figure 8.2: Productivity gains identified by extended cost benefit analysis
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• exploration of a wide range of options;

• assessment of wider economic effects;

• analysis of real options;

• distribution analysis;

• monetisation of a wider range of social effects;

• social and cultural impact assessment; and

• benefits management and benefits realisation testing.

The RMA has for some time been the bête noire of the

development community while decision-making practice

has been somewhat under the radar.  Although this study

has not undertaken a systematic stock-take of the uses

of various analytical frameworks and tools there is

sufficient evidence to suggest that practice varies widely

and that some decisions are poorly informed and/or

poorly made3. Just as there has been a significant move

to simplify, streamline and refine the RMA processes,

similar attention should now be applied to supporting

better decisions on infrastructure investments.

8.2 Detailed conclusions
The state of infrastructure investmentThe state of infrastructure investmentThe state of infrastructure investmentThe state of infrastructure investmentThe state of infrastructure investment

1 Modern society relies on infrastructure for domestic
markets to function efficiently, for export goods to
be produced and for social interaction to occur. In
the period from the mid-1980s through the 1990s
government spending priorities on other services and
other policies left an infrastructure deficit and lower

levels of investment compared with some of our direct
competitors. The process of catching up has been
underway in roading and electricity for a while but
there is a way to go with this and other infrastructure
notably telecommunications.

The role of vision/strategyThe role of vision/strategyThe role of vision/strategyThe role of vision/strategyThe role of vision/strategy

2 Many of the decision-makers interviewed in the study
commented on the need for a strategy for
infrastructure development. The National
Infrastructure Plan4 is a substantial improvement over
past practice that did not see a role for such a plan.
It provides a framework to enable government
agencies and the private sector to better coordinate
the provision of infrastructure. That said, an overall
strategic framework for infrastructure investment is
missing and sector-specific legislation and policy
statements are relied on to provide guidance for
project appraisal.

In Australia the Secretary of the Treasury, Ken Henry
recently noted5 an important element for government
to consider is “the need for infrastructure investment
to take place in carefully designed and planned
networks … Government has an important role to
play in enabling planning and providing a
coordination and organising function.” He also noted
the importance of metropolitan level planning and
development functions, citing international examples
and the advent of Australia’s Capital City Strategic
Plans which provide a way “to facilitate cooperation
between tiers of government.” In contrast, our
National Infrastructure Plan places less emphasis on

Figure 8.3: Economics/Financials assessment matrix

A = could proceed as economically and financially viable;
B = could proceed if more revenue or funding/subsidy can be secured or is a non-traded

service for which there is a already budget (e.g. road safety measures);
C = should not proceed without redefinition to better serve the public interest;
D = should not proceed.
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strategic planning or on consideration of network
effects.

Invoking strategy and vision is not a laissez passer
to avoid analysis, in fact, quite the reverse6. The
scale of an overarching strategy is such that there
needs to be significant interaction between strategic
intent and analysis to ensure that strategy is firmly
grounded and that there are clear objectives,
standards and targets. This is one of the major
benefits of Logical Framework Analysis in that there
is no room for equivocation in the matrix. Ends,
means, and measures are thoroughly integrated.

Some of the concerns about strategy may be
addressed by greater transparency in the reporting
of analyses and decisions and by ‘closing the loop’
through benefits management plans and benefits
realisation testing. A key element in this is the
development of indicators which provide the
(sometimes missing) link between vision and analysis,
and which are then used to assess outcomes.

Other concerns may be addressed by more
comprehensive analysis, including wider economic,
social and environmental effects that reduce the gap
between what decision-makers intuit on the basis of
their experience and what is covered by analysis.

There have already been some moves in towards a
strategic view of infrastructure investment, with the
roads of national significance, although the full extent
of the analysis which informed this is unclear. The
programme has clear objectives, timetable and an
initial budget (in the order of $10 billion)7.

The logical extension is a comprehensive (and
hopefully enduring) strategy with clearly defined
economic, social and environmental outcomes for
infrastructure investment. This would be incorporated
into the National Infrastructure Plan to provide
guidance for central and local government investment
(including CCOs) and be used as the basis to review
and revise the statements of corporate intent of the
SOEs.

3 Developing an integrated approach to infrastructure
development could be assisted by inclusion in the
National Infrastructure Plan of a series of screening
criteria, such as:

— Is it consistent with the strategy and vision?

— Does it have a clear statement of the opportunity
being realised, the problem being solved and
the benefits expected?

— Is this the best way of solving the problem; that
is, are there non-build or other solutions possible?

— Have future real options been identified and
valued, and are network benefits available?

Problem and opportunity definitionProblem and opportunity definitionProblem and opportunity definitionProblem and opportunity definitionProblem and opportunity definition

4 Problem identification is commonly considered in a
negative context, but can be broadened its definition
to capture an “opportunity that maybe lost” or, wider
still, to include an opportunity that might be created.
Guidance in Australia and the UK stresses its
importance: “A major cause of investment failure is
that solutions are developed before there is any clear
understanding of the business need underlying the
proposed solution. It is common to find a solution
‘seeking a problem’ or solutions that create further
problems. This ultimately leads to projects with
limited business benefit, little or no support from
the business area and the potential to overrun costs
and schedules.”8 Analytical processes need to be
enhanced to incorporate a better understanding of
the drivers/causes of the problems or opportunities.

5 The governance viewpoint should be included at an
early stage of options development to capture
opportunities and avoid premature pre-selection of
options. This is a critical step in project development
and needs to have the benefit of accumulated
experience.

6 There is a core issue in terms of the way projects are
defined that can ignore network effects (because the
‘network’ is perceived too narrowly). The New Lynn
case is an excellent demonstration of defining the
network to include a range of interactions. This may
show the value to society of the economic benefits
even where the financial implications of the specific
project (in this case the rail trench) may be negative
and additional funding is required.

7 Real Options analysis provides tools to think about
wider and subsequent implications of a project and
to ensure that the nature and scale is appropriately
specified. The inclusion of real options makes the
distinction between projects that are problem-solving
compared with those that may be opportunity-
creating.

Option definitionOption definitionOption definitionOption definitionOption definition

8 There is often inadequate exploration of options
despite the availability of volumes of guidance. The
Infrastructure Australia experience, discussed in
Section 2.2.1, highlights the issue: “A broad range
of options to solve the problems was not considered
– many submissions jumped directly to large-scale,
expensive capacity enhancements, without any
consideration of ‘non-build’ solutions such as changes
in regulations, governance arrangements or
introducing demand management measures to make
better use of existing infrastructure.” The
development of investment alternatives should
consider a wide range of possible solutions, including
non-build opportunities, bundling or integrating
projects into a programme, pricing, and the
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examination of the use of complementary networks.
The New Lynn Transit Centre case study, Section 2.3.9,
illustrates how a long-term vision can inform option
development and how the wider network benefits
can support the selection of a more expensive option.

9 There are various techniques including Investment
Logic Mapping that can be used to assist the process
of option identification. This can be used in
conjunction with the Gateway Review process which
provides an effective mechanism for on-going quality
assurance.

AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

10 Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) remains the core technique
to assess projects and programmes and there is wide
agreement on the way such analyses should be
conducted. There is no shortage of advice (including
Treasury’s The Primer and a vast literature of overseas
practice) on how to undertake conventional cost
benefit analysis.

11 The specific focus of CBA on what can be monetised
requires extension of the conventional analysis to
include a range of factors not covered by the focus
on user benefits, and the use of complementary
methods to include effects that can’t be monetised.
Various tools are available to give wider consideration
to social, particularly distributional effects that are
currently not assessed in New Zealand. This extended
analysis should be applied to as many types of
infrastructure as possible, certainly to all larger
projects, with the level of detail in the analysis
appropriate to the nature and scale of the project.
As a default, matters that can be monetised should
be, with a clear distinction of matters that cannot be
monetised that need to be considered/assessed by
other methods;

12 Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) has a role to play in an
integrated analysis but the process needs to be
transparent and very carefully scrutinised. Best
practice is to involve community and agency
stakeholders in developing criteria and weightings.
MCA is valuable as a means of canvassing matters
that have not been quantified, although it is used in
various projects where cost estimates are preliminary
and included as one of the rating factors. This is not
a substitute for a proper CBA and business case.

13 Evidence shows that despite the ample guidance,
the quality of project analysis is patchy and
sometimes poor; that financial and economic analyses
are sometimes confused; and that the different
requirements of funding agencies and infrastructure
providers create bureaucratic nightmare for multi-
agency projects (typically arising when there are wider
economic effects that need to be considered).

14 The adoption of a more consistent approach to
analysis could make a useful contribution to delivering

better, smarter public services and enhancing
productivity. A standard portfolio of methods would
capture:

— direct monetised user benefits;

— wider economic effects (agglomeration effects and
enhanced competition);

— the effects in direct and complementary networks;

— social effects that can be monetised;

— distribution of effects between stakeholders/
communities;

— valuation of real options;

— effects that cannot be monetised (principally
social and environmental).

The adoption of a standard portfolio of methods
would, amongst other things, create a level field in
terms of various sectors competing for funds – there
would be a more equal process in terms of the
identification of benefits at which some agencies
presently appear to be better than others.  This will
alleviate the risk of a sub-optimal allocation of
investment resources if, for example, intangible
benefits are included in one project but not with
another because of different agency practices.

15 A systematic assessment of the status of advice and
decision making in infrastructure investment, covering
the spectrum from problem definition through to
benefits realisation, would provide a robust basis
for the implementation of a more standardised
analysis package. This could start as a benchmarking
exercise with a limited number of organisations and
be expanded if it demonstrated value.

16 Risk related to both costs and benefits should be
explicitly acknowledged. As a starting point, cost
benefit analysis could use the Expected Value method
of valuing benefits and costs to mitigate optimism
bias. The Expected Value is assessed by attributing
a value with the probability of that value being
achieved, and is the sum of each value outcome
multiplied by its probability.

17 A full risk assessment should be undertaken with
more complex, long-lived projects including sensitivity
analyses. It is not appropriate to bury risk into
discount rate except as a shortcut for small projects
or expedient for agencies not able to adequately
assess both project specific and sectoral risk profiles.
An effective treatment of risk would address the
concern that long-lived projects which are expected
to deliver benefits far into the future are hampered
by what is perceived to be high discount rates. In
essence, long-lived projects need more complex
analysis, not arbitrary adjustment of the discount
rate.

18 The discount rate in cost benefit analysis should have
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a more flexible treatment. Agencies with appropriate
capability should be further encouraged to identify
and justify a discount rate appropriate to their
business, rather than use the standard rates because
of difference in risk profile of the investment. It is
recognised that many agencies cannot handle risk
assessment and that for them inclusion of a standard
risk premium in the discount rate is the appropriate
way to proceed.

19 The discount rate should not be used as the ‘capital
rationing’ mechanism in the allocation of funds from
a budget. The discount rate is more properly the
way in which future benefit is weighted against
present cost and will be affected by time preference
decisions of society and the risk of the investment.
Otherwise the limited available capital can be poorly
used on short-lived solutions.

20 The regular reviews of the discount rates used in the
‘Treasury Primer’ should continue to be undertaken
to ensure that these remain compatible with those
countries we view as peers, recognising the differing
circumstances in other countries rather than simply
comparing headline figures (including consideration
of capacity to fund).

21 Infrastructure is not specifically identified in current
statistics. ‘Road transport’, for instance, covers such
items as vehicles and travel agents, not the
pavements and structures which are recorded in
government services. There needs to be a significant
improvement in the way that statistics on
infrastructure are kept.

Decision-makingDecision-makingDecision-makingDecision-makingDecision-making

22 The allocation of government funds between
infrastructure sectors is a major issue. No convincing
macro-economic tool is available to determine the
preferred budget allocation between sectors and in
many respects this is too blunt a question. The issue
requires a more nuanced approach with a bottom-
up rather than top-down assessment based on a
more comprehensive analysis of economic effects that
clearly sets out the productivity gains of the various
competing projects. This can then be used to inform
allocation between sectors and the building of an
investment portfolio consistent with the strategy for
infrastructure investment.

23 Better ways of presenting outcomes of the extended
analysis are required that address the range of factors
decision-makers need to consider in infrastructure
investment (thereby closing the gap between intuition
and analysis). This could include:

— benefits including wider economic benefits with
the specific identification of productivity gains
(as in Figure 8.2);

— risks including technical, social, environmental

and financial;

— complementarities of the proposal such as
network effects;

— potential further opportunities arising from the
initial investment; and

— financing including the level of debt which is
required.

The Economics/Financial Rating matrix, Figure 8.3,
provides one way of representing project viability. It
could be accompanied by other summary tables like
Transport Economic Efficiency (TEE), Figure 7.1.

The ‘Green Book’ prescription for reporting covers:

— There is sufficient evidence to support conclusion
and recommendations;

— Easy audit trail around calculations and
assumptions;

— Major costs and benefits should be described
with values to each clearly shown rather than
rounded off;

— Ensure decision makers understand the
assumptions;

— The report should show the results of any
sensitivity and scenario analysis; and

— Decision makers need to understand range of
potential outcomes and judge capacity of
proposals to withstand future uncertainty.

24 Frameworks currently applied to monopoly suppliers
(specifically the Grid Investment Test) are too narrow
and need to incorporate a wider range of
considerations and use a greater range of analytical
tools. The regulation of monopoly infrastructure
providers should be revised in such a way that the
wider benefits of new investment may be partly
captured by the provider or recognised by dedicated
funding. In this way, there is increased incentive and
capability to provide additions to the network for
the benefit of the community.

MonitoringMonitoringMonitoringMonitoringMonitoring

25 The best of tools, frameworks and decisions are
vulnerable to inappropriate political intervention, and
variations from the original intention during
implementation. Circumstances may also change to
alter the viability of a project. Acceleration of the
uptake and broadening adoption of the Gateway
Review process which is part of Treasury’s Capital
Asset Management (CAM) regime would assist in
project delivery.

EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation

26 The measurement of the realisation of benefits that
are anticipated to flow from infrastructure investments
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is generally done poorly, both in New Zealand and
internationally. There is now considerable attention
being paid to this issue, and improved methods of
evaluation are becoming available and accepted.
Benefits Realisation testing is part of Gateway Review
5. A Benefit Realisation Plan should be required for
every major infrastructure project with on-going
review. Establishing such a plan means that ex-post
testing is done against the original intent.

27 Benefits realisation testing needs to be viewed as a
deliberate part of the process to inform the front-
end of infrastructure investment decision-making. It
should focus on improving the programme and project
planning process (rather than recriminations about
outcomes which are always easier with hindsight). It
is important however, that there is transparency with
these assessments rather than the results being
restricted to the agency or agencies involved.

28 Evaluation of infrastructure investments also needs
to assess the adequacy of infrastructure on a wider
basis than just the incidence of successes and failures.
It is also important to learn from ‘near-misses’ in
system provision (such as the electricity system in
2009 running at times without reserves, which was
against the operating policy but would otherwise
have meant interruptions in supply).

8.3 Recommendations
R1 Augment the Government’s long term vision and

strategy for infrastructure investment with quantified
performance indicators and national criteria for
project selection, and include these in the National
Infrastructure Plan.

R2 Operationalise the relationship between strategy,
project planning, and evaluation through the use
of Logical Framework Analysis which clearly defines
the links between ends, means, measures,
assumptions and resourcing.

R3 Promote the use of Investment Logic Mapping and
the inclusion of the governance viewpoint at project
inception to add rigour to problem identification,
to ensure wide coverage in options definition, and
to capture opportunities.

R4 Prepare and foster the adoption of a standard
portfolio of analytical tools and indicators to ensure
comparability of investment proposals that would
capture:

— directly monetised user benefits (as in Treasury’s
The Primer);

— wider economic effects;

— productivity gains;

— network effects;

— life cycle costing;

— social effects that can be monetised;

— distribution of effects between stakeholders/
communities;

— effects that cannot be monetised (principally
social and environmental).

R5 Undertake investigations to show how the value of
‘real options’ might be incorporated into analyses
of infrastructure investments.

R6 Develop a process using the standardised project
assessments to present the economic benefits and
productivity gains of projects and programmes in
different sectors to inform the discussion of budget
allocation between sectors and develop a portfolio
of high-performing investments.

R7 Extend the use of the State Services Commission’s
Gateway Review Process across the public sector
including agencies and local government.

R8 Require a Benefit Management Plan for every major
infrastructure project.

R9 Revise investment tests for monopoly infrastructure
(such as the National Grid and the permanent way
for rail) to take into account wider economic effects.

R10 Investigate benefit realisation on a range of past
investments to determine lessons that can be
learned and identify exemplars for the promotion
of good practice to be used with the portfolio of
methods.

R11 Undertake a pilot benchmarking project across a
range of central and local government agencies on
the quality of analytical methods and tools used
for infrastructure investment.

R12 Establish an on-going programme of publication of
analyses of investment proposals to provide
increased transparency on infrastructure investment
advice and decision-making.

R13 Undertake an upgrade of the statistics on
infrastructure to facilitate better planning,
monitoring and evaluation.

Chapter 8 Endnotes
1 The National Infrastructure Plan notes: “Unfortunately, some

public agencies have poor capability in this area….. The
second leg of the Government’s infrastructure agenda
involves lifting public sector capability to procure and
manage assets more effectively. This initiative includes:
improving the quality of analysis provided to decision
makers”, National Infrastructure Unit, (2010). op. cit., p11.

2 Department of Infrastructure and Planning, (2008). op. cit.

3 Even class leading practice such as that developed by Transit
New Zealand and now being extended by NZTA has some
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areas for refinement. For instance, PSG/13 “Social and
Environmental Management” could be enhanced from a
social impact assessment perspective.

4 National Infrastructure Unit, (2010), op. cit., 141pp.

5 Henry, K (2010), “To build, or not to build: infrastructure
challenges in the years ahead and the role of governments”,
Address to the Conference on the Economics of Infrastructure
in a Globalised World: Issues, Lessons and Future
Challenges.

6 It is recognised, however, that the experience of grandiose

claims of ‘Think Big’ (400,000+ jobs) and its legacy, leave
some people chary when ‘strategy’ is mentioned. At the
same time the responsibility of analysts forecasting oil at
$96 a barrel (when it plummeted to $12) also has to be
acknowledged.

7 Quite how long term benefits realisation of some of these
objectives, like regional economic development will be
monitored is, however, unclear.

8 Investment Lifecycle Guidelines, Victorian Department of
Treasury and Finance, July 2008.
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Page 1Interviews and Commentary

This paper was produced as part of the New

Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering

(CAENZ) project titled, Infrastructure Invest-

ment in New Zealand: Frameworks for Decision

Making.

The aim of the project was to promote discus-

sion on an appropriate decision-making

framework to achieve high quality outcomes

when making public infrastructure investment

decisions in New Zealand. The interviews

outlined here were part of the work to identify

current social, environmental, political and

economic evaluation frameworks used to justify

major public infrastructure investments.

Introduction

Eleven individuals, including past Cabinet

Ministers, Local Government Mayors, Chairmen

and Directors of major enterprises, including

SOEs and private sector companies, were

interviewed to explore the way that these

decision-makers view and use the information

that they receive from executives or officials, in

making decisions about major projects. The

following questions were pre issued to the

interviewees to lead the discussions and to

ensure considered responses were provided.

1. Please think of some specific large public
infrastructure programs and/or projects
which have been completed and in which
you were directly involved in the approval
process. Typically, such projects would be
over $100 million capital value and would
have also had social/political/environment
implications. You need not disclose these
projects to the interviewer.

2. How did you personally arrive at your view
of a preferred option and whether to
proceed or not? You would have used
information and recommendations provided
by officials or management to assist you.
You may also have consulted with fellow
decision-makers and other advisors to gain
different perspectives. In your experience,
what are the advantages and disadvantages
of each stream of information and analysis
that were available? Were you satisfied with
the mix and quality of these streams?

3. Do you consider that the cost-benefit
analysis with which you were provided was
consistent with your intuition about the
project? If not, were you able to identify
this discrepancy and how was it reconciled?

4. What other major factors (such as techni-
cal) or criteria were (or are) important to
you in making decisions on major public
infrastructure?

5. With the benefit of hindsight, would you
still make the same decisions using the
same criteria?

6. What was the governance process used at
the time of your decision? Do you believe
this could be improved?

7. Would it be useful when making project
decisions to have a better understanding of
how well the benefits projected for past
projects decisions compared with actual
benefits gained?

8. How can improvements be made in the
quality and type of information provided to
decision-makers?

A core interest was to identify the factors used,

and the weight placed upon them by decision-

makers who have approved major infrastruc-

ture investment in New Zealand.1

A range of common themes was identified in

the course of the interviews with regards how

the investment decision process could be

improved. These themes can be summarised

as:

• Having a shared, long term vision and a
high level infrastructure plan for New
Zealand to support that vision;

• Making greater use of systems thinking and
considering the network effects of any
individual project;

• Developing the ability to be able to
prioritise between sectors;

• Providing a stable regulatory environment
recognising that public policy drives
infrastructure development;

• Intuition backed by experience is an
important component of the decision
making process;

• Broader societal measures should be
considered in the evaluation process;

• The impact on business confidence and
perception is not well understood in the
evaluation process;

1 The focus was on decisions on whether to invest in
infrastructure only.  The discussion is typically focused on
decision-making and investment in the public sector.
Discussion related to the private sector or commercial
environments (SOE’s) is specifically identified.
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• Require the ability to engage the best
qualified people and expertise to both
analyse and deliver the projects;

• Separating the governance and manage-
ment limiting the political interference
during the project delivery; and

• Better utilisation of past experience and
learnings.

Having a shared long term vision and
a high level infrastructure plan for
New Zealand to support that vision

Having a clear, long-term, shared vision for

New Zealand’s future (20 year minimum) was

considered to be important to support ongoing

infrastructure investment. It was seen to

directly impact all the other themes in one

form or another, and was mentioned by many

of the interviewees as an issue the country has

yet to address.

Such a vision for the country could be used to

provide, amongst other things, as guidance for

prioritisation and context for future infrastruc-

ture investment and policy decisions. At a more

detailed level it would assist in identifying

networked solutions along side sector specific

solutions. This vision would articulate both the

tangible and intangible benefits that are

considered of national importance.

It was suggested that to be effective, this

vision would need to be intergenerational and

multi-lateral. It would also need to be

grounded in the reality of how New Zealand

was developing including:

• The increasing dominance of the north of
the North Island in the distribution and
ethnicity of the population; and

• The ever-increasing demand for health care
is growing at a rate that the public health
system can never meet.

Without a shared future vision, it was argued,

it was not going to be easy to plan and

provide for or even constructively influence

these possible outcomes.

The current government’s strategy for growth

was viewed as a step in the right direction by

some. However, there was a very low aware-

ness of the development of the current

National Plan for Infrastructure (which has been

published since the interviews were carried

out). The effective communication and buy in

to the plan is the challenge that will ultimately

determine its success.

In practice the current plan is generally

consistent with the leaders’ desire that central

planning be limited to a high level approach

and that when considered with the vision for

New Zealand’s future, it would provide guid-

ance for both public and private decision

making.

Governance issues were raised within this

framework of longer-term vision and strategy.

It was considered that the public sector

reforms of the 1980s helped establish silos in

the form of the SOEs and government depart-

ments. The statutory obligations of SOEs were

seen by some to reinforce and incentivise silo

thinking. It was acknowledged that establish-

ing these silos had the benefit of distributing

funding beyond the loudest political voice..

Some of the interviewees commented that,

over time, the current structure has led to a

loss of a long-term, big picture vision for New

Zealand.

This silo-thinking was seen to have had a big

impact on infrastructure where, for example,

there is no overall view on priorities between

road vs. rail. Clear priorities for modal usage,

aligned with a national strategic direction,

might well allow rail to incorporate wider

economic benefits in its infrastructure invest-

ment decisions, on a par with roading invest-

ment.

Interviewees generally considered that major

infrastructure investment decisions are cur-

rently politically-biased and not necessarily

providing the best national economic benefits.

Ranked in decreasing order of prominence,

they saw investment decisions being driven by:

• politics;

• pragmatism;

• economic progress; and

• societal improvement.

Government was seen as being constrained by

political demands and the need to spread

infrastructure initiatives around geographic

regions, irrespective of national priority. It was

suggested that a national needs context should

be maintained when making regional decisions.
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Having a shared long term vision, it was

suggested, would assist balancing long-term

strategic goals with short-term financially

driven investment, particularly in times of fiscal

constraint

It was recognised that having a clear national

vision requires the use of consistent metrics

and measures across the different sectors to

properly analyse the benefits and thus guide

investment.  It was suggested that there is no

definitive definition of what is a “healthy

society” in New Zealand, and there was

perceived to be a lack of defined social

measures.2 In order to measure intangibles it

was suggested that they should be included in

the shared vision. The appropriateness of

current metrics driving projects e.g. value of

lost lives for roads and value of lost load for

electrical energy transmission and generation

projects was questioned.

New Zealand’s short three year political term,

and the rapid changing of policy associated

with changes of government was perceived to

be an issue. It was considered important to get

policy right, with good market consultation and

ideally with cross-party support, to allow

certainty for private investment. It was com-

mented that we don’t seem to be getting the

best commercial returns or value from our

infrastructure investments because of changing

priorities. The (Auckland) Regional Land

Transport Strategy was cited as a case in point

where the 30 year strategy driven by the

Regional Council was overtaken by a Govern-

ment Policy Statement on Transport.3 While it

was recognised that with the Long Term

Council Community Plans (LTCCPs) local

government had ten-year rolling plans it was

suggested that the “immense” consultation

obligations imposed on local government also

limited what could be achieved.

The time frames suggested by interviewees

varied, although all had a long-term perspec-

tive with the suggestion that public/govern-

ment policies need to be consistent across

regions and remain constant for at least ten

years to allow commercial returns to be

delivered from large scale infrastructure

investments, particularly in the private sector.

Some interviewees advocated a planning

horizon of between 20 and 50 years for our

major backbone infrastructure. There was also

the suggestion that when planning for major

infrastructure needs to look at investment/

capital expenditure over the last ten years and

then project forward for at least the next ten

years. In effect, a 20-year window was advo-

cated on the basis that large infrastructure

projects typically have a lifespan of 50 years or

more. For IT and communications investment,

however, it was considered that a five-to-ten

year window may be more appropriate.

Making greater use of systems
thinking and considering the network
effects of any individual project

A consistently strong feeling was expressed

that infrastructure projects need to be consid-

ered as part of a network and that the benefits

to the network need to be taken into account,

rather than just assess a project in isolation. It

was thought that the assessment of many

projects focuses on options to solve a very

tightly defined problem. The wider benefits or

synergies are often not considered, particularly

in the formal analysis.

It was indicated that by thinking of projects as

part of a system or network and exploring their

effects on both the social and economic

systems can highlight benefits that would

otherwise not be assessed. It was suggested

that when this broader approach was used it

was usually carried out intuitively by experi-

enced business leaders and politicians.

It was noted that in some organisations the

Board might not be made aware of all the

options considered by senior management. It

was thought that it would be better practice to

present an overview of all the options initially

before they are short-listed. This would ensure

that options are not being discounted for some

narrow technical or commercial reasons without

considering the benefits that the options may

2 This is an interesting comment given the effort made in
recent years to measure social outcomes.  This includes
the annual social report from the Ministry of Social
Development.  See Ministry of Social Development,
(2009), The Social Report: Te Puronga Tangata 2009,
MSD, available at: www.socialreport.msd.govt.nz.  Other
indicators are included in the Quality of Life project, at:
www.bigcities.govt.nz. In practice the comment may be
seen as a reflection of the modest extent to which social
metrics, especially those related to a longer term vision,
are included in infrastructure investment assessment.

3 Ministry of Transport-Te Manatk Waka, (May 2009),
Government Policy Statement on Land Transport Funding
2009/10 – 2018/19. Wellington 28pp.
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bring to the larger landscape.

There was also a feeling that network consid-

erations that would realise national benefits,

greater than local regional or sector benefits

were not reviewed or even taken into consid-

eration. This was due to a range of reasons,

but SOE’s were highlighted as having a lot of

network benefit potential limited by their

statutory obligations.

Evaluation of roading projects was considered

to be the leader in assessing wider economic

benefits, but it was believed that the CBA

analysis for transport projects needs to take

into account wider benefits than is currently

considered. The question was raised in

illustration of the value of increased

connectedness of Northland by extending the

northern motorway from Auckland?4

Treasury was noted as being the only govern-

ment department with the big picture view of

the national infrastructure needs, However

many interviewees considered that whilst

Treasury had a very high level of analytical

capability they lacked at times the necessary

market experience or context, particularly when

analysing large infrastructure projects. The

formation of the infrastructure advisory group

of experienced practitioners was seen as a

positive step to broaden the way large projects

are assessed.

Other examples cited of instances where wider

economic benefits have been considered

included the Westpac Stadium in Wellington.

While the project didn’t stack up commercially

when assessed as a stand-alone project (and it

still wouldn’t), the project was seen as an

economic development tool for the region. The

forecast wider regional economic benefits have

been revisited and the original estimates have

been exceeded. This was presented as an

example of a decision to proceed made

intuitively rather than on the basis of a CBA.

The Transmission Gully roading project was

cited as an example where there were various

factors to be considered that were not

monetised in traditional CBA including:

• The role of the road as part of a just-in-
time supply chain moving goods to and
from the cross channel ferries;

• The exposure of the existing coastal
highway to extreme climate events both
now and possibly even more so in the
future with climate change predictions;

• The vulnerability of the route to closure by
road accidents.

• The lack of redundancy for seismic events
of the current roading out of Wellington.

Developing the ability to be able to
prioritise between sectors

There was a consistent belief that there was

currently no formal methodology for prioritising

the funding of projects across sectors, and that

prioritisation of projects only happened within a

sector. The development of a method for inter-

sectoral prioritisation and funding allocation

was seen as being a valuable tool to help

maximise the benefits of infrastructure spend.

Currently prioritisation across sectors is carried

out in the annual government budget process.

This process has limitations in that it tends to

be very politically driven with short-term and

regional drivers. There was a general desire to

de-politicise the prioritisation across sectors.

One of the suggestions for better prioritisation

across sectors was to develop a set of com-

mon benefit criteria for each sector, (e.g. in

health they have quality adjusted life years as

a measure). The use of geographical measures

was also noted, as well as greater cooperation

across regions with standard metrics, with the

caveat that we need to maintain a context of

the national needs when making regional

decisions.

Intuition backed by experience is an
important component of the decision
making process

The value of Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) to

4 The Puhoi to Wellsford project has been designated as
one of the seven roads of national significance. The
objectives of the project are:

• To enhance inter-regional and national economic growth
and productivity;

• To improve movement of freight and people between
Auckland and Northland;

• To improve the connectivity between the medium to
long term growth areas in the northern Rodney area
(Warkworth and Wellsford); and

• To improve the reliability of transport network through a
more robust and safer route between Auckland and
Northland.

A range of wider economic benefits have been assessed
in the business case for the project.
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help prioritise projects within a specific sector

or programme was generally acknowledged.

There was, however, a consistent lack of

reliance on, or confidence in what the CBA

provided, particularly where wider economic

benefits were perceived to be involved. It was

considered that in the private sector costs and

benefits are more easily quantified and

analysis is usually based purely on financial

considerations. But even here the main benefit

was seen as a means of prioritising projects

and not as the sole decision-making criterion.

Consistently intuition was viewed as an

important and ongoing part of the decision-

making process. In this context intuition would

appear to be seen as the combination of

experience and awareness of a broad range of

non-tangible factors and an underlying strate-

gic intent. This intuition allows the assessment

of a range of strategic and financial benefits in

coming to a final decision. It was clear from

the interview process that this was used to

bridge the perceived gap with regards the

Wider Economic Benefits (WEB’s) and strategic

objectives for the decision maker. It was

interesting that many interviewees said that

they wanted analyses to include (WEBs) but

were wary of the CBAs that did so.5

The interviewees identified a range of per-

ceived issues with CBA including:

• For long-term projects, strategic considera-
tions were considered to be the overriding
priority but this is inconsistent with what
was seen as the current blanket, “high”
discount rate used in the CBA where long-
term benefits and costs have less impact
than short-term benefits and costs.

• And similarly, using a discount rate was
viewed as appropriate for short term 8 -10
years, but not appropriate for longer-term
project outcomes.

• Risk premia are difficult to apply to long-
term, non-realised projects leading to
reduced confidence in the application,

especially where the process is not trans-
parent.

• Analysis does not take into account factors
such as the effect on business confidence.

It was suggested that there needs to be a

good market context with the analysis which

requires market and project experience. It was

suggested that a national ‘Capex Board’ is

formed with the “top five or six people in the

country “ who have delivered large infrastruc-

ture projects to advise on major investments.6

• Big calls are often made intuitively when
there is a lack of confidence in the CBA
provided. Some of the decision makers felt
that they had an intuitive feel for network
effects and benefits.

• For large capital infrastructure projects we
need to consider a longer payback time.
The short-term return on investment that
the private sector demands and to a lesser
extent the public sector demands is quite
often not appropriate.

• Suggested that whole of life asset planning
is often talked about but rarely in the
experience of an interviewee is it actually
done.

• Another interviewee suggested a greater
centralization of major Capital expenditure
projects with regional control of minor
capital expenditure to better understand
whole of life costs e.g. equipment in
hospitals plus operational costs managed
locally or regionally.

• Downside risks are often paid scant
attention and don’t get documented. The
passion of the project drivers take over and
they have to make it work (a point which
correlate strongly with research findings
about optimism bias (Section 2.1.n).

Broader societal measures should be
considered in the evaluation process

It was a commonly held view that WEBs need

to be considered when evaluating projects, and

while it was often commented that there were

a range of measures currently used that did

not provide a useful means for comparison,

there was little suggestion on what these

measures might look like.

5  There was clearly a paradox here, which may highlight a
number of causes, such as:

• a lack of understanding/communication of what and how
WEB’s are included in the CBA;

• the WEB’s included are not in line with those the decision
maker uses;

• there is a lack of confidence in, or a lack of
understanding of the calculation of the benefits and
costs.

6 It was noted that the Infrastructure Advisory Board could
perform this function.
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Several interviewees stated the belief that a

“healthy” society can be measured. A message

from several of the interviewees was; we need

to separate out the social areas, break them

down into measurable components and

measure the outcomes in these respective

areas when evaluating projects. But, it was

noted that the social benefits derived from

physical infrastructure projects “take a long

time to effect” in a way which can be meas-

ured.

It was also noted by several interviewees that

acting commercially did not mean being driven

solely by the lowest cost. There was an

awareness of wider commercial benefits that

could be achieved in the context of market

advantage, which could be used in the finan-

cial analysis and project decision making.

The impact on business confidence
and perception not well understood in
the evaluation process

Business confidence and reputation for being

able to manage investment risks were consid-

ered by the interviewees to be very important

to the economy, both nationally and regionally.

Investment in infrastructure was regarded as an

enabler for commercial growth and supporting

future investment. Stable public policy on

infrastructure development and pricing regula-

tion were seen to support ongoing investment

as investors were better able to quantify risks

and returns.

The electricity industry was mentioned by

several interviewees as an area where business

perception and confidence were very much

linked to the level of investment in infrastruc-

ture for both generation and distribution. Some

of the interviewees’ statements included:

• The amount of electricity we “need” is
driven by cost. All customers make their
own decisions based on real costs.

• The decision to invest in generation is
essentially a private business decision. It is
very dependent on there being continuity
of pricing systems.

• There is public interest in generation
capacity and there is currently a concern
that not enough might be built. This
intangible lack of confidence of there not
being enough generating or transmission

capacity is not a benefit or factor that is
taken into account in decision making at
government level.

• Transmission / distribution is a monopoly
and everyone has an interest in it. It is
easy to “wastefully” (perception) spend lots
of money on transmission investment. E.g.
Ireland who have invested in a 400 KVA
backbone and they have same population
as New Zealand and a more compact
country. They have chosen as public policy
to have a high level of redundancy or spare
capacity in their system.

• The evaluation approach in New Zealand
uses Value of Lost Load (VOLL) that
determines the cost of not supplying. It
doesn’t take into account the effect of any
ongoing loss of confidence to business or
others when supply fails.

The problem was stated, though; how do you

measure perception, which is the important

contributor to confidence. Confidence of

investors is an important contributing factor for

committing to future projects.

Require the ability to engage the best
qualified people and expertise to both
analyse and deliver the projects

One of the consistent comments received was

the use of peer review and experience, to bring

wider network and market perspectives to the

decision-making. In short, getting the right

people. In the private sector when considering

an infrastructure investment the management

is heavily tested and there is no restraint on

getting the right expertise involved and

communication is very open.

In the public sector political needs regularly

dictate the degree in who is involved and

which options and ultimately decisions can be

debated. This may lead to the often perceived

lack of confidence in the reports that are

provided by officers to decision-makers.

The biggest influences on a positive project

outcome are made at the early stages of

projects. The decisions are often made by

passionate and well-meaning people but who

are without the required expertise and market

context. On large (greater then $100m) infra-

structure projects it was consistently suggested

that people with relevant past experience to

the scale of the proposed project be involved
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in the planning and decision making

Other interviewee’s suggestions included;

• That there should also be an element of
continuity of key people on these large
projects in order to retain knowledge from
the initial stages of assessment.

• Creating a legal and or structural separation
between the high level management of the
delivery teams and Governance body
greatly limits the risks of political interfer-
ence; This means, that once the politicians
have made a decision then they should not
be able to interfere with the detailed
implementation of that decision.

• Put in someone between the Board and the
project who has the project management
background and who is politically and
commercially savvy.

• The project delivery management team
however need to understand the commer-
cial and political drivers for the project so
that they have the context in which to
make their decisions.

• Establish governance gates at concept,
feasibility and preliminary stages of a
project. These reviews to be carried out by
those with relevant experience.

The interviewees gave some case histories

where this separation of Governance and high

level management had worked successfully. An

example included the BOOT delivery mecha-

nism for the Wellington waste water project.

Better utilisation of past experience
and learnings
The interviewees identified what they saw as a

tendency of not asking and understanding

what worked or didn’t work on previous

projects. They asserted that we could better

learn from our past successes and failures and

apply these learning’s in the analysis of future

projects. One of the decision-makers (interest-

ingly) observed that the interview for this

project was the first time anyone had system-

atically explored the learning’s he had gained

from his considerable experience.

Whilst we have a few people who are experi-

enced at major project implementation, there is

also limited knowledge on post project benefit

realisation, which could lead to better confi-

dence in the analysis undertaken in the future.

Whilst benefits realisation is almost always

included in the project process, the long-term

nature of these benefits for most major

infrastructure projects has meant measurement

of these benefits has been limited.

Suggestions to improve practice
The interviewees made some practical sugges-

tions, which they considered, would assist in

making better decisions and delivering better

projects:

Defining the problemDefining the problemDefining the problemDefining the problemDefining the problem

• The Chair and Board need first decide that
there is, in fact, a problem to solve.

• For big projects it can be a complex
problem to solve; and finding a place to
start is somewhat similar to a Sudoku
puzzle.

• Infrastructure projects need to be consid-
ered as part of a network and the benefits
to the network need to be considered in
addition to the project in isolation.

• Make the board aware of all the options
considered by senior management. It is
better that they are rather than these
options being discounted at an early stage
for some narrow technical or cost reasons
without the benefit of considering the
options as part of the bigger landscape.

The planning phaseThe planning phaseThe planning phaseThe planning phaseThe planning phase

• Put good time and experienced resources
into planning and funding requirements.

• The Board needs to understand the project
process but they also need to avoid getting
into management.

• Need governance gates at concept, feasibil-
ity and preliminary stages of a project.
These reviews to be carried out by those
with relevant experience.

Work with management and engage theWork with management and engage theWork with management and engage theWork with management and engage theWork with management and engage the
best people for the project then negotiatebest people for the project then negotiatebest people for the project then negotiatebest people for the project then negotiatebest people for the project then negotiate
the price.the price.the price.the price.the price.

• Get the right engineer at the start of the
project.

• Put in someone between the Board and the
project who has the project management
background and who is politically and
commercially savvy.

• Involve the planners with primary focus on
what is necessary to create efficient
processes before engaging the designers.
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Invest in a detailed scoping documentInvest in a detailed scoping documentInvest in a detailed scoping documentInvest in a detailed scoping documentInvest in a detailed scoping document

• plenty of information and ensure there is a
wide scoping of the investigation as noted
below;

• Provide an economic base (i.e. revenue) for
the project. Major infrastructure projects
have long lives.

• Assess the types of contractors which will
be needed

• Evaluate the risks attached to the project.
These include the RMA, cultural and
community considerations.

• Assess the costs which might arise from the
risks.

• Then get the estimated capital outlay from
a top engineer and a good financing cost.

• Unnecessary compromises are often made
with new facilities when trying to include
existing features. Determine what you have
to spend first then review the needs.

Look at the cost-benefit analysis fromLook at the cost-benefit analysis fromLook at the cost-benefit analysis fromLook at the cost-benefit analysis fromLook at the cost-benefit analysis from
management and obtain an independentmanagement and obtain an independentmanagement and obtain an independentmanagement and obtain an independentmanagement and obtain an independent
economic and financial vieweconomic and financial vieweconomic and financial vieweconomic and financial vieweconomic and financial view

• Funding and cost control important consid-
erations in the decision making process.

• Preferably “major projects should be done
at a time of low interest costs (or low
holding costs) and low inflation”.

MonitoringMonitoringMonitoringMonitoringMonitoring

• Operate in an environment of no surprises
and that covered, commercial, social and
political areas.

• Regular monitoring that is forecast focused
rather than historically focused.

• Progress reporting needs to be transparent,
simple and not only measure work done to
date but also work, time and cost to
complete.

• Make sure there is full cost control;
otherwise the returns are blown out.

Ensure post project reviews take place

• It would be good to know the actual
benefits achieved, both tangible and in
tangible, of other relevant projects.

• The post project benefit realization review
is too seldom done.
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Murray Ellis, Director, Dialogue Consultants Ltd

This paper was produced as part of the New Zealand

Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAENZ) project titled,

Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand: Frameworks

for Decision Making.

Introduction
Conventional cost-benefit analysis (CBA), as applied to

infrastructure investment proposals, usually calculates

the benefits primarily in terms of benefits to users. Hence,

for a road project the benefits are usually dominated by

reductions in time to drive across the new road due to

reduced congestion and distance, plus changes in

accident rates. These are additional to the more directly

measurable effects on users, such as changes in the

operating and maintenance costs for the network and of

the traffic flowing over it, such as vehicle operating costs

and electricity line losses and power quality degradation.

More so than in most other sectors, infrastructure

investments usually have significant effects beyond the

limits of the project, and these also need to be included

in the analysis. To continue the roading example, a change

in the capacity of one section of road will usually have

consequences for congestion on other sections which

may be both beneficial and adverse on different sections.

Electricity transmission networks can display even greater

interactions between links when impedances are changed.

Inclusion of these indirect effects is normal good practice

in CBA work.

The effects of an investment in infrastructure is often

not limited to effects captured by such analysis. Changes

in the quality or service level of the services provided by

a project have consequences that go beyond these direct

benefits to users. The total economic impact of an

infrastructure investment includes these wider effects,

which may be caused by changes in the behaviour of

businesses and people in the hinterland of the project,

now and in the future. However, the catalyst for these

changes is the infrastructure investment as described by

BERL1:

“The main wider economic changes which specific
infrastructure investment projects cause in their
directly-affected geographic or industrial area of
the economy are in economic behaviours. The
four main categories affected are:

• location behaviour, and thus land use, urban
form and urban density;

• business behaviour which changes the profile
of industries in a given location;

• residential and labour participation
behaviour; and

• demand for, and usage of transport modes
and other infrastructure services.

These wider economic changes generated by
infrastructure investments revolve around changes
made possible in urban density, incidence of
access to infrastructure services, and thus
increases in economic activity and land values.
There is interaction among these factors.”

The existence of wider economic effects (WEBs) is most

often examined in relation to transport projects, but can

occur in any sector. In an ideal market, with perfect

competition, all the wider benefits would be expressed

in the direct user benefits. The direct benefits would

then neither magnify nor diminish as they pass through

the economy. No real world market matches that ideal,

but the degree of deviation varies greatly. Since the

primary source of wider effects is the existence of

imperfect competition they are most likely to be

significant when the sector is a local monopoly. An

example where this is significant and appreciated is

Melbourne Water. This is a monopoly utility which builds

and operates water infrastructure and whose prices are

wholly regulated by a commission. There is wide

community involvement in the process and an acceptance

by government of the way wider benefits are valued and

realised. The conclusion to be drawn is that wider

economic benefits may be incorporated where

infrastructure is regulated by an effective industry

regulator and where there is integrity in the relationship.2

New Zealand has preferred a more generic regulation

model. A result has been a lack of development of

innovative methods to handle projects where wider

economic, social and environmental effects is involved.

In principle, one could trace the direct impacts of a

scheme, such as time and cost savings to users, as the

consequences of these work through the economy. In

reality that is a near impossible task.

There are two basically different approaches to assessing

1 BERL CAENZ Final 100511[1].doc 2 Based on discussions between John Boshier with Melbourne Water.
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the full consequences of infrastructure investments, which

can be characterised as bottom up or top-down:

• augmented cost-benefit assessment to incorporate
the wider effects; and

• using a macro-economic model to assess the overall
change in the whole economy resulting from adding
the project.

These methods are alternatives. A macro-economic model

cannot be used to obtain the additional values that should

be added to a cost-benefit assessment. It is not possible

to determine which parts of the economic changes

indicated by a model are part of the user effects already

included in the CBA and which are the additional parts.

Augmented Cost-Benefit
Assessment
In this approach the specific wider benefits are identified

and, to the extent practicable, assessed. In general, these

benefits derive from induced changes in the location of

activities, with productivity effects, the nature of the

productive activities in the region, the level of labour

force participation and the utilisation of other forms of

infrastructure.

The UK Department for Transport (DfT) undertook a

research programme into the means of dealing with this

issue and prepared a paper identifying and describing

ways of quantifying wider effects in relation to transport

projects3. The Wider Economic Impacts thus estimated

are now a component of the DfT’s New Approach to

Appraisal (NATA)4.

A widely used typology of the various benefits and the

analytical procedures for capturing them is illustrated in

Figure 1. The productivity gains are the impacts that

show as changes to GDP. The non-work user and other

benefits (or effects) are part of the project’s economic

welfare effects and included in a conventional CBA, but

are outside GDP.

The sources of these effects can be classified as5,6:

• agglomeration effects;

• mitigating existing market failures;

• increased output in imperfectly competitive markets;
and

• technology and knowledge transfer.

Agglomeration effects

Reductions in the barriers between movement and

communication between locations assists the

development of closer production linkages. In sectors

where there are economies of scale, this results in

productivity improvements, giving an increase in the

efficiency as well as the volume of production. Reduced

barriers also enable businesses to relocate their

operations to more centralised locations to further gain

economies of scale, while still being able to access the

4 http://www.dft.gov.uk/webtag/documents/project-manager/
unit2.7.2.php

5 A detailed discussion of these effects is provided in Wider
Economic Impacts of Transport Investments in New Zealand, Report
forthcoming. A report prepared for NZTA by Steer Davies Gleave.

6 A more academic discussion is provided by Vickerman and De
Bruijn Ch 4&5.

Figure 1: Relationship between conventionally measured benefits, wider economic benefits and productivity gains

3 Transport, Wider Economic Benefits and Impacts on GDP, to be
found at http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://
www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/economics/rdg/webia/
transportwidereconomicbenefi3137
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resources (such as labour, materials and components)

they need from the hinterland. A result of this effect is

that improved transport and communications tends to

lead to a higher degree of concentration of economic

activity in those areas that already have the highest

concentrations. Hence, when the connecting infrastructure

is improved activities tend to gravitate from outer to

inner areas of cities and from country towns into the

cities and from small cities to large ones.

As shown in Figure 1, agglomeration benefits are a wider

economic effect that represents tangible impacts on the

economy and productivity growth. They are also fully

additional to the benefits captured in conventional CBA

appraisal.

Competition

Competition benefits are mainly a result of transport

and/or communications improvements. They come in two

types:

• increased competition as a result of better infra-
structure; and

• increased output in imperfectly-competitive markets.

Increased competition

Reduced barriers between separated areas can bring the

producers in those are into greater competition with each

other by providing buyers with a wider range of alternative

suppliers. This intensified competition can induce firms

to make greater efforts to reduce their costs and prices,

and to better match their products to the preferences of

their customers.

Imperfect competition

The agglomeration effects are more pronounced if there

is imperfect competition, so that the larger business

participants have market power. The infrastructure

improvement can enable the reach of this market power

to be extended, with potentially adverse effects. This

consequence can be offset by the increased competition

between firms described above, which are enabled to

access resources and market products over larger areas

with greater overlaps. On occasion this process can

introduce competition into areas previously the preserve

of a local monopoly.

In a densely-developed economy, the competition effects

are usually less significant than the benefits from greater

concentration. These come less from economies within

the industry but more from proximity to complementary

resources: people with specialised skills and businesses,

shared R&D, and an increased range of knowledge,

research and culture. In a low density country, like New

Zealand, the competition effects may be more significant.

In their literature review7 Steer Davies Gleave state that:

“In New Zealand, however, there are indeed

concerns about how lack of integration between

regions affect competition. The population density

is a fraction of that of the UK and the economic

geography is one of many small urban centres.

McCann (2009) argues that the consequences of

this regional disparity are worsened by high

spatial transaction costs, giving rise to small

markets with a much higher potential for local

monopolies to develop.”

Labour Market

Improved transport links make possible commuting from

a wider area into concentrations of employment, such as

the central city, giving businesses there access to a greater

pool of labour. This increases competition in the labour

market and gives access to more skilled labour, which

the firms are able to use more productively due to their

greater scale and access to complementary resources. In

principle, this is just a particular example of an imperfect

competition effect, but its social significance makes it

worth a separate mention.

Some of the effect comes from diversion of labour toward

more productive work than its previous employment,

but a reduction in commuting costs can also cause

additional individuals to choose to work. This is a

response to an increase in the net returns from being

employed. Productivity is improved since the time and

cost of commuting are a deterrence to increased

productivity.

User benefits in the form of time savings to people while

at work or commuting are usually valued at their gross

hourly income rate. There is an assumption that this

time is not productive (other than in completing the

journey) and that productive uses for this time are

available if there is any reduction in the amount required

for this travel. The labour market is not perfectly

competitive. Consequently businesses are generally able

to charge more for their products and services than what

they cost to produce. As a result a worker’s time in terms

of what could be produced and sold is somewhat more

valuable to the business than the cost of employing

that person. This creates a wedge between the private

and social returns to work. The gain to the business

from freeing up travel time will exceed the value of the

individual’s income. Notes at the back of this paper

provide more detail on some of these effects.

7 Op cit.
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Taxation

As noted above, there is a net gain to a business from

freed up travel time. The taxation on this gain is a social

benefit external to the firm and missed by conventional

analysis. This is primarily the tax on the workers’ wages

and salaries.

Technology and knowledge transfer

Another example of an imperfect competition effect is

the interchange of knowledge. Transport’s role is to

connect people and places and increasing the interaction

between economic actors can facilitate an increased

transfer of knowledge8.

A potentially significant case of this is the effect of

incoming foreign investment, initially increasing

competition, but eventually resulting in the transfer of

knowledge and working practices that enhance the

productivity of the sector as a whole. In practice evidence

of the magnitude of both the link between foreign

investment and productivity, and that between the

provision of infrastructure and increased foreign

investment, is little more than anecdotal.

Trade Gains
Decreases in transport costs can facilitate increases in

exports and imports, yielding gains in productivity through

increased specialisation and the exploitation of

comparative advantage. This effect is only likely to be

noticeable in relation to links to sea and airports.

Project scale
There is, of course, a tendency for larger projects to

result in greater wider benefits and other effects.

Nevertheless, the size of the wider benefits are not

proportional to the project scale. Some small projects

can have disproportionately large effects. Projects that

creating a new linkage ‘bridging’ between locations

previously only tortuously connected are particularly likely

to have this result. On the other hand, some large-scale

projects can have little impact on any of these effects.

This is a warning against the use of output elasticity

measures in macro-economic modelling, and how they

can give misleading results.

Assessment of Wider Effects
The UK Department for Transport, under its Research

and Development of Guidance programme, is developing

its New Approach to Appraisal. Their website9 states

that “The possibility of including these impacts in

appraisal was first considering in SACTRA (1999)10 and

subsequently the Eddington Study (2006)11.” This work

has resulted in the publication of a paper12 that provides

a step-by-step guide to the assessment of WEBs. This

works through each effect in turn specifying the process

by which it may be estimated.

The most important is usually the agglomeration benefit.

A formula is provided for calculating this in terms of

each pair of areas affected by the project. The calculation

requires information or estimation for each area of:

• effective density of employment;

• productivity elasticity with respect to effective density;

• GDP per worker; and

• workplace-based employment.

Of these the productivity elasticity with respect to effec-

tive density is the most likely to be problematical in

relation to data acquisition, but methods of estimating

the elasticities are available. The combination of the

induced change in employment density with the produc-

tivity elasticity gives the agglomeration elasticity of each

area.

The geographical scope of agglomeration benefits is much

wider than the immediate area around the infrastructure

and a major new transport link can have impacts across

much of an urban area and its immediate hinterland. In

general the main gains accrue to the denser urban areas

that can now more easily access, or be accessed by,

other firms or workers within the larger conurbation.

Reductions in the cost of commuting encourages people

to take up jobs further away from where they live and

that these are typically in higher value added activities.

Changes in commuting costs can be considered equiva-

lent to changes in wages, consequently the benefits to

productivity from reducing commuting cost and/or dis-

tance can be assessed:

• the increase in the number of people working from
evidence of labour supply responses to changing
wages; and

• the shift in the choices people make in where they
choose to work.  In most cases these will be toward
more productive jobs as these will offer the better
rates of pay.  These can be estimated using land use
– transport interaction (LUTI) models or by a simpler

8 Steer Davies Gleave, op cit.

9 Wider impacts in transport appraisal, http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/
economics/rdg/webia/

10 Standing Advisory Committee for Trunk Road Assessment, http://
www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/economics/sactra/?view=Standard

11 The Eddington Transport Study, http://www.dft.gov.uk/about/
strategy/transportstrategy/eddingtonstudy/

12 Transport, Wider Economic Benefits and Impacts on GDP, op cit.
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approach treating model forecasts of travel to work
as proxy for employment.

An effect that needs to be allowed for is that these

individuals’ willingness to pay for commuting time sav-

ings is lower than the productivity gains, which is not

taken account of in the conventional appraisal.  This is

because welfare gains are net of the increased personal

costs of giving up spare time.  And individuals’ willing-

ness to pay for commuting time savings is lower than

the productivity gains, because of labour related taxa-

tion.  These additional benefits are estimated for the UK

at 30% to 40% of the labour market productivity gains.

This effect would be less in New Zealand due to the

lower levels of payroll taxation here.

A trial application of this methodology commissioned by

the NZTA examined the Waterview motorway extension

project13. This established the workability of the procedure

in New Zealand. The wider economic effects calculated in

that study add another $250m, or 23%, to the

conventionally captured benefits. This should not be taken

as representative of the results that might be obtained for

other projects.

Application to other infrastructure sectors
The methodology described above is specific to transport.

The same general principles apply in other sectors, but

the specific effects have not been articulated. This would

be relatively straightforward in the case of electricity

transmission and water, since only a single commodity

is being transported. Applying the process to

telecommunications would be much more demanding.

Not only are the wider effects potentially far reaching,

but the proposed increase in capacity is very large.

Nevertheless the process is applicable at least in principle.

Whether the process could be developed to apply to

health and education has not been seriously examined.

Macro-Economic Modelling
There are alternative types of macro-economic models

that might be deployed in the service of project

assessment. At one time, input-output modelling was

widely used. This has fallen into comparative disfavour

due largely to the difficulty of modelling technological

change. The underlying tables specify a fixed technology

per industry. This has led to the construction of

computable general equilibrium (CGE) models. These are

considerably more flexible although, like any model, they

have built-in simplifying assumptions. A critical one for

CGE modelling is that the modelled economy is in neo-

classical equilibrium, so that the output of each industry

is equated to demand through price-based competition14.

Infrastructure investments nearly always have an

important locational attribute. Unlike an investment such

as a factory, moving an infrastructure investment to a

different location would usually radically change its costs

and benefits. Most macro-economic models do not

incorporate any sense of location. This severely constrains

their ability to represent the effects of a specific

infrastructure investment.

One approach to overcome this constraint, at least in

part, is Spatial Computable General Equilibrium (SCGE)

modelling. SCGE modelling was researched during the

1990s and operational models were first developed

around 10 years ago, but with issues still requiring further

work15. These models have been designed and built

specifically for dealing with transport project appraisal.

Little conceptual change would be needed to enable

such models to deal with the transport of electricity,

water or information. At this stage, SCGE modelling must

be regarded as still somewhat experimental and not ready

for serious use. Building a SCGE model would also be a

very large task.

Computable general equilibrium (CGE) modelling has a

longer history and is in widespread practical use. It is

severely constrained in its ability to represent the

location-related aspects of specific infrastructure projects.

They have been extensively used in Queensland, where

a modelling unit has been established within the State

Treasury. The reported opinion of the Queensland

Treasury16 is that “CGE models have proved useful for

major classes of projects which have widespread

economic benefit” but that “CGE models are not useful

for particular projects within these classes of investment”.

Setting up a CGE model suited to the evaluation of

infrastructure projects is a challenging task. For some

sectors, such as roads, the basic data do not exist in

presently published data and would require considerable

work to extract, verify and incorporate into a model.

CGE modelling has inherent problems in modelling

industries such as roads, water and social infrastructure

that deliver their services largely on a non-market basis.

Roads have the additional issue that much of the traffic

using the road is on own account and hence even the

service that uses the infrastructure is not sold. Modelling

is not impossible, but requires that a high proportion of

13 Waterview - Interim Report v2, Steer Davies Gleave, Jan 2008.

14 Sanderson K, Nana G, Infrastructure Investment Decisions: Place of
Wider Economic Benefits, BERL 2010.

15 A useful description is provided by Pitfalls and Solutions in the
Application of Spatial Computable General Equilibrium Models for
Transport Appraisal, Travasszy, L.A. er al, 2002. Published by the
Association for European Transport and available from http://
www.etcproceedings.org/paper/download/574.

16 091127 Visit to the Queensland Government.doc
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the modelled transactions must be imputed. Obtaining

sufficient information as a basis for this is problematic.

Such models have more ready application in industries

such as electricity and telecommunications where the

infrastructure services are market commodities. Even so,

in the case of electricity, there is a problem in that the

infrastructure component of that industry, i.e. the

transmission and distribution of electricity, is price

regulated on a cost basis, and transmission is also volume

regulated. Hence a CGE model’s assumption of market

equilibrium is not fully satisfied. Whether the generation

and retail components of electricity industry are in any

approximation of market equilibrium is subject to frequent

dispute. Similar, but less severe, issues arise in respect

of the information transport component of the

telecommunications industry.

BERL undertook an exploratory application of their

existing computable general equilibrium (CGE) model to

the question of the effects of accelerated infrastructure

investment. The model was not formulated to address

this question and would need to be significantly

respecified before it could effectively do so, beyond

demonstrating the principle.

Distributional Effects
Wider economic effects are usually estimated on a

national basis, but are not usually evenly distributed

across the country. Infrastructure building tends to result

Figure 2: Agglomeration Gains 2016

in changes in the location of activities and the wider

economic effects derive from resulting increases in

productivity. There is a marked tendency for the location

changes to be towards the highest existing concentrations

of economic activity and away from peripheral areas.

This is well illustrated by the examination of the effects

of the Waterview project17. This showed appreciable

increases in economic activity in areas immediately

around and to the north of the project, and in central

Auckland. Parts of Waitakere and Manukau cities

experience negative impacts, as can be seen in Figure

218. Employment is also redistributed with gains in

Auckland city matched by reductions in the other

Territorial Authority areas.

In the Waterview case these negative impacts are small,

but that is not necessarily the case. No other studies of

wider project effects have been done in New Zealand

but studies overseas have suggested that agglomeration

benefits have an important role in deciding the location

of significant employment facilities. A study of the location

of Japanese investments in the USA supported “the

hypothesis that industry-level agglomeration benefits play

an important role in location decisions.”19

17 Steer Davies Gleave, op cit.

18 From Steer Davies Gleave, op cit.

19 K. Head, J. Ries and D. Swenson, Agglomeration benefits and
location choice: Evidence from Japanese manufacturing investments
in the United States, Journal of International Economics Volume 38,
Issues 3-4, May 1995.
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A distributional effect of a different kind is the effects on

wage and salary rates and other incomes. As noted in the

Labour Market section above, the initial effect of an

improvement to a transport linkage may be an increase

in labour competition, thereby tending to reduce wages.

This effect is likely to be short term effect only, if it occurs

at all, reversing as business expansion due to the

agglomeration benefits increases the demand for labour.

Land Values

In certain types of projects, primarily those involving large

changes over a compact area, or those providing

infrastructure where none previously existed, it may be

feasible to estimate the changes in land values that will

result. Land valuation is a capitalisation of the net benefits

from land use. Consequently the change in land values

encapsulates the net economic benefits resulting from

implementing the project. Since these are the same

benefits as are estimated by a CBA or by modelling, land

value changes must not be combined with the valuations

obtained by these other methods. Since ex ante estimates

of land value changes are not often reliable, and the

relationship with project benefits is disturbed by taxation

and the speculative possibilities of follow-on projects,

land values are not normally used on their own, but can

provide an alternative indication of project values.
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1 Summary  

1.1 The Task 

1. In the current programme of work on decision-making for infrastructure investment, 

BERL was asked, by CAENZ, to look at wider economic benefits of infrastructure 

investments, taking into account that these investments can be developmental and 

transformational to the economy and the country.  The hypothesis is that impacts of 

these investments are not adequately assessed by the simple direct and indirect costs 

and benefits of each project analysed in isolation.   

2. BERL was also asked to explore the use of an existing Computable General Equilibrium 

(CGE) model to assess the wider economic impacts of infrastructure investment at the 

macroeconomic level.  BERL was asked to use the CGE model to assist identify the 

sectors in which wider economic benefits may be examined in more detail. 

1.2 The context 

3. Infrastructure investment decisions are ideally made in various sectors using 

methodologies which enable competent and reasonable comparisons among projects in 

the sector, and benchmarks that can be applied across sectors.  Cost Benefit Analysis 

(CBA) has been developed to a relatively high degree, however there are many sectors 

in New Zealand where infrastructure investment decisions are made without reference to 

thorough, robust CBA.   In practice CBA can be used to determine the Cost Benefit Ratio 

(CBR) of a project in isolation to compare this with a hurdle rate of CBR, and if the 

project clears the hurdle it is financed.  Or where a strategic decision is made to invest, 

CBA can be used to identify the best of several alternative project solutions. 

4. CBA aims to measure the impacts of a particular project on the costs and benefits 

generated directly and indirectly by the project.  With infrastructure projects, especially 

those implemented as part of an integrated development programme, it is difficult to 

decide the limits as to what indirect benefits are attributable to the project.  This fact has 

generated the realisation that for some projects (and this is particularly so for 

infrastructure projects) there are wider economic benefits that should be considered in 

project investment decision-making 

1.3 Generation of wider economic benefits 

5. Where an infrastructure project, or a set of integrated infrastructure projects, is 

developmental and/or transformational it can, over time, bring about basic changes in 

the directly-affected economy that can create benefits substantially wider than those 

measured as direct impacts of the project.  These wider benefits may be caused by 
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changes in the behaviour of businesses and people in the hinterland of the project now 

and in the future.  However, the catalyst for these changes is the infrastructure 

investment. 

6. The analysis of the wider economic benefits can be viewed top-down from an economy-

wide view; or alternatively bottom-up, tracing the wider benefits deriving from the core 

project.  The top-down analysis models the impacts or benefits across the whole national 

economy, and therefore is particularly relevant to investments in economy-wide 

infrastructure networks 

7. The main wider economic changes which specific infrastructure investment projects 

cause in their directly-affected geographic or industrial area of the economy are in 

economic behaviours. The four main categories affected are: 

• Location behaviour, and thus land use, urban form and urban density; 

• Business behaviour which changes the profile of industries in a given location; 

• Residential and labour participation behaviour; and  

• Demand for, and usage of transport modes and other infrastructure services. 

8. These wider economic changes generated by infrastructure investments revolve around 

changes made possible in urban density, incidence of access to infrastructure services, 

and thus increases in economic activity and land values.  There is interaction among 

these factors. 

9. The ‘windfall gain’ in land values of properties benefitting from increased access to 

infrastructure services can, via negotiated appropriation of a part of the associated 

‘windfall gain’ in TLA property rates, in some cases, provide a vehicle for some partial 

funding of the infrastructure investment. This is a real relative benefit due to the project 

rather than a conceptual, modelled benefit derived from the projections in a standard 

CBA. 

10. Other wider economic benefits being explored include the role of infrastructure as a 

‘lead’ investment rather than a ‘lag’ investment; identifying how users and non-users 

capture value from infrastructure investment; and benefits from networks in terms of 

service quality and not just quantity.  

11. The evolution of integrated urban development programmes and integrated 

infrastructure investments with broad economic and social content implies an increased 

necessity to adequately assess the wider economic benefits of these projects and 

programmes as they compete for limited investment funds. 

1.4 Modelling national benefits 

12. A key objective of this report is to explore the possible application of the measurement of 

wider economic benefits, utilising a Computable General Equilibrium model (CGE model) 

of the economy-wide effects of infrastructure investment.  The objective is to explore 
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ways in which the CGE impact measurement can assist infrastructure decision-making.  

It was not within the requested scope of this research to design a CGE model specific to 

this purpose, therefore this top-down exploratory analysis will use the existing BERL 

CGE model of the New Zealand economy as a ‘pilot’. 

13. In the situation which exists in New Zealand where some sectors have well-established, 

relatively sophisticated CBA systems, and others have little, it is not possible to decide 

between projects in different sectors using a CBR benchmark as a hurdle rate.  In this 

situation it can be useful to obtain a general picture of the wider economic benefits of 

infrastructure investments in each sector using an economy-wide model.   

14. This top-down approach can explore the impacts across the whole economy of 

investment in a large project; a number of projects in a given ‘class’ of project, or a 

sector; or a set of projects designed to generate integrated economic and/or regional 

development.  The CGE model simulates the operation of the economy and so can 

generate scenarios of the future shape of the whole economy with and without the 

investment. The model runs then measure the change caused by the investment, which 

shifts the economy at some time in future, from its baseline equilibrium to a new 

equilibrium at that time.  The difference between these two economies is due to the 

impact of the investment. 

15. In some jurisdictions like Queensland, the CGE model has been used to show the ‘story’ 

of the impacts on their economy with and without an infrastructure investment scenario. 

1.5 Critical data and assumptions 

16. One of the strengths of good practice CGE modelling, is that it challenges and makes 

explicit core assumptions.  Two main assumptions needing sound exploration are: 

• Future population size, with and without the investment, allowing for investment-

stimulated endogenous growth; and 

• Future population behaviours in business, urban form, work, and infrastructure use. 

17. The population projections made as the basis for CBA of infrastructure projects use one 

of the number standard projections provided by Statistics NZ.  Most analyses use the 

Medium, Medium, Medium projection.  The actual population change over the fifteen 

years between that last four Census years 1991 to 2006 has exceeded the High, High 

High projection made in 1991.  The actual population growth rate has been 1.12% per 

annum compound over the fifteen years. 

18. Present population projections for the fifty years to 2061 give a population in 2061 

ranging from 4.7 million people to 6.6 million people.  If the population behaviour over 

these 50 years is the same as it has been over the last 15 years, the population in 2061 

would be 8.1 million. 
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19. This difference is substantial and a programme of investment in infrastructure could well 

stimulate economic growth and sustain net inward migration at a level that would see a 

population of 8 million people achieved by 2061.  

1.6 Exploring infrastructure investments with a CGE model 

20. The results of our exploratory analyses indicate that the present specification of the 

BERL CGE model can show the main impacts across the economy of increased capital 

in infrastructure industries or sectors.  Importantly, the exploratory analyses also indicate 

that additional information, data exploration, and specification is required to obtain a true 

comparison of the impact on the whole economy of similar-sized investments in the main 

sectors of infrastructure.  We note this as a limitation of this analysis; it is not a limitation 

to the effective use of a well specified CGE model. 

21. The CGE model will not generate a novel outcome for the economy by endogenously 

increasing the productivity of an industry.  The productivity gains must be determined 

from first principles (as is the case with CBA analyses), and these gains specified in the 

model.  In jurisdictions that use them widely, as in Queensland, the CGE models are 

used generally with the intention to flesh out the ‘story’ of the trade-offs and wider 

benefits that make up the economic impacts. 

22. Where infrastructure investments are investments in the trunk networks of road, rail, 

electricity, telecommunications and water, it will be necessary to separate these 

networks from the service provision industries based on the networks.   The BERL CGE 

model (and the description of capital stock that underlies it) treats the trunk transmission 

and service provision as a single industry.  The reason for this is that national statistics 

on which the present model is based do not provide the necessary differentiation 

between the network and the service provision. The information on capital stock in the 

networks is not readily ‘unbundled’ from the capital for service provision in the present 

Statistics NZ datasets. 

23. The network as, for example, the roads can be specified as a separate, and related 

industry. This does not provide any major difficulties, but in the case of roads, the 

coefficients of the combined industries will be different from those of the existing stand-

alone Road Freight industry, which presumably includes some part of the road network.  

It will be necessary to specify these separate network industries if it is desired to 

examine the economic impact of extension of the networks.  An example of such an 

extension is the present ‘Roads of National Significance’. These roads have been 

selected for their national significance, and it is therefore logical to measure their impacts 

on the whole economy. 

24. Analysis of the economic impacts are readily shown where any investment is purely an 

expansion in size of the present, integrated industry.  However where the investment 
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addition has different characteristics from the existing industry, then it will be necessary 

to create a new industry with well-specified characteristics in the investment addition.   

1.7 Impacts of main infrastructure sectors 

25. The CGE model was used to test the pattern of impacts from additional capital stock of 

$5 billion in the main infrastructure provision sectors in 2021.  These scenarios with 

increased capital stock in the infrastructure sectors were compared with a standard 

Baseline projection of the economy in 2021. The changes made to the Baseline 

projection were only the increases in capital stock.  

26. The various provisos discussed above must be applied when interpreting these 

illustrative results. 

27. The main CGE model scenarios run were  

• Transport (road freight, and road passenger industries) 

• Telecommunications 

• Electricity 

• A balanced increase in capital stock of the three above. 

28. The increased capital stock in these infrastructure provision sectors generated a level of 

GDP in 2021 greater than the Baseline scenario by between 0.4% and 1.7%.  The 

numbers are not important here, because a tight specification of these networks and 

services would see them change somewhat.  Specifically in the transport example there 

are two road transport industries in the statistics for the input-output model specification, 

but no separate ‘industry’ for the road network.  This implies a specification change in 

the model for analysing road infrastructure, and we discuss that below.  

29. Looking past the level of the numbers, this work does illustrate that the impact of 

increased capital stock can be measured as core economic  impacts on GDP, household 

consumption, investment, the fiscal balance and the foreign trade balance. 

30. Other economic factors shown include the types of exports, consumer prices, income 

distribution and employment by occupations.  The pattern of exports increased as 

investment in each infrastructure was increased (and thus as unit cost of the service 

reduced) are as would be expected.  

31. We also tested sensitivity to diminishing returns to increased investment in infrastructure.  

When the capital stock of the balanced investment in infrastructure was increased by 

50%, most parameters increased by about 40%.  This indicates some diminishing 

returns, but they are not greatly diminished. 

32. The BERL CGE model uses population and demographic projections from other 

sources.  The model outputs then indicate the total FTEs employed in 2021 under the 

different scenarios.  At that point one can do a reality check to test whether the 
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employment levels and implied labour force participation rates, net migration rates etc 

are likely to be sufficient to provide that labour supply. 

33. Again we make the proviso that the actual numbers would change with targetted 

specification of the physical infrastructure industries and networks.  The indications from 

these analyses are that, making conservative assumptions on the complementary 

investments required, there is reason to believe that even at a high discount rate of 8%, 

these investments could generate a BCR of the order of 4 or 5. 

34. We now summarise some of the specification changes that could enable the BERL CGE 

framework to more effectively analyse specific capital expansion in future in the main 

infrastructure sectors.  

35. The national data for road transport contain the road freight industry and the road 

passenger industry.  Statistics NZ have indicated that these industries do not contain 

any of the capital of the road network, and that roads are included in the ‘Central 

Government’ industry.  However the amount of capital stock in the ‘Central Government’ 

industry appears insufficient to contain the road network and other Central Government 

capital, and it will therefore be essential to ‘unbundle’ the road component to adequately 

analyse the impacts of programmes like Roads of National Significance.. 

36. The telecommunications and electricity sectors have been modelled accurately in their 

present form by BERL's CGE model because the statistics exist and telecommunications 

are fully traded commodities.  The present ‘industries’ specified in the model include the 

generation, transmission networks and distribution functions.  The major new capital in 

these sectors in coming years will be, in telecommunications new networks, including 

fibre optic with ability to support Ultra Fast Broadband (UFB).  In electricity, we expect 

more widely-distributed generation, like wind farms with higher unit costs that the 

average in the present hydro-based system 

37. For each of these departures it will be necessary to specify new ‘industries’ in the CGE 

framework to reflect the different costs, linkages and capabilities. 

38. In telecommunications the new networks like Fibre To The Home (FTTH) have different 

potential interactions with other delivery systems, and with end use services and 

applications.  It is these services and applications that generate the changes in 

economic (and social) impacts from telecommunications.  Therefore to explore the 

impacts of these new networks and opportunities it would be extremely valuable to 

research and introduce more detailed specifications of the way the telecommunications 

networks and services are handled in the CGE modelling framework.  

39. Investigation in the US of national impacts of FTTH including benefits to consumers; to 

health care; to education and to business/ teleworking.
1
  These applications will all have 

                                                        

1
 National Broadband Plan Policy Evaluation.  CSMG, Boston, USA.  November 2009. 
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wider economic benefits.  For example, teleworking can significantly increase the labour 

force participation rate in certain occupations and/or industries for demographics not 

presently well-represented in the labour force.  The impact of this changed labour force 

availability will have consequential impacts on the whole economy that can only readily 

be modelled in a CGE framework. 

40. This exploratory investigation and analysis is consistent with the findings in the literature
2
 

that investment in public infrastructure generates increased production and productivity 

from the productive private sector. 

41. In addition, with due consideration to the limitations of this study (utilising a CGE model 

that was not specified to task), the analysis showed that utilising CGE modelling to 

assess economic impact enhances decision-making for many infrastructure investments 

by: (a) making assumptions explicit, (b) utilising scenario based analysis, and (c) 

communicating wider economic benefits. 

42. Better infrastructure is one of the six drivers in the Government’s Economic Growth 

Agenda. There is significant investment being made in the infrastructure networks like 

Roads of National Significance, the turnaround of KiwiRail, broadband and energy 

networks.  It would therefore be very beneficial to devote effort to generating ‘unbundled’ 

statistics for physical infrastructure networks such as roads, rail, communications, and 

energy to enable better national analyses to be undertaken. 

 

                                                        

2
 These studies were initiated in the early 1990s with work by the Congressional Budget Office (US), and the OECD.   

A recent example is Economic Policy Reforms: Going for Growth.  OECD, 2009. 
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2 Wider economic benefits of infrastructure 

2.1 The task 

In the current programme of work on decision-making for infrastructure investment, BERL 

was asked, by CAENZ, to look at wider economic benefits of infrastructure investments, 

taking into account that these investments can be developmental and transformational to the 

economy and the country.  The hypothesis is that impacts of these investments are not 

adequately assessed by the simple direct and indirect costs and benefits of each project 

analysed in isolation.   

BERL was also asked to explore the use of an existing Computable General Equilibrium 

(CGE) model to assess the wider economic impacts of infrastructure investment at the 

macroeconomic level.  BERL was asked to use the CGE model to assist identify the sectors 

in which wider economic benefits may be examined in more detail. 

2.2 The context: CBA and wider economic benefits 

 The current New Zealand system of appraisal and evaluation of infrastructure projects has 

been developed using Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) which in its complete form estimates the 

direct cost and benefits and the indirect costs and benefits of the projects. The costs and the 

benefits can also be measured as the tangible costs and benefits, usually able to be 

monetised, and intangible benefits, usually recorded as qualitative benefits, or quantified in 

dimensions other than money.  For example benefits of a health or recreation project may be 

measured as the quantified net Quality Adjusted Life Years saved by a project. 

Infrastructure investment decisions are ideally made in various sectors using methodologies 

which enable competent and reasonable comparisons among projects in the sector, and 

benchmarks that can be applied across sectors.  CBA has been developed to a relatively 

high degree, especially in some sectors like transport.  However there are many sectors in 

New Zealand where infrastructure investment decisions are made without reference to 

thorough, robust CBA.  It is clearly in the interest of optimum investment decisions that the 

performance of CBAs in all sectors is ‘levelled up’ to at least a minimal CBA standard.  This 

would ensure decisions that select soundly among similar project options within those 

sectors, and in relation to benchmarks such as the Cost Benefit Ratio (CBR) between 

sectors. 

The salient point with regard to CBA is that it aims to measure the impacts of a particular 

project on the costs and benefits generated directly and indirectly by the project.  With 

infrastructure projects, especially those implemented as part of an integrated development 
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programme, it is difficult to decide the limits as to what indirect benefits are attributable to the 

project. 

This fact has generated the realisation that for some projects (and this is particularly so for 

infrastructure projects) there are wider economic benefits that should be considered in 

project investment decision-making.   It is generally accepted however, that the need for this 

approach varies between sectors and project types.  The sector which has taken a number 

of steps along this path is transport.
3
 

2.3 Generation of wider economic benefits 

Where an infrastructure project, or a set of integrated infrastructure projects, is 

developmental and/or transformational it can, over time, bring about basic changes in the 

directly-affected economy that can create benefits substantially wider than those measured 

as direct impacts of the project.  These wider benefits may be caused by changes in the 

behaviour of businesses and people in the hinterland of the project now and in the future.  

However, the catalyst for these changes is the infrastructure investment. 

Where a project, or set of projects, is part of integrated development or is transformational, 

the wider benefits can include increasing the attractiveness of the region (and perhaps New 

Zealand) to potential new businesses and residents, thus increasing the population and 

businesses in the economy.  Such increase would be additional to that projected for the 

future, in the standard CBA assessment of the new infrastructure’s effects.  This has been 

called endogenous growth, and is generated by the infrastructure investment.   

The analysis of the wider economic benefits can be viewed top-down from an economy-wide 

view; or alternatively bottom-up, tracing the wider benefits deriving from the core project.  

The top-down analysis models the impacts or benefits across the whole national economy, 

and therefore is particularly relevant to investments in economy-wide infrastructure networks. 

We return to consider the top-down analysis later when we use an existing CGE model to 

explore the national economic impact of investments in infrastructure. 

2.4 Wider economic benefits project-driven 

The main wider economic changes which specific infrastructure investment projects cause in 

their directly-affected geographic or industrial area of the economy are in economic 

behaviours. The four main categories affected are: 

                                                        

3
 Transport and the Economy: Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk Road Assessment (SACTRA), UK, 1999.  

Transport, Wider Economic Benefits and Impacts on GDP, UK Department for Transport, 2005. Decision-making on 
Mega-Projects: Cost-Benefit Analysis, Planning and Innovation, 2008. 
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• Location behaviour, and thus land use, urban form and urban density; 

• Business behaviour which changes the profile of industries in a given location; 

• Residential and labour participation behaviour; and  

• Demand for, and usage of transport modes and other infrastructure services. 

2.4.1 Agglomeration effects 

There is a developed realisation that areas with larger population size and higher urban 

density exhibit higher economic productivity than other areas.  This phenomenon is known 

as the agglomeration effect.  It has been measured in some countries (including New 

Zealand)
4
 and is now included in some CBAs as a wider economic benefit.  This takes 

account of some of these changes in economic behaviours, but by no means all such 

changes. 

2.4.2 Urban density and economic activity 

Research completed by BERL
5
, Ascari and others has shown that in areas of higher urban 

density in New Zealand cities there appears to be strong interaction among the variables of 

industry type (a wider range of higher productivity industries), and higher labour force 

participation rates.  This results in higher levels of economic activity and GDP in these areas 

and also higher land values.  These are higher land values per hectare, but lower land 

values per resident in the higher density urban form
6
.  

2.4.3 Urban density and infrastructure access and land values 

Some aspects of the locational business and residential behaviour changes in relation to 

different levels of Passenger Transport (PT) service and urban density have been 

researched in Auckland.  They are now provided as suggested density levels around 

transport nodes and corridors in the ARC Regional Policy Statement Appendix H.  These 

densities differ according to whether the PT is Rapid Transit, Premium Bus service or a 

Local bus services, and whether the centres are Sub-Regional centres, Town Centres, or 

Corridors. 

                                                        

4
 Agglomeration elasticities in New Zealand, Mare David c, and Daniel J Graham.  NZ Transport Agency Research 

Report 376, 2009. 

5
 Investing for Growth: Economic and Strategic Importance of the Eastern Transport Corridor.  BERL / Auckland CC, 

Manukau CC, Transit NZ. 2004.  And subsequent BERL analyses of impacts of the AMETI project. 

6
 Statement of Evidence of Kelvin Thomas Sanderson , 20 April 2007, before the Joint Hearing Committee under 

the Resource Management Act 1991, in the matter of Changes under the Local Government (Auckland) 
Amendment Act 2004 to the Regional Policy Statement of the Auckland  Regional Council et.al. 
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Recent research by Ascari and Opus International in Auckland has also shown that 

increases in accessibility for areas generate increases in land values in these areas.  This 

gives a sound, observable measure of the market-perceived benefits from the investments to 

increase accessibility.  To that extent it could truly be called a measure of the direct benefit 

from the investment.  However this is not yet recognised as an approach to measuring the 

actual benefits, and so is included as a wider economic benefit. 

The ‘windfall gain’ in land values of properties benefitting from increased access to 

infrastructure services can, via negotiated appropriation of a part of the associated ‘windfall 

gain’ in TLA property rates, in some cases, provide a vehicle for some partial funding of the 

infrastructure investment. This is a real relative benefit due to the project rather than a 

conceptual, modelled benefit derived from the traffic projections in the present, standard 

CBA. 

2.4.4 Other types of wider economic benefits 

The main fundamental driver of wider economic benefits consequent on infrastructure 

investments is the change in land use encouraged, often a consequent change in value of 

the land with access to the infrastructure, and consequent positive business, residential and 

urban form changes.   The land use change is thus the first measure available. 

Infrastructure as a ‘lead’ investment that stimulates provision of other infrastructure 

services, land use change, population increase and thus developmental or transformational 

change.  This contrasts with ‘lag’ infrastructure investment where services are expanded 

to ‘Just-in-Time’ supply service to an existing (or known) expansion in population.  The ‘lag” 

infrastructure  approach tends to under-supply service and therefore reduce development 

potential.  The ‘lead’ infrastructure approach stimulates new economic activity through 

capacity-raising, often effecting short term oversupply of capacity, that attracts and is taken 

up by new users. 

Users and Non-users can capture value from improved infrastructure services.  Where 

infrastructure service(s) are improved, the land and properties with access to the improved 

service may be expected to increase in value.  This will be particularly so where there is 

developmental change which results in increased urban density and economic activity.  

These wider benefits include ‘windfall’ increases in property values mentioned above, that 

could be applied to service the initial investment in the infrastructure.  

There will be other additional benefits in the form of increased business activity for existing 

businesses, but this is more difficult to measure and assess.  
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Network benefits other than capacity. Most infrastructure investments are aimed at 

increasing capacity of the provision of a service, however other changes in service provision 

can increase the reliability of the existing service, delivering economic benefits.  These can 

include improved network operation, demand management by techniques like time-of-day 

charging for access to the service and others. 

2.4.5 Evolution of integrated programmes with w.e.b.’s 

In the developmental setting, the single topic investment projects in developing countries 

were, in the 1960s and 1970s, superseded by integrated rural development projects.  These 

projects expanded production, as well as providing the economic infrastructure to support 

the production, extension advice and the associated processing or marketing.   

In some countries, such as Malaysia, these integrated projects were in turn superseded by 

designation of Regional Development Areas (RDAs), within which not only economic 

infrastructure but social infrastructure and urban centres were planned and co-ordinated by 

the Regional Development Authority created for that purpose.  In these RDAs in Peninsular 

Malaysia those who benefitted, namely the settler families in the smallholder schemes, as a 

group repaid to the RDA the development cost before receiving title to their properties.  

In New Zealand there were ‘green field’ integrated urban development areas in the 1940s-

1960s in such places as Porirua and Otara. In other countries, more recently, some 

substantial urban/social developments are being implemented using Public Private 

Partnerships (PPPs)s and other innovative development approaches. 

An example of such a development in the UK, is the current Building Schools for the Future 

(BSF) programme which represents a new approach to capital investment. It is bringing 

together significant investment in buildings and in ICT in secondary schools over the coming 

years to support the Government's educational reform agenda.   

Through the BSF it is intended to create UK£21.9 billion of capital in schools in 2008 to 2011 

and continue at this rate for many years.  We have been unable to reference a robust CBA, 

although one estimate of the impacts included the value to the nation of the higher level of 

education to be achieved (i.e. a wider economic benefit). 

Through this investment, BSF aims to drive reform.  Innovation in delivery, through the 

creation of Partnerships for Schools, will bring greater value for money, as well as effective 

implementation.  These partnerships will include Private Finance Initiatives (PFIs) and Public 

Private Partnerships (PPPs). 
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These projects have a much broader content and wider economic and social impact than 

simply private sector property developers re-building secondary schools on some variance of 

a Build, Own, Operate, Transfer (BOOT) basis.  These projects in fact include a Research 

phase and Design phase before the Build phase, and generally include a construction 

training component during the Build phase. 

The increasing use of these innovative approaches to integrated infrastructure investment 

implies an increased necessity to adequately assess the wider economic benefits of projects 

and programmes competing for limited investment funds. 
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3 Modelling national benefits 

A key objective of this report is to explore the possible application of the measurement of 

wider economic benefits, utilising a Computable General Equilibrium model (CGE model) of 

the economy-wide effects of infrastructure investment.  CGE models simulate behaviour 

within economies by finding changes in industries in the economy.   

Infrastructure projects generally expand the capacity of only a part of a particular industry, 

and so the main challenge will be to observe the changes wrought by investment in existing 

infrastructure industries, and to explore ways in which the CGE industry impact 

measurement can assist infrastructure decision-making.  It was not within the requested 

scope of this research to design a CGE model specific to this purpose, therefore this top-

down exploratory analysis will use the existing BERL CGE model of the New Zealand 

economy.   

3.1 The nature and use of a CGE model 

This section describes the CGE model.  The CGE model simulates the operation of the 

economy under NeoClassical (profit maximising), and market-clearing behaviour.  The CGE 

model is particularly suited to exploring the effects of certain events through controlled 

experiments.  These events (termed as shocks) may be policy induced or external to the 

economy.  The CGE attempts to capture how the shock will change the price of commodities 

and resources, and how this price change will force producers and consumers to re-evaluate 

production and consumption decisions. The model runs then measure the changes caused 

by the shock, which shifts the economy at some time in future, from its baseline equilibrium 

to a new equilibrium at that time.  The difference between these two economies is due to the 

impact of the shock. 

In the simplest CGE model the role of producers is to produce commodities, and they 

employ resources such as capital and labour to do this.  Although they are constrained by 

technology they alter the way they produce commodities by changing the mixture of 

resources and services they use in response to the costs of those resources and services.   

The role of consumers is to choose which commodity to consume and in what quantity (their 

behaviour is utility maximising), and how much labour to supply.  The only constraints of 

consumers are tastes, customs, and income.  The production and consumption decisions of 

producers and consumers are made independently and while they are influenced by prices, 

they have no influence over price (neo-classical stance). 
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In the context of the CGE model, equilibrium means the quantity of commodities consumers 

desire equals the quantity produced and there are enough inputs available to make the 

quantity of commodities - therefore, demand equals supply. 

In this exploration of the economics of infrastructure provision, the levels of capital stock, or 

capital resource available for each main type of infrastructure can be varied as an 

experiment, and the CGE model will show how these changes are reflected through to the 

resultant shape of the economy, and the main macroeconomic parameters. 

3.2 CGE model and infrastructure investment decisions 

In the situation where some sectors have well-established, relatively sophisticated CBA 

systems, and others have little, it is not possible to decide between projects in different 

sectors using a Cost-Benefit Ratio (CBR) benchmark as a hurdle rate.  In this situation it can 

be useful to obtain a general picture of the wider economic benefits of infrastructure 

investments in each sector using an economy-wide model.   

This top-down approach can explore the impacts across the whole economy of a large 

project; a number of projects in a given ‘class’ of project, or a sector; or a set of projects 

designed to generate integrated economic and/or regional development.  The CGE model 

simulates the operation of the economy and so can generate scenarios of the future shape 

of the whole economy with a project or programme, compared with a Business as Usual, or 

BAU case. Alternatively the CGE model can be used to compare the impacts on the whole 

economy of two different projects at a future time.  

The CGE is not a standardised panacea, a model that can be wheeled up to analyse the 

wider impacts on the whole economy of each and every infrastructure project.  The CGE is a 

toll that can be customised to various tasks. It requires information on the technical and 

economic relationships between infrastructure services and other industries; however, it is 

reasonable to say that realistic CBAs also require this.  The CGE may require some re-

specification of existing or new industries to analyse particular projects or industries.  

The point to make very strongly is that the CGE model does not generate out of a ‘Black 

Box’ changes in relationships between industries.  Neither does the CGE model create some 

causality of change which we previously are not aware of.   

If we do carefully specify the characteristics of and relationships between a new project, 

investment, or ‘industry’ and its linkages into the economy, the CGE will however analyse the 

way in which that industry will, or will not be included into the whole economy, and its 

impacts.  
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4 Critical data and assumptions 

The critical data and assumptions will determine the conclusions as to the net benefits of a 

project, whether they are measured as simple direct and indirect benefits with a CBA, or if 

the wider economic benefits are taken into account in a broader business case. 

One of the strengths of good-practice CGE modelling, is that it challenges and makes explicit 

core assumptions.  Two main assumptions needing sound exploration are: 

• Future population size, with and without the investment, allowing for investment-

stimulated endogenous growth; and 

• Future population behaviours in business, urban form, work, and infrastructure use.  

4.1 Assumed projections of population size 

In New Zealand, Statistics NZ produces a number of population projections making low 

medium and high assumptions for three parameters--fertility, mortality and net migration.  In 

making analyses of any particular project the analyst can choose one or other of these 

options.  At present there are nine such options. 

Many projects in New Zealand are appraised using the ‘Medium, Medium, Medium’ option. 

It is useful to see how projections in the past have been reflected in actual population 

change and to look to the future to see how the projections forward may compare with a 

Business As Usual (BAU) scenario projecting from past actual changes. 

4.1.1 Projections and outcomes since 1991 

In 1991 the population of New Zealand was a little under 3.5 million.  The population 

projected over the next 15 years to 2006 was just 3.8 million with Low assumptions; 4.06 

million with Medium assumptions; and 4.16 million with High assumptions.  The Census 

2006 actual figure was 4.185 million.   The actual outcome was thus higher than the High 

projection from 1991. 

The projects planned on the basis of the Medium assumptions would assume a population 

only 3% lower than the actual outcome.  This would not necessarily be a major problem. 
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Figure 1: Population projections 1991 to 2011 

 

A point to note is that the increase in the population between 1991 and 2006 was 19.6%, or 

a compound growth rate of 1.12% per annum. 

4.1.2 Projected population to 2061 

Longer-term infrastructure projects are now being planned based on population projections 

out 50 years.  Present Statistics NZ projections include some reductions in fertility and 

relatively low migration projections relative to experience over the last 15 years.  The 

population projected in 2061 is 4.7 million with Low assumptions; 5.6 million with Medium 

assumptions; and 6.6 million with High assumptions.  There are definite indications that the 

present High assumptions for fertility and net migration could be exceeded over the 

projection period. 

If the behaviour in the 55 years from 2006 to 2061 continued with a growth rate of 1.12% per 

annum as it was in the period 1991 to 2006, the New Zealand population in 2061 would be 

8.1 million people.  This figure is 45% greater than the present Medium projection, and 23% 

higher than the present High projection.  A significant part of that difference is due to the net 

migration assumption in all the future projections being below that of the last 15 years, and 

below that being experienced now.   

4.1.3 Potential endogenous growth 

It is quite possible that the higher than expected migration rates in the past have been to 

some extent due to the higher than previous levels of economic growth over the period 1991 

to 2006.  There could thus be an element of endogenous growth in this expansion. 
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Figure 2: Population projections 2006 to 2061 

 

Looking to the future, were New Zealand to realise that there is a potential to reach 8 million 

people by 2061, this could justify significant investment in quality infrastructure.  The 

endogenous effects of that infrastructure could well sustain net inward migration at the rate 

that has been achieved in the past.  The population of 8 million people is then likely to be 

achieved by 2061. 

There is substantial literature on interaction between the state of the economy and 

population growth. A part of this literature revolves around the nature and characteristics of 

cities that can bring about City Success.  The same follows for a small country like New 

Zealand, and this would endorse the potential for endogenous population growth. 

4.2 Assumed future population behaviours 

Perhaps the most difficult challenge in completing analyses of costs and benefits of 

investments is to project the Base Case population behaviours without the investment, and 

then in turn to project the differences in behaviours with the investment in place.  The main 

relevant types of behaviour are discussed in section 2.4 above.  These are: 

• Location behaviour, and thus land use, urban form and urban density; 

• Business behaviour which changes the profile of industries in a given location; 

• Residential and labour participation behaviour; and  

• Usage of transport modes and other services. 
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Some of these behaviours in new situations can be predicted by finding causal relationships 

from cross-sectional and time-series analyses of behaviour changes in existing situations 

similar to those being created within the project area. 

Some of these sorts of behaviours have been analysed, for example accessibility change 

and land value change.  BERL and Opus Central Labs are at present working in a FoRST-

funded research project to determine the demand and supply relationships determining PT 

usage rates in New Zealand cities. 

Bearing the above in mind, BERL believes that it is prudent for economic evaluation of 

infrastructure to explicitly include the possibility of projected higher population growth.  This 

will give greater integrity to the analysis and will also demonstrate that higher population 

levels enhance the economic impacts of specific infrastructure projects.  Some quality 

infrastructure projects may also encourage the achievement of the higher population levels. 
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5 Exploring infrastructure investments with a 

CGE model 

 The CAENZ project on Decision Making Frameworks for Infrastructure specified that BERL 

explore the impact of similar-sized investments in main infrastructure sectors using the 

existing BERL CGE model. This CGE model, as with other CGE models, simulates the 

operation of the whole economy.  It simulates the operation of industries and allocates labour 

and (real) capital among the industries according to neoclassical principles.  This is an 

important point because it means that there is an inherent assumption of economies of 

scale.   

In the past, the BERL CGE model has been used primarily to analyse impacts on industry of 

various shocks, including international trade changes, tariffs etc.  It is well-suited to this and 

to growth projections of employment, labour demand in terms of occupation-by-industry 

employment and requirements etc. The tests here are to see how it handles changes in 

capital used in infrastructure sectors.  The particular capital shock specified by CAENZ was 

a capital injection, of unspecified origin, of $5Billion into the economy.  We explored the 

effects of this shock on three areas of infrastructure investment – transport, broadband / 

telecommunications and energy. 

5.1 Present model and specification improvements 

The results of our exploratory analyses indicate that the present specification of the BERL 

CGE model can show the main impacts across the economy of increased capital in 

infrastructure industries or sectors.  Importantly, the exploratory analyses also indicate that 

additional information, data exploration, and specification is required to obtain a true 

comparison of the impact on the whole economy of similar-sized investments in the main 

sectors of infrastructure.  We note this as a limitation of this particular investigation; it is not a 

limitation to the effective use of a well specified CGE model. 

The main conclusions drawn as to the application of CGE to analysing impacts of 

infrastructure sectors in the National Infrastructure Plan
7
 are now outlined.  The BERL CGE 

Model’s historic specification was used, in this instance, as a cost effective “pilot” platform.  

We go on to describe aspects of specification improvement required to handle analysis of 

particular sectors of infrastructure investment. 

                                                        

7
 National Infrastructure Plan, Minister for Infrastructure, NZ Government, March 2010. 
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5.2 Applying CGE to Infrastructure sectors 

We have stated that the CGE model will not generate a novel outcome for the economy by 

endogenously increasing the productivity of an industry.  The productivity gains must be 

determined from first principles (as is the case with CBA analyses), and these gains 

specified in the model.  In jurisdictions that use them widely, as in Queensland, the CGE 

models are used generally with the intention to flesh out the ‘story’ of the trade-offs and 

wider benefits that make up the economic impacts.  A local example where the CGE was 

used to measure the fiscal and Foreign Current Account Balance impacts was the recently-

completed BERL analysis of the manufacture of railway rolling stock in New Zealand. 

5.2.1 Infrastructure, networks and service 

Investment in infrastructure, per the definition used in the NZ National Infrastructure Plan, is 

generally investment in the trunk networks of roads, rail, electricity transmission, 

telecommunications and water.  These trunk networks provide the facility for service 

providers like freight companies, and telecommunications companies etc to create industries 

that provide the services to businesses and consumers.  The New Zealand statistics 

datasets, and the BERL CGE model building directly upon these statistics, treats the trunk 

transmission and service provision as a single industry.  This applies to the industry 

interactions and the description of capital stock that underlies the industries.   

Having run analyses that give plausible ‘stories’ of the impacts on the wider economy of 

investment in these industries, we now consider how CGE analyses can be used to analyse 

wider impacts of network investment in main sectors. We outline where relevant how the 

model should be properly specified. 

5.2.2 Roads, transport   

Most urban transport investment projects now include roads, interchanges to Passenger 

Transport (PT), PT services or tracks/busways; as well as cycling and walking facilities.  

These investments are however still dominated by investment in roads, and the main 

economic benefit from State Highways is in their carriage of freight.  

The BERL model is based on the capital stock table of statistics from Statistics NZ for its 

input data. These tables do not break out roads as a separate sector, and while the roads 

may be embedded within central government services industry, the capital stock there is not 

sufficient to fully include the $24 billion worth of State Highways listed in the National 

Infrastructure Plan (see Table 18, Page 66).  To date BERL has received explanations from 

Statistics NZ of the source of the ‘bundled’ data, but the response does not explain this 

anomaly.  More investigations are required into the original data sources. 
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There are thus two issues to enabling the BERL CGE model to analyse the economic impact 

of investment in State Highways.  The first is to trace back to source the data on road capital 

stock, and to trace it within the industry matrix.  The second is to create a ‘Highways’ 

industry that has the capital stock in question and is closely tied to the ‘Road Freight’ 

industry in supplying freight service to the industries producing goods and services. 

This does not cause any major difficulties, but the coefficients of the combined industries will 

be different from those of the existing stand-alone Road Freight industry.  An alternative 

approach, that would require generation of some more inter-industry data, could be to 

generate industries, or availabilities for a number of trunk freight roads with industry-specific 

demands for them.  The impacts could then be shown for increased capacity or efficiency 

(average speed) on specific main trunk roads. 

Given the importance of infrastructure to the Government’s economic strategy, it is important 

that the work to clarify the statistical treatment and size of the capital stock in the State 

Highways network, and separately the regional roads.  That work would enable the re-

configured CGE model to estimate the overall economic benefits of a program such as the 

Roads of National Significance. 

5.2.3 Telecommunications sector 

This sector has been modelled accurately in its present form by BERL's CGE model 

because the statistics exist and telecommunications are fully traded commodities.  The 

present ‘industry’ specified in the model includes the transmission networks and distribution 

functions.  The general direction of the changes in the economy due to an additional $5 

billion capital stock in the telecommunications sector in 2021 will reflect the sort of changes 

that can be expected.  This is because the model assumes that increased capital stock in the 

industry will cause a reduction in unit costs of the service.   

The actual increases in investments and technology in the coming 11 years are expected to 

reduce unit costs in telecommunications, so the direction of change should follow the 

direction of the CGE model simulation. 

However the CGE simulation is unlikely to reflect the impacts that will become possible 

consequent on the major network investments in the coming 11 years.  The existing 

networks worldwide are based on the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), analog 

or digital.  There is substantial planned ongoing investment in fibre optic networks, and these 

networks have different capabilities and characteristics.   

One such network investment is the Fibre To The Home (FTTH) initiative.  Importantly these 

different networks have different potential interactions with other delivery systems, and with 
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end use services and applications.  It is these services and applications that generate the 

changes in economic (and social) impacts from telecommunications. 

To explore the impacts of these new networks and opportunities it would be extremely 

valuable to research and introduce more detailed specifications of the way the 

telecommunications sector is handled in the CGE modelling framework. Without prejudice, 

we would suggest having separate networks for the PSTN and the fibre optic network, and 

separate services industries for those that can operate on PSTN and those that require fibre 

optic or Ultra Fast Broadband (UFB).  This CGE framework could then be used to assess the 

impacts on the economy of the applications that can be developed on the basis of an FTTH 

network. 

There has to-date been some scepticism as to the potential productivity impact of UFB in 

New Zealand.
8
   

However there has also been some useful investigation in the US of national impacts of 

FTTH including benefits to consumers; to health care; to education and to business/ 

teleworking.
9
  Analysis of the wider economic benefits of a number of these applications 

requires a well-specified CGE framework to fully capture their impacts and benefits. Apart 

from the relatively obvious ability of the FTTH network applications to reduce the 

household’s need for VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives) transport, it can also enable 

remote office activity in the home. This can significantly increase the labour force 

participation rate in certain occupations and/or industries for demographics not presently 

well-represented in the labour force.  The impact of this changed labour force availability will 

have consequential impacts that can only readily be modelled in a CGE framework. 

5.2.4 Electricity sector 

This sector has been modelled accurately in its present form by BERL's CGE model 

because the statistics exist and electricity (and gas) are fully traded commodities.  The 

present ‘industry’ specified in the model includes the ‘generation’, transmission and 

distribution functions.  This is not a problem where any investment is purely an expansion in 

size of the integrated industry, however where the investment addition has different 

characteristics from the existing industry, then it is probably necessary to create a new 

industry with well-specified characteristics. 

                                                        

8
 Getting the Most from High Speed Broadband in New Zealand: Investing in Productivity Growth.  Castalia, 

December 2008. 

9
 National Broadband Plan Policy Evaluation.  CSMG, Boston, USA.  November 2009. 
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The particular variation from the Neo Classical behaviour assumed in the CGE framework 

with electricity is that expanded generation capacity is likely to have unit costs higher than 

the average of present generation, whereas the CGE assumes economies of scale and 

reduced unit costs. Therefore a new industry could be created to represent, for example a 

set of Wind Farms that would be expected to have a higher unit cost than the existing 

industry with its large-scale hydro base.  With such a new industry specified, the CGE model 

will very effectively show the impact it has across the whole economy 

5.2.5 Water and waste 

We have an industry in the CGE matrix representing water and waste.  We attempted to 

measure impacts of increasing the capital stock in this industry.  We did not obtain significant 

impacts, and given the problems we have encountered in determining the treatment of the 

capital stock for the roads network, we conclude that similar investigation would be 

necessary to provide a sound base for analysis in waste and water.  In many instances water 

is not a traded input which complicates treatment also. At this stage the broader picture with 

water and waste cannot be readily represented with the existing CGE model.  BERL could 

build a specified variation to the CGE model for this infrastructure including alternative 

agriculture and horticulture industries with dryland and irrigated production systems to model 

these impacts. 

5.3 Industry capital  

The model includes estimates of the utilisation of (real) capital in the industries.  This 

estimate of capital stock in each industry is sourced from Statistics NZ, and in previous uses 

of the CGE model, BERL has not had need to interrogate this matrix, especially for the 

infrastructure industries.  As mentioned above, BERL has begun this interrogation, especially 

to clarify the capital stock used in the infrastructure networks, compared with that used 

directly in service provision.   

Better infrastructure is one of the six drivers in the Government’s Economic Growth Agenda. 

There is significant investment being made in the infrastructure networks like Roads of 

National Significance, the turnaround of KiwiRail, broadband and energy networks.  It would 

therefore be very beneficial to devote effort to generating ‘unbundled’ statistics for physical 

infrastructure networks such as roads, rail, communications, energy to enable better national 

analyses to be undertaken. 

5.4 Diseconomies of scale   

This CGE can handle diseconomies of scale where additional production will cost more per 

unit than the existing production.  To handle this would require specifying and adding to the 
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CGE production matrix another industry with these higher cost characteristics.  This could be 

relevant if, for example, it was contemplated that existing electricity generation were to be 

supplemented with significant investment in higher-cost wind power.  Adding an industry with 

wind power capital and operating cost characteristics would allow the model to test which 

electricity-consuming industries would access that electricity. 

5.5 Present infrastructure industries 

In the present configuration of the BERL CGE model there are infrastructure and related 

industries as follows: 

• Road freight (RDFR) 

• Road passenger (RDPS) 

• Rail, water and air services (RWAS) 

• Telecommunications (COMM) 

• Electricity (ELEC) 

• Water supplies (WATS) 

• Waste disposal (WAST) 

• Hospitals (HOSP) 

• Other health services (OHCS) 

• Compulsory education (SCHL) 

• Other education (OEDU) 

These existing industries in the CGE model could be classified generally as follows. 

National infrastructure sectors: 

• Transport 

* Road freight 

* Road passenger 

* Rail, water, air 

• Telecommunications 

• Electricity and gas 

Disparate regional supplies: 

• Water and Waste 

Social infrastructure 

• Social / Social e.g. Health and hospitals 

• Social / Productive e.g. Other education 
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5.6 Impacts of main infrastructure sectors 

The CGE model was used to test the pattern of impacts from additional capital stock of $5 

billion in the main industry sectors in 2021.  The various provisos discussed in Section 5.2 

above must be applied when interpreting these illustrative results. 

5.6.1 Core economy impacts 

The impacts above the baseline economy for each of the main national infrastructure sectors  

and a combination are shown in the table.  

The CGE model shows that more capital in all three national networks generates 

considerable impacts above the shape of the baseline economy. 

 

Table 1: Impacts on the economy of capital in national infrastructure sectors 

 

The interpretation of the numbers in the table is that $5 billion more capital stock in road 

freight and road passenger transport resulted in the GDP in the year of 2021 being 0.42% 

higher than it would be in the Baseline Case. The 0.42% is the amount by which the GDP in 

2021 is greater than the baseline GDP $247.56 billion in that year.  The same interpretation 

follows for the other numbers on the table. 

In GDP the ranked response above the baseline GDP in 2021 is  

• Electricity (1.75% p.a.) 

• Telecommunications (1.52%) then 

• Transport (0.42%).  

• The combination of all three generates 1.52% more p.a.   
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Electricity also made the highest impact on consumption, investment, employment, and 

improvement to the fiscal balance.  Telecommunications made the highest impact on 

improving the foreign trade balance. 

In simple terms, what these results mean is that $5bn of extra capital above baseline levels, 

in buildings, plant and equipment for road freight and road passenger services, will yield an 

improvement of 0.42% in the GDP in 2021 compared with baseline GDP in 2021. This result 

is brought about because the additional capital enables the industry to provide transport 

services at lower costs.  These lower costs pass through to benefit the transport-using 

industries allowing them to be more competitive.  

The results are similar for telecommunications and for electricity in that the $5bn of extra 

capital stock acts to reduce telecommunication costs and electricity costs respectively, with 

benefit through the economy.  We repeat the observation that expansion capital stock in 

electricity may have higher unit costs then the present industry average, and expansion 

capital stock in telecommunications may be in broadband and have different characteristics 

that the present industry average.  Closer analyses of these effects would require specifying 

new industries with those characteristics. 

The results in the table cannot therefore be read and interpreted in absolute terms. But they 

do stimulate a useful discussion on those infrastructure sectors which have a strong 

influence on productivity in the economy. 

5.6.2 Impacts on other economic factors 

 The BERL CGE model gives a wide range of measures, including export volumes, 

consumer prices, income distribution, and employment by occupation and industry. 

The pattern of increases in export volumes is as expected.  Transport expansion (and cost 

reduction) generated increases in exports of tourism, logs and wood.   
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Table 2:  Wider benefits of capital in national infrastructure sectors 

 

 Telecommunications expansion (and cost reduction) generated increases in exports of 

‘Other services’ by $1.6bn.  Telecommunications exports would be included in that export 

category, but it appears other services, perhaps film production etc also benefits.  

Telecommunications also drives export expansion in machinery& equipment, and education. 

Electricity expansion (and cost reduction) generated increases in exports of Pulp & wood, 

base metals, machinery, food processed products, and education. 

Some information on the impacts of infrastructure expansion on consumer prices, income 

distribution, and selected employment changes are also shown in the table. 

5.6.3 Sensitivity to diminishing returns   

We wished to see whether or not the arbitrary selection of the additional quantum increase in 

capital stock by $5 billion by 2021 had created any particular significance.  In particular, did 

any of the solutions fall close to production boundaries, whereby some small additional 

increase in capital stock would cause a large change in outcomes. 

To obtain a simple test of this situation we created a second Scenario E which we called 

Scenario E2.  In Scenario E2 we increased the capital stock change by 50% above that 

assumed in Scenario E.  Rather than a total of $5 billion increase, we assumed an increase 

by $7.5 billion.  This meant that in each sector of Transport, Telecommunications, and 

Electricity, instead of an additional $1.67 billion of capital stock, we gave them an additional 

$2.5 billion of capital stock in 2021.  
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The effects on the main economic parameters are shown for the original Scenario E, and the 

50% larger capital shock in Scenario E2.  

The GDP in 2021 with the $7.5 billion increase in capital stock was 2.17% higher than in the 

Baseline 2021 Scenario. This 2.17% is about 43% greater than the 1.52% in GDP generated 

by Scenario E with $5 billion capital stock increase. Since capital increased by 50% and the 

GDP was only increased by 43%, this does imply some small reduction in return, and thus 

some diminishing returns.  However the diminution is not great. 

Table 3: Changes in benefits from increased capital in national infrastructure sectors 

 

 Most of the other parameters also increased by about 40%, indicating that there was only 

slightly diminished returns. 

5.7 Reality of interaction with the labour market 

We have outlined in section 4.1 above that projections of population over long periods into 

the future in New Zealand are subject to considerable uncertainty.  There is also the distinct 

probability that the future population level will be affected by the endogenous changes 

created by some substantial infrastructure investments.  

The uncertainty applies also to some behaviour parameters in the labour market.  A key 

factor is the share of people aged 15 years and over participating in the labour force.  This is 

known as the participation rate, and in recent times there have been significant changes in 

this rate for older people, for females, and for people living in higher density urban areas. 

The BERL CGE model uses population and demographic projections input from other 

sources, and does not have mechanisms (yet) to take specific account of some of these 

behaviour changes.  It is therefore useful to consider the labour market parameters in 2021 

in the Scenario outputs, and test whether they could realistically eventuate. 
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5.7.1 Employment growth and unemployment rate 

The total employment level implied by some Scenarios was such as to generate 

unemployment levels that are very low.  The Baseline Scenario generated an unemployment 

level of 4.6% in 2021.  The highest employment was generated by the Electricity Scenario 

with an employment increase by 65,000 above the Baseline in 2021.  This would imply an 

unemployment level of only 1.75% in 2021, which is probably unrealistic.  In the latest high 

employment period from 2003 to 2008 the minimum unemployment rate has been about 

3.5% to 3.6%.  Therefore if we assume that in 2021 the minimum unemployment is 3.6% 

then in the strong growth electricity scenario, the economy would need a further 42,000 

FTEs in 2021, or an extra 2,820 per annum accumulated between now and then. 

5.7.2 Endogenous increase in labour supply 

The current population of New Zealand is increasing, and the purpose of the present 

analysis is to explore whether the possible sources and scale of an endogenous labour 

increase could supply an extra 2,820 per annum.  This additional labour could be obtained 

from migration change or from an increase in participation by the resident population.   

There is little explicit work on the effect on net inward migration of infrastructure investment, 

or its consequential economic growth. Some initial work done by BERL does indicate that 

over the last forty years, periods of high net inward migration have been associated with 

periods of high growth in real GDP.   The present gross inflows are about 87,000 p.a. and 

outflows 61,000 p.a. Therefore an increase of 1.9% in inflows and a decrease 1.9% in 

outflows p.a  would supply the whole requirement of an extra 2,820 per annum.  Marginal 

changes at this level could well be stimulated by the infrastructure investment and related 

initiatives in the Economic Growth Agenda.   

The average participation rate has increased by 0.25% p.a over the period from 1991 to 

2010.  An increase by this rate in 2021 would increase the labour force by 5,600 per annum, 

and so participation increases at one-half the rate achieved 1991 to 2010 would supply the 

additional requirement of labour in 2021.  Some of this change has been an increase in 

participation by older age groups, and as such is not repeatable.  However some is 

undoubtedly also facilitated by the changes in urban form, with populations in higher density 

urban areas having significantly higher labour force participation rates.  The design of 

infrastructure as part of integrated urban development can thus contribute to increasing the 

average participation rate overall. 

In general it would seem that a infrastructure investment leading a positively growing 

economy could well stimulate sufficient labour supply increase to drive the expanded 

economy. 
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5.8 Indications of returns from infrastructure investments 

We have stressed that this section must not be read as an even-handed comparison of the 

impacts on the whole economy of similar-sized investments in the main sectors of 

infrastructure.  It is rather an exploration of the suitability of the present specification of the 

BERL CGE model to analyse wider economic impacts of infrastructure investment.  The 

findings are that the model can certainly show the wider economic impacts, but that care 

would be needed in formulating specifications of the infrastructure industries to accurately 

represent their place in the New Zealand economy. 

With the proviso then that the representation of each industry at present would not be the 

same as the shape of future additions to that industry we can consider the orders-of-

magnitude of the benefits to GDP in comparison to the respective investment costs. 

The additional GDP p.a. generated by the additional $5bn which had been invested in 

transport by 2021 compared with the Baseline scenario is 0.4% of GDP.  Note that although 

the $5bn will have been invested over a period of time before then, there will have been an 

impact on GDP in those earlier periods also.  For simplification we can therefore analyse the 

investment and the GDP change as at 2021. (Note all prices in these model runs are 

expressed in 2006 $s.) 

The GDP in 2021 in the baseline model run is $247 billion.  The additional GDP generated 

by each scenario of investment of $5 billion was therefore:  transport: 0.42% or $1.05 billion 

p.a.; Telecommunications: 1.52%, or $3.77 billion p.a.; electricity: 1.75% or $4.34 billion p.a.; 

and the balanced investment 1.52%, or $3.76 billion p.a. 

This indicates that the return to the whole economy from these investments is high, and in 

the case of electricity, nearly covered the capital cost in one year.  This GDP return was 

achieved with a total capital stock of just $5 billion more than under the Baseline scenario.  

There is therefore a justification for imputing the increased GDP to that increase in capital 

stock.  If we were to capitalise the present value in 2021 of the additional future flows of 

GDP, they will clearly be substantially more that the $5 billion investment.  In other words the 

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) would be greater than 1. 

The specific GDP increases are expected to move significantly from these present estimates 

when the infrastructure industries are more-tightly specified, and some of these changes 

may have required complementary investments to achieve the GDP growth.  However, even 

making conservative assumptions in those areas, there is reason to believe that even at a 

high discount rate of 8% these investments could generate a BCR of the order of 4 or 5. 
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5.9 Conclusions 

This exploratory investigation and analysis is consistent with the findings in the literature that 

investment in public infrastructure generates increased production and productivity from the 

productive private sector. In addition, with due consideration to the limitations of this study 

(utilising a CGE model that was not specified to task), the analysis showed that utilising CGE 

modelling to assess economic impact enhances decision-making for many infrastructure 

investments by: (a) making assumptions explicit, (b) utilising scenario based analysis, and 

(c) communicating wider economic benefits. 

From a national perspective, better infrastructure is one of the six drivers in the 

Government’s Economic Growth Agenda.   This CGE exploration has uncovered a 

deficiency in the information on infrastructure networks as distinct from infrastructure service 

provision.. There is significant investment being made in the infrastructure networks like 

Roads of National Significance, the turnaround of KiwiRail, broadband and energy networks.  

It would therefore be very beneficial to devote effort to generating ‘unbundled’ statistics for 

physical infrastructure networks such as roads, rail, communications, energy to enable better 

national analyses to be undertaken. 
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All work is done, and services rendered at the request of, and for the purposes of the client only. Neither BERL nor 

any of its employees accepts any responsibility on any grounds whatsoever, including negligence, to any other 

person. 

While every effot is made by BERL to ensure that the information, opinions and forecasts provided to the client are 

accurate and reliable, BERL shall not be liable for any adverse consequences of the client’s decisions made in 

reliance of any report provided by BERL, nor shall BERL be held to have given or implied any warranty as to 

whether any report provided by BERL will assist in the performance of the client’s functions. 
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Abstract 
This non-technical ‘think-piece’ examines aspects of infrastructure project evaluation, 
concentrating on circumstances that may render a standard cost benefit analysis (CBA) 
inappropriate. It is designed to make infrastructure investors and planners think deeply about 
their assumptions and to broaden the range of issues that are taken into account. Issues 
considered include: the role of CBA; network effects (increasing returns to scale) and the 
endogeneity of resources within an economy; the valuation of productive versus consumptive 
benefits; the value of traded versus non-traded sector production;  the role and choice of the 
discount rate; and the importance of considering option values when making infrastructure 
investment and disinvestment decisions. 
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Executive Summary 

This non-technical ‘think-piece’ examines aspects of infrastructure project evaluation, 

concentrating on circumstances that may render a standard cost benefit analysis (CBA) 

inappropriate. It is designed to make infrastructure investors and planners think deeply about 

their assumptions and, in some circumstances, to broaden the range of issues that are taken into 

account. Key findings of the paper can be summarised as follows: 

• CBA is a useful tool for making comparisons between alternative projects designed to 
produce similar benefits. It makes explicit the nature, size and timing of a project’s costs 
and benefits, covering both tangible and intangible items plus wider economic benefits 
(e.g. agglomeration externalities).  

• A CBA makes an explicit trade-off between present and future net benefits through its 
choice of discount rate. There is no single “correct” discount rate that covers all project 
types. 

• Where returns from a project can be reinvested at the same rate and risk profile as the 
project under consideration, and where the project could be undertaken equally by 
another agent, a cost of capital (incorporating a market-derived risk premium) constitutes 
an appropriate discount rate for the project. 

• Even here, the choice of risk premium is far from trivial, and circumstances exist where a 
negative risk premium may be appropriate. 

• Where the benefit stream in part comprises intangible consumption benefits, the cost of 
capital is generally no longer the appropriate discount rate; inter-personal value 
judgements arise between benefits for current versus future agents. An 8% p.a. real 
discount rate (New Zealand Treasury’s current standard rate) means that, for the same 
tax flows and liability structure, policy-makers prefer to have one unit of consumption 
benefit now in place of six units of benefit in 25 years time.  

• A conventional CBA is inappropriate where an initial project within a sequence of 
projects creates options for investment in future projects with uncertain returns, and 
where: (a) information about those returns is forthcoming only after the initial project is 
completed, or (b) potential returns from the future projects diminish over time.  

• In these cases, investment in the initial project creates an option to reap high returns 
through prospective future investments, without imposing an obligation to invest in 
those projects where circumstances indicate that returns will instead be low.  

• The prospective investment opportunities include those that may be undertaken by 
future agents (e.g. new migrants, start-up firms or international firms not yet present in 
the country) as well as by the initial infrastructure provider or other current agents. 

• Investment in the initial project may be optimal even when the initial project and the 
combined set of projects both have a negative net present expected value. 

• The importance of options created by some infrastructure investments means that a 
standard needs analysis may, on occasions, need to be supplemented by an 
“opportunities analysis”. 
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• A corollary of the options approach is that disinvestment decisions must account for 
future opportunities that may be lost if existing infrastructure were scrapped.  

• Network effects are a potential source of discontinuity and/or increasing returns to scale 
arising from infrastructure investments; a suite of complementary investments can 
produce greater returns than the sum of returns to each individual investment.  

• A coordinated approach to infrastructure investment is therefore sometimes required. 
Coordination may be required for diverse investments at a spatial level (e.g. a spatial 
plan) or may relate to several investments of the same type (e.g. road networks) or to 
complementary investments (e.g. investments in fibre plus IT skills).   

• Infrastructure that raises New Zealand’s productive potential will attract labour and 
capital to the country; one region’s gain should not, in general, be considered another’s 
loss. 

• Some classes of infrastructure investment have favourable long-term economic effects 
relative to others. Infrastructure that produces returns for the internationally traded 
productive sector delivers greater long-term national benefit than does a project with 
commensurate immediate benefit related to domestic consumption. 

• Accordingly, a national infrastructure strategy may concentrate on prioritising projects 
that: (i) service the internationally traded productive sector; (ii) exhibit network 
complementarities; and/or (iii) create new opportunities for value-enhancing investments 
that take advantage of the initial investment project.  

• These considerations, which are largely absent from a conventional CBA evaluation, may 
be combined with the choice of a lower discount rate in order to prioritise projects that 
boost the productive base of the New Zealand economy for a future generation. 
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1. Introduction 

Infrastructure investment is an important contributor to economic growth (OECD 2006, 

2007 and 2008; Nijkamp & Poot 2004). Investments in infrastructure are generally characterised 

by large capital items that can be accessed by multiple users, for prolonged time periods. In many 

instances, large-scale long-lived infrastructure projects are provided and/or funded by (central or 

local) government (e.g. roads), although some items (e.g. cell-phone towers) are provided 

privately. 

Our concentration is on how a government body should approach the prospective 

evaluation of a major infrastructure investment. While many New Zealand government agencies 

are involved in some form of infrastructure, it is the Treasury that acts as the “guardian” of the 

evaluation process. Its Cost Benefit Analysis Primer (New Zealand Treasury, 2005) provides a 

succinct and clear introduction to the methods it regards as appropriate for such prospective 

project evaluation.1

For many (especially small-scale) projects, the methods discussed within the Primer are 

excellent tools to use when analysing whether a project should proceed or not. In some cases, 

however, advances in economic theory - and in other cases, unresolved puzzles - make the 

application of the Treasury’s preferred methods less clear-cut. This paper analyses some of these 

complications. It does so in a context where for two decades, New Zealand had low levels of 

infrastructure investment relative both to its own history and to investment rates in other 

advanced countries (Grimes, 2009a); this situation is only now being rectified (New Zealand 

Government, 2010). 

 The Primer emphasises the benefits of Net Present Value (NPV) analysis and 

Benefit Cost Ratios (BCRs) as tools to evaluate prospective investments within a cost benefit 

analysis (CBA). 

The issues analysed here have implications both for the overall quantum of infrastructure 

investment and for the nature of chosen investments given an investment funding envelope. 

Different methods give different rankings for alternative projects, and the optimal timing of 

investments may differ across approaches. We make no claim that one approach is necessarily 

better than another. Rather, the purpose of the paper is to elucidate the complexity of some of 

the issues at hand and to encourage a deep scrutiny of the assumptions used when evaluating 

major infrastructure investment proposals. 

                                                 
1 NZTA (2010) provides a much more substantial manual targeted at CBAs of transport projects. See also 
Infrastructure Australia (2009) and HM Treasury (2010). 
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The next section of the paper outlines a simple baseline case that we use as our departure 

point in subsequent analytical sections. The baseline case follows the preferred methodology 

used in the Treasury’s Primer in relation to NPV and BCR analyses. Each subsequent section 

analyses a particular departure from the baseline assumptions. Section 3 examines the treatment 

of seemingly unrelated projects that, if conducted together, would create an increasing returns to 

scale network (examples may be a broadband network or conversion of multiple inter-city roads 

into a national highway). The section also examines the endogeneity of resources to the domestic 

economy. Section 4 examines how uncertainty with regard to benefits affects the analysis, raising 

the need to treat option values explicitly within an appraisal. As we will see, this may reduce or 

increase the propensity to invest in certain types of infrastructure. Section 5 examines the 

treatment of productive versus consumption benefits, where the latter are assumed to be 

intangible and incapable of storage. Unlike the standard treatment, this case implies favouring 

some types of benefits over others. In section 6 we examine the rationale behind the use of 

alternative measures of the discount rate and the sensitivity of outcomes to discount rates. All 

these sections involve some use of simple intertemporal economic theory and/or simple 

examples. Section 7, which examines the treatment of infrastructure investments that service 

traded versus non-traded productive sectors, differs in method by utilising a recent model 

(Grimes, 2009) designed to analyse the relative importance of these two sectors at a 

macroeconomic level. 

Conclusions are stated in section 8. These conclusions are not designed to propose a 

single optimal analytical method to be used in place of the Treasury’s Primer. Instead, they 

summarise key issues that complicate the use of any single method, and alert the reader to cases 

where more complex analytical tools or insights are required in order to reach more nuanced, 

and hopefully more appropriate, infrastructure investment decisions. 

2. Standard NPV and BCR Approaches 

After specifying the nature of the economic problem to be addressed and outlining the 

range of potential measures, the most basic approach when conducting a cost benefit analysis 

(CBA) of a potential long-lived project is to:  

a) calculate all anticipated costs associated with the project, allocating them to specific years;  

b) calculate all anticipated benefits associated with the project, allocating them to specific 
years;  
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c) discount each year’s costs and benefits by an appropriate discount factor (that embodies 
the chosen discount rate which in turn reflects the risk of the project2

d) sum all discounted benefits less discounted costs to give the project’s net present value 
(NPV); and/or  

);  

e) take the ratio of the sum of the project’s discounted benefits to discounted costs to give 
the project’s benefit-cost-ratio (BCR);  

f) if funds are available (i.e. in the absence of non-price rationing) approve the project if 
NPV>0 or, equivalently, if BCR>1; if multiple solutions to the same issue are being 
considered, then choose the project with the highest BCR. 

An important distinction is made in the Primer between ‘financial analysis’ and ‘economic 

cost benefit analysis’. CBA considers all (tangible and intangible) benefits and costs accruing to 

agents within the economy no matter whether they are public or private; benefits and costs are 

therefore not limited just to those relating to the specific agency undertaking the project. By 

contrast, financial analysis considers only costs and benefits as they accrue to the relevant agency. 

For instance, CBA includes the benefits accruing to private car users arising from a new road 

whereas these benefits are not included in a financial analysis (other than, perhaps, through the 

extra excise taxes raised on the petrol used by additional traffic). CBA therefore provides the 

appropriate approach for including all economic benefits when considering a major 

infrastructure project.  

An important corollary is that comparable CBAs must be used when evaluating 

potentially competing projects. For instance, the same categories (and valuations) of intangible 

benefit included in a roading CBA must also be included in a rail CBA; otherwise one transport 

mode may be privileged over another leading to a sub-optimal allocation of investment 

resources. A key implication of this insight is that the rail agency’s accountability should be based 

on the identical approach to the accountability used for the roading agency, rather than being 

assessed in standard financial terms. 

In CBA calculations (and for the purposes of this paper), all costs and benefits are 

calculated in real (i.e. CPI-adjusted) terms. Correspondingly, the discount rate is specified in real 

terms (i.e. the real discount rate is approximately equal to the nominal discount rate less the CPI 

inflation rate). The Primer sets a standard discount rate of 10% real p.a., but this standard rate has 

since been reduced to 8% (New Zealand Treasury, 2008). The Primer notes other possible 

specific rates and indicates that sensitivity analysis of projects should be carried out using 

different discount rates. Except where the discount rate is being analysed, the treatment in this 

paper adopts the standard 8% rate.  

                                                 
2 Note that risk should be in terms of the ‘beta’ of the project (i.e. its correlation with the market portfolio) rather 
than its volatility (standard deviation). 
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The period of analysis is taken to correspond to the economic lifetime of the project (or 

assets) being considered, although a shorter time-span with consideration of residual value, or a 

longer time-span incorporating sequential projects could be considered in equivalent fashion. 

The Primer (p.13) advises that given its standard discount rate “the recommended approach is to 

use an analysis period of 20 years, because impacts beyond 20 years tend to be insignificant after 

the time value of money (discounting) is taken into account.” 

In addition, the Primer states (p.10): “Ideally CBA will demonstrate that the expected 

benefits of a given proposal exceed the expected costs. That is, to determine if there is a net 

benefit. If the net benefit is greater than zero then the proposal may be worthwhile pursuing.” As 

we demonstrate later in this paper, the decision criterion may, however, be more complicated 

than giving the go-ahead (respectively, putting a stop) to a proposal that has positive 

(respectively, negative) net benefit. Indeed, the Primer indicates a number of items that may 

complicate the analysis, including: 

a) difficulties in assigning values to certain (intangible) benefits, while noting that 
intangibles should be explicitly included where they can be reliably measured (or at least 
be itemised and included qualitatively); 

b) difficulties in assessing the “strategic value” of a project (although this term is not 
defined); 

c) the risk of ‘optimism’ bias – i.e. understating costs and/or over-stating benefits 
(however, other research suggests that, in some situations, there may be an opposite 
tendency to understate potential benefits)3

d) the ability to “provide assurance” that “all significant benefits and costs … will be 
realised” (p.10), while also including contingencies (p.17); 

; 

e) the need to include deadweight losses due to taxation,4

The Primer makes the standard assumption (for a long-lived project) that all resources in 

the economy are otherwise fully utilised. The potential for large-scale investments to influence 

the available pool of resources (e.g. by affecting international migration flows and/or 

international capital investments) is not addressed. Such increases in resources available to the 

economy raise economic activity. Similarly, existing resources may be used more effectively as a 

 although no distinction is made in 
the Primer between investments that are funded by taxation relative to those funded by 
users (the latter case does not incur the deadweight loss associated with taxation). 

                                                 
3 For example, see Grimes (2009a) and Grimes and Liang (2010). 
4 The Primer (p.18) recommends multiplying public expenditures by 1.2 prior to discounting to incorporate 
deadweight loss effects (in addition to using its recommended discount rate; thus indicating that the discount rate is 
not set so as to include deadweight loss impacts). 
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result of infrastructure investments that produce agglomeration externalities or other forms of 

increasing returns to scale in the economy.5

Ignoring the complications discussed above, we begin with a baseline CBA for a notional 

long-term (101 year) project and adopt the basic CBA methodology. The key parameters of this 

baseline project, deliberately chosen to highlight some of the complexities examined in this 

paper, are shown in Table 1. 

 

The project outlined in the table has an initial five years of known capital costs and, for 

simplicity, requires no subsequent outlays. Benefits do not begin to accrue until 5 years after the 

commencement of the project, and then accrue at a constant (undiscounted) known rate for 96 

years; no benefits accrue thereafter. While the accrued benefits are over nine times the accrued 

costs, once discounting occurs the project only just has a positive NPV (BCR≈1). Hence the 

judgement that follows from this baseline CBA is that society is virtually indifferent to whether 

this project should proceed or not.   

Table 1: Baseline Project* 
Year Costs ($million) Benefits ($million) 
0 100 0 
1 100 0 
2 100 0 
3 100 0 
4 100 0 
5 0 47 
6 0 47 
7 0 47 
… … … 
100 0 47 
101 … 0 0 
SUM (Undiscounted) 500 4,512 
SUM (Discounted at 8% p.a.) 431 432 
NPV    0.4       (≈ 432 - 431) 
BCR 1.0008  (≈ 432/431) 
* All numbers in this and subsequent tables are in real terms; figures are rounded to the nearest whole number 
unless confusion would otherwise arise. 
 

Subsequent sections vary key parameters within this model to show how the reasoning 

that lies behind the parameters can significantly alter the outcomes. 

                                                 
5 The box on pp.13-14 of the Primer discussing benefits typically considered for roading proposals includes no such 
benefits; however, NZTA (2010) does now incorporate wider economic benefits of these types.  
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3. Network Benefits and Resource Availability 

3.1. Network Effects 

In many cases, infrastructure projects are considered in the context of the existing 

environment with allowance made for likely developments. The latter may include regional 

demographic developments based, for instance, on Statistics New Zealand’s medium population 

projections for affected regions.6

Increasing returns may occur through at least two mechanisms. The first is through 

network effects that occur by virtue of a series of linked projects of the same type. Examples 

may include a telecommunications network in which the effectiveness of a single 

telecommunications device is magnified by other users joining the network, or a roading network 

in which firm or household location decisions may be dependent on a fast road being available 

for the full distance between two locations rather than a series of fast and slow patches of road 

between those locations. 

 However it is unusual, at least in New Zealand practice, to 

undertake a CBA of multiple seemingly-unrelated projects that together exhibit increasing 

returns to scale.  

A second situation in which there may be increasing returns is where complementary 

investments (of different types) are made in a specific area. Local “master-planning” for large-

scale urban extensions exemplify the issues. A new settlement requires multiple types of 

infrastructure – roads, public transport networks, telecommunications, electricity supplies, water 

supply, sewerage, schools, health services, community facilities, etc. If any one of these 

infrastructures is lacking, the entire project may be rendered infeasible or lose significant value, 

but each investment project can only be evaluated in the context of all others also taking place. 

For instance, if the existing population of the locality is 100, none of these infrastructure 

investments may be worthwhile, but if the population is expected to increase to 10,000 as a result 

of a coordinated master-plan development, all services may not only be feasible, but also 

necessary for the development to occur. Analysis of a specific infrastructure project in isolation 

of all others would, in this case, be inappropriate. 

We illustrate the issues with an example exhibiting the former type of increasing returns, 

but the analysis applies just as readily to the latter type. Consider ten potential roading 

investments, each a fifth the size of our baseline case (i.e. with expenditures of $20 million p.a. 

                                                 
6 In the next sub-section, we examine cases where the resources (including population) of the region may be affected 
by the infrastructure investment decision, thereby rendering inappropriate the use of a standard projection that does 
not incorporate the prospective investment. 
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for years 0-4). Five of the projects are scattered around the country and have a benefit profile 

exactly one-fifth that of the baseline project (i.e. $9.4 million p.a. for years 5-100). Together, 

these five projects equate to the baseline case and so all would be undertaken on the same basis 

as for the baseline case in Table 1. 

The other five projects each involve upgrading a separate portion of a local road between 

two cities to motorway standard. Considered by itself (i.e. in the absence of the other four 

upgrades) the benefit profile for each project is $9 million p.a. for years 5-100. As shown in the 

first Benefit column of Table 2, each of these projects - considered as specific isolated projects - 

would be uneconomic with a negative NPV and a BCR of less than one.  

Table 2:  Network Effects of Five Related Projects 
Year Sum of Costs 

($million) 
Sum of Benefits: 
Project-specific 

($million) 

Sum of Benefits: 
Network 
($million) 

0 100 0 0 
1 100 0 0 
2 100 0 0 
3 100 0 0 
4 100 0 0 
5 0 45 50 
6 0 45 50 
7 0 45 50 
… … … … 
100 0 45 50 
101 … 0 0 0 
SUM 
(Undiscounted) 

500 4,320 4,800 

SUM (Discounted) 431 413 459 
NPV  -18 28 
BCR  0.9582 1.0647 
 

Now consider the case where all five projects were treated as a single project and built 

together. The cost profile of all five projects remains as before but the total benefit is now $50 

million p.a. (for years 5-100), i.e. 11.1% higher than the total benefits if considered as five 

isolated projects. The final column of Table 2 summarises the outcomes, revealing that the 

combined project would now not only be undertaken (since the NPV is positive) but also be 

undertaken in preference to the baseline projects (the BCR for the linked motorway project of 

1.0647 exceeds that of the baseline case). The latter situation may be relevant where investment 

funds or contracting resources are limited.  
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The example illustrated above may appear to be either contrived (where do the extra 

benefits arise from?) or obvious (who could object to considering the network impacts of the 

projects?). Let us take these two points in turn. 

Network effects are quite obvious in the master-plan example discussed above. A new 

settlement without a specific key piece of infrastructure (for instance, a school or an electricity 

supply) may fail, whereas it would be highly successful if all relevant infrastructure elements are 

built. Consideration of each element by itself (i.e. ignoring the concurrent placement of other 

infrastructures) could lead to a decision to build none of the infrastructures rather than the 

optimal decision to build all. 

At the larger regional level, the move towards a regional spatial plan for Auckland 

(incorporating the regional infrastructure investment plan), as part of the formation of the 

Auckland Council, reflects a need to consider interactions between separate infrastructure 

investments. For instance, CBD development plans cannot be adequately considered without 

consideration also of public and private transport links from outer suburbs to the CBD (both for 

workplace location and for entertainment/shopping choices): CBD development may fail if 

transport links from the rest of the urban area to the CBD are poor. Conversely, projected 

benefits of transport upgrades may not be sufficiently high for a project to proceed unless CBD 

upgrades (e.g. to the harbour-front) also occur, in which case the network benefits may exceed 

the sum of benefits attributed to each of the projects. 

The importance of long-term infrastructure planning incorporating network effects has 

long been recognised within the development economics literature.7

                                                 
7 Lakshmanan (2010) cites the contributions of Rosenstein-Rodan (1943) and Hirschman (1958) that stress the 
importance of coordinated investments where opportunities are available to invest in increasing returns to scale 
technologies and where investment in a single project is unprofitable. 

 Recently, the Secretary of 

the Australian Treasury, Ken Henry (2010), has followed this line of argument noting that an 

important element for government to consider is “the need for infrastructure investment to take 

place in carefully designed and planned networks … Government has an important role to play 

in enabling planning and providing a coordination and organising function” (p.15). He notes the 

importance of metropolitan level planning and development functions, citing international 

examples and the advent of Australia’s Capital City Strategic Plans which provide a way “to 

facilitate cooperation between tiers of government.” By contrast, New Zealand’s National 

Infrastructure Plan (New Zealand Government, 2010) places less emphasis on strategic planning or 

on consideration of network effects. 
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3.2. Resource Availability 

At the national level, almost no spatial planning (or even coordination) is undertaken 

explicitly, despite New Zealand being smaller in population than moderate sized international 

cities. One reason for eschewing such an approach at the national level – apart from the major 

information and coordination problems – is that, for some types of investment, one region’s gain 

may be offset by another region’s loss (e.g. a new stadium may shift test matches from one city 

to another but not increase the overall number of test matches played in New Zealand).  

This raises an important issue regarding the relationship between investment in new 

projects, especially those exhibiting increasing returns to scale, and the endogeneity of resource 

supply within the economy. Many firm and household location decisions are made in an 

international context; for New Zealand, the trans-Tasman context is particularly important. A 

spatial equilibrium approach (Roback, 1982; Haughwout, 2002; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) 

indicates that resources (including people) flow across regional and national boundaries so as to 

equalise returns from producing and living in different regions. Land prices and wages adjust to 

equate returns after consideration of amenity and productivity values associated with certain 

locations and their infrastructures. 

Consider a hypothetical case where a firm wishes to establish a facility close to a major 

university that has strong agri-tech capability and is near a major international airport. It can 

locate in Sydney, employ 100 people at an average salary of $100,000 per person8

Within New Zealand, the same firm could locate either in Hamilton (close to agri-tech 

research facilities) or Auckland (close to an international airport) but, based on current 

infrastructure, it cannot locate close to both facilities. Its definition of “being close to an airport” 

may include uninterrupted motorway access from (near) the research facility to the airport (with 

an additional maximum journey time constraint, which we assume is met were there to be a 

motorway link between Hamilton and Auckland).  

 and make an 

annual profit of $10,000,000; thus total value added is $20,000,000 p.a. We assume that 25% of 

each of salaries and profits (i.e. $5,000,000 p.a.) is paid to government in tax, leaving $7,500,000 

for employees and the same amount for owners of capital.  

Without a motorway link, the facility will be located in Sydney and some portion of the 

100 employees will migrate from New Zealand to Sydney to work in the facility (either directly to 

access specific jobs or indirectly as job opportunities in Sydney are seen to be superior to 

Auckland/Hamilton). Their existing salaries will be lost to the local community, and – in 
                                                 

8 All sums are in New Zealand dollars for simplicity. 
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particular – the New Zealand government’s tax revenues will decrease in line with the lost 

incomes. By contrast, the firm (and others like it) may locate the facility in Hamilton if the 

motorway link is built, thereby providing a step jump in returns provided the full roading 

upgrade is completed.  

Importantly, since the choice is between locating the facility in Sydney versus 

Hamilton/Auckland, there is no case for arguing that the gain to Auckland/Hamilton is at the 

expense of another region in New Zealand. Instead, the quantity of resources available to New 

Zealand – including the $5 million to the New Zealand government through additional tax 

revenue – is increased by virtue of the new motorway link. In other words, the link results not 

just in a productivity improvement relating to existing resources, but also in additional resources 

being made available to both the private and public sectors. 

The example given above is not restricted to the case of network effects – it could also 

arise in the case of an individual project. However, from an international firm’s viewpoint, a 

coordinated set of infrastructure investments that lifts the capability of a particular region 

provides both an explicit signal and a concrete inducement to invest in New Zealand rather than 

in Australia or elsewhere. Again, the master-plan example provides the intuition: a resident or 

commercial enterprise is more likely to locate in a new settlement where it is apparent that 

coordinated services are available than in one where there is no apparent coordination of 

multiple services. 

The endogeneity of resource location (i.e. the ability of resources to migrate across spatial 

boundaries) in response to a set of infrastructure investments has another corollary: it provides a 

counter-example to the standard treatment of deadweight costs associated with tax-financed 

infrastructure investments. Traditionally, it has been argued that the deadweight costs associated 

with taxation should be added to the cost side of a CBA. In the example above, however, 

because resources are internationally mobile, the pool of tax revenues available to government 

can increase as a result of a tax-financed investment, thus enabling a marginal reduction in tax 

rates (and hence in deadweight costs or ‘excess burdens’). The potential for an increase in tax 

revenues and/or a decrease in tax rates therefore also needs to be incorporated into a CBA. 

4. Uncertainty and Options 

4.1. Options Overview 

Most projects involve an inherently uncertain stream of benefits; costs may also be 

uncertain although they are generally more certain than the benefit steam. Henceforth we 
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concentrate on issues of benefit uncertainty, though the same insights apply equally to cost 

uncertainties.  

The Treasury’s Primer (p.10) recommends that analyses are able to provide assurance that 

all significant benefits and costs will be realised. This approach implies that uncertain benefits 

should not be included in the CBA or, perhaps, should have some discount applied to their 

expected value prior to incorporation in the analysis (an approach that also mitigates the 

potential for optimism bias). Contingency scenarios with alternative outcomes for the benefit 

streams can also be used.  

Laird et al (2009) note that option values have hitherto been largely absent as a 

component of transport appraisals. Building on the environmental literature they define option 

value in a transport sense as: “the willingness-to-pay to preserve the option of using a transport 

service for trips not yet anticipated or currently undertaken by other modes over and above the 

expected value of any such future use.”9

The modern approach to investment under uncertainty (e.g. Dixit and Pindyck, 1994) 

provides some rigour for conceptualising the nature of option values. Instead of treating benefits 

in an expected value sense or discounting benefits to reflect their uncertainty as in standard CBA 

approaches, the modern approach treats the inherent uncertainties explicitly within a “real 

options” framework that builds on the financial options approach of Black and Scholes (1974). 

This framework takes into account the option value involved in the timing of investment 

decisions. In some cases, delay has positive option value whereas, in others, investing early 

creates option value. We provide examples demonstrating how consideration of option values 

can change the timing and outcomes of decisions with regard to infrastructure investment. 

 In this sense, the option value is equivalent to a risk 

premium that an individual would pay to ensure that a service is provided. They find that the few 

rail appraisal studies that have included option values exhibit a pattern: option values are typically 

highest for rail lines where current user benefits (and patronage) are low and/or where 

commuting opportunities (e.g. opening/closing stations) are concerned. 

4.2. Baseline Variants 

Consider our baseline case with one variation. Instead of having a certain stream of 

benefits of 47 from year 5 onwards, we now have a certain stream of benefits of 30 p.a. plus an 

uncertain stream of benefits of 34 p.a. (also starting in year 5). The probability of the uncertain 

                                                 
9 Note that this concept of an option differs, at least in nuance, from the meaning in the project appraisal 
literature where the appraiser may evaluate a range of options (i.e. alternatives) for the same project. 
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stream of benefits being realised is ‘p’ with probability 1-p that that stream will not occur (i.e. will 

be zero).  

If p=0.5, the expected stream of benefits at the start of the project is 47 (=30+0.5x34) 

which is identical (in expected value terms) to the benefit stream in the baseline case. If one were 

to follow a pure expected value approach to the CBA, the decision to undertake the project 

would therefore be identical to that in the baseline case. Any p>0.5 would result in the project 

proceeding (if funding is fully available at the baseline discount rate); any lower p would result in 

rejection of the project. 

If one were to apply any discount to the uncertain returns (since one cannot “provide 

assurance” that “all significant benefits and costs … will be realised”), the project’s NPV would 

become negative and the project would not proceed even with p=0.5. In this case, i.e. if there 

were an aversion to treating the uncertain returns in an expected value framework, p may have to 

be very much higher than 0.5 in order for the project to proceed.10

Now consider what the optimal investment decision would be if it was known at time t 

that the uncertainty surrounding project returns would be completely resolved in year 1 (i.e. one 

year later). There are now two alternatives: (1) invest, as before, in year zero; or (2) wait until year 

1 and then decide whether to undertake the project based on the then known streams of all 

benefits.

  

11

If the project planner were to wait until year 1 and then make a decision on the project in 

light of the new information on benefits (i.e. whether they will be 64 p.a. (=30+34) or 30 p.a.), 

the effects of uncertainty are removed, but time will be lost in accruing the benefits of the 

project in the case where the project is beneficial. The discounted stream of net benefits will 

therefore be reduced (as viewed from year 0).  

 The expected net present value for alternative (1), with p=0.5 is fractionally positive, 

as shown in Table 1. The middle column of Table 3 shows the NPV for varying values of p if 

the project is begun in year 0. 

In year 1, the project will only be undertaken if the uncertain stream of benefits 

materialises. In this case, the stream of benefits exceeds the baseline level, and we know from the 

prior analysis that the project should (just) be undertaken given the baseline benefit stream. If 

the stream of benefits does not materialise, the benefits fall well below the baseline level and so 

the project will not be undertaken.  
                                                 

10 Such an approach, if generalised, could result in significant loss of value if a series of unrelated projects with 
uncorrelated returns were rejected owing to a discount being applied to each of their uncertain benefit streams. 
11 In this case, we assume that once the project has been started it will continue as planned for the full period. 
Sequential project investments, with the ability to halt the project part-way through, are examined in the next sub-
section. 
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By waiting until year 1, therefore, the value of the project (viewed from year 0) will equal 

p multiplied by the discounted value of the project in year 1 (if it proceeds) plus 1-p multiplied 

by the discounted value of the project in year 1 (if it does not proceed). The second part of the 

sum is zero since the project will not proceed if the uncertain benefits do not materialise; hence 

the NPV in that case is zero. Thus, by waiting until year 1, the value of the project (as viewed in 

year 0) is d*p*NPV1 where d is the discount factor (which in our example is 0.9259 = 1.08-1) and 

NPV1 is the project’s NPV as measured in year 1 if the uncertain benefits materialise. Column 3 

of Table 3 indicates the project’s NPV (viewed from year 0) if the decision is delayed to year 1. 

Comparison of columns 2 and 3 shows that an immediate start to the project (in year 0) 

should only proceed if p>0.93, in which case the costs of waiting balance the benefits of 

resolving the uncertainty. In all cases with p<0.93, it is optimal to delay the investment. In these 

circumstances, the result is that the project planner who incorporates option values will take a 

more conservative

Table 3: Options and the Effects of Uncertainty 

 investment stance than does one who operates on the basis of traditional 

CBA frameworks using expected values.   

Probability of  
uncertain benefits  

Expected value if begin 
project in Year 0 

Expected value if decision 
is delayed to Year 1 

P NPV NPV 
0.45 -15 65 
0.5 0.4 73 
0.6 32 87 
0.7 63 102 
0.8 94 116 
0.9 125 131 
0.93 135 135 
0.95 141 138 

 

The favouring of a conservative investment stance is a standard result from the 

investment under uncertainty literature. As the length of time until resolution of the uncertainty 

increases (for a given p), the required degree of certainty with regard to the positive outcome that 

is required to delay the project falls, since the cost of delay increases with the number of years 

that the project is delayed.  

A corollary of the conservative investment approach is that, given the same assumptions, 

a conservative disinvestment (i.e. scrapping) policy also applies. For instance, if our example 

applied to an operational but loss-making rail line, a decision-maker would require a higher 

degree of certainty that material future benefits would not arise if the rail line were retained than 

he would under an expected value analysis. In the presence of large sunk costs, an existing loss-
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making line may be retained for a significant period if the magnitude of future demand has 

considerable uncertainty (provided that operating losses are not “too large”). This may occur, for 

instance, in the presence of major uncertainty about future fuel and/or carbon prices. 

Now consider a second case for the resolution of uncertainty. In this case, the 

uncertainty is not resolved until the completion of construction (i.e. end of year 4 if construction 

starts in year 0). In this case, the analysis is identical to the expected value case since the project 

must be evaluated, ex ante, without any ability to resolve the uncertainty until after construction 

has ended. No amount of waiting will help to resolve the uncertainty, and any delay reduces the 

net present value of the project (if expected NPV is positive). Thus, using the benefit flows 

considered above (certain benefits of 30 p.a. and uncertain benefits of 34 p.a., with p=0.5), the 

project should just proceed in year 0 despite the uncertainty.  

An example of this type of uncertainty is where it is difficult to gauge the actual usage of 

a projected infrastructure investment, and the only way of resolving that uncertainty is to build it 

and find out. Some major new roads may fit this category (e.g. the Lane Cove tunnel in Sydney) 

as well as new technologies (e.g. fast broadband based on fibre-optic cable). 

4.3. Sequential Investment Decisions and Learning 

Previous examples considered investment projects that, once begun, had to be finished 

in their entirety. Some infrastructure projects (e.g. a tunnel) are of this nature, but others can be 

broken down into a sequence of inter-related projects (as discussed in relation to infrastructure 

networks). Furthermore, for some investments, the process of undertaking initial steps reveals 

information about the benefits (or costs) of further stages in the development that cannot 

otherwise be gained. As an example, a pilot fibre broadband roll-out to certain locations may 

help reveal the actual market demand for potential new services. Another example is where a 

‘back-bone’ investment by a public entity (such as the electricity transmission grid) leads to 

private sector investors evaluating the potential pay-offs of future investments (in electricity 

generation and/or electricity usage) that require the back-bone already to be in place. 

Dixit and Pindyck (1994; chapter 10) show that in these circumstances, the initial 

investment steps have information value over and above their direct contribution to the NPV of 

the investment programme. This information value, coupled with the ability to make subsequent 

decisions based on this information, means that part of the value gained from the initial 

investments is equivalent to the purchase of an option to proceed with further investments, and 

that this option has positive value. 
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Use of this real-options framework reveals that value can be created through the 

development and exercise of sequential projects, with option values attached to each successive 

project (Miller and Lessard, 2008). The key requirements for a project to create positive option 

value are: (a) project cash flows are made sequentially; (b) there exists uncertainty or volatility 

concerning the value of a project; and (c) flexibility is retained about whether successive projects 

are undertaken or not, with decisions on those projects reflecting new information that comes to 

hand after completion of earlier projects in the sequence. Under these circumstances, the ex ante 

economic value of a sequence of projects can be greater than the discounted present value of the 

expected future cash flows. The reason is that value is increased through the creation of options 

for subsequent sequential choices through the completion of initial projects.  

We illustrate the nature of these option values through a simple example.  We consider 

an infrastructure programme comprising multiple projects in which each project has its own pay-

off with or without completion of subsequent projects within the programme. Examples may 

include an upgrade to an existing major road route, a sequence of fibre (broadband) investments 

or upgrade of the national transmission grid with the possibility of extra investments either in 

generation facilities or by new electricity users (i.e. extra firms or households) in the region. 

Our illustration adopts a simple three-period model (periods 0, 1, 2) as detailed in Table 

4. The full infrastructure programme comprises two projects: A and B. Project A, built in year 0, 

must be completed prior to project B if project B is to be undertaken. If project B is undertaken, 

it is built in year 1. The investor has the option of undertaking project A only and then deciding 

not to proceed with project B. The cost of each project (discounted to year 0) is $100 million in 

its year of construction.  

If only project A is built, the benefit is known to be $60 million (which accrues in year 2). 

At the outset of the programme, the benefit that may accrue from project B is uncertain. There 

is a probability, p, that it will add nothing over and above project A, and so the overall benefit in 

year 2 would remain at $60 million. With probability, 1-p, the additional benefit from completion 

of project B is $240 million resulting in total benefit of $300 million in year 3. In our examples 

below we adopt p=0.5. 

Consider a standard CBA conducted at the outset of year 0 solely for project A (i.e. 

ignoring project B). The discounted benefit is $60 million, the cost is $100 million, so the 

project’s NPV = -$40 million. The decision stemming from a standard CBA is therefore not to 

proceed with project A by itself. 
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Table 4:  Sequential Investment Projects 
 Period 

0 1 2 
All values in $ million 
(discounted to year 0) 

Cost:      Project A 100 0 0 
Cost:      Project B 0 100 0 
Benefit:  Project A (by itself) 0 0 60 
Benefit:  Combined projects (poor outcome) 0 0 60 
Benefit:  Combined projects (good outcome) 0 0 300 
Probability of poor outcome 0.5 
NPV: Project A only (without option value) -40 
NPV: Combined projects (without option value) -20 
NPV: Programme (including option value) 30 
 

Now consider a standard CBA conducted at the outset of year 0 for the combined 

programme of project A and project B. The expected discounted benefit is now the average of 

$60 million (if project B adds no value) and $300 million, i.e. $180 million. The total discounted 

cost is $100 million (project A) plus $100 million (project B), i.e. $200 million. Thus the 

combined projects’ NPV = -$20 million. Again, the decision stemming from this CBA is not to 

proceed with the combined projects. Since neither project A not the combined projects yields a 

positive NPV, the overall programme would be declared uneconomic on the basis of a standard 

CBA. 

Now consider how this result changes when the uncertainty about the magnitude of 

benefit resolves itself at the end of year 0. At this stage, the investor can choose whether to 

proceed with project B or not; by that stage, project A is irreversible.  

If, at the end of year 0, it becomes known that the unfavourable outcome will occur (i.e. 

total benefit remains at $60 million) there is no return to undertaking project B and the overall 

programme will be capped at project A – even though project A, considered by itself, is 

uneconomic. (The cost of project A is sunk at this stage so the benefit will still accrue and it is 

not worth scrapping it.) Thus the NPV of the programme is -$40 million as shown earlier for 

project A by itself.  

If, instead, it becomes known at the end of year 0 that the favourable result will occur, 

then project B will be undertaken since the marginal discounted benefits of the project will be 

$240 million compared with the marginal discounted cost of $100 million, an NPV (discounted 

to year 0) for project B (given project A) of $140 million. The NPV for the combined projects is 

now $100 million ($300 million benefits less $200 million costs).  

Knowing that there is a p=0.5 chance of undertaking project B, an investor at the outset 

will calculate the NPV of the combined programme as the average of the two NPVs (i.e.  -$40 
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million and $100 million). The overall NPV for the programme is therefore $30 million. Since 

this value is positive, the programme should be undertaken; i.e. project A, at least, should be 

undertaken. 

How is it that a standard CBA of project A rejects the project, and a standard CBA of 

the two projects combined rejects the joint projects, yet project A, at least, should optimally 

proceed? The key is that by completing project A, the investor is gaining an option to proceed 

with project B, but he does not have that option if project A is never begun. The crucial 

assumption that yields value is that the knowledge about final benefit is crystallised only as a 

result of undertaking project A. Part of the return to completing project A is therefore the value 

of the option to proceed with project B that is created by first investing in project A. 

If we consider real world examples, electricity planners may only learn about potential 

industrial demand for electricity in a region if the capacity to supply that power already exists; 

otherwise electricity-intensive firms will not consider the merits of establishing themselves in that 

region, and so will never communicate their potential regional electricity demand to the 

suppliers. Similarly, if fibre broadband access is not already available in a city, 

telecommunications providers may not know of the potential location choices of international 

firms wishing to situate themselves where high-speed broadband is already available. A roading 

planner may not know of the demand for new subdivisions in areas beyond the current highway 

if reasonable road access is currently unavailable. By creating the raw capacity to deliver 

electricity, information and/or vehicles, these investments can then induce private sector agents 

to reveal their valuations of newly available services, leading to further investments that may be 

undertaken privately (e.g. industrial plants, new firms in high-tech services, etc). 

These examples indicate a further complication that arises with infrastructure investment: 

the initial investor is often (or generally) not the party that accrues the benefits arising from 

subsequent investments. In many case, project A in our illustration is the infrastructure 

investment, while project B is the aggregate of many smaller firm-specific investments, the 

benefits of which accrue to those firms, and/or to local landowners that benefit through an 

increase in their property prices (Grimes and Liang, 2010). The planner of project A does not 

have the information to accurately assess the marginal benefits flowing from project(s) B since 

the latter information is decentralised and may not even be within the knowledge base of existing 

firms. Firms may only develop that knowledge in response to project A’s completion. Yet 

ignoring the potential benefits – even where these benefits are uncertain as in our illustration – 

results in under-investment. In particular, treating potential benefits within an expected value 

framework (as in a conventional CBA) or, even worse, in a risk averse manner, may result in 
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under-investment where the project itself helps to elicit the nature and quantity of benefits that 

may arise. 

4.4. Additional Option-Related Considerations 

The option value in the previous example arises, in part, because the act of investing in 

the first stage project reveals information about the pay-offs in subsequent stages that would not 

otherwise be revealed. In addition to the examples already cited, research facilities (including 

both public good and private research facilities) are of this nature; commercialisation 

opportunities (i.e. second stage projects) only become apparent once the initial, more basic, 

research has been undertaken.  

Another type of uncertainty is where the potential uncertain benefits may dissipate over 

time (or even disappear entirely if an early-mover advantage is lost). Consider, for instance, 

investment in fibre for fast broadband. If New Zealand were to invest now, it may capture (or at 

least retain) firms that require fast broadband services but if it were to delay the fibre investment, 

these firms may move offshore or fail to become established as the opportunity to be at the 

vanguard of new ventures is lost. In this case, contrary to the more standard situation with 

uncertainty, delay incurs a significant cost (in addition to the cost represented by the discount 

rate). While waiting may resolve uncertainty, the act of waiting in this example diminishes the 

size of the prospective uncertain benefits.12

Furthermore, there may be a game-theoretic element here. Consider two jurisdictions 

that compete for the opportunity to attract firms requiring fast broadband. Neither jurisdiction 

knows, with certainty, the size of the potential benefits that new fibre will bring, but both have a 

positive NPV for the project. The catch is that only the first investment will capture the benefits 

since firms agglomerate to the location of the early-mover. In this case, it pays to bring forward 

construction as much as possible so as to establish one’s location as the dominant player in the 

field, as opposed to being relegated to a backwater. This situation is another example where the 

infrastructure investment, if undertaken early, effectively includes the purchase of an option with 

positive value. The uncertainty in this situation results in an optimal policy of fast-forwarding 

investment rather than delaying it. 

  

                                                 
12 This result is related to the analysis of the intensive margin versus the extensive margin in the international trade 
literature. For instance, exports of existing firms may increase following a reduction in transport costs (the intensive 
margin) but the magnitude of this effect may be less than the extra exports arising from new firms entering 
exporting as a result of the cost reduction (the extensive margin). See Hummels and Klenow (2005) and Chaney 
(2008) for additional details. 
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Now consider a further type of uncertainty that interacts with the network effects 

discussed in the prior section. Take a project A, that is identical to our baseline case;  from 

analysis of that case we are essentially indifferent as to whether this project proceeds or not 

(BCR=1.0008). Now introduce a project B that like our first variation considered in this section 

has a certain stream of benefits of 30 p.a. plus an uncertain stream of benefits of 34 p.a. The 

probability of the uncertain stream of benefits being realised is p>0.5, and uncertainty for this 

stream cannot be resolved until after construction is completed. From the previous analysis, this 

project should proceed. 

However, the uncertain benefit stream can only be realised if a complementary project 

(project A that has NPV=0) is also undertaken. In this case, while we would be indifferent to 

undertaking project A by itself, proceeding with that project is now the equivalent of purchasing 

an option that has value to capture the expected value of the uncertain benefit stream from 

project B. Project A should therefore also be undertaken since its value needs to reflect the 

positive value of the option that relates to Project B. This conclusion would remain even if the 

conventionally-calculated NPV of Project A were negative but where the option value relating to 

Project B outweighs the negative NPV associated with Project A alone. 

How might such a situation arise in practice? Consider a fibre investment (in this case 

Project A) plus an investment in a technology park attached to a university or research institute 

(Project B). Without the fibre investment, Project B cannot recoup its costs, but with that 

investment it has the potential (with probability p) to capture an uncertain stream of benefits 

from new technology start-up firms. In this case, the investment in Project A is crucial to 

creating the option value relating to project B.  

4.5. Options Insights 

The analysis in this section demonstrates that uncertainty about future benefit (and cost) 

flows raises major complexities that are not dealt with appropriately by standard CBA 

approaches. In some circumstances, uncertainty leads to a more conservative investment stance 

that results in an optimal decision to delay an investment (relative to the standard CBA 

methodology).  

In other cases, especially where learning may occur within a sequential investment 

process or where there may be international competition for firms to locate around new 

technologies, uncertainty can lead to investments optimally being fast-tracked. In addition, 

complementarities across projects may lead to investment in a project with zero or even negative 
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NPV where investment in that project is essential in order to realise option value associated with 

benefits attached to a separate project.    

5. Production and Consumption Benefits 

Conventional CBA treats all types of benefits symmetrically. For instance, the benefits of 

a new road that reduces congestion for business traffic, so raising value added, is conceptually 

treated the same as a new road that reduces congestion for holiday traffic, so raising the quantity 

or quality of leisure time.13

The issue addressed in this section is whether equal treatment is appropriate. To focus 

the analysis, we concentrate on cases where the consumption benefit is intangible and non-

storable, but nonetheless demonstrably positive (e.g. hip replacements for the elderly). 

Productive benefits are assumed to be tangible, leading to extra income (for firms or employees) 

that can in turn be reinvested.  

 As another example, conceptually the benefits that people may derive 

from consumption-related uses of a new fibre roll-out (e.g. access to free websites) are treated 

equally to the additions to firms’ value added that may occur as a result of a similar roll-out.  

In order to analyse these issues, we return to our baseline example. The costs of that 

project are $100 million p.a. for 5 years. The assumption lying behind the conventional CBA 

approach is that, instead of investing in that project, the government or other investor could 

alternatively have invested the funds in another investment with the same risk profile and earn 

8%. If it did so, at the start of year 101, the $500 million investment (spread over years 0 to 4) 

would be worth $1,024,450 million; when this sum is discounted back to the start of year 0 (at 

8%) the value is $431 million, identical to the discounted sum of costs shown in Table 1.  

If all benefits (of $47 million p.a.) from years 5 to 100 were reinvested into a fund 

earning an 8% return, the resulting fund would be worth $1,025,282 million; when this sum is 

discounted back to the start of year 0 the value is $432 million, identical to the discounted sum 

of benefits in Table 1. Thus government is essentially indifferent between investing in the 

specific infrastructure project or in another investment opportunity with the same risk profile 

that is expected to earn 8%. In other words, government could invest $431 million now in the 

chosen project and reproduce the same sum accruing to the populace in 101 years’ time that 

                                                 
13 We frame this discussion in terms of conventional CBA approaches rather than the more nuanced specifics 
adopted by NZTA in New Zealand. In practice, NZTA (2010) judges that rural travel time cost savings are worth 
approximately 40% more per hour than urban travel time cost savings (NZTA, 2010, Table 1 of page SP3-8). This 
estimate in turn is based on three types of use: (i) work travel purpose; (ii) commuting to/from work; (iii) other non-
work travel purposes. For a car driver, categories (ii) and (iii) are valued at 33% and 29% respectively of work travel 
time savings. For a cyclist or pedestrian, the equivalent ratios are 30% and 20% respectively (NZTA, 2010, Table 
A4.1).  
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could be achieved by instead investing in the alternative project. Correspondingly, the population 

in 101 years’ time will be indifferent to the choice by government between the two projects.14

The rationale underlying this application of CBA methodology is therefore based on the 

rate of return of a similar project (opportunity cost). It has nothing to do with any individual’s 

(or society’s) rate of time preference. Appendix 1 discusses the conceptual difference between 

the rate of return and the rate of time preference in more detail within the context of an 

individual’s inter-temporal consumption choice.

 

15

Now divide the benefits in the baseline case into two different groups: tangible benefits 

resulting in higher incomes for firms and/or workers (e.g. hip replacements for manual workers) 

that can be reinvested, and intangible consumption benefits (e.g. hip replacements for the elderly 

who otherwise could not afford surgery), the benefits of which cannot be reinvested. We assume 

that the $47 million in benefit each year is split into $30 million of tangible benefits and $17 

million of intangible benefits. The discounted value of the costs remains $431 million; the 

discounted values of tangible and intangible benefits are $275 million and $156 million 

respectively.

 

16

With the split of benefits into tangibles and intangibles, we find that an investment of 

$431 million now produces a sum for the population 101 years hence that is only 64% of the 

sum that could have been earned by investing in the alternative project. Over the century, the 

population has enjoyed intangible benefits (that comprise the other 36% of total benefit) but 

none of these intangible benefits is available through reinvestment to the population in 101 years 

time. They are left 36% poorer as a result of the choice to invest in the chosen project as 

opposed to the alternative investment. 

  

Justification for treating intangible benefits as equivalent to tangible benefits in the CBA 

therefore cannot rest on an opportunity cost (rate of return) argument. Instead, a value 

judgement must be imposed that treats benefits to proximate generations more highly than those 

to future generations; moreover, the trade-off rate used to compare future relative to current 

generations must be identical to the rate of return earned from the particular risky investment 

that is being evaluated.  

This result has the corollary that if a different rate of return is applicable across projects, 

reflecting differing project risks (‘betas’), then the weight given to future relative to current 

                                                 
14 In this example we assume that each alternative produces the same set of opportunities, so there are no extra 
embedded options in one alternative relative to the other. 
15 We do so since many discussions on the use of discount rates in CBA appear to confuse the two concepts. 
16 Prior to rounding, the sum of these two figures is $432 million to the nearest million, as in the baseline case.  
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generations differs from project to project. This corollary, however, has no logical justification: 

there is no reason that can be used to justify discounting the utility of a future generation 

differently when considering a range of projects with different risk.  

The conclusion that follows from this analysis is that conventional CBA analysis is not a 

sufficient tool for evaluating a project that has intangible benefits and where inter-generational 

comparisons are involved. However, in practice, CBA analysis is frequently applied in these 

situations. For instance, road investments are typically long-lived (so requiring a consideration of 

benefits for future generations) and typically have major benefits that cannot be reinvested (e.g. 

reduced congestion costs for leisure users). This demonstration of the inadequacy of CBA in 

such circumstances leads us into a deeper discussion of inter-generational (discounting) issues in 

the next section. 

6. Discount Rates 

The discussion in section 5 demonstrated that considerable care must be taken in 

interpreting and using discount rates. In particular, the reasoning behind the use of a chosen rate 

(e.g. a real rate of return - potentially with different risk premia, versus a rate of time preference) 

needs to be consistent with the assumptions built into the analysis. The choice of discount rate 

involves both (i) a conceptual decision as to which discounting concept to apply, and (ii) a 

numerical decision as to the appropriate rate given the chosen concept. 

In order to illustrate the importance of these issues, we examine an example that 

demonstrates the sensitivity of decisions based on standard CBA criteria to the choice of 

discount rate. We follow this discussion with a more in-depth discussion of appropriate concepts 

and rates. There has been much discussion of related topics in treatments elsewhere17

Table 5 summarises the NPV and BCR of our baseline project for differing real discount 

rates varying from 1% to 10% p.a. The choice of discount rate for a long-lived project makes an 

enormous difference to the estimated viability of the project. For instance, if funding constraints 

mean that only projects with a BCR > 2 are undertaken, the baseline project would be 

undertaken if a discount rate of 4% were used, but it would not be undertaken with a higher 

discount rate. Furthermore, if the New Zealand government’s former standard discount rate of 

10% were adopted, the baseline project would drop from being a marginally acceptable 

 but many 

of the issues surrounding correct choice of discount rates are, at best, still unresolved. 

                                                 
17 See, for example, the extensive literature surveyed by Young (2002), Cowen (2007), Parker (2009) and Harrison 
(2010). 
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development to one in which benefits are calculated at only three-quarters of the costs of the 

project. 

Table 5: Baseline & Alternate Projects with a Range of Discount Rates 
 Baseline* Alternate** 

Discount Rate  
(Real) 

NPV 
($ million) 

B:C 
Ratio 

NPV 
($ million) 

B:C 
Ratio 

1% 2,289 5.6691 724 2.4768 
2% 1,366 3.8410 572 2.1901 
3%    839 2.7781 446 1.9453 
4%    518 2.1191 340 1.7354 
5%    312 1.6854 252 1.5546 
6%    172 1.3844 178 1.3982 
7%      73 1.1658 115 1.2624 
8%        0 1.0008 62 1.1440 
9%     -54 0.8724 17 1.0403 
10%     -96 0.7698 -21 0.9491 

* Baseline parameters are as per Table 1. 
** Alternate costs are as per baseline; benefits are $67 million p.a. (undiscounted) for years 5-25 inclusive, and 0 in 
all other years.    
 

The discount rate is important not only for determining whether a particular project 

should proceed but also for prioritising project options. Suppose two projects have the same 

cost structure but the benefits follow different time-paths. As an illustration, compare the 

baseline project with an alternate project that has (undiscounted) benefits of $67 million p.a. in 

years 5 to 25 inclusive, and no benefits thereafter. The second project is an alternative way of 

constructing the same project as the baseline, with identical cost structures; it has larger up-front 

benefits but those benefits last for only a comparatively short time.  

The alternate (shorter-term) project is preferred to baseline for any discount rate of 6% 

or above; at lower discount rates, the baseline project is preferred. The arithmetic reason for the 

switch in preference is that the longer term benefits (e.g. benefits over 25 years) of the baseline 

project are discounted heavily using higher discount rates whereas the alternate project has no 

benefits accruing beyond 25 years, so the higher discount rate does not reduce the value of 

longer term benefits in the alternate case. 

The conceptual reasoning behind choice of appropriate discount rate, and hence between 

choice of project, in part relates to the issues raised in the previous section about the nature of 

benefits that are expected to accrue across the two projects. If: (i) both projects have the same 

risk profile, and (ii) all benefits are tangible and will be reinvested in a project with the same risk 

and return over the full term of evaluation (i.e. through to year 100) then the analysis of the last 

section indicates that the cost of capital represents the appropriate discount rate. If either of 
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these two assumptions does not hold perfectly, there is no conceptual reason to consider that the 

cost of capital is the appropriate rate to use to discount benefits. 

The previous section indicated one situation in which a discount rate that differs from 

the cost of capital is appropriate. That situation is where some of the benefits are not capable of 

being reinvested in a project with the same risk and return over the full term of evaluation. 

Intangible benefits fall into this category.  

There are numerous other cases in which the cost of capital is unlikely to represent the 

appropriate discount rate for an infrastructure investment. Parker (2009) provides an excellent 

survey of the issues surrounding choice of discount rate in various circumstances; a 

comprehensive summary will not be repeated here. He contrasts two principal approaches: 

setting the discount rate at the social opportunity cost (SOC) rate – which equates to the cost of 

capital concept discussed above – versus setting the discount rate using the social rate of time 

preference (SRTP). As discussed in Appendix 1, these are entirely different concepts and there is 

no reason that they should be equal. 

The SOC approach has been described in section 5. Conceptually, it is the more straight-

forward of the various approaches. Even so, Parker notes that the concept of risk (which is 

central to the choice of risk premium within the SOC-based discount rate) is tricky to define. For 

instance, what is the appropriate discount rate to use if the up-front costs are risky but the longer 

term benefits are certain (or, more generally, follow a different risk profile)? In that case, should 

the costs be discounted using a standard SOC-based discount rate while the benefits are 

discounted at a risk-free rate? 

More generally, how should the risk premium be calculated for projects that have 

national implications. The workhorse model to determine the cost of capital for individual 

projects is the capital asset pricing model (CAPM; Sharpe, 1964 and Lintner, 1965). The CAPM 

determines a project’s risk premium (relative to the risk-free rate) by virtue of its ‘beta’ which in 

turn reflects the sensitivity of the project’s returns to those of the overall market (the market 

portfolio). A project that is expected to record high returns at the same time as the market is 

doing poorly (and vice versa) will have a low risk premium, since that project provides useful 

diversification properties within an investment portfolio. Likewise, a project with strongly pro-

cyclical returns will have a high risk premium (no matter what its individual variance of returns). 

At a broader economic level, the workhorse model to determine risk premia is the 

consumption capital asset pricing model (CCAPM; Breeden 1979). At this level, a project that is 

expected to record high returns at the same time as the broader economy (and consumption) is 
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doing poorly will be accorded a low risk premium, since that project provides useful 

diversification properties for the wider economy. A project with strongly pro-cyclical returns 

relative to the broader economy will be accorded a high risk premium. 

A major irrigation scheme is an example where the CCAPM may imply a low risk 

premium. Treasury research (Buckle et al, 2007) indicates that rainfall is a material determinant of 

New Zealand’s cyclical economic outcomes, with drought negatively affecting each of national 

production (GDP), domestic demand (GNE) and exports. An irrigation scheme has its highest 

payoffs precisely when the economy is at a low ebb due to drought; thus the CCAPM determines 

that irrigation schemes should be accorded a low risk premium. Indeed, if the returns to an 

irrigation scheme are counter-cyclical (i.e. a negative consumption beta) the appropriate discount 

rate would be below the risk free (government borrowing) rate.  

From a government’s perspective, why might this make sense? If a government is 

concerned with having a moderately stable revenue stream, it will value highly a scheme that 

produces tax revenues at times when other tax revenues are declining. An irrigation scheme that 

meets this requirement acts to offset other risks to the government’s revenue stream, thus having 

a risk-reducing role for government’s overall revenues. This risk-reducing role implies that the 

risk premium is negative for the scheme; thus the appropriate SOC-based rate is below 

government’s risk-free borrowing rate. 

Choosing an appropriate discount rate under the SOC-based approach is essentially a 

technical decision relating to risk. More difficult issues arise when the assumptions justifying this 

approach are not fully met. In situations where some benefits are intangible and/or we cannot be 

certain that the tangible returns will be reinvested in a project with the same risk and return over 

the full term of evaluation, the SOC-based approach is incomplete as a descriptor of the 

appropriate discount rate. 

Consider a situation in which the current generation cares about the welfare 

(consumption) of both the next generation (children) and the one after that (grand-children) but 

there is a risk that the children may be profligate and may not act to protect the living standards 

of the grand-children.18

                                                 
18 This is the simplest case; the argument follows if the current generation cares about great-grandchildren, but the 
children may not care about their grandchildren, etc. 

 The current generation could save now (at a market rate of return) to 

provide resources for both future generations. The amount saved for future generations will be 

determined by the market rate of return relative to the current generation’s inter-generational 

rate of time preference (i.e. the rate at which it values the welfare of future generations relative to 

its own).  
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Once the amount set aside for future generations is determined, the SOC-based 

approach would allocate the investments according to market rates of return, since once the 

quantum of savings is determined, the task becomes a technical one to invest in projects that 

produce the best risk-adjusted return for each of the next two generations. However, the grand-

children have no control over the decisions of the children. If government (or individuals) 

allocate all savings into a financial vehicle (e.g. a government investment fund) there is nothing 

to prevent the children’s generation from expropriating some or all of the investments intended 

for the grand-children’s benefit and leaving the grand-children with fewer resources than 

intended by the current generation.  

This is a classic time consistency problem. One way around this time consistency 

problem is for the current generation to invest in assets that provide a return to the 

grandchildren and which cannot be expropriated by the children. Long-lived infrastructure 

investments may be of this type. For instance, a concrete based road may last with little 

maintenance for 50 years, whereas a bitumen road may require substantial maintenance to still be 

operating in peak condition in 30 years time. If there is concern that a future generation may not 

allocate resources to maintain infrastructure for a future generation (noting that for a generation 

after 1984 there was significant deferred maintenance in relation to many infrastructure assets), 

then the current generation may choose to invest in “future-proofed” infrastructure that 

mitigates the potential for infrastructure decline through the next generation. In this situation, a 

concrete-based road may be preferred to a bitumen-based road even though the conventional 

BCR for the latter is higher than for the concrete road.19

The key element of this example is that the discount rate applied to long-lived projects 

must take account not only of what projects could theoretically be invested in over time, but what 

projects will actually be invested in over time. If actual returns to public investments in future are 

expected to fall below the theoretical optimum, then current investments should build in the 

expected future return to alternative investments, which is lower than the optimum return. 

 

A counter-argument to this latter point is that if the private sector could achieve the 

optimum return on its investments then this is the appropriate required rate of return since an 

alternative for the current generation is simply not to proceed with a certain infrastructure 

investment (that may yield only 7% return) when leaving the funds with the private sector 

instead returns 8%. Nevertheless, in this situation there is still no guarantee that the 
                                                 

19 Another argument favouring a concrete-based road relates to the issue of intangibles. Future maintenance  of a 
bitumen-based road will cause extra congestion during long periods of road works; the saving of this extra 
congestion is a benefit of a concrete road but conventional BCR discounts this intangible saving at the cost of 
capital rather than the rate of time preference, whereas it is the latter that is theoretically appropriate. 
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grandchildren’s generation will benefit from the private sector’s expenditure choices. Its 

investments may provide a larger return for the children but that may not be available for 

subsequent generations. For instance, a future government may tax the children’s returns to 

provide short-term election-driven consumption benefits. If the current generation cares about 

future generations and has concerns that the private or public sectors over coming decades may 

be profligate (relative to the current generation’s concerns for the future) then locking in long-

lived infrastructure investments is one method it can use to protect the welfare of future 

generations. 

Caplin and Leahy (2004), Cowen (2007) and Creedy (2007) formalise some of these 

issues. In each case, the point is made that applying an inter-generational discount rate (i.e. 

valuing a future generation’s welfare relative to our own) involves an inter-personal welfare 

comparison that is of the same type as trading off the welfare of one member of the current 

generation with that of another. Economists are typically reluctant to make inter-personal 

welfare comparisons within a generation, leaving these decisions to political decision-makers.20

Creedy discusses such issues in detail, noting that inter-personal value judgements are 

being made whether one advocates use of a discount rate based on a market interest rate or one 

advocates a (near) zero rate of time preference. The latter rate is argued for in relation to climate 

change effects within the Stern Review (2007).

 

In turn, this implies that it is futile to search for a single “correct” estimate of the social rate of 

time preference. Nevertheless, application of an inter-temporal discount rate to the welfare 

(consumption) of individuals across generations is routinely practiced, inevitably valuing the 

trade-off between the welfare of future generations and that of the current generation. The 

question is whether the rate that is used (whether it be the cost of capital or some other rate) 

accords with decision-makers’ rate of time preference. 

21 Creedy argues from first principles that these 

value judgements should be made explicitly and debated rather than being hidden behind 

technical complexities.22

Caplin and Leahy run the thought experiment of testing whether inter-generational trade-

offs are time consistent in the sense that the next generation will agree with the decisions made 

   

                                                 
20 Curiously, however, typical CBA treats the marginal dollar received by each individual as having equal impact on 
overall welfare whether it accrues to a starving individual or to a multi-millionaire. In the absence of lump-sum 
taxes, this approach accords with no known philosophical school of thought (see: Blackorby and Donaldson, 1990; 
Sen, 2009). 
21 The Stern Review deals with catastrophic risk; i.e. where, because of climate change, there is a chance of mass 
deaths or even (near-) extinction of the human race and/or many other biological organisms. In this case, as stressed 
also by Cowen, the economist’s typical marginal analysis is not an appropriate tool. These issues are dealt with in 
more detail in Appendix 1.3. 
22 Technical arguments include approaches by Weitzman (1998 and 2001) and Lowe (2008). 
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by the current generation. For instance, from today’s viewpoint are we happy that the 

infrastructure deficit built up since the early 1980s was optimal, or do we instead consider it 

would have been preferable for the last generation to provide more infrastructure investment 

than actually occurred? If, ex ante, the deferred investment (coupled with high social 

expenditures) was an optimal strategy but, ex post, that strategy is viewed as sub-optimal, then 

there is a disagreement between the two generations about the rate of time discount. When this 

situation occurs, there is no single objective rate of time discount; we wish that the last 

generation had paid more heed to our generation when it was taking its expenditure decisions 

than it chose to. 

Cowen elaborates on this point. He notes that processes of substantial economic reform 

often involve a significant loss of production while the reform process is undertaken. The loss is 

accepted given an expectation of higher subsequent growth rates once dislocation and 

reorganisation of the economy has run its course. This was the experience of New Zealand after 

1984, and was also the experience of many transition countries in Eastern Europe. Significant 

economic reform is generally only undertaken if the longer term growth benefits of reform are 

considered to outweigh the transitional costs. The inter-temporal discount rate materially affects 

this calculus. 

For instance, consider the New Zealand reforms. Grimes (1996) shows that over the 

seven years prior to the 1984 reforms (i.e. 1978-1984), New Zealand’s GDP growth rate was 

0.9% p.a. below that of the OECD average for the same period. For the following seven years 

(i.e. 1985-1991) during the transition period, New Zealand’s GDP growth rate was 2.4% p.a. 

below that of the OECD. After 1991, the New Zealand growth rate was expected to increase. If 

it was known at the outset of the reforms that this transition would occur but that the New 

Zealand economy would henceforth grow at the OECD average rate from 1992 onwards (i.e. at 

a rate 0.9% p.a. above New Zealand’s pre-reform growth rate), would the reforms have been 

considered worthwhile ex ante? 

Imagine that the policy-makers had a fifty year time horizon at the start of the reforms, 

and that they discounted future incomes back to 1984 dollars using an 8% real discount rate. By 

2034, fifty years after the start of the reforms, the New Zealand economy would be producing 

32% more per annum than in the baseline (no reform) case. However, once future production is 

discounted back to 1984 with an 8% discount rate, discounted total production over the first 

fifty years with the reforms would be less than if the reforms had never occurred. This result is 

despite the New Zealand GDP growth rate being 0.9% p.a. higher with the reforms for the final 

43 years of the evaluation period. 
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Cowen makes the point that use of a high intertemporal discount rate rarely makes 

economic reform worthwhile. In other words, with a high discount rate, low growth policies that 

are already in place are preferred to an economic policy that favours greater future economic 

growth. The reason for this result is that near-term transitional costs (accruing to the current 

generation) are discounted very lightly while benefits for future generations are discounted 

heavily. Cowen’s insight with regard to economic reform programmes applies more specifically 

to long-lived infrastructure investments: applying a high discount rate to infrastructure 

investments that are designed to increase the productive potential of the economy results instead 

in a policy that locks in a consumption-oriented low-growth economy rather than one with a 

higher GDP growth rate and higher future living standards.  

On the other hand, if all government investment projects used a low discount rate, the 

result would be a severe crowding out of private sector investment. Cowen’s analysis therefore 

applies to projects that have clear long-lived benefits that will accrue to a future generation and 

that would not otherwise be pursued by the private sector.23

Use of a high discount rate for productive projects becomes of greater concern if: (a) 

citizen’s welfare (“utility”) at any point in time is shaped at least in part with reference to living 

standards in other countries,

  

24

Consider, for instance, if New Zealanders compare their living standards with Australia; 

they are happy if they can keep pace with their neighbour but feel increasingly unhappy the 

further they fall behind. Furthermore, imagine the case where – taken in isolation – the optimal 

discount rate to apply to like infrastructure projects in each country is 8%, but that Australia 

chooses instead to adopt a 6% discount rate. It increases taxes in the near-term to fund the 

increased number of projects that are thereby commissioned. The result will be that Australia 

will have reduced short-term consumption and will invest more in long-lived infrastructure 

projects than New Zealand. The returns to that investment will induce a higher standard of 

living across the Tasman in future years relative to New Zealand.  

 (b) comparator countries use a lower discount rate for their 

productive long-lived infrastructure projects, and (c) the current generation cares about the 

relative living standards of future generations in New Zealand.  

In this case – even if New Zealand were to adopt the “optimal” discount rate policy 

viewed from an isolationist perspective – New Zealanders would in future feel worse-off because 

                                                 
23 This is a similar set of projects to those referred to by Henry (2010) as falling within scope for government 
decisions within Australia. 
24 The empirical evidence (i.e. the “Easterlin Paradox”) is that national measures of absolute wellbeing in developed 
countries tend not to increase over time; instead, relative living standards are more prominent determinants of 
individuals’ (and countries’) happiness (Easterlin, 1974). 
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their living standards had dropped below those of Australia. With free labour mobility, the result 

will be migration of New Zealanders to Australia to take advantage of its higher relative 

infrastructure stock, higher productivity and higher living standards (an example of resource 

mobility as considered in section 3). 

Parker (2009) summarises the observed choices of discount rates for major long-lived 

infrastructure projects across OECD countries. Within Europe (including the United Kingdom) 

most countries use rates within the 3-5% range; the United States appears to use a rate at the 

bottom end of this range for long-lived projects. Rates across Australia vary by State, but appear 

to be centred on the 6-7% range; however Henry (2010) notes that in certain circumstances, 

government in Australia may nevertheless approve projects that fail a CBA using a conventional 

discount rate. Henry states (p.13): “There remains an important role for public investment in 

infrastructure. There may be infrastructure projects that are of strategic importance and that may 

not pass a private cost-benefit analysis; perhaps because the costs and benefits need to be 

amortised over too many decades or for other reasons.” 

In New Zealand, the Treasury25

The use of discount rates for differing types of investment indicate that the 

recommended rates are not based on a (single) rate of time preference; rather they are explicitly 

related to a market cost of capital across sectors (based on the CAPM). These market costs are 

used to discount “benefits in a later time period” across all classes of benefit. This formulation 

therefore adopts an opportunity cost approach. As discussed above, this approach is only valid 

in very specific circumstances that do not generally hold for long-lived infrastructure projects.  

 recommends a default rate of 8% for infrastructure 

except for “telecommunications, media and technology IT and equipment” for which it 

recommends a 9.5% rate; general purpose office buildings have a recommended discount rate of 

6%. Treasury states that it anticipates these rates “will be appropriate for most public sector 

expenditure proposals that involve an expectation of benefits in a later time period”. However 

they are careful to note: “Different rates may be adopted in cases where it can be justified on 

objective opportunity-cost grounds.”   

By comparison, many of the European countries cited by Parker adopt an explicit (low) 

social rate of time preference to trade off future relative to current benefits when considering 

infrastructure investments. In these circumstances, New Zealand, with an 8% real discount rate, 

will tend to be “infrastructure-capital-shallow” relative to other developed countries. As 

discussed in Appendix 1.2, this result fully incorporates the funding (liability) side of the 

                                                 
25 See Treasury Circular 2008/13. 
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investment project. At the simplest level, the irrelevance of funding choices is most obvious 

when investment choices are being made within a given fiscal expenditure envelope. In this case, 

taxes and debt liabilities are unaltered by the choice of expenditure options, but the timing of 

benefits does differ across generations.  

By choosing the current approach, New Zealand policy-makers have signalled that they 

favour current consumption over future production, relative to the choices made in other 

countries. This choice may be optimal viewed from the perspective of an individual current 

consumer, but a future resident will favour the choices made by government agencies in other 

countries and accordingly will opt to migrate to those countries to enjoy their higher future living 

standards. 

7. Traded versus Non-Traded Sector Issues 

Traditional neoclassical analysis incorporates an equilibrium result that, at the margin, an 

extra dollar invested in one sector is as productive as an extra dollar invested in any other 

sector.26

The original paper made the conjecture that, at the margin, an infrastructure investment 

that boosted productivity in the traded goods sector would have greater economy-wide payoffs 

than an identical infrastructure investment that boosted productivity in the non-traded sector. In 

Appendix 2, we develop the model further to examine conditions under which this conjecture is 

borne out. The only changes made to the original model of Grimes (2009b) are that productivity 

in each of the traded goods and non-traded goods sectors is related positively to the quantity of 

government infrastructure investment servicing that sector (denoted GN  and GT  respectively).

 While this result holds for any individual firm, the analysis in Grimes (2009b) calls this 

result into question at the aggregate economy level. That model incorporated two sectors, a 

traded goods sector and a non-traded goods sector. The traded good can be conceptualised as 

exports (or as a consumption good that competes directly with imports) while a non-traded good 

cannot be traded internationally (e.g. haircuts). Production in each sector is undertaken using 

labour and capital, where the capital good is imported.  

27

                                                 
26 Optimally, this should hold for both private and public sector investments. 

 

A lump sum tax is levied on individuals sufficient to meet the capital costs and depreciation 

relating to the two sets of infrastructure.  

27 While the model can make a conceptual distinction between infrastructure that services the traded and non-traded 
sectors respectively, in practice much infrastructure will support both sectors. Nevertheless, some infrastructure 
favours one sector more than the other; for instance fibre to the home may favour the non-traded sector more than 
a road to an export port. Note that the infrastructure itself is not being conceptualised as being in one or other 
sector; it is a capital good that services either/both sector(s). 
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As outlined in Appendix 2, we analyse the impacts of increasing GN  and GT  individually 

by 1% on the following variables: non-traded sector production (YN), traded sector production 

(YT), total production (Y=YN +YT), total consumption (C =CN +CT, where non-traded goods 

consumption, CN =YN ), and utility of the representative agent (U). The last of these variables is 

the appropriate measure of ‘welfare’ in this model; as we will see, welfare and production (i.e. 

GDP) may move quite distinctly in our simulations.  

The model is run with two separate economic structures. The first, which mirrors that in 

the original paper, has symmetric consumption; i.e. in the baseline (prior to increasing either GN  

or GT) consumption of non-traded goods equals consumption of traded goods. In this 

configuration, production of traded goods exceeds production of non-traded goods with the 

extra traded goods production used to finance the required imports of capital goods (to meet the 

depreciation of the private and public capital stock). The second configuration sets production 

of traded goods equal to the production of non-traded goods; in this case, consumption of non-

traded goods exceeds consumption of traded goods (again so that exports can finance the 

importation of capital goods). 

Table 6 summarises the results of the four simulations (i.e. increases to each of GN  and 

GT  with each of the two model configurations). With equal consumption shares (in which traded 

goods production exceeds non-traded goods production), an increase in infrastructure for the 

traded goods sector (GT) has a greater impact on overall production (Y) than does an increase in 

infrastructure for the non-traded sector (GN). An arithmetic reason for this is that the traded 

sector is initially larger than the non-traded sector, but this is not the full story. The key 

difference is that the greater traded sector productivity engendered by the increase in GT enables 

purchase of extra capital equipment funded by the extra traded sector exports. This capital effect 

can be seen through the much greater increase in Y (0.23%) than C (0.07%) in column 2.  

Table 6: General Equilibrium Effects of Government Infrastructure Investments* 
 Equal consumption shares Equal production shares 

GN  ↑ 1% GT  ↑ 1% GN  ↑ 1% GT  ↑ 1% 
YN 0.08 -0.03 0.08 -0.03 
YT 0.06 0.36 0.12 0.42 
Y 0.07 0.23 0.10 0.19 
C -0.02 0.07 0.02 0.02 
U -0.02 0.07 0.02 0.02 
* The figure in each cell is the % change in the variable listed in the first column caused by a 1% increase in the type 
of infrastructure listed across the top. “Equal consumption shares” and “Equal production shares” correspond to 
the two model configurations; see Appendix 2. GN  is infrastructure servicing the non-traded goods sector; GT  is 
infrastructure servicing the traded goods sector; YN is non-traded sector production; YT is traded sector production; 
Y  is total production, C is total consumption; U  is utility (welfare) of the representative agent.  
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Utility increases with the increase in GT as the benefits of the extra production outweigh 

the loss in income via extra taxation to pay for the infrastructure. By contrast, the increase in 

non-traded sector infrastructure, GN, leads to a reduction in overall welfare since the cost to the 

agents through taxes to fund the extra infrastructure capital is not recouped by a sufficient 

increase in production. In this situation, residents are made worse off by government increasing 

its (non-traded sector) infrastructure investment. 

With the second model configuration (equal production shares, in which non-traded 

consumption considerably exceeds traded consumption) the effects are more finely balanced. An 

increase in GT again increases output by more than would a commensurate increase in GN, for 

the same reason as before – that the greater traded goods productivity enables greater imports of 

private sector capital. Now, however, the welfare effects of the two policies are identical, 

reflecting the assumed much greater consumption of non-traded goods in the baseline case.  

The parameter assumptions in this latter case imply that consumption of traded goods 

(imported goods and goods capable of being exported) represents only 27% of total 

consumption, which is an under-estimate of the actual traded goods share of consumption in the 

economy. This case therefore appears to be a limiting one that is unlikely to arise. In practice, 

one may conclude that utility is likely to increase more with an investment in infrastructure that 

raises traded sector productivity relative to a same-sized investment that raises non-traded sector 

productivity. 

The results from this general equilibrium model imply two key conclusions with respect 

to the targeting of infrastructure investment. First, an infrastructure investment in the traded 

sector has a greater impact on aggregate production than does an ex ante identical infrastructure 

investment for the non-traded sector. This effect arises, in part, because of the greater scope for 

importing capital goods that arises when traded sector expands, an effect that does not occur 

with an increase in non-traded sector production. 

Second, aggregate production effects differ from overall welfare effects. Measuring 

benefits solely by increases in production may lead to a miscalculation of the overall net benefits 

of a project. One factor that affects the relationship between production and welfare outcomes is 

changes in relative prices between traded and non-traded goods that arise as productivity of one 

sector increases relative to another. As explained in Grimes (2009), an increase in non-traded 

sector production causes a decrease in the relative price of non-traded goods since domestic 

consumers are the only source of demand for those goods; by contrast, the price of traded goods 

is determined by world demand. An increase in infrastructure for the traded sector has no 
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adverse price effect on New Zealand producers whereas an infrastructure investment that boosts 

productivity of non-traded producers leads to a partially offsetting income drop through falling 

prices. In this case, domestic producers benefit more from a boost to infrastructure investment 

that supports the traded sector than a commensurate infrastructure investment supporting the 

non-traded sector.  

8. Conclusions 

Cost benefit analysis (CBA) is a useful tool for many project investment applications. It 

is especially useful for making comparisons between alternative specifications that are designed 

to produce similar benefits. It makes explicit the nature and size of projected costs and benefits 

of a project, as well as the timing of those costs and benefits. Ideally, both tangible and intangible 

benefits and costs are included in the calculations. Wider economic benefits that may arise, for 

instance, from agglomeration externalities within cities, are also included. Furthermore, a CBA 

makes explicit how future values for costs and benefits are traded off against current values. The 

discipline involved in making these comparisons results in far better project evaluation than 

would occur if there were no formal model for comparing the worth of alternative investments. 

Within any CBA, there are some crucial judgements that must be made. These 

judgements can materially alter the perceived worth of an individual project and can alter the 

ranking of alternative projects. Estimation of the scope and scale of wider economic benefits is 

an example of one such judgement that is required. Another important judgement that affects 

the worth of long-lived projects is the choice of discount rate. The analysis in this paper, and 

elsewhere, shows that considerable thought needs to be applied to the discount rate choice. 

There is no single “correct” discount rate choice that covers all project types. 

In certain circumstances, a cost of capital (incorporating an appropriate risk premium 

derived from market prices for commensurate risks) constitutes an appropriate discount rate for 

a project. Circumstances where this choice is most appropriate include where returns from the 

proposed project can all be reinvested at the same rate (and with the same risk profile) as the 

project under consideration, and where the project could be undertaken equally by another agent 

(e.g. by both the private and public sectors).  

Even within this approach, the choice of risk premium within the cost of capital is not 

trivial. A standard capital asset pricing model (CAPM) approach would measure the project’s 

“beta” which places priority on the project’s covariance of returns with the aggregate market 

return. Under this (standard) approach, riskiness is not measured by the volatility (e.g. standard 
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deviation) of project returns or by measures of return uncertainty. Individual infrastructure 

projects could therefore have quite different costs of capital (and hence discount rates) from one 

another. For instance, a project with returns that had zero covariance with the market return 

would have a cost of capital set at the risk-free (government borrowing) rate.  

If government is concerned about stability of aggregate GDP or aggregate tax flows, the 

measure of the appropriate risk premium changes. A project that yields high returns at a time 

when aggregate GDP and/or tax-flows are falling would have a negative risk premium according 

to the Consumption CAPM, which is the appropriate model in these circumstances. For 

instance, an irrigation project that delivers its highest returns in times of drought (and associated 

cyclical economic decline) should have a cost of capital that is below the risk-free rate. This 

variation in discount rates, even where a cost of capital approach is used, demonstrates the care 

that must be adopted when choosing a particular discount rate for an infrastructure investment. 

Where the benefit stream in part comprises intangible consumption benefits (that are not 

fully substitutable for other privately financed consumption benefits) the cost of capital no 

longer necessarily constitutes the appropriate discount rate for an infrastructure project. The 

reason is that intangible consumption benefits cannot be reinvested at the chosen cost of capital. 

In these circumstances, investment versus consumption choices inevitably arise, and involve an 

inter-personal value judgement between benefits for current agents versus those in the future. 

The analysis in this paper demonstrates that adoption of an 8% p.a. real discount rate (the New 

Zealand Treasury’s current standard rate) means that - for the same tax flows and liability 

structure - policy-makers prefer to have one unit of benefit now in place of six units of benefit in 

one generation’s (25 years) time.  

For instance, one hip operation today is preferred to having the wealth in 25 years to 

deliver six hip operations at that time. At the Treasury’s former preferred 10% p.a. real discount 

rate, one hip operation today would have been preferred to having the wealth to deliver nine hip 

operations in 25 years time. Because we are dealing with inter-personal comparisons of benefit, 

we cannot say that these value judgements are necessarily “wrong”. They reflect a policy choice 

that current consumption is strongly preferred to investment and hence to future consumption. 

Citizens of countries that make such a choice can have a higher level of current benefit than 

citizens of countries in which policy-makers choose to invest for a future generation. Conversely, 

future citizens in the initial high consumption country will be worse off than future citizens in a 

country that consumes less initially and invests more in long-lived projects. 
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Where citizens have an option to migrate from the “consumer country” to the 

“investment country” it could be argued that an optimal policy is for the current generation to 

consume today in the former country and for the next generation to migrate to the latter 

country, taking advantage of that country’s infrastructure capital that its previous generation built 

up. However, if current citizens care about the welfare of future citizens domiciled in their own 

country, and have a wish to see future generations largely remain in the home country, this 

strategy can no longer be considered optimal. In those circumstances, current citizens need to 

give greater priority to investments in projects that yield long-term returns and spend less on 

policies that deliver near-term consumption benefits.    

While complicated, the choice of discount rate is essentially a technical choice within a 

standard CBA. There are more complex circumstances in which a standard CBA approach may 

be inadequate, or even inappropriate. Potentially the most important characteristic that may 

render a conventional CBA inappropriate is where a potential project opens up options for 

investment in future projects with uncertain returns and where: (a) information about those 

returns is forthcoming only after the initial project is completed, or (b) potential positive returns 

from the future projects diminish over time.  

In case (a), the initial project must be undertaken in order to find out whether or not to 

proceed to the next stage within a sequence of projects. Examples may include investment in a 

fibre broadband network (the initial project) where the subsequent projects are in the form of 

potential private sector investments that utilise the greater speed and bandwidth that fibre 

affords. Other examples may include: investments in basic research (with potential 

commercialisation of research findings constituting the subsequent projects); improved (public 

and private) transport networks that open up new possibilities for firm and household location 

and trade; minerals exploration, opening up opportunities to extract any reserves that are found; 

and the electricity transmission grid, opening up opportunities for new generation plants and/or 

new major users of electricity. 

In case (b), returns to investment are time dependent. A notable example may be where 

countries are competing for the location of major firms that, once their location is chosen, incur 

substantial sunk costs and so are reluctant to move again. Another example may be where 

agglomeration externalities combine with path dependence to establish a cluster for a new 

industry that may be reliant on a particular form of infrastructure and/or technology. The fibre 

example is again relevant here, with a cluster of high-tech firms potentially locating in countries 

or centres that are early adopters of large-scale fibre provision. 
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The potential importance of options created by particular infrastructure investments 

means that a standard “needs analysis” may be an insufficient basis from which to begin an ex 

ante evaluation of a potential investment. In the cases discussed above, an “opportunities 

analysis” also needs to be included prospectively. Furthermore, it is important not to restrict 

opportunities to those that may be exercised (or even internalised) just by the infrastructure 

provider or by existing agents. Future agents (e.g. new migrants, start-up firms or international 

firms not yet present in the country) may be the agents that take advantage of opportunities that 

are created. A corollary of this approach is that disinvestment decisions need to take account of 

future opportunities that are potentially lost through a decision to scrap existing infrastructure. 

The opportunity (or option) approach may be particularly important where discontinuities are 

possible. For instance, a decision to close (large parts of) the rail network owing to its inability to 

pass a conventional CBA may turn out to have a large negative outcome if fuel prices were to 

surge massively, in which case the option to increase rail traffic would no longer be available. Of 

course, this option value must be weighed against the costs of ongoing operational deficits in 

determining the closure decision. 

Similarly, if fibre becomes a “must-have” business attribute, a decision not to invest 

could have discontinuous consequences on the location decisions of firms (at least in 

information-rich sectors). In the fibre case, this option effect must be weighed against a 

competing option effect: a ubiquitous fibre network represents a large sunk cost, and it may turn 

out that future mobile technologies offer a much cheaper, but equally effective, delivery 

mechanism. In this case, the standard investment under uncertainty result would favour delaying 

fibre investments until more is known about the benefits of the alternative technologies. A 

decision therefore needs to be taken about the potential for returns to be time dependent when 

choosing whether to delay or bring forward a major fibre investment. 

Network effects are another potential source of discontinuity arising from infrastructure 

investments. A single investment project may produce limited returns in the absence of other 

complementary investments. However the experience of master-planning at the regional level 

demonstrates that a suite of complementary investments can produce much greater returns than 

the sum of the returns to each investment where each of those investments was considered by 

itself.  

This observation, which has long established roots in the economic development 

literature, means that a coordinated approach to at least some infrastructure investments is 

required. For instance, it indicates the advisability of coordinating transport investments, land 

use control decisions, energy reticulation, plus schooling and other social investments at a spatial 
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level. At a broader level, it has implications for national strategic investment choices. For 

instance, a decision to invest heavily in fibre may logically be coordinated with a decision to 

favour training in information-related skills; a decision to substantially upgrade Auckland’s 

passenger transport network may logically be complemented by ensuring that opportunities to 

expand the housing and commercial building stocks are enhanced, while ensuring that each of 

electricity, gas and water provision is secure for a potentially much larger city. 

In making these judgements, the endogenous flows of resources across regions must be 

considered. Capital and labour both flow across regional and national boundaries to where 

earnings opportunities (plus amenity values) are highest. For a small country such as New 

Zealand with open labour and capital markets, this means that an investment in one region 

should be considered within an Australasian, rather than a New Zealand-specific, context. For an 

instance, an investment that boosts Christchurch’s productive potential will reallocate resources 

across Australasia (of which Australia forms the bulk) rather than primarily constituting a 

foregone benefit for other parts of New Zealand. 

The importance of an over-arching national strategic approach to infrastructure 

provision is highlighted by findings that certain classes of infrastructure investments have 

favourable long-term economic effects relative to others. The importance of infrastructure 

investments which produce returns that are capable of being reinvested, rather than consumed 

immediately, is one such class of favoured investment. A standard CBA treats a dollar produced 

for intangible consumption today equally with a dollar produced through servicing an export 

industry, but the consumption benefit is lost immediately whereas the productive benefit can be 

reinvested. Using the fibre example, equivalent fibre investments to the home and to the firm 

respectively may produce equal initial gains to those recipients. However, returns from the latter 

investment (i.e. to the firm) can be reinvested for the future whereas the former return (to the 

consumer) may produce only a fleeting intangible benefit. 

Furthermore, the analysis indicates that where a differentiation can be made, an 

infrastructure investment that services the export sector (or, more generally, the traded goods 

sector including import substitution activities) provides a greater overall benefit to the economy 

than one that services the non-traded productive sector (i.e. goods and services that are not 

traded internationally). This is the case even where the marginal returns to equivalent firms from 

equal sized investments are the same. The reasoning here is twofold: First, in a capital-importing 

country such as New Zealand, export receipts are required to purchase the capital goods that 

produce both traded and non-traded goods and services. Second, exports can generally be 

increased without causing prices to fall since New Zealand producers form only a small 
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proportion of all suppliers of the commodity. By contrast, an increase in non-traded goods 

production causes the price to move against producers of those goods since domestic demand 

for these goods is limited. 

The combined effect of these various findings is that a national infrastructure strategy 

may concentrate on supporting infrastructure investments that: (i) service the internationally 

traded productive sector; (ii) exhibit network complementarities with other infrastructure 

investments; and (iii) create new opportunities for further value-enhancing investments that take 

advantage of the initial investment project. These considerations are all largely absent from a 

conventional CBA evaluation of a single prospective project.  

In many cases, the considerations just outlined will not be material, and a conventional 

CBA will form an appropriate prospective evaluation tool. However where some or all of the 

above considerations are germane, conventional CBA tools need to be supplemented by analysis 

that incorporates the larger strategic aspects of a project. Furthermore, the essence of a strategic 

approach is that a “bottom up” aggregation of one-off projects will not be optimal; network 

benefits and new opportunities will be missed under such a regime. Some over-arching 

investment principles and strategies, emphasising production in internationally traded sectors 

combined with network effects and the creation of option values, are required. If adoption of 

these strategies were combined with a decision to place greater weight on the value of future 

production relative to current consumption, an increasingly productive New Zealand economy 

might evolve that competes on more equal terms with its advanced neighbours. 
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APPENDIX 1:  Intertemporal Optimisation Issues 

A1.1 Simple Two-Period Consumption Model 

 The term ‘discount rate’ has been used to refer to multiple concepts, causing confusion 

when undertaking intertemporal analysis. In this Appendix we outline a simple two-period model 

of consumption faced by an individual in order to clarify the concepts.  

The individual has nominal (i.e. dollar) income, y, in period 1 which she can use either to 

consume in period 1 or she can save some or all of it. The number of physical units of the good 

that are consumed in period 1 is denoted c1, with each unit purchased at price p1. Her nominal 

consumption in period 1 is therefore p1c1 and consequently her savings balance at the end of 

period 1 is y - p1c1. 

The individual positively values consumption in both periods, but earns no further 

income in the second period other than what she earns on her savings. The nominal interest rate 

between periods 1 and 2 is denoted i. In period 2, she can therefore spend her savings plus 

interest (leaving no bequest) and consume c2 units of the good, each purchased at price p2. Her 

budget constraint is therefore given by equation (A1):  

)1(*)( 1122 icpycp +−=         (A1) 

We assume that the consumer has the same single period utility function in each period 

of life, u(c), but that in making her decisions at the outset, she displays some impatience, 

exhibited through her rate of time preference, ρ. The resulting lifetime utility function is given by 

(A2): 
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Note that ρ is a characteristic of the individual’s utility function. It remains the same no 

matter what happens to the market rate of return (i) or any other variable.  

The individual maximises U subject to the budget constraint through her choices of c1 

and c2. This gives the standard result for the dynamics of her consumption path in (A3), where 

u′(c) is the marginal utility of consumption, and r is the real rate of return28
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28 Note that (1+r) = (1+i)/(1+π) where π is the rate of inflation given by (p2-p1 )/p1 . 
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To make (A3) easier to interpret, assume that u(c) takes the constant relative risk aversion 

(CRRA), or iso-elastic, form in (A4): 
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The dynamic consumption path then becomes: 
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From (A5), future consumption will be raised relative to current consumption: (a) the 

higher is the real rate of return, and (b) the lower is the rate of time preference. Importantly in 

terms of understanding CBA methodology, both the rate of return and the rate of time 

preference are important in determining whether current consumption should be high relative to 

the future or not. The two rates are entirely separate concepts and both are important in 

determining the allocation of resources across time. 

We note here that there is no logical reason, at least in a small open economy, for there 

to be any relationship between ρ and r. The former is a property solely of the individual’s utility 

function; the latter is determined by the world capital market. Even at the global level, 

Samuelson (1958) showed that there is no relationship between the two variables. 

A1.2 Social Rate of Time Preference 

The simple framework used above may also be used, with care, to analyse the case of two 

separate generations (1 and 2). The utility function is now interpreted as a social welfare 

function. In that case, the social planner will wish to allocate resources between current 

consumption and consumption for the next generation according to (A3) or, with CRRA utility, 

using (A5). Thus, at the inter-generational level, both ρ (now interpreted as the social rate of 

time preference) and r are again important.  

Importantly, however, Cowen (2001) notes that the social rate of time preference (i.e. the 

trade-off across generations) cannot be interpreted as having the same value as an individual’s 

rate of time preference (i.e. the trade-off by an individual within her own lifetime). The latter 

involves an individual making a sacrifice today (i.e. to save instead of consume) so as to receive a 

greater consumption benefit tomorrow. By contrast, the future generation makes no sacrifice 
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today in order to consume when they are alive, for the simple reason that they are not alive 

today.  

To give a feeling for the importance of this argument, consider the counter view that the 

social rate of time preference should be considered as being equal to an individual’s rate of time 

preference, and further assume that the latter is taken to be equivalent to the real cost of capital, 

taken to be 8% p.a. Now imagine that in 1066, William the Conqueror had the choice of adding 

one extra glass of wine to his victory banquet (at a cost of a farthing)29 or saving it for the benefit 

of his new realm (and its colonies). If someone30

As a less extreme (non-monetary) example, consider a choice between conducting one 

hip operation today or six identical hip operations (at the same per unit cost) in 25 years time. 

Using an 8% social rate of time preference, the same decision-maker would favour the one hip 

operation today.

 were now given the choice of having 

NZ$70,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (if King William had foregone the extra wine) or 

preferring that the king had imbibed the extra glass of wine, he would logically conclude that the 

extra glass was optimal.  

31

This comparison fully incorporates issues surrounding the funding of the operations (i.e. 

by debt and/or taxes). To see this, imagine that the government could choose between: (a) 

investing in equipment that produces one hip operation today, and (b) investment in an 

infrastructure project that yields a compound 7.9% p.a. real return over 25 years (that is 

reinvested at the same rate over time). Both choices cost the identical amount and are funded in 

exactly the same manner (i.e. the identical choices for both taxes and debt). In 25 years time, the 

infrastructure project is worth 6.2 times the amount of the initial investment; i.e. 6.2 times the 

cost of the hip operation today. Given that the two choices have the identical tax flow and debt 

structure as each other, the choice is between one hip operation today and six operations in 25 

years time; the 8% discount rate favours the former.  

  

  

                                                 
29 I.e. formerly one quarter of a penny, or approximately one-fifth of a New Zealand cent. 
30 I.e. someone who adheres to an 8% p.a. social rate of time preference. 
31 In related vein, Ken Caldeira of the Carnegie Institute is quoted in the Economist Magazine (5 December 2009) in 
relation to climate change: “If we already had energy and transportation systems that met our needs without using 
the atmosphere as a waste dump for our carbon-dioxide pollution, and I told you that you could be 2% richer, but 
all you had to do was acidify the oceans and risk killing off coral reefs and other marine ecosystems, risk melting the 
ice caps with rapid sea-level rise, shifting weather patterns so that food-growing regions might not be able to 
produce adequate amounts of food, and so on, would you take all the environmental risk, just to be 2% richer?” He 
has yet to find an affirmative answer! This example raises behavioural economics issues relating to lock-in and 
framing effects that are also important in decision-making but are beyond the scope of this paper. 
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A1.3 Income Changes and Catastrophic Change 

Equation (A3) can be used to consider how one should handle the potential for income 

change over time (both absolute and relative to another country). It can also address potential 

catastrophic changes. For any of these cases, consider )(' 2cu as the marginal utility of 

consumption in the (potentially distant) future, and calibrate r and ρ accordingly (in terms of 

return period). Then we can solve (A3) for r, treating this variable as the required return on the 

marginal investment project so as to give the optimal inter-generational consumption path for a 

given ρ (and given other exogenous parameters determining income). 

Ceteris paribus, if income and consumption are growing over time, then c2 > 1c  and hence, 

with risk aversion, )(' 1cu > )(' 2cu ; thus the left-hand-side of (A3) is “high” and we will require a 

“high” r (where “high” is interpreted relative to ρ). In other words, the marginal investment will 

need to have a “high” rate of return. The higher is the expected exogenous growth rate in the 

economy, the more that the optimal policy will curtail current investment relative to current 

consumption, by setting a high r for a given ρ. 

Consider the implications for potential catastrophic changes associated, for instance, with 

long-term effects of climate change or the risk of a major pandemic. These events may cause a 

substantial loss in future income and hence reduce c2 to very low levels; accordingly )(' 2cu will 

be large and the left-hand-side of (A3) small. Recognising that there will now be a probability 

distribution over future outcomes, we can, to a first approximation, still solve (A3), in an 

expected value sense, for the optimal r. In addition, we would favour investment in projects that 

have returns which are negatively correlated with consumption outcomes as discussed in the 

irrigation example of section 6.      

Using the same framework (but for a nearer term time horizon), consider the 

implications for policy if the utility function is such that New Zealanders’ utility is dependent on 

the level of domestic consumption relative to the level in Australia, Ac . The comparison to 

determine whether r should be “high” or “low” now comes down to whether Acc 22 / > Acc 11 /  

and hence whether )/(' 11
Accu > )/(' 22

Accu . If Australian income and consumption is growing 

fast, then the same logic as before demonstrates that the optimal r to adopt in New Zealand is 

low; i.e. the marginal investment will have a “low” rate of return. In this case, public policy will 

optimally set a low discount rate in order to boost the level of current investment. 
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APPENDIX 2: Extension of Two-Sector Model to Include Infrastructure 

The long run equilibrium model in Grimes (2009b) is designed to mimic key features of a 

small open economy such as New Zealand that imports much of its capital stock. It has two 

sectors, traded (T) and non-traded (N), each with a constant returns to scale Cobb-Douglas 

production function using capital (K) and labour (L) as inputs, and with multi-factor productivity 

being determined by an exogenous constant (A). All capital in the economy is imported at world 

prices, while the economy’s total labour supply is given. The capital stock in each sector is 

chosen endogenously by profit-maximising firms; the same process allocates labour across the 

two sectors (with wages equated across sectors). Depreciation rates on capital are determined 

exogenously by technical conditions, and the real return on capital is set exogenously by world 

capital markets. Consumer demand for the two finished goods is determined via a constant 

elasticity of substitution utility function defined over traded and non-traded goods. Wage rates 

and non-traded goods prices are both determined endogenously so that non-traded consumption 

equals non-traded production while labour is fully employed. Imports of capital to satisfy 

depreciation requirements results in domestic production exceeding domestic consumption, with 

the current account of the balance of payments being zero. 

The baseline model had no role for government. In the current application, we introduce 

a government sector that invests in infrastructure (G) across each of the two sectors; the capital 

costs and depreciation associated with the infrastructure are financed through lump sum 

taxation. All government infrastructural capital is sourced from abroad. It is assumed to bear the 

same depreciation rate and cost of capital as private sector capital. 

To keep the model as similar as possible to the baseline model, we make only three 

modifications to that model. First, we model the productivity parameter in each production 

function (AN and AT for non-traded and traded sectors respectively) as a function of government 

infrastructure servicing each sector (GN and GT respectively). The production functions (A6 and 

A7 for non-traded and traded goods respectively) are identical to those in the baseline model; 

(A8) and (A9) provide the specifications for AN and AT where, for symmetry, we choose 

identical parameters across the two sectors. 

αα −= 1
NNNN LKAY         (A6) 

ββ −= 1
TTTT LKAY         (A7) 

 )exp( 2
NNN GGA ψωυ ++=        (A8) 

 )exp( 2
TTT GGA ψωυ ++=        (A9) 
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As in the original model, we assume that α=β=0.33. We set υ = -0.6, ω = 1 and ψ = -

0.4 with GN = GT = 1 initially, so that initial AN = AT = 1. With these parameters, for a given K 

and L, a 1% increase in G for a sector increases that sector’s production by 0.2%.32

All other equations are as in the original study, except that income available to 

consumers is reduced by (r+d)*(GN+GT) corresponding to the lump sum tax required to service 

the infrastructure stock, where r is the cost of capital and d is the depreciation rate.  

 Larger 

increases bring smaller relative returns owing to the negative term in the quadratic in (A8) and 

(A9). 

The original model was simulated with consumption symmetry imposed; i.e. 

consumption of non-traded goods equalled consumption of traded goods. This assumption 

required production of traded goods to exceed production of non-traded goods; the extra traded 

goods production was required to meet the import of capital goods used in both sectors (with 

the imported amount equal to the capital depreciated in each period). Thus while consumption 

symmetry was imposed, the model did not include production symmetry. With consumption 

symmetry, the asymmetry in production in the current model is magnified since extra traded 

goods production is required to meet the import of (depreciated) infrastructure capital.  

We test the sensitivity of our results by adopting two different share parameters in the 

consumption function.33

Under each version of the model, reported in section 7, we analyse the impacts of 

varying GN  and GT  individually by 1% (i.e. from 1.00 to 1.01) on the following variables: 

 In the first set of simulations, we set the consumption shares as equal (γ 

= 0.5) when GN = GT = 1; in the second set we set the share parameter so that production 

volumes in the non-traded and traded goods sectors are identical in the baseline simulation 

(γ=0.7317) when GN = GT = 1.  

YN   non-traded sector production; 

YT traded sector production; 

Y total production (=YN +YT ) ; 

C total consumption (=CN +CT , where CN =YN ); and 

U utility defined by the agents’ Cobb-Douglas utility function. 

                                                 
32 Note that with these parameters, the overall production function for each sector (i.e. incorporating G, K and L) 
has increasing returns across the three factors. The parameters in (A8) and (A9) can be varied to produce increasing, 
constant or decreasing returns across the three factors, but constant returns across all three factors can only be 
achieved where additional infrastructure, at the margin, has a negative impact on overall output. 
33 We assume that the consumption function is Cobb-Douglas; Grimes (2009b) also provides simulations with other 
CES specifications but finds similar results across different specifications. The CES parameter that varies across our 
simulations is the share parameter, γ. 
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1 Executive Summary 

Overseas research shows the systematic application of frameworks and tools to identify, 

assess and evaluate infrastructure investment are poor.12  There is evidence to suggest that 

in New Zealand this may also be true. 

The National Infrastructure Plan identifies the need for decision makers to be provided with 

high quality information to make objective decisions. 

Based upon the above statements, The New Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering 

initiated the project “Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand – Frameworks for Decision 

Making.”  The objectives of this project are: 

i. An examination of current good practice in decision-making frameworks; 

ii. A discussion of how the productivity of the economy may be improved by 

appropriate infrastructure; 

iii. An examination of the wider economic benefits which arise from such infrastructure; 

iv. Suggestions to improve cost-benefit methodology to incorporate these and other 

benefits while recognising environmental and social costs. 

This report, “Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand - Establishing the Baseline for 

Decision Making Frameworks” aims to identify what constitutes good practice frameworks 

(Section 4) and tools (Section 5) to identify, assess and evaluate infrastructure investment 

to enable informed and objective decisions to be made. To achieve this we collated 

information from the UK Treasury, Commonwealth of Australia, States of Queensland and 

Victoria, NZ Transport Agency and NZ Treasury.  This report also summarises the results 

from a survey of organisations involved in infrastructure investment to understand what 

frameworks and tools are currently being used to inform decisions (Section 6). 

This report, along with the reports by Motu Economic & Public Policy Research “Evaluating 

the Economics of Infrastructure Investment: Some Complications”; and BERL 

“Infrastructure Investment Decisions: Place of Wider Economic Benefits”; plus an 

examination of case studies and information gained from interviews will contribute to the 

report “Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand – Making the Big Decisions.” 

Good practice suggests that a framework should include: 

a) Clear identification of what is the problem or the opportunity that might be lost;  

b) Option development should consider a wide range of possible solutions, including 

non-asset options, bundling or integrating options to create a programme of projects 

and developing a Benefits Management Plan; 

                                                
1
 Short, J. and A. Kopp (2005), ‘Transport infrastructure: investment and planning. Policy and research aspects’, Transport Policy, 12: 

360–67. 
2
 Infrastructure Australia, “Better Infrastructure Decision-Making”, 2009 

http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/files/IA_Reform_Investment_Framework_Guidance_7Oct.pdf 
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c) Option assessment (see comments below on Benefit Cost Analysis); 

d) Ensuring information presented to decision makers is clear and transparent 

(understanding how the analysis was done) so objective decisions can be made and 

the consequences of those decisions are clearly understood; 

e) Implementation, which includes procurement options such as public private 

partnerships, construction and handover (not included in the scope of this report); 

f) Evaluation as a continuous process to measure, monitor and manage the benefits 

and costs in line with the Benefits Management Plan; and ensuring the information 

is easily available to inform future business cases; 

g) Regular reviews of the business case to check the rationale for investment is still 

valid 

h) Wider adoption of the State Service Commission’s Gateway Review process to 

provide assurance to decision makers (and/or project sponsors) that the project is 

ready to move onto the next stage of its lifecycle. 

Without doubt Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) is considered good practice in assessing and 

evaluating infrastructure investments.  Analysis of the guidance documents identified the 

following as good practice: 

i. Use of Expected Value3 when valuing benefits and costs to mitigate optimism bias;  

ii. Providing an audit trail to support assumptions and having those assumptions 

independently verified; 

iii. Including wider economic benefits in any assessment to understand the future 

implications of infrastructure investment; 

iv. Application of a reasoned methodology to determine the appropriate discount rate.  

Based upon the survey results there is no universally applied framework in New Zealand 

which is used to identify, assess and evaluate infrastructure investment.  There is a risk, 

based upon empirical evidence, that in the absence of a framework problem identification is 

poorly done, option development is narrow and focused on achieving a particular solution.  

The assessment is often biased with an underestimation of costs and over-estimation of the 

benefits known as Optimism Bias.  There is little or no evaluation to measure, monitor and 

manage the benefits stated in a business case.  The potential consequences of the above 

are that decisions are made to invest in infrastructure that will not achieve value for money.   

This report identifies the constituents of a good practice framework and tools to identify, 

assess and evaluate infrastructure investment that will improve New Zealand’s economic 

welfare.  

                                                

3 Expected Value is assessed by attributing a value with the probability of that value being achieved.  The Expected Value is the sum of 

each value outcome multiplied by its probability. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Context 

The New Zealand Government has identified the following economic objectives: 

1. Increasing New Zealand’s productivity growth, 

2. Maintaining high levels of employment, 

3. Reducing New Zealand’s vulnerability to adverse events, and  

4. Closing the gap with Australia by 2025. 

Investing in productive infrastructure is one of the six policy drivers that will contribute to 

achieving the Government’s economic objectives. 

The National Infrastructure Plan - Investment Principles4 highlights the need for decision 

makers to be provided with high quality information to make objective decisions.  For this to 

happen projects will need to demonstrate they align with government strategy and they will 

provide greater welfare benefits than alternative projects. 

Short & Kopp (2005) collected data on transport infrastructure investment projects from 

1975 to 2000 and came to six conclusions, one of which stated “Project appraisal is still 

inconsistent and weak. Strategic appraisal is in its infancy. Ex-ante appraisal is often biased 

and ex-post analysis rarely takes place.”5 

In response to the above and Ministers calling for improvements in information provided to 

decision makers The New Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAENZ) has 

commissioned a project “Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand: Frameworks for 

Decision Making”.  The aim is to contribute towards the discussion on the appropriate 

decision making frameworks to achieve high quality outcomes when making public 

infrastructure investment decisions in New Zealand. The project’s objectives are: 

1. An examination of good practice in decision-making frameworks. 

2. A discussion of how the productivity of the economy may be improved by 

appropriate infrastructure; 

3. An examination of the wider economic benefits which arise from such infrastructure; 

4.  Suggestions to improve cost-benefit methodology to incorporate these and other 

benefits while recognising environmental and social costs. 

To fulfil the above objectives the following components have been identified:  

                                                
4
 HM Treasury, National Infrastructure Plan (2010) http://www.infrastructure.govt.nz/plan/mar2010  

5 Short, J. and A. Kopp (2005), ‘Transport infrastructure: investment and planning. Policy and research aspects’, Transport Policy, 12: 
360–67. 
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a.  Establish the baseline – identify current social, environmental, political and 

economic evaluation frameworks used to justify major public infrastructure 

investments 

b.  Determine whether the existing frameworks fully capture the main goals of: - 

• increasing productivity of the economy; 

• stimulating growth and maintain employment; 

• improving the resilience of the economy by reducing its vulnerability to future 

    events; 

• improving social outcomes and environmental sustainability. 

c.  Establish any deficiencies in current economic evaluation frameworks used to justify 

major public infrastructure investments - such as the need to include wider 

economic benefits (WEBs) 

d.  Review international practice in the private and public sectors and determine 

whether those practices are relevant for potential application in the New Zealand 

context 

e.  Identify the critical factors that constitute quality decision-making, which could be 

used to achieve the goals of local and central government. 

2.2 Report Structure 

This report comprises components of the above to “Establish the Baseline for Decision 

Making Frameworks”.  This report and the reports by Motu Economic & Public Policy 

Research “Evaluating the Economics of Infrastructure Investment: Some Complications” 

and BERL “Infrastructure Investment Decisions: Place of Wider Economic Benefits”; will 

contribute towards the final report “Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand - Making the 

Big Decisions”.  

The aim of this report, “Establish the baseline”, is to identify the economic, social, 

environmental and political evaluation frameworks and tools used to assess major public 

infrastructure investments within different sectors and jurisdictions.  In section 3 we explain 

what has been done to complete this report and contribute towards achieving the project’s 

objectives. Section 4 provides a summary of current infrastructure investment frameworks 

adopted by some overseas jurisdictions, New Zealand Transport Agency and New Zealand 

Treasury.  These identify some good practice principles that should be included in an 

infrastructure investment framework.  Section 5 provides a summary of the current 

guidance on completing an assessment to support or otherwise a case to invest in 

infrastructure.  It clarifies where there is consistency or variance and identifies a baseline 

for good practice.  Section 6 provides the results from a survey of organisations in New 

Zealand who undertake infrastructure investment.  This enables us to understand the 

current practices in providing information to inform decision makers.  Finally in Section 7 we 

provide a conclusion on the current frameworks and tools used to assess infrastructure 

investments. 
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3 Scope 

This section clarifies what the desired outputs are from this report, and explain what has 

been done to achieve them.  

 
3.1 Output 

This report is the culmination of different components to “Establish the Baseline”.  Its 

purpose is to understand what are the current financial, economic, social, environmental 

and political evaluation frameworks and tools currently being used to assess infrastructure 

investment in different sectors and jurisdictions. 

To clarify we have sought to gain knowledge and comprehend what are the current 

frameworks and tools being applied in different sectors and jurisdictions.  We have not 

undertaken a critical appraisal or review of these frameworks and tools.  In fact this task 

has mainly involved collecting information and presenting it in a format that the reader can 

ascertain what are the frameworks (Section 4) and tools (Section 5) in New Zealand and 

overseas and how they are being applied in New Zealand (Section 6).  However, we have 

identified consistency and what in our opinion comprises good practice. 

This information will assist in the preparation of the final project report “Infrastructure 

Investment in New Zealand - Making the Big Decisions”. 

To achieve this output we have: 

1. Collected and summarised guidance from different jurisdictions to identify good 

practice. 

2. Collected and summarised information from organisations in New Zealand, via a 

questionnaire, to understand how these organisations identify and assess 

information for investment; and what frameworks are used. 

3.2 Guidance 

We have read guidance documents from the New Zealand Treasury, New Zealand 

Transport Agency, Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance (Australia), Queensland 

Department of Infrastructure and Planning (Australia), Infrastructure Australia, HM Treasury 

(United Kingdom).  This information has been used to describe the frameworks that should 

be followed to prepare and present a case for infrastructure investment in each jurisdiction 

(Section 4 and Appendices 1 to 6).  The guidance documents have also informed what 

tools are used to assess options to compare their relative merits and communicate the best 

option (Section 5). 

We have also been asked to include the “Optimised Decision Making Guidelines”, which 

have been produced by The New Zealand National Asset Management Steering Group 

(NAMS) in 2004.  NAMS are a not for profit organisation promoting good practice in asset 

management.  There are other organisations also promoting good practice on asset 

management decision making for example British Standard Institution’s PAS 55 (Publicly 
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Available Specification)6, 2008 and The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors Public 

Sector Asset Management Guidelines, 20087.   

It should be noted that New Zealand Treasury, New Zealand Transport Agency, Victorian 

Department of Treasury and Finance (Australia), Queensland Department of Infrastructure 

and Planning (Australia), Infrastructure Australia, HM Treasury (United Kingdom) have 

accountability for achieving value for money.  This is not the case for NAMS or other 

organisations mentioned above who are promoting good practice.  Therefore, so as not 

detract from the purpose of this report we have kept our assessment to Appendix 7.   

3.3 Survey 

The survey’s purpose is to understand what are the current frameworks and tools used to 

identify and assess infrastructure investment by organisations in New Zealand to inform 

decision making.  

It was agreed at a project meeting in December 2009 to focus the survey questions on 

organisations within particular sectors.  The sectors were chosen to reflect Government 

priorities around roads, electricity and broadband, plus a suitable cross section of 

infrastructure types as identified in the National Infrastructure Plan.  In addition, Tertiary 

Education has been added as this sector plays a significant role in the NZ economy both 

now and for the future. 

The aim was to target senior management within these organisations, who understand what 

frameworks and tools are used to inform decision makers.  It is assumed that these senior 

managers are also the most likely to be questioned and challenged on the business cases 

presented to decision makers.  We hope that from this vantage point the senior managers 

are able to identify some of the shortcomings of current approaches and suggest 

improvements.  This information, we believe, will help support work undertaken in other 

reports that form part of this project. 

The survey was available online from 8th February to 10th March 2010, and we achieved a 

45% response rate.  The results from the survey are presented at Section 6.   

 

  

                                                
6
 http://pas55.net/  

7
 http://www.publicsectorassetmanagement.com/guidelines.php  
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4 Frameworks used to identify and assess infrastructure 

investments 

4.1 Introduction 

In this section of the report we summarise the existing frameworks from the following 

jurisdictions. 

• United Kingdom 

• State of Victoria (Australia) 

• State of Queensland (Australia) 

• Commonwealth of Australia 

• New Zealand 

We then highlight some of the key principles that, in our opinion, form good practice for an 

infrastructure investment framework. These include: 

i. Problem or opportunity identification 

ii. Options development 

iii. Options assessment 

iv. Managing optimism bias 

v. Benefits management 

vi. Presentation of results 

vii. Gateway Review 

For clarity we have assumed that the word “problem” is not just considered in a negative 

context but includes an “opportunity that maybe lost”8. 

4.2 UK Treasury 

Her Majesty’s Treasury in the UK uses “The Green Book – Appraisal and Evaluation in 

Central Government”9 as its principal document to appraise and evaluate infrastructure 

investments, regardless of size or type, for government departments and executive 

agencies.  Some government departments and agencies use a framework called ROAMEF 

(Rational, Objectives, Appraisal, Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback) Cycle.  Below is a  

                                                
8
 Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, Investment Lifecycle Guidelines, 2008 

http://www.lifecycleguidance.dtf.vic.gov.au/subsection.php?section_ID=1&subsection_ID=2 
9
 http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf  
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diagram from The Green Book 

illustrating the ROAMEF cycle.  This 

is explained further at Appendix 1. 

“The Green Book” is referred to by 

nearly all guidelines from other 

jurisdictions.  In essence “The Green 

Book” has been used as the base or 

starting point for developing each 

jurisdictions own guidance. 

 

4.3 Infrastructure Australia 

Infrastructure Australia was established in 2008 to provide advice to Commonwealth, State 

and local governments on: 

� Current and future needs and priorities of Australian national significant 

infrastructure. 

� Issues (including regulation) that impact on utilisation of infrastructure 

� Options for financing infrastructure investment 

� Audit the adequacy (taking into account ability to meet future demand), capacity and 

condition of nationally significant infrastructure. 

� Prioritise infrastructure needs 

� Evaluate proposals to invest in nationally significant infrastructure 

� Ensure alignment of funding programmes and priority lists 

In October 2009 Infrastructure Australia issued guidance “Better Infrastructure Decision-

Making”10.  The purpose of these guidelines is to assist those making submissions to obtain 

funds that will support and drive Australia’s economic, social and environmental success.   

These guidelines followed a review of the 2008/09 process to prioritise submissions for 

funding, which identified the following shortcomings.  

1. There was little evidence that the initiatives were the result of robust, top-down 

infrastructure planning and decision-making processes: indeed there was often 

no obvious link between individual projects and their context, i.e. prevalent 

strategies or plans;  

2. Some initiatives did not support Infrastructure Australia’s strategic priorities or 

make a significant impact on national productivity;  

                                                
10

 http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/files/IA_Reform_Investment_Framework_Guidance_7Oct.pdf  
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3. There was little attempt to define or quantify the problem that the initiative would 

solve, so that the case for action was not clear. As a result, it was often not clear 

why the initiatives submitted to Infrastructure Australia had been prioritised above 

other potential candidates;  

4. A broad range of options to solve the problems was not considered – in particular 

many submissions jumped directly to large-scale, expensive capacity 

enhancements, without any consideration of “non-build” solutions such as 

changes in regulations, governance arrangements or introducing demand 

management measures to make better use of existing infrastructure; and  

5. Many initiatives, including those seeking immediate funding, were presented with 

limited or no supporting economic analysis, with flawed analysis, or with analysis 

which showed that projects were likely to be economically unviable.  

 

The above shows poor application of Infrastructure Australia’s Investment Framework.  In 

response Infrastructure Australia has issued further guidance and templates, which it 

expects future applications will follow to demonstrate they have applied rigour in their 

planning and decision making processes.  It is hopped this will eventually lead to 

developing a long term pipeline of reforms and investments. 

More detailed information on the Investment Framework is provided at Appendix 2, but the 

key steps are Goal Definition, Problem Identification, Problem Assessment, Problem 

Analysis, Option Generation, Option Assessment and Solution Prioritisation. 

4.4 State of Victoria, Australia 

The Department of Treasury and Finance issued the Investment Lifecycle Guidelines 

(ILG)11 in 2008.  This is a framework to inform investment decisions for all government 

investments and justify value for money.  The ILG differentiate investments from projects as 

“to identify the business need, to shape a solution that will respond to that need, to 

implement that solution and to ensure that the expected benefits are delivered. The 

investment lifecycle extends from strategic planning through to benefit delivery.”  Whereas 

a project is considered, “a temporary activity to deliver a solution that has been identified as 

necessary to meet the investment needs and enable the benefits to be delivered.”  

The ILG identifies the following steps to inform investment decisions: 

 

Further information on the Investment Lifecycle Guidelines is provided at Appendix 3.  It is 

however, worth noting that the ILG place significant focus on the first step “Strategic 
                                                
11

 http://www.lifecycleguidance.dtf.vic.gov.au/  
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Assessment – What are the business needs and the likely solution.”  The reason for this is; 

“a major cause of investment failure is that solutions are developed before there is any 

clear understanding of the business need underlying the proposed solution. It is common to 

find a solutions ‘seeking a problem’ or solutions that create further problems. This ultimately 

leads to projects with limited business benefit, little or no support from the business area 

and the potential to overrun costs and schedules.” Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, 

Investment Lifecycle Guidelines (2008) 

The Investment Management Standard provides techniques to assist in identifying the 

business need.  Below is an illustration of how it works. 

 

Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, Investment Lifecycle Guidelines (2008) 

The outputs from this exercise include an Investment Logic Map12, a concept brief and a 

benefit management plan. 

An investment logic map is a simple one page depiction supporting the case for investment 

in a solution.  It comprises three key elements problem, solution and benefits definition.  

Below is an illustration of an Investment Logic Map. 

  

                                                
12

 Department of Treasury & Finance, Investment Management Standard, April 2009 

http://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/CA25713E0002EF43/WebObj/IMS_Guideline_1_Overview_v3-5/$File/IMS_Guideline_1_Overview_v3-5.pdf 
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4.5 State of Queensland, Australia 

In November 2007 the Queensland government launched the Project Assurance 

Framework (PAF) to ensure that “project management is undertaken effectively across 

Queensland’s public sectors and delivers value for money to the government from 

significant investment in project activity”13. 

PAF has one pre project stage (Strategic Assessment) and six generic project stages as 

illustrated below. 

 

Following preliminary evaluation a project may be delivered via a traditional procurement 

route alternatively as a Public Private Partnership. Further information is provided at 

Appendix 4.  

4.6 New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) 

NZTA was formed in 2008 following the merger of two government agencies, Land 

Transport New Zealand and Transit New Zealand.  NZTA’s purpose is to provide an 

integrated approach to transport planning, funding and delivery to enable New Zealanders 

to travel safely, reliably and grow the New Zealand economy. 

The NZTA’s Planning Programming and Funding Manual14 (which was published on 1 

August 2008, and amended on 1 July 2009) details the planning, programming and funding 

                                                
13

 Queensland Department of Infrastructure & Planning, Project Assurance Framework – Policy Overview, 2007 

http://www.dip.qld.gov.au/guidelines/project-assurance-framework-guidelines.html  
14

 http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/planning-programme-funding-manual/index.html  
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process.  The Economic Evaluation Manual (Volume 1)15 (2010) provides the approach for 

assessing infrastructure investments. 

NZTA has an obligation under the Land Transport Management Act 2003 (LTMA) to create 

an “affordable, integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable land transport system.” 

This is achieved by the following steps: 

• To formulate proposals that meet legislative requirements (e.g. Land Transport 

Management Act 2003) and responding to community needs 

• Ensure proposals are assessed uniformly and in accordance with legislative 

requirements 

• Prioritise and programme activities over a 10 year period 

• Approve activities and combinations of actives for funding in accordance with 

legislative requirements 

• Monitor and report on the National Land Transport Programme contribution in 

achieving the outcomes as set out in the New Zealand Transport Strategy and 

Government Policy Statement. 

The LTMA requires NZTA to ensure it seeks values for money when it or other 

organisations are spending money.  Value for money is defined as “selecting the right 

things to do, implementing them in the right way, at the right time and for the right price.”  

This includes taking a whole of life approach to social, environmental and economic 

impacts of the outputs, ongoing maintenance and operation costs of the asset and its 

ultimate disposal.  The framework is summarised at Appendix 5. 

4.7 New Zealand Treasury 

The Treasury, in 2005, issued The Cost Benefit Analysis Primer (The Primer)16 to provide 

guidance on assessing options to enable decision makers to make informed investment 

decisions.  The Primer identifies its place as Step 4 in a wider framework as shown below. 

The Primer assumes the reader had already completed Steps 1 to 3.  

 

Further information is provided at Appendix 6. 

                                                
15

 http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/economic-evaluation-manual/volume-1/index.html  
16

 http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/costbenefitanalysis/primer  
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4.8 Frameworks – Key Principles  

Based upon the guidance from the various jurisdictions it has been possible to identify 

some key principles in establishing a baseline.  

i. Problem or opportunity identification 

Problem identification is commonly considered in a negative context, we have broadened 

its definition to capture an “opportunity that maybe lost”17. 

This is identified by guidance in Australia and the UK as key starting point.  “A major cause 

of investment failure is that solutions are developed before there is any clear understanding 

of the business need underlying the proposed solution. It is common to find a solution 

‘seeking a problem’ or solutions that create further problems. This ultimately leads to 

projects with limited business benefit, little or no support from the business area and the 

potential to overrun costs and schedules.”18  

 Infrastructure Australia’s review of the 2008/09 process to prioritise submissions for funding 

found.  “There was little attempt to define or quantify the problem that the initiative would 

solve, so that the case for action was not clear. As a result, it was often not clear why the 

initiatives submitted to Infrastructure Australia had been prioritised above other potential 

candidates.”19 

The NZ Treasury Cost Benefit Analysis Primer assumes that this step has already been 

completed.  The NZ Government’s Policy Development Framework does provide more 

detailed guidance on identifying the problem that needs intervention.  The limited access to 

the Policy Development Framework and the lack of specific guidance for infrastructure 

investment may lead to a solution being developed before truly understanding the problem.  

ii. Options development 

All guidance documents discuss the development of options as important.  The main theme 

is to identify a wide range of options including non-asset options.  The State of Victoria use 

Investment Logic Mapping to depict “the problems that an investment needs to address, the 

high-level interventions that will be required to respond to the problem, and the benefits that 

any investment will be required to produce. Based on the identified interventions and 

benefits, it then defines the likely best solution - defined as the changes required and any 

assets needed.”20 

All the guidance documents refer to comparing options to the do nothing, status quo or do-

minimum option.  NZTA use a “Do minimum” option for comparison purposes.  The 

rationale for this is that a “Do nothing” option is not always practical but should only include 

work that is essential to preserve a minimum level of service.   

                                                
17

 Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, Investment Lifecycle Guidelines, 2008 

http://www.lifecycleguidance.dtf.vic.gov.au/subsection.php?section_ID=1&subsection_ID=2  
18

 Investment Lifecycle Guidelines, Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, July 2008. 
19

 http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/files/IA_Reform_Investment_Framework_Guidance_7Oct.pdf 
20

 Department of Treasury & Finance, Investment Management Standard, April 2009 

http://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/CA25713E0002EF43/WebObj/IMS_Guideline_1_Overview_v3-5/$File/IMS_Guideline_1_Overview_v3-5.pdf  
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In practice Infrastructure Australia have found “a broad range of options to solve the 

problems was not considered – in particular many submissions jumped directly to large-

scale, expensive capacity enhancements, without any consideration of “non-build” solutions 

such as changes in regulations, governance arrangements or introducing demand 

management measures to make better use of existing infrastructure”21. 

We understand that Investment Logic Mapping is beginning to be adopted by some New 

Zealand government departments.  This can demonstrate that a wide range of options have 

been considered. 

iii. Option assessment 

This is covered in more detail in Section 5 but is acknowledged by all guidance as essential 

to assess options and communicate which option may deliver the most net benefits or least 

harmful solution. 

The economic analysis is used to determine which option provides the most net benefits or 

least harmful solution from a national or provincial perspective.  The financial analysis is to 

assess the costs and benefits of each option from a government or agency perspective.22 

In a review of 2008/09 submissions for funding Infrastructure Australia found “Many 

initiatives, including those seeking immediate funding, were presented with limited or no 

supporting economic analysis, with flawed analysis, or with analysis which showed that 

projects were likely to be economically unviable”23. 

The culmination of an option assessment is to develop a business case to communicate a 

recommended solution of a problem (or opportunity) to enable decision makers to make an 

informed decision.  Thereafter, the business case should be reviewed at regular intervals to 

ensure the rationale for investing remains viable.  The Queensland PAF proposes 

undertaking a business case review at the end of each project stage. 

iv. Managing optimism bias 

Guidance from the UK, States of Victoria and Queensland and NZ Treasury warn against 

optimism bias.  In essence this is where the benefits are overstated and the costs 

underestimated in preparing an assessment and therefore providing decision makers an 

overly optimistic case for investment. 

Bent Flyvbjerg et al (2003)24 analysed 258 infrastructure projects across many jurisdictions 

over a 30 year period at a total investment of €90 billion.  They found that 90% of projects 

                                                
21

 http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/files/IA_Reform_Investment_Framework_Guidance_7Oct.pdf 
22

 Queensland Government, Department of Infrastructure & Planning, Cost Benefit Analysis, 2009 

http://www.dip.qld.gov.au/resources/guideline/project-assurance-framework/paf-cost-benefit-analysis.pdf  
23

 http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/files/IA_Reform_Investment_Framework_Guidance_7Oct.pdf 
24

 Bent Flyvbjerg, Mette Skamris Holm, and Søren Buhl, “Underestimating Costs in Public Works Projects – Error or Lie”, APA Journal 

(2002) http://flyvbjerg.plan.aau.dk/JAPAASPUBLISHED.pdf  
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underestimated the costs.  The World Bank refers to this phenomenon as ‘appraisal 

optimism’ (Short and Kopp, 2005: 366)25; Flyvbjerg et al. (2003) call it ‘misinformation’.  

A study26 of 210 transport infrastructure projects at an investment of US$62 billion (2006 

prices) looked at the forecast demand with actual traffic during the first year of operation 

and found over 50% of projects overestimated demand. 

It would appear Optimism Bias needs to be mitigated when assessing options and is 

considered further in Section 5.   

v. Benefits management 

The aim of infrastructure investment is to realise a benefit that will solve a problem, or take 

advantage of an opportunity, to contribute towards achieving an organisation’s strategic 

outcomes.  However, in reality “there is also a dire shortage of reliable and competent ex-

post evaluations,” (Quinet, 200027; Rothengatter,2000)28.  

The UK Treasury’s “Green Book”29 mentions that benefits fall into the following four 

categories: 

 

The Queensland’s Project Assurance Framework approach is to develop a detailed benefits 

management plan, which includes: 

• a description of the benefits or challenges 

• dependencies 

• when the benefit will be realised 

• how the benefit will be measured 

• likely impacts on operations and/or people 

                                                
25 Short, J. and A. Kopp (2005), ‘Transport infrastructure: investment and planning. Policy and research aspects’, Transport Policy, 12: 

360–67. 
26

 Hugo Priemus, Bent Flyvbjerg and Bert van Wee, Decision Making on Mega-Projects, 2008 
27

 Quinet, E. (2000), ‘Evaluation methodologies of transportation projects in France’, Transport Policy, 7 (1): 27–35. 
28 Rothengatter, W. (2000), ‘Evaluation of infrastructure investments in Germany’, Transport Policy, 7 (1): 17–27. 
29

 http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf 
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• costs associated with measurement and realisation 

• the person/s responsible for delivering the benefit. 

The State of Victoria provides guidance via the Investment Management Standards in 

developing a Benefits Management Plan30.  This is developed at a workshop to define the 

expected benefits and document how these are going to be measured, managed and 

monitored, and who is accountable for their delivery.  This is part of the Investment Logic 

Mapping exercise explained above in Options Development.   

Following the investments commissioning there should be regular reports monitoring the 

progress of achieved benefits compared with the targets (predictions) in the Benefits 

Management Plan.  This helps ensure that action is taken to achieve the benefits and 

measure the investments effectiveness.  It also provides a mechanism to capture 

unintended benefits and use this collective information to inform future investment 

decisions.  

Evaluation of the Benefits Management Plan will help inform future option assessment.  

The Victorian Post Implementation Review31 provides guidance to understand whether the 

benefits are being realised and what lessons can be learnt to inform future investments.  

A further advantage of completing a Benefits Management Plan is it can be used to reduce 

optimism bias by challenging and verifying the quantum and timing of benefits.  

vi. Presentation of results 

Short & Kopp (2005)32 made an observation in their report stating there was “a lack of 

transparency in decision-making on transport infrastructure projects on a national and 

European scale”.  They go on to propose that, “greater efforts should be made to explain 

the planning methods to a broad expert audience. Secrecy about forecasting methods, 

modelling assumptions, model selection criteria and, in particular, the determination of 

planning objectives, can make people suspicious of the planning outcomes.”   

All the guidance refers to the importance of presenting information clearly. In Australia 

templates have been developed33 to assist applicants in preparing and presenting 

information in a clear and consistent manner to decision makers.  The purpose of the 

business case is to communicate a recommended solution so decision makers can make 

an objective decision.  The “Green Book’ suggests: 

• There is sufficient evidence to support conclusion and recommendations 

• Easy audit trail around calculations and assumptions 

                                                
30

 Victoria Department of Treasury & Finance, Investment Management Standards – Benefits Definition 3.5, 2009, 

http://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/CA25713E0002EF43/pages/gateway-reviews-and-best-practice-guidelines-investment-management-

investment-management-standard  
31

 Victoria Department of Treasury & Finance, Investment Lifecycle Guidelines – Post Implementation Review, 2008 

http://www.lifecycleguidance.dtf.vic.gov.au/subsection.php?section_ID=1&subsection_ID=2  
32

 Short, J. and A. Kopp (2005), ‘Transport infrastructure: investment and planning. Policy and research aspects’, Transport Policy, 12: 

360–67. 
33

 Infrastructure Australia, Better Infrastructure Decision Making Templates for Stage 7, 

http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/publications.aspx  
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• Major costs and benefits should be described with values to each clearly shown 

rather than rounded off. 

• Ensure decision makers understand the assumptions 

• The report should show the results of any sensitivity and scenario analysis 

• Decision makers need to understand range of potential outcomes and judge 

capacity of proposals to withstand future uncertainty. 

vii. Gateway Review 

The Gateway review is an assurance methodology to review the project or programmes 

progress at various stages in its lifecycle prior to them proceeding to the next stage.  It is 

mandated in New Zealand for high risk projects in central government and their agencies.  

In New Zealand, the State Services Commission34, provide the leadership role and have 

adopted the Office of Government Commerce’s approach.  The various stages are: 

• Gateway Review 0 – Strategic Assessment 

• Gateway Review 1 – Business Justification and Options – Indicative Business Case 

• Gateway Review 2 - Delivery Strategy - Detailed Business Case 

• Gateway Review 3 - Investment Decision 

• Gateway Review 4 - Readiness for Service 

• Gateway Review 5 - Operational Review & Benefits Realisation 

 

 

 

  

                                                
34

 http://www.ssc.govt.nz/display/document.asp?NavID=320  
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5 Assessment of options 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to identify the approaches taken by different jurisdictions to 

assess options.  For ease we have developed a table so the reader can understand the 

approaches being applied in different jurisdictions.  We begin by explaining some of the key 

terms used. 

Economic Analysis is used to determine which option provides the most net benefits or 

least harmful solution from a national or state perspective.  All the guidance documents 

mention using a Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) as their preferred method, although other 

approaches are considered appropriate if a BCA is not suitable e.g. Cost Effective Analysis 

or Multi Criteria Analysis.  

Financial Analysis is the assessment of costs and benefits of each option from a 

government or agency perspective.35 

Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) “A systematic process for identifying and assessing all (both 

direct and indirect) benefits and costs of a proposal. All benefits and costs are assigned a 

money value, allowing the calculation of the net benefits of different proposals as a basis for 

evaluating alternatives.” 36 

Net Present Value (NPV) is the sum of the discounted benefits and costs of an option “over 

the appraisal’s period,”37 expressed in today’s prices. 

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) is an alternative way to present the present value of all benefits to 

the present value of all costs as a ratio. 

Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) is a means of assessing the non-monetised costs and 

benefits of options and is based upon an agreed set of criteria (usually a form of scoring).  It 

is not considered (as far as the guidance is concerned) as robust as BCA as the results can 

be more subjective. 

We have also undertaken a more detailed assessment of financial and economic analysis 

undertaken by the States of Victoria and Queensland at Appendix 8.   

  

                                                
35

 Queensland Government, Department of Infrastructure & Planning, Cost Benefit Analysis, 2009 
http://www.dip.qld.gov.au/resources/guideline/project-assurance-framework/paf-cost-benefit-analysis.pdf  
36

 NZ Treasury, The Cost Benefit Analysis Primer, 2005 
37

 NZ Treasury, The Cost Benefit Analysis Primer, 2005 
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Organisation United Kingdom, HM 

Treasury, 

Infrastructure Australia Victorian Department of 

Treasury & Finance 

Queensland Department 

for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

NZ Transport Agency NZ Treasury 

Reference The Green Book – 

Appraisal and Evaluation 

in Central Government 

(2003) 

Reform and Investment 

Framework – Templates 

for Stage 7 (2009) 

Investment Evaluation 

Policy Guidelines (1996) 

Project Assurance 

Framework – Cost Benefit 

Analysis (2009) 

Economic evaluation 

manual (Volume 1) (2010) 

Cost Benefit Analysis 

Primer (2005) 

Scope Undertake an option 

appraisal to validate 

government intervention 

by analysing costs and 

benefits and 

communicating 

conclusions and 

recommendations. 

Should consider 

affordability of the options 

and provide: 

• Budget statement 

showing the resource 

costs over the 

proposals life  

• Cashflow statement 

to show the additional 

cash required  

• Funding statement 

indicating whether 

public and/or private 

sector providers will 

contribute resources. 

Use BCA as a tool to 

support the framework’s. 

prioritisation stage.  

Undertake a separate 

financial (BCA) and socio-

economic analysis 

(economic  BCA).  This is 

then converted into 

separate scores from the 

financial and economic 

analysis.   Apply the pre-

determined weighting  to 

obtain the weighted 

score.   

This approach enables a 

switching analysis to  

comprehend how 

adjusting weightings and 

scores will impact on the 

ranking of options. 

Undertake risk, financial  

economic, budget and 

regulatory analysis of 

each option to enable 

ranking of the options to 

achieve the desired 

outcome. 

This will include separate 

financial and economic 

analysis to calculate an 

NPV. 

Use Benefit Cost Ratios 

(BCR) from a national 

perspective to measure 

economic efficiency.  Also 

use BCR to determine 

value for money based 

upon the costs to 

government and benefits 

to the national economy.   

To calculate when is the 

best time to invest NZTA 

use the First Year Rate of 

Return to measure the 

benefits in the first year 

following the completed 

project. 

Undertake an economic 

BCA from a national 

perspective when 

preparing policy and 

Cabinet papers with a 

financial and/or economic 

implication, preparing 

papers for ministers, 

preparing budget initiative 

proposals, business 

cases and reporting on 

departments’ future 

performance. 

Undertake financial 

analysis to understand 

impact on government or 

agency. 
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Organisation United Kingdom, HM 

Treasury, 

Infrastructure Australia Victorian Department of 

Treasury & Finance 

Queensland Department 

for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

NZ Transport Agency NZ Treasury 

Methodology Discounted cashflow to 

calculate a NPV. 

 

No specific mention but 

have assumed a 

discounted cashflow to 

calculate a NPV. 

Incremental discounted 

cashflows from the base 

case option (do nothing) 

to calculate a NPV and 

then scored. 

Discounted cashflow to 

calculate a NPV.  May 

use incremental 

cashflows although this is 

not the preferred method. 

Discounted cashflow to 

calculate a PV or NPV. 

Use an incremental 

discounted cashflow to 

calculate a NPV if the 

options are mutually 

exclusive. 

Discounted cashflow to 

calculate a NPV. 

Scale Effort applied should be 

proportionate to the funds 

involved, outcomes at 

stake and time available.  

Acknowledges 

“conducting an 

assessment can be 

resource-intensive”. 

No specific mention about 

scale. 

Required to be followed 

for investments with a 

total spend > $5m.  

Acknowledges scalability 

to reflect spend and 

complexity of the 

investment. 

The degree of analysis 

should be proportionate to 

the scope, cost, 

complexity, level of risk 

and sensitivity of the 

project. 

The guidance applies to 

all proposals seeking 

funding from NZTA 

regardless of scale.  

There are simplified and 

full procedures depending 

on whether the project is 

small or large.  

Proportional to the size, 

impact and risk of the 

project. 

Assumptions When presenting the 

results from the analysis 

there should be an easy 

audit trail to enable 

calculations, supporting 

evidence and 

assumptions to be 

verified. 

It is also recommended 

that sensitivity testing of 

assumptions be 

undertaken. 

Will consider appraisals 

based upon 

Commonwealth, State 

and Territory guidelines. 

Assumptions will be 

scrutinised to avoid 

overestimation of benefits 

and understatement of 

costs. 

Do not need to provide 

Computable General 

Equilibrium modelling 

information. 

Assumptions should 

include sources of 

information and rational to 

provide credibility and 

rigour. 

Document the 

assumptions used and 

the reasons for choosing 

them.  This will include 

explanation of the 

assumptions referencing 

information sources to 

enable validation. 

Identify the spatial area 

for analysis.  For 

Queensland this is 

generally the State of 

Queensland.  The key 

point is to ensure 

consistency. 

 

The purpose of this 

manual is to standardise, 

as far as possible, 

assumptions for different 

activities.  

Where assumptions have 

to be made these should 

be subject to sensitivity 

testing and risk 

assessment to 

comprehend the 

assumptions impact on 

economic efficiency. 

Assumptions need to 

consider impact across all 

sectors of the economy 

including the inter-

relationships. 

Include all intangible 

costs and benefits, where 

these can reliably be 

estimated. 

Assume all resources in 

the economy are fully 

utilised. 

Include all subsequent or 

contingent liabilities. 

Exclude international 

impacts. 
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Organisation United Kingdom, HM 

Treasury, 

Infrastructure Australia Victorian Department of 

Treasury & Finance 

Queensland Department 

for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

NZ Transport Agency NZ Treasury 

Valuing 

benefits and 

costs 

Market price best way to 

assess benefits and 

costs.  May need to adjust 

for tax differences 

between options. 

The Green Book 

acknowledges that some 

costs and benefits are not 

easily quantified, as there 

is limited market 

information.  It suggests  

using the revealed or 

stated preference 

techniques to assess a 

value.  

Annex 2 of the Green 

Book provides guidance 

on “valuing non-Market 

Impacts”
38

 and their 

application in  practice. 

 

Submit both monetised 

and non-monetised 

benefits and costs.  

Independent verification 

adds greater assurance. 

Cost estimation must be 

to P90 Standard means 

there is a 10% chance of 

the costs being higher or 

90% chance being 

lower
39

. 

 

Valuation of benefits and 

costs based upon: 

• Monetary values using 

market values or other 

analysis to determine 

an economic value. 

• Non-monetary but 

measurable  

• Non-monetary and not 

measurable 

The reliability of estimates 

should be questioned.  

This can be resolved by 

using different methods to 

calculate the value. 

Preferably use a range for 

the best and worst case 

scenario. 

Values should be 

expressed in Expected 

Value terms.   

To calculate the Expected 

Value each outcome is 

identified and attributed a 

value with the probability 

of that value being 

achieved.  The Expected 

value is the sum of each 

value outcome multiplied 

by its probability. 

The values are derived 

from market values and 

adjusted for distortions 

due to tax or subsidies.  

Where market values do 

not exist then use 

revealed preference or 

stated preference 

techniques. 

Benefits are valued based 

upon:  

• market assessment,  

• standard (NZTA) 

values, or  

• non-standard value 

(not easily quantifiable 

and will require further 

analysis e.g. 

willingness to pay).   

The market prices may 

need to be adjusted to 

reflect their true economic 

costs.  Otherwise known 

as shadow pricing. 

Estimates of future costs 

of the do minimum option 

need to be robustly 

justified and will usually 

be based upon historic 

costs. 

Based upon market 

prices.  May need to 

adjust for tax differences 

between options or 

monopoly pricing. 

Techniques for valuing 

intangible costs and 

benefits include: 

� Shadow pricing 

� Revealed Preference 

Testing 

� Hedonic pricing
40

 

� Travel cost  

analysis 

� Stated preference 

testing 

� Willingness to pay 

� Willingness to 

accept 

Timeframes for 

analysis 

Expected useful life of the 

assets.  This may vary if 

the investment is 

undertaken under a 

Public Private 

Partnership. 

Normally 30 years but for 

infrastructure assets with 

a life greater than 30 

years a residual value 

should be included.  

Life of asset up to 20 

years, as integrity of cost 

and benefit estimates 

declines over time.  

Residual value over 20 

years. 

Appropriate timeframe. Timeframe is 30 years for 

road activities and 

between 10 to 15 years 

for other activities. 

Decide appropriate period 

of analysis – dependant 

on asset life (useful life) 

use NZS4536(1989).  

Maximum of 20 years. 

                                                
38

 HM Treasury, The Green Book, http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf  
39

 Kjetil Emhjellen, Magne Emhjellen, Petter Osmundsen “Cost Estimates and Investment Decisions” Foundation for Research in Economics and Business Administration, Bergen (2001) 
http://bora.nhh.no/bitstream/2330/511/1/R30_01.pdf  
40 A technique for quantifying  intangibles that uses the different characteristics of a traded good to estimate the value of a non-traded good. NZ Treasury, The Cost Benefit Analysis 

Primer, 2005 
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Organisation United Kingdom, HM 

Treasury, 

Infrastructure Australia Victorian Department of 

Treasury & Finance 

Queensland Department 

for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

NZ Transport Agency NZ Treasury 

Wider 

economic 

benefits 

Wider social and 

environmental costs and 

benefits where there is no 

market price should be 

considered in the 

assessment.  Important to 

include even though 

difficult to assess. 

Include in the appraisal 

but acknowledged that 

method is in its infancy 

and the information is 

sub-optimal.  Further 

guidance
41

 from the UK. 

 

Requirement to identify 

and assess all the 

broader socio-economic 

impacts of an investment 

on the (State) economy 

and community. 

The impacts should be 

included regardless 

whether they can easily 

be quantified. 

In theory these should be 

included however it can 

be difficult and impractical 

to estimate them. 

To ignore future long term 

benefits and costs can 

understate the options 

benefits and costs.  

Although their impact will 

vary depending on the 

discount rate.  One 

approach is to use a 

residual value to quantify 

the long term benefits and 

costs. 

Should include level of 

community wellbeing, this 

includes economic growth 

including potential for 

future growth.  Factors to 

take into account are: 

• Wider economic 

impacts  

• Impacts on land values 

• Travel time between 

economic centres 

• Congestion 

• Travel time reliability 

• Effect on freight 

• Energy efficiency 

Additional benefits may 

arise from increased 

competition in imperfect 

markets; and/or greater, 

economies of scale 

leading to a reduction in 

costs. 

Improve accessibility 

(ability to reach suppliers 

and consumers), mobility 

(ease of travel), public 

health benefits compared 

with exposure to 

pollutants, sustainability 

of activity performance, 

integration 

Can be difficult to value 

(in monetary terms) but 

should not be excluded 

from the analysis just 

because it is difficult. 
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 http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/economics/rdg/webia/  
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Organisation United Kingdom, HM 

Treasury, 

Infrastructure Australia Victorian Department of 

Treasury & Finance 

Queensland Department 

for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

NZ Transport Agency NZ Treasury 

Integrating 

options 

Where an option is linked 

with activities in other 

departments and the 

costs and benefits are 

mutually dependant then 

it should be appraised as 

a whole; although the 

appraisal must take 

account of each 

proposals value for 

money proposition.  

Not mentioned. The Investment Lifecycle 

Guidelines do 

recommend looking for 

integrated solutions 

across government when 

developing a business 

case. 

No mention. NZTA encourage 

organisations to develop 

packages of interrelated 

and complimentary 

activities.  The aim is to 

realise the synergy 

between complimentary 

activities.  They must: 

• Comply with the Land 

Transport 

Management Act 

2003 

• Optimised to make 

most efficient and 

effective use of 

resources 

No mention. 

Inflation Valuation of costs and 

benefits based upon real 

terms (i.e. today’s general 

price level) not nominal.  

Exceptions may be: 

Fuel prices – increase as 

supply becomes more 

scarce 

Wages – improved 

productivity lead to wage 

increases above inflation 

Valuation of costs and 

benefits should be stated 

in real terms as applying 

a real discount rate.  This 

means excluding inflation 

unless there is a real 

adjustment relative to 

other goods and services. 

Cashflows nominal (i.e. 

include inflation) over the 

investment’s lifetime. 

 

Consistency is required. 

So if using nominal values 

then must use nominal 

discount rate.  If using 

real values then must use 

real discount rate. 

Prefer to use nominal 

values.  

All benefits and costs 

should be based in 

present-day dollars 

(constant prices).  No 

adjustment for inflation is 

required. 

Valuation of costs and 

benefits in real terms 

(constant prices) rather 

than nominal (price when 

good or service is 

provided).  Only make 

real adjustment if price 

increases relative to other 

goods and services for 

example: 

• Health technology 

where  prices are 

expected to rise in 

real terms 

• Technological 

products that will fall 

in real terms 
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Organisation United Kingdom, HM 

Treasury, 

Infrastructure Australia Victorian Department of 

Treasury & Finance 

Queensland Department 

for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

NZ Transport Agency NZ Treasury 

Discount rate 

methodology 

 

 

Society generally prefer to 

receive goods and 

services now rather than 

later and to defer future 

costs to future 

generations.  This is often 

referred to as “social time 

preference” and is 

displayed by a rate to 

show the value the 

current society values the 

present compared with 

the future – the social 

time preference rate. This 

is expressed as follows: 

r = ρ + µ.g 

Where r is the social time 

preference rate, ρ rate 

individuals discount future 

consumption over present 

consumption, µ is the 

marginal utility of 

consumption and g is the 

annual growth in per 

capita consumption. 

The guidance does not 

specify the methodology 

to determine the discount 

rate.  The approach taken 

is to consider appraisals 

prepared in line with 

Commonwealth, State 

and Territory guidance.   

 

The discount rate is 

determined by a risk free 

rate and a risk premium. 

Risk free rate is derived 

from nominal rate of 

Victorian Treasury 10 

year bonds. 

Risk Premium should 

reflect the returns that 

would be required by 

investments of similar risk 

in the private sector.  

Based upon a private 

sector well diversified 

portfolio investment. 

Setting the rate is by 

using the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model (CAPM) 

based upon investors 

being unable to eliminate 

risk and therefore 

includes a risk premium.   

 

Based upon two 

components.  The first is 

the adjustment for the 

time value of money (risk 

free rate).  This is derived 

from the nominal rate of 

interest on Queensland 

Treasury 10 year bonds. 

The second component is 

that investors need to be 

compensated for taking a 

“market” risk (the 

systematic risk premium). 

Use the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model (CAPM) to 

determine the systematic 

risk premium. 

Follows guidance from NZ 

Treasury. 

The discount rate is 

based upon the 

opportunity cost of capital 

reflecting the costs of 

borrowing and taxation.  It 

is calculated using a tax 

adjusted version of the 

Capital Asset Pricing 

Model.
42
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 Public Sector Discount Rates for Cost Benefit Analysis, (July 2008), http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/costbenefitanalysis/discountrates/discount-rates-

jul08.pdf  
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Organisation United Kingdom, HM 

Treasury, 

Infrastructure Australia Victorian Department of 

Treasury & Finance 

Queensland Department 

for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

NZ Transport Agency NZ Treasury 

Discount rate 

applied 

The current real discount 

rate is 3.5%.  Over the 

very long time i.e. greater 

than 30 years this rate 

may decline. 

Summary results using 

the following real rates of 

4%, 7%, and 10%. 

Nominal discount rate 

comprising a risk free rate 

plus the appropriate  risk 

premium rates below: 

• Non revenue 

generating 

investments  2%. 

• Revenue generating 

investments between 

2% to 6%. 

• Commercial 

investments 6% 

No rate is specified in the 

guidance but advice can 

be obtained from the 

Commercial Division, 

Queensland Treasury. 

Real discount rate of 8%.  

Sensitivity testing at 

discount rates of 4% to 

6% can be for activities 

that have long term future 

benefits that cannot be 

captured with the 

standard discount rate.  

 

Real discount rate 

6% for buildings 

8% for infrastructure 

9.5% for technology 

Optimism bias “There is a demonstrated, 

systematic, tendency for 

project appraisers to be 

overly optimistic. This is a 

worldwide phenomenon 

that affects both the 

private and public 

sectors.” Many project 

parameters are affected 

by optimism – appraisers 

tend to overstate benefits, 

and understate timings 

and costs, both capital 

and operational
43

.  

Mitigate by using data 

from previous or similar 

projects adjusted to 

reflect the project being 

assessed and use of 

sensitivity analysis. 

No mention. There is mention about 

addressing optimism bias 

but no explanation as to 

how to minimise its 

impact. 

There is a tendency for 

public sector projects to 

overestimate the benefits 

and underestimate the 

costs.  By using sensitivity 

analysis it is possible to 

understand how sensitive 

the results are to changes 

to benefits and costs.  

No mention This may take the form of 

over optimistic benefits 

and/or conservative costs.  

It can best be addressed 

by undertaking a 

sensitivity analysis to 

minimise the impact of 

optimism bias. 
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 Bent Flyvbjerg, Mette Skamris Holm, and Søren Buhl, “Underestimating Costs in Public Works Projects – Error or Lie”, APA Journal (2002) 
http://flyvbjerg.plan.aau.dk/JAPAASPUBLISHED.pdf  
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5.2 Analysis 

From the above table it is possible to identify a number of similarities, especially in the use 

of BCA as the primary tool to assess and evaluate infrastructure investment.  There is also 

similarity around the approach in valuing benefits and adopting assumptions i.e. identifying 

the source of information, sensitivity analysis and validation.  

Some jurisdictions warn about optimism bias and suggest using sensitivity analysis to 

mitigate this risk.  One alternative is to apply the Expected Value approach adopted by 

Queensland for valuing benefits and costs, which seeks to ascertain the probability of a 

value being achieved.  Or use the approach of Victoria where they apply a range rather 

than a fixed value.  Good practice maybe to adopt a combination of both methods i.e. 

calculate an expected value but within a range to reflect the uncertainty. 

The variances between jurisdictions seem to be around the methodology and choice of 

discount rate, timeframes and whether to include or exclude inflation.  The methodology in 

choosing a discount rate in New Zealand is similar to other jurisdictions, but results in a 

higher discount rate.  The reasons for the higher discount rate and the appropriate 

methodology to adopt are beyond the scope of this paper.  However, a discussion on the 

discount rate methodology is covered by “Evaluating the Economics of Infrastructure 

Investment: Some Complications”44.  The implication of a high discount rate is that costs 

and benefits that are attributable later in the assets life have significantly less impact on the 

NPV i.e. there is a greater emphasis on investments that will achieve benefits in a shorter 

timeframe.  This clearly has an emphasis on the timeframes adopted in different 

jurisdictions, with those having lower discount rates adopting longer timeframes for 

analysis.  

In capturing wider economic benefits, which are assumed to be realised in the medium to 

long term after the investment has been completed, all jurisdictions agree that these should 

be included in the analysis and possibly as a residual value.  However, the application of a 

high discount rate will limit the contribution wider economic benefits add to BCA.  

There does appear to be limited guidance on bundling options to present integrated 

solutions.  This may mean that options that would not on their own merits be considered are 

not incorporated into bundles as part of an integrated (or even long term) solution.  NZTA 

encourage this approach in their Economic Evaluation Manual (Volume 1)45. 

We also investigated whether there was any guidance or requirement to undertake 

Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) modelling.  We did find that Infrastructure Australia 

discourages stakeholders from undertaking CGE modelling, as they do not believe it adds 

or is complimentary to BCA.  In Queensland the use of CGE can be useful to understand 

the impact of a change in economic policy, but it should not be used to inform BCA. 
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 Grimes A,” Evaluating The Economics of Infrastructure Investment: Some Complications”, 2010, Motu Economic & Public Policy 

Research 
45

  http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/economic-evaluation-manual/volume-1/index.html 
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5.3 Conclusion 

Below is an illustration of what a baseline may look like. 

Topic Comment 

Methodology 
Use a Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) to assess the options Net 

Present Value of benefits and costs. 

Scale 

The degree of detail in a BCA should be proportionate to the size, 

complexity, risk and cost of the opportunity or problem trying to be 

resolved. 

Timeframe 

If a high discount rate is being used then long term benefits and 

costs are unlikely to contribute significantly to the results and 

therefore a shorter timeframe, say 20 years, is more suitable.  

However, if a low discount rate is used then it may be worth 

including benefits and costs for 30 years in the analysis. 

Assumptions 
Are clearly identified, with supporting references to enable an 

audit trail to be undertaken including independent verification. 

Valuation 
Apply Expected Value and including the range of probable values 

to illustrate the uncertainty and mitigate optimism bias. 

Optimism bias 

To mitigate the effect of optimism bias a baseline should include 

the use of expected values to reflect the probability of achieving a 

value, and including the range to reflect uncertainty. 

Application of sensitivity analysis to understand changes in 

benefits and costs on the overall analysis. 

Regular review of business cases to update costs and benefits 

during different stages of the lifecycle. 

Undertake regular evaluations to capture the benefits and costs 

and compare these with what was originally stated in the business 

case.  This information should be accessible for inclusion in future 

option assessments. 

Wider Economic 

Benefits  

Should be included regardless if difficult to assess. 

Inflation 
Exclude inflation unless prices change relative to other goods and 

services e.g. oil or wages. 

Discount rate 
A robust methodology to simply explain how a discount rate 

should be assessed.  The calculation should clearly follow the 

methodology and explain reasons for any variance from the 
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Topic Comment 

methodology. 

A real discount rate should be applied as inflation is excluded i.e. 

using real prices. 
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6 Survey of current approaches to infrastructure investment in New 

Zealand 

6.1 Introduction 

In this part of the report we explain why CAENZ undertook a survey, the methodology used, 

the response rate, a summary of the results under each question and finally some common 

themes.  For clarity this survey is purely to understand what are the current frameworks and 

tools being used by organisations when making infrastructure investment decisions.  The 

sample size of the survey is not sufficiently large to drawn statistically sound conclusions, 

but does provide some indicators of maturity within different sectors. 

The Project Advisory Group agreed at a meeting in December 2009 to focus the survey 

questions on organisations within particular sectors.  The sectors were chosen to reflect 

Government priorities around roads, electricity and broadband, plus a suitable cross section 

of infrastructure types as identified in the National Infrastructure Plan.  In addition, Tertiary 

Education has been added as this sector plays a significant role in the NZ economy both 

now and for the future. 

The aim was to target senior management within these organisations, who would 

understand what frameworks and tools are used to inform decision makers.  It is assumed 

that these senior managers are also the most likely to be questioned and challenged on the 

business cases presented to decision makers.  We hope that from this vantage point the 

senior managers can identify some of the shortcomings of current approaches and suggest 

improvements.  This information, we believe, will help support work undertaken in other 

reports that form part of this project. 

The survey was available from 8th February to 10th March 2010 and the table below 

illustrates the response across the different sectors, overall we achieved a 45% response. 
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6.2 Survey results 

What are the drivers behind initial indications that infrastructure investment will be 

necessary and how do you incorporate these drivers into the analysis? 

The purpose of this question is to identify and clarify the information that drives the initial 

idea that infrastructure investment may be required and how that information flows through 

the analysis to inform decision makers.  

The main drivers were the strategy direction of the organisation; legislation changes 

requiring an investment to comply with new standards or regulations; growth in demand for 

existing or new services; or asset management plans identifying a need to replace or 

upgrade an existing asset. 

One organisation in the water sector incorporated their drivers for investment into their 

benefits framework to assist in prioritising investment decisions. 

Most respondents struggled to show how these drivers were incorporated into the analysis 

to support infrastructure investment. 

Describe the range of information you use to identify and assess the benefits, costs, 

opportunities and risks of major infrastructure investments. 

The purpose of this question is to capture what information organisations use to make 

decisions.  This may include whole of life costs of the asset (including project costs), 

financial, economic, social and environmental benefits and costs. 

It was interesting to note that there was a significant variation between respondents in what 

information was used to undertake some analysis.  In some instances it was very basic and 

in others a more detailed approach was used to inform a cost benefit analysis. 

The range of information used included monetary, quantified or qualitative to inform a 

variety of analytical tools.  

There does appear to be some confusion between what techniques are used to undertake 

financial analysis and economic analysis.  Financial analysis using a Net Present Value to 

assess the financial impact on the organisation appears fairly consistently from the 

respondents (though not all).  However, the approach taken for economic analysis can vary 

from assessing the monetary values of benefits and costs to inform a Cost Benefit Analysis; 

to the use of non-monetary measures to undertake a Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) for 

economic analysis.  The use of MCA can make the economic assessment of benefits and 

costs more subjective and possibly less robust.  This is at odds with the NZ Treasury’s Cost 

Benefit Primer and guidance from other jurisdictions, which prefer to use CBA to assess 

options. 

One respondent explained they collected information for a financial evaluation that 

excluded economic benefits unless they contributed financially to the respondent’s 

organisation.  They acknowledge this is in contrast to other organisations in the same 

sector.  
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Describe how you identify, measure and track projected benefits, costs and risks of 

the investment against actual outcomes and for how long. 

The purpose of this question is to understand how benefits are evaluated and monitored, if 

at all, throughout the project until they are achieved. 

Most respondents undertake some form of post project review but this is normally focusing 

on project delivery to learn lessons for future projects.  There appears to be little attention 

spent on measuring the benefits or costs following an infrastructure investment to enable a 

comparison with what was stated in the business case.  This means that action is not taken 

to understand, remedy or promote successes and inform future business case 

development.  As a result there is little understanding whether the benefits are being 

realised to the extent promised in the business case.  

Where reviews are undertaken they are most likely to evaluate larger investments, which 

comprise a small proportion of all investments.   

The best in the class organisation has a process to review benefits and costs of 

investments up to 5 years after completion. 

Describe the formal frameworks used to identify, evaluate and recommend 

infrastructure investment. 

The purpose of this question is to draw out and understand what end-to-end process, if any, 

the organisation uses to justify and make investment decisions. 

In general the transport sector has a more formal framework to identify, assess and 

recommend infrastructure investment.  Other sectors have a more varied level of maturity 

ranging from a basic to a more robust framework.  

One organisation in the energy sector uses a project management methodology and 

applies a gated review prior to moving to the next phase.  There was no mention whether 

this was the Gateway Review being promoted by the State Service Commission46.  The 

same organisation also undertakes regular reviews of the investment to ensure the 

business case remains viable.  This is in line with good practice. 

Describe how you rate these frameworks’ ability to provide a clear and impartial view 

of the options for governance decisions.  

The purpose of this question is to draw out and understand the respondents’ views about 

the existing end-to-end process used to justify investment decisions. 

One respondent was concerned that existing frameworks were inconsistent across sectors 

therefore making it difficult to compare one proposal with another proposal from a different 

sector.  In essence there is not a level playing field. 

                                                
46

 http://www.ssc.govt.nz/display/document.asp?DocID=7529  
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Concern was raised that about using a high discount rate (NZ Treasury recommends using 

8% real for infrastructure) places emphasis on infrastructure investments that can produce 

short term benefits. This discourages investments that realise benefits in the longer term. 

A couple of organisations use a project management based framework that ensures 

consistency when evaluating the merits of each project and presenting information to 

decision makers.  Both organisations believe this provides a degree of robustness. 

In your opinion, what improvements, if any, would improve the current evaluation of 

major infrastructure investments in your organisation to support the decision-

makers. 

This provides an opportunity for the respondent to identify improvements to the existing 

evaluation of infrastructure investments within their organisation. 

Some of the suggestions included: 

• Incorporating wider economic benefits in the assessment of investment decisions, 

although it was acknowledged that the benefit of doing this would be minimal if the 

discount rate is high  

• Consider amalgamating projects into programmes and assessing them as a 

programme rather than just individual projects 

• Assessing investment proposals along comparable basis (i.e. a level playing field) to 

more effectively prioritise infrastructure investments across New Zealand 

• In some cases there was no response to improvements and in one instance a 

respondent did not believe there was a need for improvement.  Interestingly the 

same organisation showed a low level of maturity around the application of 

frameworks and tools to assess infrastructure investment.  

6.3 Conclusion 

It is possible to identify some common themes from this survey: 

i. There does appear to be confusion as to the application of financial and 

economic cost benefit analysis. 

ii. There is a lack of consistency (some organisations have a more mature and 

robust approach than others) across sectors with both frameworks and 

application of tools, which makes it difficult to compare investments from 

different sectors and therefore prioritise investment decisions. 

iii. The measurement, monitoring and management of benefits from 

infrastructure investments is generally not done well. 

iv. It would be useful to capture wider (and longer term) economic benefits, but 

their impact is likely to be small by using a high discount rate. 
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v. Rather than assessing investments individually there would be benefit in 

bundling them to realise their collective benefits.  
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7 Report Conclusion 

The OECD report “Economic Policy Reforms: Going for Growth’ (2009)47 suggests that 

infrastructure investment is more likely to increase economic growth than other types of 

physical investment.   

This report has sought to understand what the current financial, economic, social, 

environmental and political evaluation frameworks and tools are being used to assess 

infrastructure investment in different sectors and jurisdictions; and how these maybe 

applied in New Zealand. 

Based upon the information and analysis of this report we have found that: 

i. There is no beginning (identifying the problem or opportunity) to end (realising the 

benefits) framework that is universally applied across different infrastructure sectors 

in New Zealand.   

ii. Good practice frameworks have been established by the States of Victoria and 

Queensland in Australia.  Both states have incorporated the United Kingdom’s 

Gateway Review48 process, which the State Services Commission is promoting here 

in New Zealand. 

iii. The purpose of infrastructure investment is to resolve an identified problem or take 

advantage of an opportunity.  It is interesting to note that there is little or no ex-post 

evaluation of a project’s benefits; again this is a shortcoming identified in 

international research49.  To create and implement a Benefits Management Plan to 

provide clear accountability for measuring, monitoring and managing the 

achievement of benefits stated in the business case is considered as good practice. 

iv. Good practice for undertaking options development includes integration or bundling 

of options from across different sectors.   This could be an opportunity to resolve 

problems in other sectors. 

v. Good practice states the presentation of business cases should be transparent and 

free of technical jargon to assist decision makers in making informed decisions. 

vi. The regular review of business cases and benefits management plans during the 

project lifecycle is considered good practice to ensure the justification for an 

investment remains valid. 

vii. Cost Benefit Analysis is considered as good practice and the preferred approach to 

assess options and communicate the best solution. 

                                                
47

 http://www.oecd.org/document/24/0,3343,en_2649_34117_41665624_1_1_1_37443,00.html  
48

 http://www.ogc.gov.uk/what_is_ogc_gateway_review.asp  
49

 Quinet, E. (2000), ‘Evaluation methodologies of transportation projects in France’, Transport Policy, 7 (1): 27–35. Rothengatter, W. 

(2000), ‘Evaluation of infrastructure investments in Germany’, Transport Policy, 7 (1): 17–27. 
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viii. The inclusion of wider economic benefits when assessing options is considered 

good practice.  However, the use of a high discount rate diminishes the long term 

impact of wider economic benefits in the analysis.    

ix. From the survey of current assessment techniques there is general acceptance of 

using financial analysis to assess the impact on individual organisations. However, 

there appears to be sporadic application and understanding of economic analysis in 

New Zealand.  This may mean that decision makers are provided with sub-optimal 

information when making decisions.  This is not inconsistent with findings in 

Australia50. 

x. Empirical evidence shows that costs are underestimated and benefits are 

overstated.  Good practice suggests using sensitivity analysis to understand the 

impact of optimism bias on the analysis.  An alternative method would be to use an 

Expected Value approach to value costs and benefits and express it as a range to 

reflect uncertainty.  This should include having a clear audit trail of assumptions and 

estimates, which are independently verified. 

The Treasury have an important role to provide leadership in developing a framework for 

infrastructure investment and to provide assurance to decision makers that a robust 

process and good practice techniques in assessment have been applied when 

communicating information to decision makers.   We believe, based upon good practice, a 

framework should include the following steps: 

a) Problem Identification51 

b) Option Development 

c) Option Assessment 

d) Decision Making 

e) Implementation52 

f) Ex-post Evaluation 

 

 

 

  

                                                
50

 Infrastructure Australia, “Better Infrastructure Decision-Making”, 2009 

http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/files/IA_Reform_Investment_Framework_Guidance_7Oct.pdf 
51

 Problem identification is commonly considered in a negative context, we have broadened its definition to capture an “opportunity that 

maybe lost”. 
52

 Implementation for this purpose includes the procurement choices and processes, building the preferred option and handover.  This 

element has been excluded from analysis in this project. 
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8 Appendix 1 – HM Treasury, United Kingdom 

This appendix provides a summary of the framework proposed in “The Green Book” and is 

used by some government departments and agencies.  The appraisal and evaluation form 

part of this framwork.  This framework is called ROAMEF (Rational, Objectives, Appraisal, 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback) Cycle. 

 
HM Treasury, The Green Book (2003)

53 

Rationale  

This stage is about scoping the issues, stating the reasons for intervention and justifying it 

is worth the cost.  This may require some research to understand the negative effect of 

intervention or not intervening at all. 

Objectives   

Objectives should clarify what the intervention is trying to achieve and should be consistent 

with Government policy and organisational objectives. The Green Book goes on to explain 

there is a hierarchy of “outcomes, outputs and targets”, and these should be clearly set out 

in an appraisal.  Targets help measure progress to achieve outputs, which contribute 

towards delivering outcomes and meeting objectives.  The outcomes are the benefits that 

                                                
53

 http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf 
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society obtains from an intervention and the objectives should express these desired 

outcomes. 

Targets should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound (SMART). 

Appraisal  

The purpose of an Appraisal is to provide a value for money solution that achieves the 

agreed objectives.  

The first step is create a range of possible options that could achieve the objectives, 

including doing the minimum “the do minimum option”. It is suggested that consulting widely 

can assist in developing a range of options, possibly through the use of brainstorming 

workshops. 

To keep the process manageable it may be necessary to short list options, which should 

include the “do minimum option”.  There is a risk that the short listing may eliminate the 

optimal solution and therefore it is suggested the short list includes a wide range of 

potential options.  

Monitoring (Implementation)  

Once an optimal option is identified it should be refined into a solution this includes 

consultation with those who are likely to be affected, understanding how it will be 

implemented, what role the private sector will play, procurement options and project 

management. 

The involvement of the private sector may vary from very little to full privatisation.  It is 

worth assessing what delivery options may provide best value for money compared with 

traditional procurement options. 

Implementation must be considered as part of the appraisal process to ensure the options 

are viable, risks are managed and benefits can be realised.  This is either achieved by 

adopting a programme management54 or project management methodology like PRINCE 

255. 

Putting in place mechanisms for measuring performance and track the success of initiatives 

compared with the anticipated benefits and costs will demonstrate the success or otherwise 

of the initiative and can be used to inform future initiatives.   

Evaluation  

Evaluation examines the “outturn” of an initiative to compare (actual) with the anticipated 

results and ensure any lessons learned are fed back into the decision making process.  

This normally follows a similar approach undertaken to assess the solution during the 

                                                
54

 Based upon The Office of Government Commerce’s definition Programme Management is defined as “the action of carrying out the 

co-ordinated organisation, direction and implementation of a dossier of Projects and transformation activities (i.e. the Programme) to 

achieve outcomes and realise benefits that are of strategic importance to the business.” 
55

 Based upon The Office of Government Commerce’s definition Programme Management is defined as “the delivery of a single output 

or multiple outputs contributing to a Programme vision or directly to a strategic benefit.” 
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appraisal stage.   Below is a comparison between appraisal and evaluation to show the 

differences. 

 Appraisal Evaluation 

Aim Ex ante assessment of whether action is 
worthwhile and impacts 

Ex post assessment of whether action was 
worthwhile and impacts 

Use of Output Project procurement policy and programme 
design 

Feedback for: 

a) Future procurement, project 
management 

b) Wider policy debate, and 

c) Future programme management 

Applications Projects, policies and programmes Projects, policies and programmes 

Timing Always prior to implementation • During implementation (formative) 

• After implementation (summative) 

Data Forecasted Historic and current estimated and actual. 

Estimates of counterfactuals 

Method Comparison of options against “do nothing” 
option 

 

 

Estimated assessment of risk 

Comparison of results against “do nothing” 
option 

Comparison of actual outturns against target 
outturn/alternative outturns 

Assessment of risks that did or did not 

materialise 

Analytical 

Techniques 

Cost Benefit/ Effectiveness Analysis 

Discounted cash flow analysis 

Multi criteria analysis 

Other statistical analysis 

Cost Benefit/ Effectiveness Analysis 

Discounted cash flow analysis 

Multi criteria analysis 

Other statistical analysis – e.g. analysis of 
performance indicators 

Decision 

Criteria 

Comparison of NPV, NPC for different 
options 

Non quantifiable factors may be included if 
quantification impossible 

Consideration of whether correct criteria were 
used 

Audit and 

Enforcement 

Public Accounts Committee, National Audit 
Office, HM Treasury, Office of Government 

Commerce Gateways 0, 1. 

Departmental arrangements 

Public Accounts Committee, National Audit 
Office, HM Treasury, Office of Government 

Commerce Gateways 5. 

Departmental arrangements 

HM Treasury, The Green Book (2003)
56

 

                                                
56

 http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf 
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There is no information in The Green Book on the “Feedback” stage in the ROAMEF 

framework.  
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9 Appendix 2 – Infrastructure Australia 

Below is a table showing Infrastructure Australia’s Reform and Investment Framework57 the 

purpose of this framework and the guidance and templates is to enable applicants to put 

together a robust case for investment in their initiatives. 

Stage Description Components Required Rationale 

1. Goal 
Definition  

 

Definition of the fundamental 
economic, environmental 

and social goals that 
Australia seeks to achieve. 
For example:  

• sustained economic 

growth and increased 
productivity;  

• lower carbon emissions 

and pollution; and  

• greater social amenity 

and improved quality of 
life.  

 

 

Formalised, comprehensive, 
and agreed goals, objectives, 

targets and indicators.  

Specific and quantified goals, 
objectives and targets.  

Outline how the initiative fits 
within existing infrastructure 

plans.  

Outline of how the goals and 

objectives align with those of 
other parties (e.g. National – 
including Infrastructure 

Australia’s Strategic 
Priorities, State/Territory, 

Regional, and Local level) 
and across sectors.  

Goals are needed against 
which problems and 

solutions can be assessed.  

 

2. Problem 
Identification  

 

Objective, specific, evidence-
based, and data rich 

identification of problems of 
infrastructure systems and 

networks that may hinder the 
achievement of those 
economic, environmental 

and social goals.  

 

Situation Assessment - a 
review and analysis of the 

current status.  

Scenario Assessment – a 

review and analysis of the 
future status that identifies:  

Driver and trends of the 

current and future situation  

Base-case using the current 

trends (certainties)  

Alternative futures using 

future trends (uncertainties)  

A list of Problem Statements 

that can be accurately 
defined and quantified.  

Specificity regarding 
inadequacies is essential in 

order to take targeted and 
therefore more effective 

action.  

 

3.Problem 
Assessment  

 

Objective and quantified 
appraisal of the economic, 
environmental and social 

costs of those deficiencies, 
so that the most damaging 

deficiencies can be identified 
and prioritised.  

Accurate and objective 
assessment of the economic 
/environmental/social 

impacts of those problems.  

Priorities identified which 

reflect the scale of impacts.  

Understanding the 
costs/impact of deficiencies 
allows the worst problems to 

be identified and prioritised.  

 

                                                
57

 http://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/files/IA_Reform_Investment_Framework_Guidance_7Oct.pdf  
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Stage Description Components Required Rationale 

4. Problem 
Analysis  

 

Objective policy and 
economic analysis of why 

these deficiencies exist – i.e. 
what is the underlying cause 

(depending on the sector, 
reasons could include market 
failure, government failure, 

capital restrictions, etc). This 
should include an 

assessment of non-
infrastructure reasons for the 

problem – e.g. land use 
patterns, peak demand; or 
education/business hours.  

For each deficiency, analysis 
of why those problems have 

developed.  

Covers both immediate and 

underlying causes (e.g. not 
just “lack of investment”,  but 
causes of underinvestment, 

e.g. regulatory environment).  

 

Understanding the causes 
allows effective and targeted 

solutions to be created. 
Infrastructure is often not the 

only cause of problems.  

 

5. Option 
Generation  

 

Development of a full range 
of interventions that address 

the issue in the domains of:  

• reform (regulation, 

legislation, 
governance); and  

• investment.  

 

Identify the full range of 
Options for each problem 

from the domains of:  

• reform - e.g. 

independent pricing, 
regulation, approvals, 

coordination; and  

• investment - e.g. better 

use through demand 

management, capacity 
increases.  

Identification of a broad 
range of options – across 

reform and investment areas 
- rather than relying on early 

judgements or pre-conceived 
ideas - is more likely to 
identify the best Solution or 

package of Solutions.  

 

6. Option 
Assessment  

 

Strategic analysis and cost-
benefit analysis to assess 

those options. The appraisal 
should incorporate the full 
range of economic, 

environmental and social 
impacts (including 

agglomeration and trade 
impacts, carbon impacts, 

noise, and social amenity) so 
that the impact on all goals is 
measured and understood.  

 

Qualitative and quantitative 
analysis including:  

• Strategic analysis – 

using high-level 
profiling assessment – 
to assist in the analysis 

of a large number of 
Options; and  

• Rapid analysis – using 

a high-level Appraisal 
assessment –such as 

a Rapid Cost-Benefit 
Analysis (CBA) – to 
assist in the analysis of 

a smaller of Options.  

An understanding of the 
strategic and economic value 

along with the risks and 
uncertainties in delivery - is 
essential to understand how 

the Options or package of 
Options will achieve the 

fundamental goals outlined in 
Stage 1.  
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Stage Description Components Required Rationale 

7. Solution 
Prioritisation  

 

Identification of policy and 
investment priorities from the 

list of solutions, on an 
objective basis that gives 

primacy to the Benefit-Cost 
Ratio (BCR) of initiatives, but 
is balanced by 

considerations such as 
strategic fit and deliverability 

(including risk, affordability).  

 

A structured and objective 
evaluation framework - that 

reflects the primacy of Cost 
Benefit Analysis along side 

of the strategic value and 
deliverability risk - is used to 
make decisions on the long 

term infrastructure pipeline.  

A review of the Solution is 

made against the 
fundamental goals/problem 

identification.  

BCRs provide the best 
available objective evidence 

as to how well solutions will 
impact on the goals outlined 

in Stage 1 – but is not the 
whole story.  
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10 Appendix 3 – State of Victoria, Department of Treasury & Finance 

This appendix provides an introduction to the Investment Lifecycle Guidelines Framework58 

for investment decision making. 

1. Strategic Assessment - What are the business needs and the likely solution? 

“A major cause of investment failure is that solutions are developed before there is any 

clear understanding of the business need underlying the proposed solution. It is common to 

find a solutions ‘seeking a problem’ or solutions that create further problems. This ultimately 

leads to projects with limited business benefit, little or no support from the business area 

and the potential to overrun costs and schedules.” Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, 

Investment Lifecycle Guidelines (2008) 

The Investment Management Standard provides techniques to assist in identifying the 

business need.  Below is an illustration of how it works. 

 

Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, Investment Lifecycle Guidelines (2008) 

The outputs from this exercise include an investment logic map59, a concept brief and a 

benefit management plan. 

This information plus feasibility studies form the basis of a submission to decision makers 

identifying:  

a) Requirement to meet identified business needs, 

b) Anticipated benefits and timelines, 

c) Alignment with government policy directions, and 

d) Fit with departmental or agency strategic priorities. 

The beginning of the Gateway Review Process would also commence at this stage to 

provide the sponsor (person held accountable) impartial advice that the investment is 

meeting the requirements at each gate. 

                                                
58

 Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, Investment Lifecycle Guidelines (2008) http://www.lifecycleguidance.dtf.vic.gov.au/ 
59

 Department of Treasury & Finance, Investment Management Standard, April 2009 

http://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/CA25713E0002EF43/WebObj/IMS_Guideline_1_Overview_v3-5/$File/IMS_Guideline_1_Overview_v3-5.pdf 
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2. Options Appraisal - Which option will provide the best solution? 

This step seeks to identify all possible options, including asset and non-asset options.  It 

should also consider the timing, scale, location, delivery and flexibility (to reflect changing 

needs in the future) of options. 

The scale of this work should reflect the scale of the proposed investment. 

3. Business Case - Is there a compelling case to invest? 

The guidance seeks to establish the rational for investing by evaluating a short list of 

options by looking at the costs and benefits over the assets life.  It should provide a project 

plan, procurement strategy, a benefit management plan and address governance issues. 

If the investment has been identified by the Gateway Review Process as medium or high 

risk then a Gate 2 review should be undertaken. 

The aim is to give the decision maker confidence that there is a “compelling case to invest”. 

4. Project Tendering - What is the preferred delivery option? 

This stage is about procurement and builds on the procurement strategy identified in the 

business case.   

It is beyond the scope of this project and workstream and therefore we make no further 

comment of this stage. 

5. Solution Implementation - Is the investment proceeding as planned? 

This phase is from awarding the contract to handing over the completed solution.  Again 

this is outside the scope of this project and workstream.  It is worth noting that the 

Governance Board are expected to ensure independent investment reviews are undertaken 

to validate that the investment continues to be worthwhile. 

6. Post Implementation Review - What benefits were delivered and what are the 

investment lessons? 

The guidance suggests focus should be on whether the investment delivered the expected 

benefits and provided value for money.  It is also acknowledged as an opportunity to 

capture lessons learned but also unrecognised benefits. 

In capturing benefits the guidelines suggest using Key Performance Indicators identified in 

the benefits management plan and incorporating these into a spreadsheet to monitor what 

actually happens.  These are then represented in a graph, for example see below. 
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The red line indicates the anticipated benefits over time as presented in the business case.  

The blue line shows what was actually achieved.  This information can then be used in 

future option assessments. 
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11 Appendix 4 – State of Queensland, Department of Infrastructure & 

Planning 

This appendix highlights the framework adopted in Queensland.  Below is a diagram 

illustrating the key steps. 

 

Queensland Department of Infrastructure and Planning, Project Assurance Framework (2009)
60

 

Pre-project - Strategic Assessment  

The purpose is to provide information to decision makers to initiate a project to fill a service 

need.  It includes defining the need, scoping the desired outcome, how it will contribute to 

government priorities, identify potential solutions, creating a plan and budget to complete 

preliminary investigation.   

Project Stages 

1. Preliminary Evaluation 

The purpose is to assess priority and affordability of the project options and make a 

strategic decision to develop a business case to determine whether the delivery will 

follow a traditional approach or a potential Public Private Partnerships (PPP).  The key 

activities should include completing a preliminary assessment of costs, risks and 

benefits associated with the options to determine the procurement route and to develop 

a more detailed plan and budget for the next stage. 

                                                
60

 http://www.dip.qld.gov.au/processes-frameworks/project-assurance-framework.html  
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2. Business Case Development 

The purpose is to undertake a more detailed analysis of a small number of potentially viable 

options indentified in the preliminary evaluation. This will enable the project’s governing 

body to make an informed decision to invest or not in the proposed project.  It will also 

develop a project implementation plan for the preferred option.  

3. Supply Strategy Development 

The purpose of this stage is to develop an approach to procure the solution, including 

preparing the procurement documentation and refreshing the business case.  

4. Source suppliers 

The aim of this stage is to applying the procurement policies, processes and associated 

evaluation activities, negotiate the final contract and reviewing the business case.  

5. Establish service capability 

This stage is to ensure robustness of the solution before it is delivered and check the 

organisations readiness to implement the associated business changes.  The business 

case is refreshed.  

6. Deliver Service 

The aim is to transition the project into an ongoing service delivery mode by commissioning, 

implementing or rolling out good, services or outputs.  It includes undertaking a post-project 

benefits review.  
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12 Appendix 5 – New Zealand Transport Agency 

This appendix sets out the framework from NZTA’s Planning Programming and Funding 

Manual.  It is used by NZTA and approved organisations to support investment decisions. 

Stage Description 

1 Formulation Formulation of proposals that are forward-looking and responsive to community needs, 
while at the same time reflect collaboration between organisations and affected 

communities, and consider opportunities to secure funding from alternative sources. 

Formulation should start with development of sub-regional or corridor strategies and plans 

to address identified problems in an integrated manner that contributes to the objectives of 
the New Zealand Transport Strategy (NZTS) and regional dimension to the Government 
Policy Statement (GPS), with proper consideration of the intervention hierarchy.  Activities 

should be formulated into packages of complementary activities wherever possible. 

Optimisation ensures that an appropriate range of engineering, education and 

enforcement options have been considered and their practicality assessed. 

2 Assessment Assessment by approved organisations working in conjunction with NZTA, to first ensure 

an understanding of the strategic fit of the issues being addressed. The effectiveness of 
the proposed solution will then be assessed including options and alternatives considered, 

how the views of others were taken into account, contributions to the purpose of the Land 
Transport Management Act (2003) LTMA and the NZTS objectives, and risks.  Economic 
efficiency will also be assessed. 

3 Prioritisation Prioritisation will occur through initially regionalising the allocation of funds to activity 
classes provided in the GPS, then prioritisation of proposals within each activity class 

where applicable based on the outcome from the assessment stage. 

The proposition of an activity’s cost to be met by the National Land Transport Fund (NLTF) 

will be one of the factors to be considered. 

4 

Programming 

Deciding which activities and combination of activities to include in a programme is done 

at the regional level by Regional Transport Committees (RTCs) and Auckland Regional 
Transport Authority (ARTA), and by NZTA at a national level, taking into account the 

priority established at Stage Three, the affordability of proposals, the availability and timing 
of funds from different funding partners, and the readiness of activities to start. 

The programmes are assessed for their contribution to the purpose of the LTMA, the 
NZTS objectives and GPS impacts, taking into account and national land transport 
strategy, regional land transport strategies, and national energy efficiency and 

conservation strategy, and any relevant policy statements and plans under the Resource 
Management Act 1991. 

The availability of funds to be distributed regionally on the basis of population (“R” funds) 
and the Crown’s commitment for specified regions (“C” funds) requires NZTA to 

programme in three steps: 

Step 1: allocation of ‘C” funds 

Step 2: allocate available ‘R’ funds in each region on the basis of national priority. 

Step 3: NZTA will then allocate nationally distributed funds, “N” funds, to activities on the 
basis of their national priority order. 
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5 Approval 

 

 

Approval of funding by NZTA, including verification that the activity remains satisfactory in 
all aspects, adequate funding is still available, that the National Land Transport 

Programme (NLTP) continues to meet LTMA requirements, and that the proposal 
continues to contribute to NZTA’s objective, including its social and environmental 

responsibility, in an efficient manner. 

Activities approved for funding will generally follow the allocations from “N” and “R” funds 

determined at the programming stage, although final allocation of “N” and “R” funds to 
specific projects cannot be confirmed until all project details have been finalised. 

The Minister of Transport, in consultation with the Minister of Police, approves police 

activities. 

6 Monitoring Monitoring and review by NZTA, including the performance of the land transport system, 

overall programme effectiveness and approved packages and projects (through individual 
audits). 

The delivery of police activities is monitored and reported on by the Secretary for 
Transport. 
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13 Appendix 6 – New Zealand Government 

Below is a framework that is referred to by NZ Treasury’s Cost Benefit Analysis Primer61.  

The Primer is mainly focused on Step 4 and assumes Steps 1 to 3 have been completed.  

There is no guidance on evaluation after step 7. 

 

Cost Benefit Analysis Primer, New Zealand Treasury (2005) 

There is more information available for policy development, which could be used for 

infrastructure investment.  

 

 

  

                                                
61

 http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/costbenefitanalysis/primer 
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14 Appendix 7 – Optimised Decision Making Guidelines 

As mentioned in section 3.3 “Optimised Decision Making Guidelines” (The Guidelines), 

which have been produced by The New Zealand National Asset Management Steering 

Group (NAMS) in 2004, in this report.  NAMS are a not for profit organisation promoting 

good practice in asset management.  There are other organisations also promoting good 

practice on asset management decision making for example British Standards Institution 

PAS 55 (Publicly Available Specification), 200862 and The Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors Public Sector Asset Management Guidelines, 200863, but we have limited our 

review to the NAMS Guidelines.   

In this appendix we have applied a similar approach we have used throughout this report to 

capture the existing framework (see Section 4) and assessment techniques (see Section 5).  

We have provided a short analysis.  

14.1 Framework used to identify and assess infrastructure investments 

We provide a summary of the steps the Guidelines recommend to provide information to 

decision makers. 

Heading  Sub heading Description 

1. Define the 

problem of 

the 

opportunity 

Define the project 

objectives 

Clarify what the organisation wants to achieve from 

this analysis 

Develop a 

consultation plan 

To understand when customers need to be 

consulted. 

Analyse the nature 

of the failure or 

opportunity 

How will the asset fail? 

Identify failures by using a risk management 

framework 

Identify potential 

options 

Develop options that can achieve objectives 

Options for a proposed new asset and an existing 

asset 
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 http://pas55.net/ 
63

 http://www.publicsectorassetmanagement.com/guidelines.php  
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Heading  Sub heading Description 

Short list the options 

 

Will the option be stopped by a deal-breaker”? 

Is the option likely to achieve the right balance of 

social, environmental, cultural and financial 

outcomes? 

Define decision type Decision made at appropriate level for the investment 

Choose the appropriate evaluation BCA and/or MCA. 

Decide on level of detail required.  Analysis should 

not be greater than 5% of project costs. 

Assess how risk will be addressed. 

Information 

requirements 

Types of information required 

Confidence levels with the information 

2. Develop 

benefit cost 

parameters 

Investment Costs Initial capital investment and any intermittent capital 

expenditure during the project life to achieve the 

project outcomes. 

Net Benefits Annual benefits less the annual costs during the 

projects life. 

Risk cost reduction  

Assess intangible 

community benefits 

 

3. Determine 

the optimal 

solution 

Evaluation of options See 14.2 below. 

Presentation Use of multi criteria software to assist in presenting 

information to decision makers. 

 

14.2 Assessment of Options  

This follows a similar structure used in Section 5 to understand what tools are used to 

assess option to compare their relative merits and communicate the best option.  
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Organisation National Asset Management Steering Group 

Reference Optimised Decision Making Guidelines (2004) 

Scope Use BCA is used for financial and economic analysis and then scored to be included 

in a  MCA to (intangible social, environmental and cultural benefits and costs) assess 

options relative merits 

Methodology Discounted cashflow to calculate a NPV and then scored to be included in a MCA.  

The Guidelines formula for calculating the NPV is:  

NPV =  (Present Value of Net Benefits)
64

 -  (Present Value of Investment Costs)
65

 

Scale Analysis proportional to the benefits realised.  As a rule of thumb analysis should not 

exceed 5% of the project costs. 

Assumptions Undertake sensitivity analysis where the quality (confidence ) of the information is low. 

Valuing benefits and costs The basis of assessing “direct net benefits are those benefits and costs that can be 

readily quantified and attributed to the organisation making the investment.” 

“Investment costs are generally easy to identify and quantify using standard 

estimating practices.” 

The approach used to value benefits and costs include: 

• Market value 

• Mitigation costs 

• Willingness to pay 

• Willingness to accept 

Timeframes for analysis Preferably the life of the asset.  However, where the asset life is greater than 20 years 

then better to apply a residual value for the remaining years of the assets life.  The 

general approach recommended is to use BCA up to 30 years.  Where an asset has a 

useful life beyond 30 years it is recommended to use MCA, as discounting values 

beyond 30 years have a small impact in a BCA. 

Wider economic benefits No specific mention.  However, the above box about Timeframes for analysis 

suggests an alternative approach to capture the value of wider economic benefits 

beyond 30 years.    

Integrating options Section 5 explains how to optimise solutions across different sectors.  There is no 

specific mention of integrating options, networking or bundling projects. 

Inflation Real and only make adjustments if the prices increase relative to other prices. 

Discount rate methodology “The discount rate should not be set below the highest rate that a country could lend 

internationally without risk.” 

Discount rate applied Real discount rate of 10% 

Optimism bias No mention 

 

                                                
64

 Net Benefits are defined in the Guidelines as “the annual benefits less the annual costs in each year of the project life.” 
65

 Investment Costs are defined in the Guidelines as “the initial capital investment and any intermittent capital expenditure over the 

project life that is required to achieve the project outcomes.” 
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14.3 Comment 

The Guidelines framework follows the key steps to determine an optimal solution, but 

excludes implementation and ex-post evaluation.  This is similar to Infrastructure Australia’s 

framework. 

The Guidelines approach to assessing the merits of each option is similar to State of 

Victoria Investment Lifecycle Guidelines.  However, the method to calculate a NPV is: 

NPV = (Present Value of Net Benefits) – (Present Value of Investment Costs) 

This differs from good practice, which is: 

NPV = (Present Value of Benefits) – (Present Value of Costs) 

This different approach may underestimate the costs and to the wider community.  There is 

a risk it could cause confusion to decision makers if an explanation of this alternative 

approach it is not transparently communicated.   

The Guidelines do not specify good practice on assumptions or warn about optimism bias.  

These may be areas for consideration in future versions of The Guidelines. 
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15 Appendix 8 – Comparing financial and economic analysis in the 

States of Victoria and Queensland 

The purpose of this appendix is to compare the different approaches taken by the States of 

Queensland and Victoria undertaken financial and economic analysis of options to 

determine a preferred option.  

The aim of a financial analysis is to assess the financial impact of an option on the 

government department or agency undertaking the investment in infrastructure.  Whereas 

the purpose of economic analysis is to assess impact of an option on the community 

(economically, socially and environmentally) that may be affected by a decision to invest in 

infrastructure. 

15.1 The Victorian Approach 

Below is a diagram, taken from the Investment Evaluation Guidelines (1996), illustrating 

how financial and economic analysis is done.   The Victorian approach is to integrate 

results from the different analysis methods and apply a weighted score in order to rank the 

options.  
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Distributional impacts 

The Distributional Impact Assessment only applies to the economic analysis.  The aim is to 

assess the socio-economic impact of various options on different sections of the 

community.  The assessment follows two steps. 

i. Initial incidence 

To assess the nature and magnitude of impacts on those who will directly experience the 

outputs and impacts of an investment.  This might best be displayed using a table to 

illustrate the impacts nature and magnitude.   

ii. Subsequent transfer of socio-economic impacts 

To determine the nature and magnitude of subsequent, but significant, impacts on a 

community following an infrastructure investment.  Could use economic models for 

significant investments but “should be utilised with great caution in particular to the extent 

that they employ multipliers”.  

Weighting of scores 

The weighting of scores follows three steps. 

Step 1 

Takes into account how the units are measured and method of scoring.  It is necessary to 

assess the relative importance of each unit change.  The rationale behind this should be 

transparent and verifiable. 

The relative weightings should reflect government policies and priorities, agencies and 

departments’ objectives and outcomes sought from the investment.  The table below 

provides some guidance66. 

Investment Type Non revenue 

generating 

Revenue 

generating 

Commercial 

Investment 

Objective 

A service return A service return 

with some financial 

returns to offset 

operating costs 

A service return 

and a commercial 

return 

Financial Analysis 

Weighting 

25% to 40% 50% 75% to 60% 

Socio-Economic 

Analysis 

Weighting 

75% to 60% 50% 25% to 40% 

 

                                                
66

 Victorian Department of Treasury & Finance, Investment Evaluation Guidelines, 1996 
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Step 2  

Apply pre-determined weightings to scores. 

Step 3 

It is important to undertake switching analysis to assess the scores relative importance by 

changing weightings and ranking options. 

Scoring 

Scoring should be based on the following scale. 

Very much better (than the base case) +4 

Much better (than the base case) +3 

Moderately better (than the base case) +2 

Little better (than the base case) +1 

No change (than the base case) 0 

Little worse (than the base case) -1 

Moderately worse (than the base case) -2 

Much worse (than the base case) -3 

Very much worse (than the base case) -4 

 

Integration of financial and economic analysis 

The integration of financial and economic analysis should only be done when the person 

responsible is satisfied that the information, scoring and weightings are robust, transparent 

and will withstand a critical review from a third party.  It is then possible to rank the results 

in order to choose the best option. 

15.2 The Queensland Approach 

The Queensland approach is to undertake separate financial and economic analysis of 

each option.  The results are then entered into the decision making matrix (see below) to 

assist in identifying the best option. 
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15.3 Comparison of Queensland and Victoria 

Below is a table to assist in comparing the similarities and differences between Victorian 

and Queensland financial and economic analysis. 

Organisation 

  

Victorian Department of Treasury & Finance Queensland Department for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

Financial Analysis Economic Analysis Financial Analysis Economic Analysis 

Reference Investment Evaluation Policy Guidelines (1996) Project Assurance Framework – Cost Benefit 

Analysis (2009) 

Approach Undertake a financial 

(BCA).   This is then 

converted into a score 

Apply the pre-

determined weighting 

to obtain the weighted 

score.   

Undertake an 

economic BCA (where 

the outputs can be 

monetised) and a 

separate MCA (where 

the outputs cannot be 

monetised.  

The results are 

converted into scores 

and then weighted to 

calculate the weighted 

scores.  financial 

(CBA) and socio-

economic analysis 

(economic CBA).   

Undertake financial 

BCA.  

Undertake economic 

BCA. 
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Organisation 

  

Victorian Department of Treasury & Finance Queensland Department for Infrastructure & 

Planning 

Financial Analysis Economic Analysis Financial Analysis Economic Analysis 

Methodology Incremental discounted 

cashflows from the 

base case option (do 

nothing) to calculate a 

NPV and then scored. 

For (monetised 

outputs) economic 

analysis complete 

incremental discounted 

cashflows from the 

base case option (do 

nothing) to calculate a 

NPV and then scored. 

For non-monetised 

outputs these are 

either measured or 

described on an 

incremental basis then 

attributed a score. 

Discounted cashflow to calculate a NPV.  May use 

incremental cashflows although this is not the 

preferred method. 

Scale Required to be followed for investments with a 

total spend > $5m.  Acknowledges scalability to 

reflect spend and complexity of the investment. 

The degree of analysis should be proportionate to 

the scope, cost, complexity, level of risk and 

sensitivity of the project. 

 

As can be seen from the above the State of Victoria is the only jurisdiction (of those 

considered) to incorporate and score monetised, quantified and qualitative benefits and 

costs into a comprehensive analysis.  There is a risk if this is not done robustly, 

transparently and without verification that the results are more susceptible to manipulation.  

The State of Queensland’s approach is more “clear cut”, but may not reflect results from 

measures that are not easily monetised, and therefore underestimate or even overestimate 

the benefits and costs of a particular option. 

Both these approaches have their merits and faults, but both require organisations to be on 

different levels of maturity.  The Queensland approach might be more suitable for an 

organisation at a lower level of maturity in applying tools to assess options.  Whilst the 

Victorian approach is probably best suited for organisations applying a higher level of 

maturity in option assessment.  
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Page 1Case Study: Northern Motorway Extension Project

Executive Summary
The Northern Motorway Extension was a high profile

project involving the realignment of State Highway One

extending the existing motorway network. It was the

third such investment over a 30 year period following

on from the ALPURT and ALPURT B1 projects.

As well as the implicit network benefits  that the project

exhibits, a unique feature was that it was the first real

tolled motorway project in New Zealand. The inclusion

of tolling directly impacted the outturn and ongoing cost

of the project and the BCR analysis.

Key points to note in respect of BCR and the related

investment decision making process are:

• A project BCR assessment was undertaken applying
existing central guidance requirements:

— Tolled and untolled  BCRs were calibrated

— The BCR shows that the direct benefits accruing
to users / non users of the road more than offset
project cost.

• The qualitative impacts of the investment decision

were considered.

• No Wider Economic Benefit (agglomeration)
assessment quantification was included in the
quantified economic analysis.

Prior to and during procurement, Transit led the

development of a series of comprehensive assessments

designed to understand the economic and financial

performance of the project. This analysis was reflected

in the project business cases and supporting approvals

papers.

Information in the public domain about the project notes

that there were changes in scope to the original project

which increased cost and impacted upon the BCR. These

reports commented that a greater degree of critiquing of

the cost increases could have been undertaken.

Post opening, initial comparisons of traffic flows and

average travel times analysis indicates that:

• for Orewa Town, Puhoi and Silverdale, average travel
times have improved by 48% between Silverdale and
Puhoi and by 54% between Puhoi and Silverdale

• heavy commercial traffic volumes at Hatfields Beach

Case Study: Evaluation of the Northern MotorwayCase Study: Evaluation of the Northern MotorwayCase Study: Evaluation of the Northern MotorwayCase Study: Evaluation of the Northern MotorwayCase Study: Evaluation of the Northern Motorway
Extension Project (Alpurt B2)Extension Project (Alpurt B2)Extension Project (Alpurt B2)Extension Project (Alpurt B2)Extension Project (Alpurt B2)
Ben King

Ernst & Young

This case study was produced as part of the New Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAENZ) project titled,
Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand: Frameworks for Decision Making.

Case studies were selected to provide a cross section of large infrastructure investments that have been com-
pleted and where the benefits can reasonably be measured.  The other requirement is that the information on
these case studies is publically available.

The aim of the case studies was to identify current social, environmental, political and economic evaluation
frameworks used to justify major public infrastructure investments, by understanding:

i) What was the decision making process?

ii) What information was presented to assist decision makers in reaching a decision?

iii) How this information was presented.

iv) Have the benefits, as presented to decision makers:

a.  Been measured since completion of the project?

b. What was the timing and method used?

c. How do the current results on benefits and costs compare with the information presented to decision
makers?

d. Have wider (economic, social and environmental) benefits and costs been identified which were not
originally included in the assessment presented to decision makers?

The scope excluded reviewing or analysing the decision to invest in the case study projects.  The case studies
were not a critical appraisal of the decision or implementation framework of each case study.
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(Orewa Town Centre) has declined from an average
daily total of 1200 to less than 400

• general traffic trips have declined from 9000 per day
to 3000 on average

• vehicle volumes on the new highway have stabilised
around 12000 daily trips (combined total).

Whilst to date there is no project performance audit

information available which could enable the assessment

of whether the direct benefits which were forecast and

valued in the BCR have been met or for example

exceeded, based on the evidence above, the aims of the

project to alleviate congestion on local roads is

considered to be achieved for the time being.

Introduction
The Northern Motorway Extension (ALPURT B2) consists

of 7.5km of new (green-field) four lane (i.e. duel carriage

way) motorway from the then existing Northern Motorway

termination to just south of Puhoi. The project had an

expected construction cost of $360 million.

The strategic aims of the project were to:

• Develop an alternative route to the existing State
Highway that bypasses Orewa and reduces congestion
in Orewa and Silverdale at peak periods and holiday
weekends.

• Improve the strategic route between Auckland and
Northland.

• Improve the traffic safety characteristics of the present
route and reduce the current high accident rate.

Previously, investment in the Northern Motorway had

been undertaken in two separate projects (ALPURT and

ALPURT B1). Following these projects, further investment

in the Northern Motorway would likely be attractive due

to the network effects that could occur by virtue of

undertaking a series of linked projects of the same type

(albeit over a 30 year period in ALPURT’s case). However,

it was not explicitly clear that this was a factor in

investment decision making.

Project Divers
One of the key aims of the project was that it was to

contribute to economic development, (as well as safety

and personal security) by reducing the travel times for

strategic traffic using State Highway 1 and bypassing

Orewa, reducing the conflict between pedestrians, local

traffic and strategic traffic along SH1 and provide a higher

standard of alignment.

It was expected that the economic benefits derived from

the project would provide a major boost for the local

economy and would support the economic and social

well-being of Northland, Rodney District and the wider

Auckland region.

The project investment would facilitate further

development of a network, completing a link

contemplated at the start of the project and therefore

likely to deliver positive “network effects”.

Governance
The Project was procured by Transit New Zealand (now

NZTA). Project approvals and project governance

responsibility rested with the Transfund (now Land

Transport NZ) Board but subject to certain requirements

of Auckland Regional Council and Rodney District Council

being met.

Project Scope
The Northern Motorway Extension (ALPURT B2) was the

last stage of the realignment and extension of the

northern motorway between Albany and Puhoi. It would

allow State highway traffic to bypass Orewa, easing traffic

congestion in the town. The motorway would provide

motorists a quick, efficient, integrated and safe route

between Auckland and Northland.

Transit established the Northern Gateway Alliance to

design and build the motorway. The Alliance was a

dedicated team of staff and resources from Transit, Fulton

Hogan, Leighton Contractors, URS New Zealand, Tonkin

& Taylor, Boffa Miskell and VSL.

The Northern Gateway Alliance completed the design

development of the motorway and carried out the

consultation required to obtain an Order in Council which

allowed the construction of the road to be brought

forward through tolling.

Option Appraisal and
Identifying the Preferred Project
As part of the investment decision making process, only

minimal consideration was given to the assessment of

different delivery options. Given the lack of rail and

passenger transport services in the area, and the lead

times to develop these to provide a realistic alternative to

the motorway, the possibility of avoiding the need for the

project was discounted at an early stage and the road

option was progressed. The key reasons for this were:

• Economic Assessment undertaken for RDC by the
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NZIER noted that, in terms of  forestry, the potential
to use rail to shift large volumes of logs was
constrained by uncertainty on the use of the rail
corridor, tunnel sizes and steep tracks.

• For passenger transport to provide a real alternative
to the motorway the mode share would need to be
significantly increased from its current levels

• With the holiday traffic comprised almost entirely of
private vehicles, there was no realistic opportunity
to move even a small share of this demand to
passenger transport.

However, Transit gave considerable consideration to the

possibility of alternative methods of funding that could

be applied to deliver the project. The consideration

covered public tolling and a concession based model.

Funding
A financial model was developed to assess the

affordability and financial consequences of the capital

costs, the ongoing financing and operating costs of the

project and expected toll revenues. It does not appear

that any quantified direct economic benefits or wider

benefits of the project were captured in this model.

ALPURT B2 was the first (and to date only) toll road

built under the Land Transport Management Act 2003.

The project was be delivered by Transit as a Public Tolled

Road. This meant funding was a mixture of public funding

and debt finance. The methodology for the public tolled

model with respect to finance and funding was:

i. The total forecast revenues less costs were used to

determine the total amount of debt finance that can

be serviced and repaid over a defined period, with

the debt finance being provided by the Debt

Management Office; and

ii. The difference between total project costs and the

debt finance able to be supported, if any, was met

by an up-front grant from the National Land Transport

Programme (NLTP). The up-front grant was drawn

down first to meet initial project expenditures with

debt drawn down for the balance of project cost.

The actual debt raised was approximately $216m which

also covered the capitalisation of interest during

construction and construction cost escalation.

Outcomes Envisaged
The primary purpose of the Northern Motorway Extension

project was to develop an alternative uncongested and

safe route to the existing State Highway 1 around Orewa

and Silverdale, which avoids the severe congestion

problems and community severance resulting from

capacity constraints and temporary accesses along the

existing route through Orewa and Silverdale.

Transit’s broader objectives for the project were to:

• provide a new State highway alignment between
Orewa and Puhoi

• provide full interchanges at Orewa and Waiwera

• provide for local road access at Hillcrest Road and
Fowlers Access Road

• meet the requirements of relevant designation and
consent conditions.

The then existing alignment of SH1 from Orewa to Puhoi

was a national strategic route that suffered major traffic

flow and safety problems. Investigations had shown that

there were only limited opportunities to remedy these

problems by improving or upgrading the existing route.

Consequently, Transit considered that realignment of SH1

was necessary to:

• cater for the then present and future traffic growth in
a manner compatible with the highway’s role as a
strategic road link between Auckland and Northland

• improve the traffic safety characteristics of the route
and reduce the current high accident rate, and

• address growth in through-traffic volumes in Orewa,
Silverdale and the Hibiscus Coast generally.

For the project, Transit implemented a single toll system

it had been developing for use on a suite of potential

toll roads via the National Toll Administration Project

(NTAP) which provided the infrastructure support, sales,

transactions and enforcement for the tolling element of

the project.

The Network benefit impact of the investment was not

explicitly set out.

The information below sets out envisaged benefits at

the time of the investment decision making: (it is

interesting to note that around the time of project

approvals Transit revised approvals requirements so that

projects would not require a BCR of 4 or more to obtain

funding).

Economic Assessment
Traditional Cost Benefits Analysis was undertaken. The

focus was on direct user/non user benefits. Wider

Economic Benefits were not quantified.

From the CBA, the major benefits expected to be derived

from the investment are shown in Table 1.
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An additional element to the Cost Benefit Analysis was

the requirement to test this on a tolled and untolled

project basis. In summary the BCRs of the tolled and un-

tolled project were as follows:

• Un-tolled BCR 2.0

• Tolled BCR 1.8

• Leveraged BCR 2.0

The un-tolled BCR of 2.0 was higher than the tolled BCR

of 1.8 because of the traffic diversion expected to be

caused by the toll. Modelling undertaken by Transit

indicated that the $1.80 proposed would divert around

20% of traffic off the toll road. The capital cost and

operational cost is also higher for the tolled project.

The tolled project BCR of 1.8 considered the project from

a social cost benefit perspective.

The leveraged BCR of 2.0 was been calculated in a manner

that was consistent with the latest PEM guidelines on

toll project evaluation. The leveraged BCR  recognises

the benefits of the tolls to the funder and the dis-benefit

to road users. Internationally this is a standard way of

viewing tolls.

The costs and benefits of the different approaches to

calculating the BCR are set out in Table 2.

The business case and project report summaries note a

further method of calculating the BCR which looks at

costs from the NLTF perspective and ignored the dis-

benefit to road users from paying a toll. Applying this

method calculated a BCR of 2.4. However, it was viewed

that this approach is not common practise and ignores

the dis-benefit to road users of paying a toll.

It was considered whether or not tolling would increase

the outcomes of the project. That is a complex area

given there are benefits and dis-benefits to tolling that

Table 1: Major benefits expected to be derived from the investment

Benefits Percentage Tolled Project ($m) Un-tolled ($m) 

Travel Time Savings 68% 326 340 

Congestion Savings 16% 76 76 

Reliability Benefits 2% 10 10 

Vehicle Operating Savings 7% 32 38 

Accident Reduction 6% 31 37 

CO2 Emission 1% 2 2 

Intangible Benefits N/A N/A N/A 

Total benefits 100% 477 502 

Table 2: Costs and benefits of the different approaches to calculating the BCR

Item Untolled Tolled Leveraged 

Capital Cost including land, ($) 324.6 341.1 341.1 

Discounted Capital Cost, ($ NPV) 245.1 268.6 268.6 

Discounted Revenue, ($m NPV)   66.3 

Discounted Capital Cost, net of 
Revenue, ($m NPV) 

  202.3 

Travel Time 339.7 326.2 326.2 

Congested Travel Time (CRV) 76.3 76.2 76.2 

Trip Reliability 10.0 9.5 9.5 

Vehicle Operating Costs 37.8 32.3 32.3 

Crash Costs  36.6 31.1 31.1 

CO2 1.9 1.6 1.6 

Discounted Benefits, ($m NPV) 502.3 476.9 476.9 

Benefits net of Revenue, ($m NPV)   410.6 

Benefit Cost Ratio 2.0 1.8 2.0 

First Year Rate of Return 9% 8% 8% 
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will vary over time. One of the expected impacts of tolling

was that 20% of traffic would divert to avoid the toll

and will continue to use the alternative un-tolled existing

route thus forgoing traffic time savings. Accordingly, the

tangible benefits of the tolled option are less than the

un-tolled option (see above).

However, payment of a toll is a traffic demand

management measure – albeit not in the sense that it

will shift users to alternative modes. Therefore, the

benefits of the project would be sustained over a longer

period and the toll will also provide a disincentive for

urban sprawl to occur.

The positive effects of tolling are limited to the period

when tolling applies. Under the then current legislation,

once the loan for the project is repaid the toll is removed

and the beneficial traffic demand management measure

will not be available. Due to this a recommended

condition attached to funding was that Transit should

seek to maintain tolling if future legislation permits to

increase the long term effectiveness of the project.

Project analysis showed that:

• a BCR of 2.0 would be considered “Low” efficiency
for a rural roading project that primarily addresses
weekend and holiday period travel time. However
the significant contribution of tolling to the overall
cost (25% in Net Present Value terms) was considered
sufficient to justify a Medium efficiency assessment
overall.

• the project had a high cost, but because it is the
second half of the ALPURT B project started in the
1990s no realistic alternative existed than completion
of the project.

• the high cost of the project was mitigated by tolling
which places a proportion of the cost onto future
users who will benefit most from completion of the
project.

Given the fact that Wider Economic benefits were not

accounted for, it would suggest that the BCRs of 1.8 to 2

were conservative estimate.

The inclusion of wider benefits
Part of the brief of the CAENZ project is to establish how

Wider Benefits have been incorporated in the decision

making process and in this sections some thoughts are

given as to their impacts in this study.

Wider Benefits were presented in terms of the qualitative

factors supporting the BCR assessment. However, whilst

qualitative factors were assessed thoroughly, no specific

valuation of these factors was undertaken. This may have

been due to the fact that, based on the BCR, the expected

direct benefits accruing to users / non users of the road

would more than offset the cost of the project, hence no

wider information was considered.

Examples of the Project qualitative benefits that were

noted in the investment decision process are summarised

below:

Supporting National and Regional Economic DevelopmentSupporting National and Regional Economic DevelopmentSupporting National and Regional Economic DevelopmentSupporting National and Regional Economic DevelopmentSupporting National and Regional Economic Development

(second round effects and distributional impacts beyond(second round effects and distributional impacts beyond(second round effects and distributional impacts beyond(second round effects and distributional impacts beyond(second round effects and distributional impacts beyond

elements captured in travel time savings) - elements captured in travel time savings) - elements captured in travel time savings) - elements captured in travel time savings) - elements captured in travel time savings) - The reduction

of severance within the Orewa and Silverdale communities

arising from reduced traffic volumes would make those

communities more functional and efficient economic

centres. An NZIER report noted that the benefits “are

likely to be in the nature of enhancements to existing

sectors such as forestry, specialty services and tourism.

The wider impact of reduced travelling times and greater

access to Auckland was expected to make the region a

more attractive place for locating light industries and

other businesses. Industries considered most likely to

grow following the construction of the motorway included

forestry and tourism.

Avoiding Inefficiency and Unnecessary Duplication Avoiding Inefficiency and Unnecessary Duplication Avoiding Inefficiency and Unnecessary Duplication Avoiding Inefficiency and Unnecessary Duplication Avoiding Inefficiency and Unnecessary Duplication - - - - - The

completion of the Northern Motorway Extension as the

primary northbound route would re-establish Grand Drive

as a local arterial and enable Transit to meet its

obligations to the Environment Court. The legislation

requires that a feasible alternative route be provided

(necessitating some duplication), but generally the two

routes will serve distinctly different purposes. Grand Drive

would revert to its role as a local arterial, and the Northern

Motorway Extension would operate as the strategic inter-

regional connection.

Supporting Integrated and Effective Services andSupporting Integrated and Effective Services andSupporting Integrated and Effective Services andSupporting Integrated and Effective Services andSupporting Integrated and Effective Services and

Infrastructure –Infrastructure –Infrastructure –Infrastructure –Infrastructure – It was recognised that the improved

route would benefit both public bus services and private

cars and commercial through traffic travelling to or from

the north. It would further benefit local public bus

services through Orewa by diverting State highway traffic

away from the town and reducing congestion on local

roads.

Land Use PoliciesLand Use PoliciesLand Use PoliciesLand Use PoliciesLand Use Policies -  -  -  -  - The development of the motorway

had featured in structured planning processes in the

Rodney District since the late 1990s. The Silverdale South

Structure Plan and Silverdale North Structure Plan both

had as their foundation an assumption that the Northern

Motorway Extension will dramatically reduce the traffic

on the urban streets on and adjacent to the existing

route, and had planned for development in local

communities accordingly.
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Toll TariffsToll TariffsToll TariffsToll TariffsToll Tariffs -  -  -  -  - As part of considering the road as a toll

road, Transit would continue to, consider the rate at

which the toll would need to be set to maximise

community benefits over time, including the opportunity

to vary the toll to assist in managing peak demand.

Improvements for Vulnerable Users –Improvements for Vulnerable Users –Improvements for Vulnerable Users –Improvements for Vulnerable Users –Improvements for Vulnerable Users –Given that the

existing route would be more aesthetically pleasing for

tourists and cyclists it was expected to become a popular

cycle route.

Improving Access and MobilityImproving Access and MobilityImproving Access and MobilityImproving Access and MobilityImproving Access and Mobility -  -  -  -  - The Northern Motorway

Extension would make a significant contribution to

improving inter-regional travel and improve access and

mobility opportunities for local residents and through

travellers, including tourists and freight vehicles. The

following outcomes were expected:

• Improving Local Networks and Regional
Communication and Travel

• Improving Access for All to Education, Employment
and Leisure

• Reducing severance

• Promoting Optimal Use of Different Modes

• Providing Access to Transport for All, Including
Vulnerable Users and their Caregivers

• Protecting and promoting public health.

Review of Performance,
Outcomes and any Audit
Information available
The road opened in early 2009 and has been fully

operational for nearly 18 months. Accordingly, limited

actual outcome based analysis of the achievement of

benefits is available.

Measuring Outcomes
As part of the development of the project the parties

were committed to a monitoring programme and to

developing a set of specific performance indicators for

the project package working within existing and planned

national and regional monitoring processes to ensure

that the specific programme identified for the Northern

Motorway Extension dovetails where possible. Transit

would take primary responsibility for the development

and continuation of the monitoring programme. The

process was to be as follows:

• To determine the effect of the project on the existing
and adjacent road network, a baseline of current
conditions was to be established. From this a series
of performance indicators, and the appropriate levels

for these, would  be established for the project. The
key indicators were likely to be:

— travel times on the existing route

— travel times on the new motorway (to ensure
that performance is maintained over time)

— levels of service on the existing route and the
new motorway

— accident rates (both on the existing route and
the new motorway), where possible broken down
by mode

— environmental indicators – water quality and
measures of environmental rehabilitation (e.g.
numbers of healthy trees)

— numbers of motorists using the toll road, broken
down by mode

— efficiency of toll detection and collection
(including a special focus on the ongoing numbers
of casual users, and their management)

— level of compliance with the toll (# of evaders).

• Prior to the project opening, the appropriate levels
for the performance indicators were to be agreed
and the baseline for the pre-opening situation
recorded.

• On opening of the project, the parties will commence
monitoring and evaluation of the agreed set of
indicators. The business case summary set out the
following management techniques that were likely
to be of greatest assistance in sustaining the benefits
of the project:

— Varying the toll

— Provision of additional passenger transport and
possible discounts for High Occupancy Vehicles
(HOVs)

— Implementation of a Demand Management Plan

— Potential integration with wider demand
management schemes.

Actual Outcomes

To date there is no published project performance audit

information that is available in the public domain which

could enable assessment of whether direct benefits which

were forecast and valued in the BCR have been met or

for example exceeded.

Initial comparisons of traffic flows and average travel

times at Orewa Town, Puhoi and Silverdale indicate that

average travel times have improved by 48% between

Silverdale and Puhoi, by 54% between Puhoi and

Silverdale. In addition, heavy commercial traffic volumes

at Hatfields Beach (Orewa Town Centre) has declined
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(from an average daily total of 1200 to less than 400)

and general traffic trips from 9000 to 3000 (on average).

Vehicle volumes on ALPURT B2 have stabilised at circa

12000 daily trips (combined total).

Therefore the aims of the project to alleviate congestion

on the local roads are considered to be achieved for the

time being.

What is noticeable on the route is that weekend average

daily totals exceed that of weekday average totals and

that holiday periods cause congestion on this section,

especially on the northern journey. The reason for the

congestion is not due to this project but a combination

of factors currently influencing vehicle movements on

roads directly to the north of the project.

Conclusion
The Project BCR analysis indicates that the direct benefits

expected to accrue to users / non users will more than

offset the project cost.

Wider Economic Benefits such as those found in

agglomeration appraisals were not included in the

economic assessment. Therefore, economies associated

with changes in land values, and the consequent returns

that government (both local and central) will receive

on their investment were not factored into the BCR

analysis.

The indicative positive network effect of the investment

decision should be noted derived from the  ALPURT B2

linkage to previous investments of the same nature and

type. The final element of the Northern Motorway network

(Puhoi to Wellsford) is now being considered. Similar to

what is demonstrated on ALPURT B2, network benefits

will result from undertaking that project.

For future appraisals, more sophisticated measurement

of network benefits and WEBs could justify early

investment for example, in the Puhoi to Wellsford project.
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Case Study: Evaluation of the New LynnCase Study: Evaluation of the New LynnCase Study: Evaluation of the New LynnCase Study: Evaluation of the New LynnCase Study: Evaluation of the New Lynn
Transit Project – Framework ReviewTransit Project – Framework ReviewTransit Project – Framework ReviewTransit Project – Framework ReviewTransit Project – Framework Review

Alan Rodgers-Smith

Waitakere City Council

Executive Summary
The New Lynn Transit Project is a complex and ambitious

project with a network of funders and partners that mirror

the road, rail, water, and property networks that intersect

New Lynn’s geography. The comprehensive renewal and

redevelopment of New Lynn through the New Lynn Transit

Project has required funding from different investors with

different criteria and evaluation methodologies.

Three factors complicated the funding decisions of the

New Lynn Transit Project.

Firstly, there was significant complexity in the authorities

for funding. Some examples will illustrate this. During

initial decision making, Ontrack was funded through

Treasury rather than the Ministry of Transport, and funding

for rail-road intersections were treated independently

by road and rail network owners. This funding separation

cascaded into difficulty integrating design across

surrounding land, roading network and public transport

interfaces not inside the rail corridor. Waitakere City

Council funded both inside and outside the rail corridor,

had no direct responsibility for any public transport

facility, yet drove the overall vision for the New Lynn

Transit Project. The Auckland Regional Council (ARC)

funded the regional transport authority, but did not as a

rule fund rail stations or bus stations.

A specific itemised example was: if an escalator was

seen to take passengers to the rail platform from the

street, it could be seen to benefit rail, and hence be

funded by rail. If the escalator was seen to take

passengers from the rail platform to service all modes

on the street, it could be seen to benefit the road network,

and hence be funded by the road transport authority.

Clearly, the same escalator benefited both.

Similarly, for the major water network upgrade within

the New Lynn Transit Project, Watercare was owned by

the local councils, but was operated and funded

independently. It proved not possible to have a single

construction contract for road upgrade and wastewater

interceptor works within the same road corridor, although

they were occurring at the same time. These and other

governance limitations undercut the capacity to sustain

the New Lynn Transit Project as an integrated vision.

This case study was produced as part of the New Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAENZ) project titled,
Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand: Frameworks for Decision Making.

Case studies were selected to provide a cross section of large infrastructure investments that have been completed
and where the benefits can reasonably be measured.  The other requirement is that the information on these case
studies is publically available.

The aim of the case studies was to identify current social, environmental, political and economic evaluation
frameworks used to justify major public infrastructure investments, by understanding:

i) What was the decision making process?

ii) What information was presented to assist decision makers in reaching a decision?

iii) How this information was presented.

iv) Have the benefits, as presented to decision makers:

a.  Been measured since completion of the project?

b. What was the timing and method used?

c. How do the current results on benefits and costs compare with the information presented to decision
makers?

d. Have wider (economic, social and environmental) benefits and costs been identified which were not origi-
nally included in the assessment presented to decision makers?

The scope excluded reviewing or analysing the decision to invest in the case study projects.  The case studies were
not a critical appraisal of the decision or implementation framework of each case study.
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Secondly, no commercial framework existed for integrating

these investments together into a constructible project.

The substitute for a single entity has been the rigorous

application of inter-entity and intra-entity programme

management control and reporting.

Thirdly, each funding entity has undergone considerable

changes during the course of the project. Ontrack has

been reformed into Kiwirail, the rail activities of the

Auckland Regional Transport Network ltd (ARTNL) have

been transferred to the Auckland Regional Transport

Authority (ARTA), Waitakere City Council (WCC) and

Auckland Regional Council are being merged into the

single Auckland Council, Land Transport New Zealand

has been merged into the New Zealand Transport Agency,

Watercare has been merged into the Auckland Water CCO,

and the central government changed with the 2008

general election.

Waitakere City Council sought to drive a comprehensive

and long term transformation of the New Lynn area within

these governance limitations and changes, to sustain

long-term redevelopment momentum. This has required

re-presenting the case for New Lynn across multiple and

shifting criteria, and over a set of closely interrelated

high-value construction contracts. This has presented

governance and commercial challenges.

Background and Scope of the
New Lynn Transit Project
The vision for the future of the New Lynn Town Centre

has its foundation in 1996 when Waitakere City Council

hosted a series of planning workshops that identified

the at-grade intersection of rail and arterial road as a

barrier to New Lynn’s long-term growth and development.

The transport infrastructure renewals are a significant

part of the New Lynn Transit Project towards the

comprehensive renewal of the New Lynn town centre.

The infrastructure to achieve this will cost approximately

$360 million. An illustration of that scope is shown in

Figure 1.

The rail part of the project scope covers the duplication

of the rail track, construction of a rail box and trench to

lower the two new tracks into, construction of one level

crossing and four road bridges, and construction of the

rail station and above-ground integrated bus station. The

cost of this part of the project is approximately $180m.

Road and pedestrian renewals are also illustrated above.

The above-ground station is illustrated in Figure 2.

Background
In 2004 Ontrack began preliminary design in cooperation

Figure 1
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with ARTA on options for the duplication of the Auckland-

northern rail line. Three service level options were

identified for the transport interchange in New Lynn; a

Base Case option, Option 1, and Option 2.  Waitakere

City Council preferred Option 2, which included a number

of enhanced urban design components to encourage

public transport patronage as well as to ensure

consistency with Waitakere City Council’s vision for the

town centre. Base Case can be described as a renewal

of the At Grade intersections between road and rail.

Option 1 provided some significant enhancements to Base

Case but was significantly less in scope and cost than

Option 2.

In October 2005 Fletcher Building, Synergine and Beca

provided Waitakere City Council with a constructability

and feasibility report demonstrating that Option 2 – full

grade separation of road and rail systems – was

constructible and appeared to align better with new

transport policy emerging from central government. This

report was discussed with Ontrack, ARTA and Treasury.

Opus Consultants provided an options report to ARTA in

August 2006. This evaluated Waitakere City Council’s

preferred option among many others, but indicated that

the costs of that option significantly outweighed the

benefits. ARTA and Ontrack needed to agree on the design

because that would determine the level of public

transport service New Lynn would provide. ARTA’s report

recommended an at-grade upgrade of existing facilities

for approximately $27m.

Debate then ensued between all parties about the costs

and benefits of At Grade and fully Grade Separated

options. Treasury requested that Waitakere City Council

demonstrate that there was a compelling case showing

the benefits of their option. At that time there was no

standard methodology in central government for

demonstrating aggregate economic benefits either for

rail or road investments, as part of a funding application.

It was also difficult to reconcile the benefit horizons for

road and rail into a comparable equation.

Waitakere City Council gained the support of Ontrack for

Option 2 (full grade separated) principally by emphasizing

rail corridor safety benefits through the removal of four

level crossings. Waitakere City Council gained the support

of the Minister of Finance for a vision for the New Lynn

Transit Project by demonstrating that there were rail

safety, operational, strategic, traffic, environmental, and

economic development benefits.

While monetised comparisons of benefits for each of

these different infrastructural goals were able to be

generated for each relevant party that required them,

each institution was only required to recognise the criteria

that mattered to their own Board. For example, urban

development outcomes were highly relevant to Waitakere

City Council, somewhat relevant to the ARC, significant

but not paramount to the ARTA, significant but difficult

to quantify for Land Transport New Zealand (LTNZ) (as it

was then), and not really relevant at all to Ontrack. It

therefore only became possible to form decisions across

all parties about the elements most at risk at a strategic

and political level. It also made it very difficult to stabilize

what a benefit across the whole project really was, and

to communicate that benefit successfully to all parties.

Waitakere City Council gained the support of ARTA for

Option 2 by demonstrating the passenger benefits of its

preferred option, and then gained further investment

from ARTA for a station of high quality by demonstrating

Figure 2
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further marginal passenger and network benefits.

In November 2006 central government confirmed its rail

duplication funding package, including sufficient funding

for the full separation of road and rail lines at New Lynn.

Also in November 2006 Waitakere City Council gained

Category 1 approval for its road network design from

LTNZ. Waitakere City Council gained Category 2 funding

for construction from NZTA in mid-2007.

Total Outturn Costs for construction between the three

main investors – Ontrack, ARTA, and Waitakere City

Council – were achieved in early 2009. The length of

time of this negotiation was in part due to prolonged

design and hence costings changes, reflecting the differing

operational and policy drivers of each entity.

Further agreements have been formed with Waitakere

City Council and Watercare, and Waitakere City Council

and Infratil Properties Ltd, for other construction stages.

NZTA has now approved Category 2 construction funding

for Stage 2 works; Clark Street by-pass and Totara Avenue

shared space street upgrade, with tenders in late 2010

and construction completion due in early 2012.

Physical location

The New Lynn Transit Project is at the centre of the

Auckland suburb of New Lynn at the intersection of Totara

Avenue and Clark Street and the Northern Rail Line.

ScopeScopeScopeScopeScope

The scope of the transit part of the New Lynn Transit

Program is:

• 1.1km of rail line within a boxed trench up to 9m
deep, signals and other rail traffic infrastructure

• replacement of rail bridge over Whau River

• five road bridges, including one above-ground road

bypass over rail

• rail station within rail trench

• above-ground road-rail passenger integrated station
including fit out, lifts, escalators and stairs

• new bus stations and network

• five road intersections to the bridges and one level
crossing

• landscaping,  lighting, safety and security features

• reconstruction of 4 km of roads, landscaping, four
new lighted intersections

• 1.5km of regional-feed wastewater pipe at 12m deep,
stormwater management and  treatment

• Undergrounding of electricity, and fibre optic ducting.

Further parts to the scope include the redevelopment of

specific blocks of land between Waitakere City Council

and the landowners.

Objectives of the Project
The following main objectives were identified across

different parties:

• Increase reliability, network speed, and safety of the
rail line for increased passenger use and increased
freight potential.

• Increase bus, rail, and cycling as preferred transport
modes and capacity to achieve regional and national
transport goals.

• Redevelop New Lynn’s significant brownfields sites
to enable New Lynn to achieve its District Plan Change
17 growth targets, to give effect to the 1999 Auckland
Regional Growth Strategy.

• Revitalise New Lynn as a town centre within Waitakere
based around passenger transport facilities.

• By 2020 New Lynn would have a residential
population of 20,00, full time employment of 6,000,
and passenger numbers that would rank it as the
third most used station in Auckland, behind Britomart
and Newmarket.

Drivers of the Project

Ontrack/Kiwirail

Improvement of Auckland’s northern rail line infrastructure

other than for required maintenance had been neglected

for many decades. Central government agreed with the

Auckland Regional Council that rail passenger increases

were a common strategic goal and to achieve this,

upgrade work needed to urgently begin, while also

preparing for the electrification of Auckland’s rail system.

Figure 3
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The overall rail improvement programme through

Auckland was called project DART (Duplication of

Auckland’s Rail Tracks), a series of improvements to

Auckland’s rail network allowing more frequent and

reliable passenger services and improved pedestrian

safety around the rail network. The 2006 budget allowed

for $600 million to fund these improvements. The project

is the most significant redevelopment of the rail network

in New Zealand since the 1980s.

The DART rail duplication project would provide the

capacity to increase rail passenger services to run through

New Lynn close to once every 12 minutes. Ontrack also

sought to prepare the northern rail line for electrification

of the line and the introduction of electric-powered trains.

Auckland’s Councils
The Auckland Regional Growth Strategy identified New

Lynn as a major regional growth centre in 1999. This

meant that New Lynn was expected to develop and absorb

major population and employment increases.

The Auckland Regional Transport Authority stated in 2008

that New Lynn was a key transport hub bordering the

Auckland isthmus and is central to the major population

areas in the southern sector of Waitakere City Council.

Waitakere City Council
Waitakere city council implemented the Auckland Regional

Growth Strategy in New Lynn through plan change 17.

This is a comprehensive zoning plan. WCC preferred brown

field intensification to green field’s intensification outside

the Metropolitan Urban Limit, and the revitalisation of

New Lynn through transit investment was the key

infrastructural leverage to achieve this outcome.

New Zealand Transport Agency
NZTA sought to balance two separate goals. The first

was to mitigate the downstream traffic effects of

completing State Highway 20 to Stoddard Road in New

Windsor, significantly increasing road traffic through New

Lynn. Rail and road traffic intersection rail barrier arm

movements were forecast to lead to gridlock during peak

flows as both traffic streams met. Separating the two

transport grids enabled further transport goals such as

CO2 and particulate decreases, and pedestrian, bus

network and non-vehicular travel to be included as

benefits.

Waitakere City Council and ARTA’s funding applications

to NZTA and its predecessor LTNZ were also assisted by

the Land Transport Management Act 2003, which included

a requirement to assist in economic development.

Waitakere City Council and ARTA both proposed to NZTA

and its predecessor that Auckland’s Regional Growth

Strategy would be better met if land close to the rail

corridor was able to be developed.

Central Government

The 1999-2008 central government administration sought

better use of the rail assets through Auckland, particularly

higher rail passenger usage.  It increased the capacity

for passenger transport across the Auckland region, by

upgrading the rail network.

The Labour-led government’s Minister of Finance was

closely involved in many of the funding decisions

concerning Ontrack and the New Lynn part of the DART

project during 2006-2007. The Minister facilitated

discussions between Treasury, Ontrack, and Waitakere

City Council about the economic benefits of the rail

portion of the New Lynn transit project and responsibility

for these costs. This intervention proved necessary

because without a common commercial entity such as

an Alliance or company to take financial responsibility

for the project, some parties were anxious that liability

would disproportionally fall on them. The leadership of

the Minister of Finance in calculating benefits at a strategic

level, seeking a mediated balance for all parties for those

liabilities, and assuring them that other funding goals

would not be compromised, proved crucial in ensuring

that the broader benefits were not lost among the

disciplines of mode-specific criteria.

The amount sought by Waitakere City Council’s vision

for full rail and road network separation proved a

challenge to all funding parties, because there were many

competing funding priorities other than the New Lynn

section of DART. The Auckland Regional Council was

concerned about over-investing in one transit station

while it sought to secure funds from a proposed Regional

Fuel Tax for procuring electrified trains and electrified

rail grid for Auckland in 2013. The legislation for this

Regional Fuel Tax was passed late in the Labour-led

coalition’s third term, and was cancelled quickly after

the new National-led administration became government

in 2008.

Both the Labour Minister of Finance and the following

National Minister of Transport were instrumental in

continuing to assure all parties including the construction

consortium led by Fletcher Building that key commitments

to the New Lynn Transit Project would be sustained

throughout construction.

Other factors

In 2006, Infratil Ltd acquired Stagecoach Ltd, which

included in its land holdings a key land parcel in New
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Lynn adjacent to the rail interchange. WCC quickly

engaged with Infratil Ltd both as a fleet owner for bus

and rail interoperability, and property owner with

development interest. Both would enabled as a result of

the public sector transport investment.

The announcement of the New Lynn part of DART (called

DART 6) immediately sparked other land development

interest. This was reflected in the 2006-07 land

revaluations and land sales records, which in turn saw

greater land development interest. This interest enabled

Waitakere City Council to show both central and regional

government that forecasts of economic growth caused

by the New Lynn transit investment had immediate and

positive market signals.

Since the funding announcement, new investments have

occurred in restaurants, a new supermarket, and

proposals for the development of the old Crown Lynn

site.

Funding
Current overall public sector funding for New Lynn is:

Ontrack/Kiwirail $ 140m

Waitakere City Council $ 144m

ARC/ARTA $   13.59m

NZTA subsidy $   55.23m

Watercare $     6.0m

$ 358$ 358$ 358$ 358$ 358.82m.82m.82m.82m.82m

Phase 2 is undergoing final cost evaluations at time of

writing. The scope includes:

• Clark Street by-pass.

• Totara Avenue shared space precinct.

• Landscaping and land take to achieve the above.

Phase 3 is undergoing scoping, but is likely to include:

• Comprehensive development of the Infratil site.

• Comprehensive development of the Vuksich and
Borich/Crown Lynn site.

Cost /Benefit Analysis
The BCR tables for the NZTA Category 1 application 2007

provided sheets for user-costs, capital-costs, and

operational/maintenance costs. It included forecasts for

road traffic paramics, rail patronage, and bus/rail transfers.

The full NZTA application also included an economic

impact study from March 2006. Kiwirail and Treasury

also used this study in evaluating their recommendation

to the Minister of Finance and Minister of State Owned

Enterprises. This was an important report that forecast

that aggregate benefits from associated land sales and

development would provide benefits to the proposal

beyond transport, safety, and environmental benefits.

This report provided an evidential context to the long

history of planning that Waitakere City Council had

conducted over New Lynn since 1996. This context

included the following:

• Inclusion of New Lynn as a main town centre within
all Waitakere City Council strategic planning
documents since 1996.

• Inclusion of New Lynn as a major Regional Growth
Node in the 1999 Auckland Regional Growth Strategy.

• Inclusion of New Lynn as a main transport and public
transport interchange in Auckland Regional Transport
Strategy.

• Confirmation that New Lynn would be a major rail
passenger station in Ontrack DART works programme.

• Confirmation that New Lynn would be a major
passenger transport centre in ARC and ARTA planning
documents.

Because it was clearly recognised across all relevant

public investor and public planning entities that New

Lynn was ready for a step-change in transport and

economic growth, a number  of forecasts were able to

be brought together to provide a comprehensive narrative

about forecast economic development.

While the stage had been set in a strategic sense, leverage

from infrastructure renewals were identifiable but limited:

Supply side improvements though important will not of

themselves be sufficient to induce the necessary growth.

Enhancement of the town centre is necessary to stimulate

interest and improve attractiveness to generate demand.

Accessibility both within New Lynn and New Lynn to the

region is critical to achieving the necessary growth. Quality

supportive development, coupled with maturation of

transport networks intra and inter town centre will provide

the required connectivity.

The report sought to indicate levels of likely change and

orders of magnitude in the differing impacts which the

differing options were likely to have.

The types of analysis that were undertaken were:

• An employment forecast based on the likely changes
that would be generated under the two options; and

• A land value change based estimate of the likely
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changes that would be generated under the two
options.

That allowed the report authors to produce a range of

likely changes for each option and also allowed for

recognition of the time periods over which economic

effects would be most strongly felt.

As a means of tying together the findings, the most

conservative of the analyses (the land value estimates)

were brought together in a cost benefit comparison in

as-then 2005 dollars.

Consideration was also given to the potential wider effects

of the changes through standard consideration of

multiplier effects applied to the land value which – while

recognising the limitations of that kind of analysis –

provided useful indications of the comparative orders of

magnitude of differences between the options.

Their summary is shown in Table 1.

A cost benefit analysis was done by BECA in May 2001 in

order to gain financial assistance from government

agencies which differentiated between user, non-user and

externality benefits.  The elements that were considered

under each heading included:

User benefits
• Patronage: The Auckland Passenger Transport model

(APT) was used to forecast public patronage and
transport changes in conjunction with the Auckland
Regional Transport model for private car use.

• Design of station for future integrated ticketing.

• Safer and more comfortable passenger waiting
facilities.

• Ease of shift from one transport mode to another
(car – train – pedestrian – bus).

• Ease of use by patrons of a major mall – Lynn Mall.

Non User benefits
• Roading impacts: Impacts on the function of affected

roads, as well the impacts arising from future traffic

volumes and patterns.

• Cost savings to Government: These costs include
safety improvements, road user charges foregone,
costs avoided in the do minimum option, and
decongestion effects.

Externalities

Some benefits were not quantified and thus monetized

for funding applications or decisions by bodies other

than Waitakere City Council, but were included as part

of resource consents and Outline Plan of Works (OPW),

including:

• Noise and vibration decreases as environmental
benefits caused by a fully concreted rail slab base
set within a trench.

• Stormwater from the roading network required the
design for full on-site treatment using a variety of
techniques.

• Urban design and public safety benefits due to
integrated rail and roading urban design throughout
the project.

• Land use and land value change due to
redevelopment and intensification due to Public
Works land take.

• New commercial retail opportunities both on the
covered rail corridor and in the surrounding streets
accelerated by the renewed urban design and higher
customer base from  increased commuters.

• Increased parks and recreational capacity due to
upgrades.

Further unmonetised intangible effects were identified

for the project through the systematic and gradual

changes in land use, transport systems, vehicle

dependence, associated movement patterns and social

health of the city.  These effects were difficult to quantify

and the decision was made to use the willingness-to-

pay principle to determine the impacts.

Strategic importance of the project

The strategic importance of the New Lynn part of DART

Table 1: Summary information

Basis of estimate Option A (At 
Grade) ($m) 

Option B (Grade 
Separation) ($m) 

Difference  
($m) 

Employment Growth Basis 73 242 169 

Land Value Change Basis 90 180 90 

Land Value Change with 
multipliers 

410 820 410 

Net benefit over costs (using 
Land Value change basis for 
economic benefits) 

50 87 37 
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would enable Auckland’s northern rail line to function as

an arterial alternative to State Highway 16 and Great

North Road, and to enable the smooth integration of

simultaneous motorway upgrades to the rail system and

to State Highway 20, which at the time finished at

Blockhouse Bay as an adjoining suburb to New Lynn.

The strategic importance of New Lynn as a transit-oriented

development leveraged from the infrastructure investment

was to absorb a measurable percentage of the forecast

growth of this part of the Auckland region.

Conclusion
None of the public sector investors could have achieved

the overall desired outcome through their own powers

or through their own funding mechanisms, and nor would

the forecast economic benefits have been achieved. All

funding parties had specific disciplinary criteria and

mandates. However when it was shown that a larger

project, costing many times the originally preferred

option, was both constructible and had vastly superior

policy alignment at central and local government level,

the aggregate economic benefits began to become

apparent. Without a single commercial entity to calculate

costs and benefits of the project, Alliance-type behaviours

have proved critical as supplements to this absence.

Without a single political driver recognised by all

contributing parties, intervention by Labour and National

government ministers was instrumental to the successful

funding of the project.

Wider economic benefits were used with each applicant

to show both how all parties could work together in a

technically and commercially integrated manner, but also

how the sharing of all resources led to higher benefits

than the disaggregated investment outcomes.

Analysis of the Decision Making
Process of the New Lynn Project

General

It was in a sense simply good timing that in 2005,

Waitakere City Council’s strategy of focussing on town

centres with rail lines coincided with a central government

ready to make a step-change investment in urban rail

infrastructure. Without that alignment of local and

national vision, a much scaled-down upgrade would likely

have resulted, with consequent lower economic and social

impact. That basic alignment overcame many governance

and investment roadblocks.

NZTA evaluations of aggregate economic benefit now

have a force and precision previously missing from major

applications. Economic impact and passenger impacts

from the redevelopment of Henderson station in 2005-

2006 and Britomart station in 2004 also provided relevant

evidence that investment along the rail line in Auckland

could attract commercial investment alongside the rail

corridor.

Waitakere City Council emphasised the strategic alignment

of policy goals at local, regional and central levels. Even

though ARTA, Watercare, NZTA, and Ontrack were not

required to include them in their decisions, this sustained

emphasis helped the project over the line in many cases.

Their objectives were to primarily evaluate the project

through specific disciplinary criteria, as provided in their

governing legislations.

Waitakere City Council had to re-present the proposal to

each funding institution with criteria specific to that

institution; passenger benefits to ARTA, regional growth

benefits to the ARC, environmental and traffic benefits

to LTNZ/NZTA, and safety and operational benefits to

Ontrack/Kiwirail.

The Inclusion of Wider Benefits
Part of the brief of the New Zealand Centre for Advanced

Engineering (CAENZ) project is to establish how wider

benefits have been incorporated in the decision making

process and in this sections some thoughts are given as

to their impacts in this study.

Benefits included

It is clear from the benefit cost analysis done that

transport, environmental and some economic benefits

have been included in the calculation.  The benefits are

primarily those that can be directly related to the

beneficiaries participating in the funding, operation and

use of the transport process such as government, users,

providers and non-users affected by negative transport

outcomes such as noise.

This was one of the first CBA to incorporate the strategic

significance of a project in its analysis.  Alignment of

local growth strategy, regional growth strategy, regional

transport strategy was possible to articulate. Alignment

of rail infrastructure funding, future rail passenger funding,

and central government transport strategy for making

integrated funding decisions was not entirely possible

across central government. Aligning the spatial focus of

local and regional government with the corridor and

network focus of road and rail funders was also difficult

in practice. Relevant intersections of interest between

the funding parties were emphasised to over come these

competing tension.
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Monetising the cost of social impacts such as car parking

loss, green space loss, and changes over time in the

town centre, were quite difficult to monetise.

Benefits not included

Wider economic benefits such as those found in

agglomeration economies (localisation and densification

of industries) were not included, principally because it

was not possible to forecast the structural makeup of

industry sectors. Development contributions had a

nominal figure put against them for the NZTA applications.

Increases in revenue to government  - such as from any

increases in GST or from income tax due to commercial

reinvestment and redevelopment - were not included.

Long-term flow-on impacts

The New Lynn Transit Oriented Development project can

be typified as leading infrastructure which impacts across

transport modes whilst it simultaneously influences and

shapes urban form.  Changes in urban form require

additional investment in the longer term which makes it

essential that both planning and funding agencies to be

more involved not only in the project itself but in the

strategy followed by the region, council or district.

New Lynn has provided a useful new benchmark for

closely integrated transport interchange design.

Attributing place-based aggregate economic benefits to

the leverage of specific large scale infrastructure

investment provided good ground for debate within

Treasury and NZTA about Dead Weight Cost of Taxation

arguments versus place-based benefits. The new Lynn

project assisted in sharpening this discourse particularly

within NZTA applications for urban transit infrastructure.

The Influence of Wider Benefits
on Decision-making
Wider benefits were not able to be counted evenly across

all the funding agencies that contributed to the overall

New Lynn programme. However they were useful with

all funders to illustrate the collective results of all funding

parties working together in a programme and design

interface level, and at a policy and governance level. In

short that they would all be part of a wider and long

term vision of success, to which each of their funding

disciplines contributes important and necessary

infrastructure.

It was only at the Ministerial level that all the effects of

all funding criteria across all Crown Agencies, and regional

and local government could be aggregated. It was from

this high level shared understanding that common advice

could then be provided to all funders.
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Case Study: Evaluation of the BritomartCase Study: Evaluation of the BritomartCase Study: Evaluation of the BritomartCase Study: Evaluation of the BritomartCase Study: Evaluation of the Britomart
Transport ProjectTransport ProjectTransport ProjectTransport ProjectTransport Project
Nik Vorster

Auckland Regional Transport Authority (ARTA)

Executive Summary
The Britomart project should not be seen as a project

that started in 1999 and was completed in 2002. Although

the Britomart project was only completed in July 2002,

its start can be traced back to the middle 1960s with the

development of a Regional Transit Plan for Auckland

commissioned by the Auckland Regional Authority. Three

attempts were made to complete the project during this

time with central government withdrawing funding the

first time, the private partner not performing the second

time around and success at the third attempt.

The use of private partners in projects of this nature

requires careful consideration, especially with regard to

risk, commercial objectives and other priorities.

Prioritisation of objectives and clarification as to risks

between partners is necessary to ensure the project stay

financially as well as economically viable. Failure to do

this was pointed out as a contributory factor for the

demise of the second attempt to build the Britomart.

The cost benefit analysis used in this analysis clearly

indicates that the preferred option used in the third

attempt (which included the concourse) was justified

due to it attaining an economic efficiency ratio of 1, but

the project may still not have met the minimum criteria

for achieving a high priority for investment at the time.

However, it is clear now (and in hindsight) that the

Britomart, as leading infrastructure, had major impacts

not only on the performance of the rail transport network,

but also on urban form and function and hence future

investment in the region. This was not allowed for in the

modelling methodology or decision making processes

used although it has been incorporated in the cost benefit

analysis.

The decision making processes involved in the three

attempts clearly indicate the impacts stemming from

weaknesses in the consultation processes, both at public

and governmental levels which eventually influenced the

level of funding made available for the project.

This case study was produced as part of the New Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAENZ) project titled,
Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand: Frameworks for Decision Making.

Case studies were selected to provide a cross section of large infrastructure investments that have been completed
and where the benefits can reasonably be measured.  The other requirement is that the information on these case
studies is publically available.

The aim of the case studies was to identify current social, environmental, political and economic evaluation
frameworks used to justify major public infrastructure investments, by understanding:

i) What was the decision making process?

ii) What information was presented to assist decision makers in reaching a decision?

iii) How this information was presented.

iv) Have the benefits, as presented to decision makers:

a.  Been measured since completion of the project?

b. What was the timing and method used?

c. How do the current results on benefits and costs compare with the information presented to decision
makers?

d. Have wider (economic, social and environmental) benefits and costs been identified which were not origi-
nally included in the assessment presented to decision makers?

The scope excluded reviewing or analysing the decision to invest in the case study projects.  The case studies were
not a critical appraisal of the decision or implementation framework of each case study.
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Background and Scope of the
Britomart Project

Background

Building the Britomart should not be seen as a project

that started in 1999 and was completed in 2002. Although

the Britomart project was only completed in July 2002,

its start can be traced back to the middle 1960’s with

the development of a Regional Transit Plan for Auckland

commissioned by the Auckland Regional Authority. The

ideas generated by this plan were pushed by different

people at various times until the project was borne to

fruition with the first trains rolling into a central Auckland

station since 1932. It is therefore logical that the decision-

making process used in this project should be viewed in

its totality and not only in relation to the final attempt

at building the Britomart.

Physical location

The Britomart project covers approximately 5.2 hectares

in downtown Auckland between Quay and Customs

Streets, Britomart Place and Queen Elizabeth II Square.

Auckland City Council is the owner of the transport

terminal and much of the surrounding property down to

the harbour edge which was acquired during project

development in the early 1990s.

Scope

The initial scope of the proposed project from the mid

90s included a five-story underground transport

interchange, major high-rise development (office

buildings, hotels and apartment blocks), the

undergrounding of Quay Street and new public spaces.

The project would provide 2900 carparks, a train station

with four rail lines, provision for light rail, an underground

bus terminal and the undergrounding of Quay Street.

The scope was changed in the following Britomart projects

to include five rail lines but not the undergrounding of

Quay Street or the underground walkway linking the

station to Queen Elizabeth Square due to funding

limitations. The funding limitations also caused a

downgrading in the streetscape.

The First Britomart Project
The first attempt at building a central interchange in

Auckland followed from a passenger transport plan

developed for the Auckland region by De Leuw Cather &

Co in 1965 called the Regional Transit Plan for Auckland.
Sir Dove-Myer Robinson, the then serving mayor of

Auckland (1959-1965 and 1968 -1980), vision for Auckland

was to develop a rapid rail network making rail the

backbone of transport in the Auckland region, with buses

connecting to train stations and feeding the local areas.

In July 1973 the Labour Government agreed to fund the

cost of the electrification of the Railway Network between

Auckland and Papakura, and an underground rail loop

from Downtown Auckland City, via the Central City to

Newmarket. The proposed inner-city loop included an

underground station on the Britomart site. In 1976 the

National Government decided that the rapid-transport

system was too costly and unjustified so they withdrew

the funding for the project.

The Second Britomart Project

Background

The second Britomart project started in 1995 with Council

proceeding on the basis of avoiding any development

risk or cost. Private sector developers were invited to

submit bids that would remove Council as developer

but will maximize commercial returns to Council. The

main responsibilities, features and cost of the project at

this stage included:

i acquire a transport centre, a traffic underpass (Quay
Street East) and public areas at a fixed cost of $100
million with the developer being responsible for the
completion of the facilities.

ii Council to contribute $23 million to heritage
protection and infrastructure services and $2.3 million
towards associated works.

iii Sell Britomart properties to the developer for $56
million and use the proceeds from the sale as a loan
to the developer.

iv Provide a “Standby Takeout Facility” for unsold
development sites with the maximum possible
exposure being calculated at $230 million.

v Acquire all resource consents for the project.

Auckland City Council committed $125 million to the

project but due to the developer missing critical

contractual deadlines, the project was terminated in 1996.

Analysis Of Second Britomart Project

No data sources could be found other than the report

from the Auditor General to evaluate the second Britomart

project. The Auditor General commented that a Cost

Benefit Analysis was not done to justify the transport

aspects of the project, however, the Auditor General

evaluated the project with regard to the processes used,

financial implications and risks involved. The resultant

report contained several conclusions and made a number

of recommendations to improve process efficiency and
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responsibility for future projects of this nature by Local

Councils. (www.oag.govt.nz/1999/britomart/).

From the comments made by the Auditor General the

following conclusions can be made:

• The justification for the second Britomart project is
to be found in the financial analysis of the project.
From the point of view of Auckland City Council the
commercial gain more than offset the financial costs.
Development risks were to be borne by the private
partner with the Council only liable for the unsold
properties.

• The inclusion of transport as well as commercial
objectives without prioritising between them meant
that potential conflicts between objectives could not
be addressed which also limited any trade-off
opportunities.

• The assumption of no risk only assumed the risk
related to development, not the risk associated with
commercial outcomes.

• The selection process followed in approving and
appointing project consultants lacked credibility and
transparency.

From the comments made by the AG it is clear that the

commercial aspects were considered to be of higher

importance than transport factors in justifying the project.

The manner in which data would have been presented

to decision makers would therefore have primarily

focused on the financial gains to be made from the

commercial aspects of the project and the impacts of

this on the financial statements of Council, rather than

emphasizing transport gains. This view is reinforced in

that the Council committed $125 million to the project

with the private partner supplying the remainder and no

need for public funding assistance. The lack of public

funding would explain why a cost benefit analysis was

not done.

The Third Britomart Project

Background

The third Britomart project started in 1998 and proceeded

after extensive public consultation in 1999. Feedback

from the public consultation was also used to develop a

set of principles to be incorporated in the design of

Britomart which was to be decided through a two stage

competition.

The initial design featured was a basic scheme with

minimal architectural enhancements and a capital budget

of $175 million. The competition winning design increased

cost to $262 million which was reviewed at a value

workshop in 2001 after public pressure. Outcomes from

the workshop were used to assess and prioritise criteria

for design development, discretionary spending whilst a

number of risks were identified, evaluated and prioritised.

Objectives Of The Project

The following objectives were identified:

• Transport interchange for bus, train and ferry services.

• Restoring and modifying the former Central Post Office
building.

• Preserve adjoining heritage buildings.

• Redesigning Queen Elizabeth II Square and connecting
it to Britomart via an underground walkway.

• Revitalising Britomart area with public spaces and
buildings.

It was envisaged that the rail station would have five

platforms, an underground walkway connecting rail to

the bus interchange and the interchange being able to

handle 10,500 people per AM peak hour by 2021.

Drivers of the Project

The early driversThe early driversThe early driversThe early driversThe early drivers

Extending the role of rail as part of a rapid passenger

transport network in Auckland has been the aim of many

political and transport endeavors which stretch back to

the early 1960s and the Regional Transit Plan for Auckland

developed for the region by De Leuw Cather & Co. The

attempts made in the early seventies by Sir Dove-Myer

Robinson did not dissipate but continued and was

revisited in the early 1980s with the deregulation and

reorganization of the port, post office and railways

sectors.

In 1986 the Auckland Regional Authority completed a

comprehensive transportation review that included an

‘urgent’ upgrade for the Britomart Bus Terminal. The

Auckland Harbour Board, as the principal owner of the

Britomart properties agreed in August 1987 to develop

the area. The $1.2 billion construction included

commercial, retail and hotel development around the

planned upgraded Britomart Bus terminal and car park.

However, the stock market crash in 1987 lead to the

demise of this Britomart proposal.

Regional prioritiesRegional prioritiesRegional prioritiesRegional prioritiesRegional priorities

The establishment of the Auckland Regional Growth Forum

in the early part of the 1990s enabled the development

of regional plans and strategies for enhancing and

managing future growth in Auckland as a region. The

Growth Forum, consisting of all Councils of the Auckland
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Region, published an agreed strategy at the end of 1998

after extensive public consultation that identified a high

quality rapid transit system as a common component

for all future growth scenarios in the region. The agreed

growth strategy document emphasised a shift in future

land use patterns to enable growth in more intensive

mixed use centers along the region’s northern, southern

and western passenger transit corridors. A key concept

in this regard is the Central Business District as it is

seen as the anchor point in the system with the corridors

feeding into and out of it – the anchor point being

Britomart. This concept was also included in the Regional

Land Transport Strategy (RLTS) developed by the ARC

and adopted by all Local Councils.

A key construct in the RLTS was the implementation of

the Passenger Transport Action Plan. The 1999 RLTS

highlighted the lack of a quality public transport system

and described the importance of Britomart in connecting

services within the region:

Give urgency to upgrading the Britomart passenger
transport terminal to provide a high standard terminal
and facilities for passengers and provide good
connections to all passenger transport modes.

(Source: Auckland Regional Land Transport
Strategy. Policy C8.1.4, 1999)

Other factorsOther factorsOther factorsOther factorsOther factors

Focusing Auckland as an international city and a major

venue for sport and other events has a long history.

Planning for the redevelopment of Britomart was

reinforced in 1995 when New Zealand won the America’s

Cup yacht race. It was then decided that Auckland would

host the next regatta which presented an opportunity

for the Government to showcase New Zealand to the

world. The Council Harbour Edge Development Group

was formed with its main role being to manage and

complete a number of infrastructure improvement projects

in the area stretching from the base of Parnell in the

east to Westhaven in the west. Upgrading the Viaduct

Basin was one of the key projects whilst the development

of Britomart was planned for completion in conjunction

with the Viaduct Harbour.

Funding

The envisaged funding for the second Britomart project

was to be Auckland City Council contributing $133 million

from their long term financial strategy and applying to

Infrastructure Auckland and Transfund for subsidies to

the value of $116.5 million. This did not materialise as

the total funding eventually realised amounted to $202.4

million consisting of Auckland City $135.7 million,

Infrastructure Auckland $45 million, Transfund $20 million,

the ARC $1.9 million and Land Information NZ $1.8 million.

The funding shortfall meant the project had to be scaled

down resulting in the elimination of the full underground

walkway and less streetscape improvements.

Financial Analysis

An abbreviated financial analysis done for the project is

depicted in Table 1.

The conclusion drawn from the result is that the project

will essentially cover its operating costs with a marginal

contribution to capital cost recovery. Furthermore, varying

the assumptions within a creditable range did not alter

the outcome.

Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis was done by BECA in May 2001 in

order to gain financial assistance from government

Table 1: Financial analysis of the Britomart project (preferred option)

Preferred Option NPV of Development
Costs ($ millions)

Comments

Capital costs 189,63 Three year period

Property costs 0 ACC is the owner of the property

Operating expenses 16.93
Cost to maintain interchange, ticket
office and rail platforms

Revenue generation
effects

18.88
Access fees from bus and rail
operators to use the interchange

Funding gap -187.68

Legend: ACC weighted cost of capital 12.77%; Station salvage value at 2025 = $50
million; Analysis period 25 years: 2000 – 2025; Investment prior to June 2001 considered
sunk
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$M NPV and ERItem

WB WR WX

TOTAL PROJECT (excluding concourse)

Discounted Benefits:

ATR User Benefits - Time Savings 47.0 25.8 19.8

ATR User Benefits - Terminal Quality 3.3 2.3 0.9

Road Decongestion Benefits 72.1 45.3 36.5

  Accident Benefits 7.4 5.4 5.0

Total Tangible Benefits 129.8 78.8 62.2

Discounted Costs:

  Funding Gap 164.6

Road expenditure foregone -0.2

Do minimum costs -18.4

Total Costs 146.0

Unadjusted Efficiency Ratio 0.89 0.54 0.43

BASE TRANSPORT PROJECT

Discounted Benefits:

ATR User Benefits - Time Savings 47.0 25.8 19.8

ATR User Benefits - Terminal Quality 1.65 1.15 0.45

Road Decongestion Benefits 72.1 45.3 36.5

  Accident Benefits 7.4 5.4 5.0

Total Tangible Benefits 128.15 77.65 62.00

Discounted Costs:

  Funding Gap 99.2

Road expenditure foregone -0.2

Do minimum costs -18.4

Total Costs 80.6

Unadjusted Efficiency Ratio 1.59 0.96 0.77

Legend: WB = full rail development; WR = Minor rail improvements; WX = No rail
improvements

agencies which differentiated between user, non user

and externality benefits. The elements that were

considered under each heading included:

User benefitsUser benefitsUser benefitsUser benefitsUser benefits

• Patronage: The Auckland Passenger Transport model
(APT) was used to forecast public patronage and
transport changes in conjunction with the Auckland
Regional Transport Model for private car use. Of
interest is that the elasticity of rail passenger transport
was made sensitive to changes in car travel cost in
that a +25% increase in car travel cost would cause
a +40% change in inbound AM rail usage.

• Auckland City costs and transport operator costs:
Savings to Tranzrail who no longer operates the

station, loss of revenue to bus operators for providing
a link from the CBD to the existing rail station,
changes in bus costs due to reorganising of routes.

Non User benefitsNon User benefitsNon User benefitsNon User benefitsNon User benefits

• Roading impacts: Impacts on the function of affected
roads as well the impacts arising from future traffic
volumes and patterns.

• Cost savings to Government: These costs include
safety improvements, road user charges foregone,
costs avoided in the do minimum option, and
decongestion effects.

The outcome of including only the user and non user

benefits in the CBA is contained in Table 2. The total

project refers to the project costing $262 million whilst

Table 2: Unadjusted efficiency ratio
Source:  Waterfront Investigation. May (2001; 75). Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd
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the base case refers to the basic scheme costing $175

million. At this stage only those benefits that can be

easily monetised are included in the calculation.

ExternalitiesExternalitiesExternalitiesExternalitiesExternalities

Some benefits cannot be easily quantified and thus

monetized. This is especially true for all externalities

that may occur during the project. The following

externalities have been identified:

Environmental impacts:

• Two aspects were considered, the first being the land
use and impacts from the diversion of ground water
consents as required by the ARC and the second the
environmental and social effects resulting from the
operation of the station. Land use was identified as
high intensity commercial, retail and associated
services which allowed for activities such as retail,
warehousing, offices, entertainment, and
accommodation facilities. Operational impacts
included air quality, both within the underground
structure and in the CBD, noise and vibration impacts
on the immediate surrounding areas and lastly
hazardous substances and contaminants resulting
from construction.

Social and cultural impacts – Impacts on the following

were considered:

• Heritage resources specifically declared heritage
buildings such as the Chief Post Office.

• Impacts on the CBD.

• Visual and landscape values.

• Transportation effects on the community (community
identity and sense of belonging).

• Social impacts: creating an ‘entrance’ to Auckland,
enhancing the viability of public transport and
creating greater connectivity across the CBD for the
wider regional passenger transport network.

Monetising these benefits gave the results shown in Table

3.

Further unmonetised intangible effects were identified

for the project which was seen as the systematic and

gradual changes in land use, transport systems, vehicle

dependence, associated movement patterns and social

health of the city. These effects are very difficult to

quantify and the decision was made to use the

willingness-to-pay principle to determine the impacts.

The outcomes from using different values for the

willingness to pay (monetised impacts) are shown in

Table 4.

Strategic importance of the projectStrategic importance of the projectStrategic importance of the projectStrategic importance of the projectStrategic importance of the project

The Britomart project was also seen as being of national

strategic value due to its long time frame, wide area

covered, and impact on future land use. The benefits

stemming from increases future investment option value

which were calculated as shown in Table 5.

Table 3: Monetised intangible benefits, NPV $m
Source:  Waitemata Waterfront Investigation. May (2001; 76). Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd

Benefits, $m NPVItem

WB WR WX

TOTAL PROJECT (excluding concourse)

Traffic noise 0 0 0

Air pollution 0.6 0.5 0.4

Carbon Dioxide Emissions 0.5 0.4 0.4

TOTAL 1.1 0.9 0.8

Adjusted benefits 130.9 79.7 63

Adjusted ER 0.90 0.54 0.43

BASE TRANSPORT PROJECT

Traffic noise 0 0 0

Air pollution 0.6 0.5 0.4

Carbon Dioxide Emissions 0.5 0.4 0.4

TOTAL 1.1 0.9 0.8

Adjusted benefits 129.25 78.55 62.55

Adjusted ER 1.60 0.97 0.78
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Incremental Analysis

The nature and history of the project resulted in a single

preferred option with other options being rejected on

grounds of practical infeasibility or planning consent

constraints. For the Britomart project the underground

concourse formed a single separable incremental element

thus allowing for an incremental analysis to be done of

which the outcomes are reflected in Table 6.

To make the concourse viable, the number of users who

had to use it are shown in Table 7.

A summary of the final efficiency ratios is given in Table 8.

Conclusion
The summary of results table clearly indicates the impacts

of incorporating wider economic benefits in the financial

analysis as can be seen when comparing the changes in

the economic efficiency ratio (ER) for each project option

(base, with concourse, without concourse) as more

benefits are included. It is significant that ER for the

total project (including concourse) never exceeded 1, while

the base project (without all the design add-ons) had a

positive ER (>1) immediately after the inclusion of user

benefits. Due to funding availability the project that was

finally delivered was the total project (excluding the

Table 4: Back calculation of required unmonetised benefits to meet values of ER
Source: Waitemata Waterfront Investigation. May (2001; 78). Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd

Dollar value
of benefits
required

WW1 Rail
passengers

Auckland
City

population

Regional
Population

Parameter value 89.5 Million 377,400 1,200,000

Unit $m NPV cents/rail pax $NPV/head $NPV/head

Adjusted ER

TOTAL PROJECT

1.0 15.1 17 40 13

1.5 88.1 98 233 73

2.0 161.1 180 427 134

3.0 307.1 343 814 256

BASE TRANSPORT PROJECT

1.0 -48.7

1.5 -8.4

2.0 32.0 36 85 27

3.0 112.6 126 298 94

Table 5: Monetised national strategic values, NPV $m Source: Waitemata Waterfront
Investigation. May (2001; 80). Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd

Benefits ($M, NPV)
ITEM

WB WR WX

TOTAL PROJECT (excluding concourse)

Investment Option Values 15.15 15.15 15.15

Adjusted Benefits 146.1 94.86 78.15

Adjusted ER 1.0 0.65 0.54

BASE TRANSPORT PROJECT

Investment Option Values 15.15 15.15 15.15

Adjusted Benefits 144.4 93.7 77.7

Adjusted ER 1.79 1.16 0.96
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concourse) option with further cut backs on streetscape

upgrading.

Analysis Of The Decision
Making Process Of The
Britomart Project

General

In order to make any conclusions regarding the decision

making processes followed one has to look at the

historical development of the project over time. Once

the Auckland Transit Plan was developed it became

essential that central government became and stay

involved. This has not happened. In the early period

(1965-1990) efforts from the region to involve and keep

central government interested proved to be unsuccessful.

Although central government (Labour) agreed to the

project in the early seventies the cost of the project was

seen as too costly for the incoming (National) government

and was therefore shelved.

The First Britomart Project

No data is available as to the period 1965-1990 on which

to base any conclusions other than a change in national

priorities in 1976 and a financial crisis in 1987 (Stock

market). However, the loss sustained in 1987 led to a

period of major reorganisation of regional government

organisations.

In 1989 the Auckland Harbour Board was disbanded and

Table 6: Incremental ER for WWI with and without
pedestrian concourse

Source: Waitemata Waterfront Investigation. May
(2001; 81). Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd

Table 7: Back analysis for pedestrian concourse
required benefit per use of the

concourse by PT users (2 million users pa).
Source: Waitemata Waterfront Investigation. May

(2001; 81). Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd

its port-realised activities were transferred to a public-

listed company called Ports of Auckland Ltd (POAL). POAL

was 80% owned by the ARC and 20% by the public. The

AHB’s non-port assets were transferred to the respective

local authorities, often as joint holdings with ARC.

In 1992, the central government passed legislation which

restricted ARC’s role to that of a planning authority. ARC’s

commercial assets were divested to a new organisation,

Auckland Regional Services Trust (ARST) including ARC’s

72.5% stake in the groundlessors interest in the

downtown properties. ARST’s role was to divest itself of

commercial assets, in order to retire the debt that had

been created by ARC and in 1994 ARST sold to Auckland

City Council, for $48m, its 72.5% groundlessors interest

in the Britomart properties. Auckland Council also received

cash, which had been generated from the properties

through ground rental and property sales. This enabled

Auckland City Council to become the owner of properties

bounded by Quay Street/ Britomart Place/Commerce

Street/ Customs Street and also the properties on the

southern side of Custom Street bounded by Fort Street.

This reorganisatiion of functional as well as physical

responsibilities and assets enabled the next phase of

Britomart to start.

The Second Britomart Project

The second Britomart project neither needed nor asked

for financial assistance from other government agencies.

The report from the Auditor General indicated however,

that although the project was subject to an extensive

communication strategy, transport stakeholders were not

consulted at an important planning phase whilst reasons

for rejecting alternative solutions were not well explained

even though Auckland City Council has made a

comparison but not making the report available as part

of the consultation process.

The second Britomart project should also be seen as

part of an Auckland City initiative and not part of a

regional initiative. From the documents available on the

Auckland City Council website (http://www.britomart.co.nz/

history.html) as well as from the AG report it is clear that

the project was commercially biased. It is also not clear

from documentation whether the other Councils

surrounding Auckland has been involved in this project

at this stage.

The Third Britomart Project

The establishment of a Regional Growth Forum, which

included all the Councils and Districts in the region, to

decide a future path of growth for the region, gave

impetus to the development of Britomart as a major

Incremental Cost 23.15

Incremental Benefits 7.06

Incremental ER 0.30

Cents/user

ER = 1.0 127

ER = 2.0 254

ER = 3.0 382

ER = 4.0 572
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Table 8: Summary of efficiency ratios
Source: Waitemata Waterfront Investigation. May (2001; 82). Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd

$m NPV and ERITEM

WB WR WX

TOTAL PROJECT (excluding concourse)
Discounted Benefits

Total Tangible Benefits 129.8 78.8 62

Monetised Intangibles 1.1 0.9 0.8

Investment Option Values 15.15 15.15 15.15

Total Benefits 146.1 94.85 78.0

Discounted Costs

Funding gap 164.6

Road expenditure foregone 0.2

Do Minimum costs -18.4

Total Costs 146.0

Adjusted Efficiency Ratio 1.0 0.7 0.5

BASE TRANSPORT PROJECT
Discounted Benefits

Total Tangible Benefits 128.15 77.65 62.0

Monetised Intangibles 1.1 0.9 0.8

Investment Option Values 15.15 15.15 15.15

Total Benefits 144.4 93.7 78.0

Discounted Costs

Funding gap 99.2

Road expenditure foregone -0.2

Do Minimum costs 18.1

Total Costs 80.6

Adjusted Efficiency Ratio 1.8 1.2 1.0

TOTAL PROJECT (including concourse)
Discounted Benefits

Total Tangible Benefits 129.8 78.8 62.0

Monetised Intangibles 1.1 0.9 0.8

Investment Option Values 15.15 15.15 15.15

Total Benefits 7.06 7.06 7.06

Discounted Costs 153.16 101.91 85.21

Funding gap 187.3

Road expenditure foregone -0.2

Do Minimum costs 18.4

Total Costs 169.2

Adjusted Efficiency Ratio 0.9 0.6 0.5
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transport interchange because rapid transit was

considered a regional necessity for accommodating

growth along all the major corridors. The Growth Forum

allowed all councils and districts of the region to render

input and make decisions regarding growth opportunities

not only in their own areas but also for the region as a

whole. The Forum therefore allowed regional growth

priorities to be set while still allowing councils and

districts to grow within a specified growth framework. It

also allowed for the region to buy into the Britomart

project.

From the funding that was eventually received it is

obvious that neither Infrastructure Auckland nor Transfund

New Zealand fully supported the project as the envisaged

$116.5 million funding application realised $45 million

from Infrastructure Auckland (all for rail) and $20 million

from Transfund New Zealand. No documentation could

be sourced regarding the application or the reasons for

the decisions.

The Inclusion of Wider Benefits

Part of the brief of the CAENZ project is to establish how

wider benefits have been incorporated in the decision

making process and in this sections some thoughts are

given as to their impacts in this study.

Benefits includedBenefits includedBenefits includedBenefits includedBenefits included

It is clear from the benefit cost analysis done for the 3rd

project that transport, environmental and some economic

benefits have been included in the calculation. The

benefits are primarily those that can be directly related

to the beneficiaries participating in the funding, operation

and use of the transport process such as government,

users, providers and non users affected by negative

transport outcomes such as noise.

This is one of the first cost benefit analyses to incorporate

the strategic significance of a project in its analysis. The

cost benefit analysis also took the long-term availability

of the property into account by investing now rather
than later.

Monetising the cost of social impacts such as heritage
retention, changes over time in the CBD, land use and
the transport network was quite difficult to monetise.

Benefits not includedBenefits not includedBenefits not includedBenefits not includedBenefits not included

Wider economic benefits such as those found in
agglomeration economies (localisation and densification
of industries) have not been included nor any economies
associated with changes in land values, and the
consequent returns that government (both local and
central) will receive on their investment.

Long-term flowing-on impactsLong-term flowing-on impactsLong-term flowing-on impactsLong-term flowing-on impactsLong-term flowing-on impacts

The Britomart project can be typified as leading
infrastructure which impacts across transport modes
whilst it simultaneously influences and shapes urban
form. Changes in urban form require additional
investment in the longer term which makes it essential
that both planning and funding agencies to be more
involved not only in the project itself but in the strategy
followed by the region, council or district. Failure by
especially central government funding agencies to be
involved with leading infrastructure projects and their
timing can lead to unnecessary friction between central
government and regional priorities with regard to
transport outcomes at a later stage.

The Influence of Wider Benefits on Decision-
making
The decision on the third or “actual” Britomart project
was taken by the Auckland City Council. The analysis in
this case study shows that wider benefits were
incorporated in the decision making process; indeed,
they were an essential element in the project achieving
a satisfactory cost-benefit ratio and thereby being
approved. Councillors were persuaded that Auckland City
would sufficiently ‘capture’ these benefits as economic
gain to justify the City financing the project.
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Executive Summary
The Waikato Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was devel-

oped by Watercare Services Limited (Watercare) to aug-

ment Auckland’s water supplies to meet future needs

and to increase the security of the water supply system

against a number of scenarios, including droughts up to

a return period of 1 in 200 years.

Watercare commenced investigations into future water

sources in 1994 following a drought event in the Auck-

land Region. The decision making process involved ex-

tensive consultation with Watercare’s customers, 6 local

network operators, regulatory authorities, tangata whenua

and other interested groups. Resource consents were

lodged in 1996. The Waikato WTP was commissioned in

2002 and designed to be constructed in stages with in-

frastructure provided for varying capacities. The current

capacity of the WTP is limited to a maximum of 75 MLD

and an average of 45 MLD; however the consent allows a

gross take of 150 MLD. The WTP currently contributes

approximately 19% of the Auckland Region’s water.

Background and Scope of the
Waikato Water treatment plant

Background
Although the Waikato WTP was commissioned in 2002,

the use of the Waikato River as an Auckland water source

has been considered several times over 100 years by

past Auckland authorities. The development of the

Waikato WTP was centred on the need for additional

water sources to meet future demand. Following the

drought of 1994, Watercare’s customers (6 local net-

work operators) requested a change in the drought se-

curity standard. At the time, the 2021 demand was esti-

mated to be 468 MLD, and the yield of the water supply

was 327 MLD. Watercare established the Future Water

Source Project (FWSP) in 1994 to review all aspects of

water supply, examining 96 potential water sources.

Watercare considered four potential locations for the

WTP which were evaluated against potential environ-

mental effects, efficient combination of intake, treat-

ment and pumping.

This case study was produced as part of the New Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAENZ) project titled,
Infrastructure Investment in New Zealand: Frameworks for Decision Making.

Case studies were selected to provide a cross section of large infrastructure investments that have been com-
pleted and where the benefits can reasonably be measured.  The other requirement is that the information on
these case studies is publically available.

The aim of the case studies was to identify current social, environmental, political and economic evaluation
frameworks used to justify major public infrastructure investments, by understanding:

i) What was the decision making process?

ii) What information was presented to assist decision makers in reaching a decision?

iii) How this information was presented.

iv) Have the benefits, as presented to decision makers:

a.  Been measured since completion of the project?

b. What was the timing and method used?

c. How do the current results on benefits and costs compare with the information presented to decision
makers?

d. Have wider (economic, social and environmental) benefits and costs been identified which were not
originally included in the assessment presented to decision makers?

The scope excluded reviewing or analysing the decision to invest in the case study projects.  The case studies
were not a critical appraisal of the decision or implementation framework of each case study.
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Location

The Waikato WTP is located upstream of the Tuakau

Bridge, at the southern end of Haywood Road, in desig-

nated land under the Franklin District Plan. Treated wa-

ter is pumped through a 38 km pipeline (of which ap-

proximately 12 km is on private properties) joining the

bulk water supply at the Redoubt Road Reservoir.

Scope

In 1996, Watercare commenced the resource consent

process, proposing to establish a water supply scheme

able to take up to 150 MLD of water from the Waikato

River to augment Auckland’s water supply. The proposed

WTP exceeded the requirements of the Drinking Water

Standards New Zealand (DWSNZ), resulting in extremely

high water quality. Whilst the conventional treatment

process of clarification, sand filtration and chlorine

disinfection was found to be suitable by highly respected

water experts engaged by Watercare to evaluate treatment

options, Watercare proposed a more stringent process.

A multi-barrier process using ultra-filtration and granular

activated carbon filters was proposed. The project would

include membrane filtration, considered by experts to

be an effective barrier to pathogenic organisms in water.

Aspects of the project fell within the jurisdiction of two

regional councils (Waikato Regional Council and Auck-

land Regional Council), and three territorial authorities

(Franklin District Council, Papakura District Council and

Manukau City Council). To be consistent with procedures

adopted for the construction of other major water infra-

structures, Watercare decided to designate the major

elements of the project including the part of the intake

facility not within the river, the treatment plant, and prin-

cipal hydraulic structures along the pipeline route.

History

The Waikato River was first considered as a water source

for the Auckland region in 1864, with the concept revis-

ited in 1897, which was rejected due to financial and

water quality reasons. Early drivers centred on the need

for additional water sources to meet future water de-

mand, with consumption nearing the capacity of the

Waitakere and Hunua sources during drought conditions.

Routine monitoring of the water quality began in 1978,

resulting in a large historical database of great value in

considering the Waikato River use a potable water source.

In 1985 the Auckland Regional Authority, then in charge

of the bulk water supply, commissioned studies investi-

gating future water sources, a precursor to the FWSP. A

cost ranking procedure recommended the Waikato River

as one of the four to investigate in detail.  The investi-

gation drew on public submissions made on reports and

community meetings. The proposed scheme further de-

veloped studies undertaken in 1975. The scheme involved

an intake upstream of Tuakau Bridge, with a pump sta-

tion and a short pipeline delivering water to a 600 MLD

storage lagoon, whereby water would then be treated

and piped to Pukekohe East prior to connecting to the

bulk water supply.

In 1994 Watercare considered the use of the Waikato

River as a water source. At the time of these investiga-

tions the Waikato River was already used as a drinking

water source, with 9 water treatment plants providing

water to 22 communities along the 400 km long river.

Project Scope and Brief

Project objectives

The objective of the project was to develop a water

treatment plant to augment Auckland’s water supply. The

proposed WTP was a solution based on:

• A very low overall risk, particularly in terms of
sustainability of yield and drought reliability.

• Economic considerations.

• The sustainable management of resources.

• Meeting regulatory requirements.

Project drivers

The key driver for the project was the requirement that

Watercare meet its level of service without applying water

restrictions. Water demand was predicted to increase

over 30% over the predicted 25 year future period used

to assess the project.

Outcomes envisioned

It was envisioned that the Waikato WTP would enable

Watercare to continue its level of service and meet the

drought security standard of 1 in 200 years requested

by the local network operators.

Funding

The proposed cost of the treatment plant and pipeline

was $155 million. The WTP was designed to be con-

structed in stages with infrastructure being provided for

varying capacities. The first stage was to a capacity of

75 MLD. The current capacity of the WTP is 75 MLD. The

remaining capacity will be developed according to fu-

ture demand, reaching the full consented take of 150

MLD.

This phasing ensures the full cost of the WTP will not be
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incurred until the WTP reaches full capacity driven pri-

marily by growth in the region.

The Decision-making Process
In 1985 the Auckland Regional Authority’s Bulk Water

Department commissioned consultants to undertake

Stage 1 of a 4 stage process evaluating future water

sources. A process of comparative environmental, tech-

nical and economic assessments determined the pre-

ferred option. Whilst the preferred option was not the

Waikato River, the reports did provide Watercare with

assessments and detailed information to progress.

In light of the 1994 drought, Watercare developed the

FWSP to review all aspects of water supply and deter-

mine the future source that met Watercare’s objectives.

The evaluation process (Figure 1) was conducted over

three phases:

• Phase 1: reviewed the existing water supply system,
drought standards, demand forecasts, water quality
and treatment issues and investigated the implica-
tions of climate change.

• Phase 2: analysed Phase 1 consultation, identified
the most appropriate schemes from the 96 potential
options, established an evaluation process to rank
the schemes, undertook sensitivity analysis and rec-
ommended a preferred option.

• Phase 3: resource consenting process.

Phase 1 identified 96 options which could augment the

future water supply fro the Auckland Region. Based on

excessive costs, inadequate yield, environmental effects

or adverse public perception, 85 options were ruled out.

The drought standard was then changed, resulting in a

further 3 sources removed based on yield. The shortlisted

schemes were then subject to an evaluation process

whereby options were scored according to a set of crite-

Figure 1: Evaluation process
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ria that included environmental, technical, cost, secu-

rity, water quality, community and cultural categories.

The overall process identified 6 possible schemes which

could be developed, of which 4 involved the Waikato

River (based on different pipeline routes and treatment

options).

Evaluation techniques

In 1995 Watercare published the Evaluation Techniques

Discussion Document which was circulated to all inter-

ested parties and local network operators for consulta-

tion. Watercare adopted a combination of the Goals-

Achievement Matrix and Delphi technique, best for group

decision making. Five basic criteria (Table 1) were used

to evaluate options:

• land use and community factors;

• cultural and historical factors;

• environmental factors;

• engineering factors; and

Table 1: Future Water Source Project (FWSP) evaluation criteria
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• cost factors.

A scoring regime was adopted and workshops under-

taken with a group of consultants advising Watercare on

technical matters. A sensitivity analysis, validating the

ranking was then undertaken. Criteria were evaluated

against each scheme, confirming if Watercare’s commer-

cial requirements and Resource Management Act (RMA)

requirements were met.  The following thresholds were

established:

• Environmental acceptability: based on the RMA, any
option that would incur significant environmental
effects that could not be mitigated or offset was
discarded.

• Public perception.

• Size of source: any option that could not deliver
over 5 MLD.

• Cost: any option estimated to generate a unit cost
in excess of $0.50/m3 wad discarded due to its in-
ability to satisfy issues of affordability raised by com-
munities and local network operators. For more de-
tail refer to the section ‘cost evaluation’.

Environmental Factors Considered

The storage dams operated by Watercare are all located

within the Auckland region and therefore susceptible to

weather patterns which can affect the region. The 1994

drought highlighted the weather-dependent nature of

the water supply system. Watercare was required at the

time to meet a 1 in 50 year design standard for droughts.

Watercare commissioned the National Institute of Water

and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) to assess likely future

climate patterns and to assist in the evaluation of future

catchment inflow regimes.

Prior to determining the method of water treatment for

the raw Waikato River water, Watercare engaged a Micro-

biological Advisory Group of independent, highly re-

spected water experts to advise on water quality moni-

toring and treatment. The Group and other international

experts determined the raw water could meet the Drink-

ing Water Standards New Zealand (DWSNZ) through con-

ventional water treatment of clarification, filtration and

chlorine disinfection. In considering potential more strin-

gent guidelines, Watercare adopted a multi-barrier proc-

ess providing water quality far superior to that required

to meet the DWSNZ.

Locations of infrastructure such as the intake and pipe-

line were selected based on the least environmental ef-

fects, considering factors such as river ecology and the

removal of vegetation.

Water demand estimates

The FWSP used mid range populations derived from

Statistics New Zealand. Based on population and busi-

ness growth projections, future water demand was pre-

dicted (Figure 2). Watercare adopted a two phase ap-

proach to the demand assessment by considering two

different time horizons – short term demands and me-

dium scale long term growth. The FWSP investigations

also reviewed the potential for water conservation meas-

ures to reduce demand on Auckland’s water supply sys-

Figure 2: Water demand prediction
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Scheme Total Capital 
1995 $000) 

Total fixed 
operating &  

maintenance costs  
1995 $000) 

Total 
variable Op. 

Costs 
1995 $000 

NPV ** 
1995 $000 

1 143,000 19,626 30,200 -80,785 

2 208,100 24,246 30,928 -107,857 

3 229,500 32,092 39,089 -134,838 

4 211,900 28,707 35,653 -127,760 

5 211,900 24,432 34,295 -112,933 

6 186,700 20,440 25,043 -96,989 

7 227,900 29,492 33,590 -124,074 

8 111,300 15,314 30,820 -65,620 

9 168,800 18,394 31,219 -85,754 

10 206,800 27,446 38,240 -109,918 

11 174,800 19,570 33,068 -88,886 

12 150,100 17,312 27,378 -79,723 

13 155,400 19,626 30,406 -88,670 

14 139,300 17,360 24,735 -83,956 

15 123,100 15,314 30,911 -72,939 

16 130,900 12,360 27,248 -74,415 

17 188,500 26,716 31,863 -108,513 

     

** The NPVs are shown as negative as the schemes cash outflows are greater 
than cash inflows 

Highlighted schemes involve the Waikato River as the water source 

tem. The work undertaken demonstrated conservation

measures alone were not sufficient to meet future de-

mand requirements, and should be run in parallel with

future source development.

Key results from the demand forecast review were:

• The yield of the system was 327 MLD.

• The required planning horizon was 25 years.

• The demand in 2021 was estimated to be 468 MLD.

• The additional supply increase, for planning purposes
was 136 MLD.

Cost evaluation

Schemes were identified and each sized to produce an

equal volume of water over the 25 year planning period,

allowing direct economic comparison. The model used by

Watercare produced the total scheme costs, which were

then converted to net present value (NPV) as a basis of

comparison. The capital analysis model analysed the op-

erating and capital expenditure costs over a 25 year pe-

riod based on 1995 dollars, taking into account deprecia-

tion, taxation and the cost of capital. The outcomes of

the economic evaluations undertaken for the planning

demand forecast are summarised in Table 2.

Figure 3 provides an example summary sheet for the

Waikato schemes from the 1994-1995 studies.

Quantitative evaluation
The initial evaluation ranked the schemes according to

their placing based on weighting scenarios adopted in

the Phase 1 evaluation, namely:

• equalised weighting;

• 1988 Bulk water Supply Study (BWSS) weighting;

• RMA weighting; and

• security/technical criteria weighting.

The first series of rankings, based on non-cost attributes

are summarised in Table 3.

The non-cost attributes provided a first order ranking to

check for consistency and to determine whether any

anomalies became apparent with application of the vari-

ous weighting scenarios. Schemes based on the Waikato

River consistently scored in the top positions, and the

top three (2, 13 and 17) did not change regardless of the

weighting scenario applied.

Table 2: FWSP scheme cost summary
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Figure 3: Example of a Waikato Scheme Summary Sheet
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A ranking process was adopted to ensure the favoured

option was not only commercially justifiable but also met

Watercare’s Environmental Policy. The ranking process pro-

vided a clear and consistent basis for assessing the im-

pact of these factors on each of the schemes. By graphing

the present value against non-cost attribute scores for

each scheme, it was possible to develop a systematic

comparison of the effects of this trade off. As can be seen

from these graphs (Figures 4 –7) the same six schemes

grouped in the middle to lower right (most preferred

schemes) quadrant, confirming the earlier analysis.

For a 25 year planning horizon only schemes incorporat-

ing the Waikato River satisfied Auckland’s future water

source requirements. From a quantitative assessment

the short list of preferred schemes (1, 2, 8, 13, 15 and 17

all included the Waikato River.

Consultation
Whilst investigating future water source options,

Watercare consulted extensively with all interested and

affected parties. Consultation occurred throughout the

FWSP. Documentation from Phase 1 of the project was

released in May 1995. A total of 322 submissions were

received. Analysis identified 30% preferred the Waikato

source on its own, 15% preferred the Riverhead source

and 34% preferred a combination of the Waikato source

(Figures 8-13).

Newspaper advertising and newsletters kept the wider

community informed throughout the selection process,

and consultation continued during the resource consent

hearing stage. Consultation involved consenting authori-

ties, environmental groups, local community groups,

schools, statutory bodies, customer territorial authori-

ties and asset managers, tangata whenua and private

property owners directly affected.

Issues and concerns raised during all stages of consul-

tation were considered by Watercare in choosing the

option, pipeline and treatment plant designs, and re-

quirements for construction and operation protocols.

Central to the consultation was the input of the tangata

whenua, Tainui, who are principally represented on en-

vironmental concerns by the Huakina Development Trust.

The Waikato River is a taonga, with spiritual, traditional,

historic and cultural significance to tangata whenua. A

Cultural Management Plan was prepared by the Huakina

Development Trust at the request of Watercare to pro-

vide guidance for the requirements of the Iwi of Waikato

in regard to their kaitiaki responsibilities for the wise

use and management of the Waikato River. During ex-

tensive consultation, the Huakina Development Trust

expressed concerns about extracting water from the

Waikato River and offered input into solutions that would

not compromise cultural values. Throughout the con-

senting process, Watercare provided the Huakina Devel-

opment Trust draft copies for input of other manage-

ment plans, from pipeline construction to contingencies.

All matters of mutual interest were expressed by both

parties.

Table 3: Summary of Phase 2 non-cost attributes rankings

Scheme Equalised 1988 BWSS RMA Security/Technical 

1 7th 7th 7th 5th 

2 2nd 2nd 2nd 2nd 

3 4th 4th 4th 6th 

4 4th 4th 4th 6th 

5 4th 4th 4th 6th 

6 8th 8th 8th 4th 

7 12th 12th 12th 11th 

8 17th 17th 15th 17th 

9 10th 9th 10th 10th 

10 13th 13th 13th 14th 

11 14th 14th 14th 16th 

12 15th 15th 16th 13th 

13 3rd 3rd 3rd 2nd 

14 9th 10th 9th 9th 

15 11th 11th 11th 12th 

16 16th 16th 17th 15th 

17 1st 1st 1st 1st 

     

Note: Highlighted schemes involve the Waikato River as the water source 
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Figure 4: Scheme evaluation – equalised weighting

Based on all evaluations, the only future water source

which could meet requirements, regardless of climatic

conditions was the Waikato River. The preferred scheme

was consistent with the results of public submissions.

Consenting Process
Watercare commenced the resource consenting process

in 1996 with Environment Waikato, Auckland Regional

Council, Franklin District Council, Manukau City Council

and Papakura District Council. Consents under the Re-

source Management Act 1991 were granted in May and

June 1997. The consents were subject to a variety of

appeals to the Environment Court, with hearings from

October 1998.

A common condition to a number of the consents re-

quired Watercare to prepare and implement Management

Plans, such as the Fisheries Management Plan and the

Cultural Management Plan. An Iwi Liaison and Monitor-

Figure 5: Scheme evaluation – 1988 study weighting
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Figure 7: Scheme evaluation – security/water quality weighting

ing Group was created to provide ongoing cultural and

spiritual advice about the Waikato River and to ensure

ongoing consultation and input into annual reporting.

Consents stipulated annual reporting and water quality

monitoring required by Watercare.

Post Implementation Audit
Expansions to the WTP, as planned for in the earlier

proposal are required to ensure that Watercare can con-

tinue its level of service. A post implementation audit to

confirm or reject the preferred scenario was not under-

taken specifically. However, a second comprehensive

study to identify the most appropriate mix of bulk water

supply augmentation options required to meet future

(2058 and 2108) demands and ensure security of supply

commenced in 2007.  The study identified that further

development of the Waikato river abstraction scheme

remained the most favourable option, supporting the

original infrastructure investment decision to build the

Figure 6: Scheme evaluation – RMA weighting
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first phase of the Waikato WTP.

Multi-criteria tools (from the Three Waters Programme)

were used in the latest study to conduct a comprehen-

sive assessment across social, cultural, environmental,

economic and legal/technical/risk well beings of 34 sup-

ply options. These options included those which had

been considered in the original 1994 options analysis.

Further detail of the MCA approach taken is included in

Appendix 1.

Scores were determined for each option against all of

the criteria. Score were then added up with no weight-

ing applied under the assumption weighting was sub-

jective. A sensitivity analysis was then undertaken on

the ranking options by varying the importance of each

criterion

Economic models used by Watercare include data such

as water demand projections (including the impact of

water demand saving measures and climate change) and

details of existing and possible new water supply infra-

structure. Costs included capital costs, operation and

maintenance costs, and replacement costs over 50 or

100 year periods.

The unit cost of water ($/m3) is well suited to providing

a means of measuring and comparing the full life cycle

costs of the various water supply options as it accounts

for: Capital, operational and maintenance costs; Effects

Figure 8-13: Results from Phase 1 consultation
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Figure 14: Marginal cost of achieving each successive m3 of water of the Waikato WTP
compared with other options

of staged development; Replacement costs of water in-

frastructure elements once they reach the end of their

economic life. Effect of interest charges and inflation;

Revenue from the sale of water delivered.

The marginal cost of achieving each successive m3 of

water of the Waikato WTP compared with other options

is shown in Figure 14.

Conclusions
The urgency to meet water demand during the drought

of 1994 was the key driver for the development of the

Waikato WTP, and this was acknowledged in studies.

The flexibility of the “as required development” reduced

a lot of the uncertainty. The feasibility of other water

supplies was considered, however no additional sources

could meet the quantity, quality, cost and timing param-

eters that the proposed Waikato scheme could deliver.

The Resource Management Act process allowed for the

stringent assessment of environmental and cultural ef-

fects. Watercare took all steps available to avoid, rem-

edy and mitigate effects. The pipeline location, for ex-

ample, was chosen to minimise environmental and so-

cial effects, located where possible along public roads,

with less disturbance to private properties and need to

remove vegetation.

The quality of the treated water continues to meet the

DWSNZ and Ministry of Health Grading of Community

Drinking Water Supplies, from which the Waikato WTP

achieves ‘A’ Grading. Recent investigations by Watercare

(based on historical data) confirmed that, without the

Waikato WTP, Watercare would only meet a drought stand-

ard of less than 1 in 20 years, rather than the regionally

agreed 1 in 200 year drought standard.

The development of the WTP has provided social, cul-

tural and environmental benefits for the wider Auckland

region. With less pressure on the other water sources,

Watercare is able to produce compensation flows from

the dams, providing downstream benefits to the envi-

ronment.

Had the Waikato WTP not been developed, the drought

may have had financial impacts on communities and

businesses. Had rationing been required industries would

suffer the loss of production as water is a primary ingre-

dient in many products, an essential part of processes

(i.e. cooling for machines) and essential for hygienic pur-

poses. Based on a GDP of the region, at the time of the

FWSP investigations, of $70 million per day a 5% loss

of production for 3 months would incur a loss to the

community of $300 million.

The Huakina Development Trust noted during debates

about the Waikato abstraction “When people are hun-

gry or thirsty for water, we must feed them”. With the

continued development of the WTP, Watercare can con-

tinue to meet its levels of service and provide the com-

munity with drinking water, providing social benefits.

Recent studies to identify the most appropriate mix of

bulk water supply augmentation options required to meet

future (2058 and 2108) demands and ensure security of

supply for the Auckland Region have shown that further

development of the Waikato river abstraction scheme

remains the most favourable option, supporting the origi-

nal infrastructure investment decision to build the first

phase of the Waikato WTP.
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Table 2-1: Scoring system used to
assess the options

Score Degree to which an option 
satisfies each criterion 

+4 Very good 

+3 Good 

+2 Moderately good 

+1 Slightly good 

0 Neutral 

-1 Slightly poor 

-2 Moderately poor 

-3 Poor 

-4 Very poor 

1 Evaluation Methodology

1.11.11.11.11.1 Multi-Criteria AnalysisMulti-Criteria AnalysisMulti-Criteria AnalysisMulti-Criteria AnalysisMulti-Criteria Analysis

Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) is a methodology by which

the relative merits of different proposals can be com-

pared using a range of quantitative and qualitative cri-

teria. The method has been in use internationally since

the 1960s and is designed to help decision-makers dif-

ferentiate between alternatives whilst taking into account

differing and sometimes competing objectives. In New

Zealand, the MCA method is being increasingly used by

local and central government, as well as private compa-

nies, to integrate sustainability principles into decision

making.

MCA enables decision makers to more effectively move

beyond simple cost-benefit analysis to incorporate so-

cial, Maori cultural, environmental and economic fac-

tors. The MCA method involves the development of a

set of criteria against which each alternative is com-

pared and scored. By breaking complex issues down

and assessing each criterion in turn, it allows for easier

comparison between options. The outcome from this

process can then be directed to provide operational

advice or recommendations for future activities.

1.1.1 Assessment Criteria

The water resources and treatment MCA involved the

assessment of each water resource and treatment op-

tion against a set of social, cultural and environmental

criteria. A total of 20 criteria were assessed, comprising

six social, four cultural, and ten environmental criteria.

1.1.2 Scoring System

The following scoring system was used in order to assess

the extent to which each criterion was met. Options that

had net social, cultural or environmental benefits scored

positively and those with net adverse effects scored nega-

tively.

1.21.21.21.21.2 Data AnalysisData AnalysisData AnalysisData AnalysisData Analysis

The data was assessed in five ways.

1.2.1 Total Average Score

This method is a sum of the three average scores across

the social, cultural and environmental categories. The

average is used (as opposed to a simple total) as each

category has a different number of criteria. (For exam-

ple, cultural consists of four criteria versus ten for envi-

ronmental.) By using an average score this weights each

category evenly, otherwise scores would be skewed to-

wards the category with the highest number of criteria.

Total average score = ∑
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ +

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ +

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

Social
Total

Cultural
Total

Env.
Total

The total average score was graphed and ranked in or-

der to illustrate which options were most favoured. A

ranking of 1 means that this option had the highest

total average score. A ranking of 33 reflects the lowest

score.

1.2.2 Grading of Options #1
This method grades the options according to the rank of

the total average score. A five-tiered ranking system was

used, ranging from Good (G) to Poor (P).

The total average score for each option was calculated,

ordered from highest to lowest, and then ranked from 1

(highest scoring option) to 33 (lowest ranking option),

as per the methodology above. The six highest ranked

options were given a grade of Good while the lowest six

were graded as Poor. The remaining options are allo-

cated grades of moderately good, neutral, or moder-

ately poor (Table 2-2).

1.2.3 Grading of Options #2
This method grades the options according to the per-

centage range of the total average score. A five-tiered

ranking system was used, ranging from Good (G) to Poor

(P).

Instead of allocating grades according to the rank of the

total average score, this method allocates grades ac-

cording to the percentage range of the total average

score. This accounts for variation within the scores, for

example, if there are options that score significantly higher

or lower than others.

The total average score for each option is calculated,

Appendix 1 : Future Source Augmentation Options Analysis
2007-2010 Options Evaluation Methodology
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Table 2-2: Grades assigned according to the rank of the total average score

Table 2-3:  Grades assigned according to the percentage range of the total average score

Grade Description Rank (Total Av. 
Score)  

# of Ranks 
per Grade  

G Good 1-6 6 

MG Moderately Good 7-13 7 

N Neutral 14-20 7 

MP Moderately Poor 21-27 7 

P Poor 28-33 6 

Total: 33 33 

Grade Description % (Total Av. 
Score) 

# of Ranks 
per Grade 

G Good >80-100% Varies 

MG Moderately Good >60-80% Varies 

N Neutral >40-60% Varies 

MP Moderately Poor >20-40% Varies 

P Poor 0-20% Varies 

Total: 100% - 

Note:  100% = highest total average score achieved;  
0% = lowest total average score for each criteria. 

ordered from highest to lowest, and the range of the

scores determined. Those options which fall within the

top 20% of scores are given a grade of Good, while the

options that fall within the bottom 20% of scores are

graded as Poor. The remaining options are given grades

of moderately good, neutral, or moderately poor.

1.2.4 Weighting Each Category
This method shows the effect of changing the relevant

importance of the three well beings relevant to each

other. The total average score for each category (social,

cultural or environmental) is weighted by a factor of two

and three to see how this influences the result and rank-

ing of each option.

Weighting each category shows how the most preferred

option (attributed from the rankings) may change if one

category is considered more important than the others,

for example if social well-being is considered to be more

important than cultural or environmental well-being. It

also illustrates which water resource options are most

favoured under each category.

1.2.5 Weighting Each Individual Criteria
This is similar to the above method however this time

the scores for each individual criteria are multiplied by a

factor of two and three within each well being category.

There are a total of twenty criteria under the three cat-

egories.

This illustrates which criteria are most influential in de-

termining the scoring and ranking of options.
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